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EDITORIAL

T

his issue consists of a selection of the communications presented at the XVth
Symposium on Theoretical and Applied Karstology held on 23-27 May 1997 in
Baile Herculane. It includes papers devoted to various fields of Speleology, Karstology
and Paleontology.
The Organizing Committee was greatly honoured to welcome the participation in this
Symposium of scientists not only from different countries of Europe (Yugoslavia,
Croatia, Hungary, France, Germany, Norway), but also from South-Western Asia (Iran,
Israel).
As always, the aim of our periodical is to keep the scientific community up to date with
the latest developments and achievements of Karstology as a whole. One of our major
objectives is to act as a catalyst for the development of this branch of science which
should bring together fundamental and practical purposes in order to solve short and
long-term programs connected with the conservation of natura/landscapes and, at the
same time, to provide accurate models for the understanding of the geological,
hydrogeological and chemical processes that result in various karst phenomena. We
also seek to encourage multidisciplinary approaches to complex research problems. We
are interested, after the removal of political barriers in Central and Eastern Europe, in
building up a coherent and unitary karstologic system across the continents, despite a
changing science environment and budgetary constraints faced by many research
institutions on a global scale.
Another important goal of our Symposia is to help the young generation of researchers
to become not only competent theoreticians, but also efficient scientific workers in
applicative branches of Speleology and Karstology.
We have also to recall that 130 years ago Emil Racovita. our emblematic maestro, was
born. This issue is dedicated to the memory of this great biologist and innovative
thinker who firmly established the directive lines of Biospeleology, a rapidly growing
science, thanks to his initial creative efforts. Emil Racovita was among the first
scientists to understand the great biological, evolutionary and geoscientific significance
of the · subterranean world and the importance of multidisciplinary collaboration in
studies devoted to Biospeology, Speleology and Karstology.
To honour this great man and his immense scientific legacy, the activities and programs
of our institute continue to be placed in 19981 and in 1999 as well under the magisterial
aegis of Emil Racovita in memory of his participation on "Belgica" to the Belgian
expedition to the Antarctic Continent. The centennial commemoration of this expedition
( 1897-1 899) which pioneered the polar research in a quite hostile region is intended to
become a moment of reflection on our own initiatives, exploratory efforts and
achievements.
Costin RADULESCU

Theoretical & Applied Karstology, vol. 10/1997, pp. 9-27

TAK REVIEWS

· · Dynamics of the evolution of early karst
.

.

.

Wolfgang DREYBRODT, Franci GABROVSEK & Jorg SiEMERS 1

ABSTRACT
The evolution of karst conduits due to calcite aggressive water flowing in 1mt1ally narrow fractures requires· a ·
non-linear rate.law Fn(c) = kn(l ~ c/ceq)n for limestone dissolution close to equilibrium with respect to calcite:
A mathematical analysis of the evolution of limestone dissolution rates of water in such early, narrow fractures
as a function of the distance from the input reveals an exponential decrease of the dissolution rates for linear dissolution rate laws (n.::; 1), such ·that ·subsurface karstification is prevented.
For non-linear kinetics (n >.2), however; the decrease of rates proceeds by a hyperbolic relation, such that dissostill sufficiently high to create a feedback mechanism by which after a
lution rates at the exit of the fracture.
long 'time
gestation a dramatic increase in the widths of the conduits is established. After this breakthrough
event, eve~ widening along the entire' channel determines the further evolution. The time to .achieve breakthrough is given by T .,·~0 /2yF(l,O), ·.where2yF(/,O) is the initial widening in em/year at the t:xit of the ~nduit.
This equation defines the parameters, which determine karstification. The equation above, howev~r•.holds, only.
when the calcium concentration of the inflow solution is less than 99% of saturation. Oth~rwise the positive
feedback loop is switched off and the conduit widens evenly along its entire length with rates of 10-9 em/year to
enlarge extremely narrow fractures with initial widths of several ten microns over distances of kilometres to
sizes of about 0.1 mm within several ten millions of years. This provides a general explanation for the concept of
inception horizons, where usually other mechanisms have been assumed.

of

are.

The results on one-dimensional conduits were applied to two-dimensional nets of initial fractures. These are constructed on a square-lattice by occupying the lines between nearest neighbour sites by a water conducting fissure ·.:
of width a 0 and length l with an occupation probability p. For p > 0.5 percolating nets occur which carry water.
To simulate cave genesis in step 1 we calculate the water flow rates driven by the hydraulic head h through all
fissures. Then, in step 2 the one-dimensional transport~dissolution model is applied to each of these fractures and
the evolution of their widths is calculated during a time step l:lt • Iterating step 1 and step 2 the evolution of the
two-dimensional system is modelled. At the onset of karstification flow is evenly distributed on all fractures. As
the system develops solutional widening creates preferred pathways, which attract the flow more and more, until
at breakthrough both widening and flow increase dramatically. A numerical an3.Iysis of breakthrough times in
dependence on the parameters a 0 (width of the initial fractures), L (horizontal dimension of the aquifer), h (hydraulic head· acting on it), and on the chemical parameters of the dissolution kinetics reveals that the relation
valid for one~dimensional conduits is also valid for two dimensional ones. The consequences of the dependence
of breakthrough time on the various parameters determining karstification are finally discussed.
Key wo-:~s.: kllfst, evolution of conduits, dissolution kinetics of limestone

Dynamique d'evolution du karst initial
RESUME
Pour qu'intervient une evolution des conduits karstiques Soumis a ['action de L'eau ag.ressi~e par rapport a La
calcite, et qui s'ec.o ule dans des fractures qui au debut sont etroites, il est necessaire qu'une loi non-lineaire
Fn(c)=kn(l-clceql dirige._(r:egit) La dissolution du calcaire pres de _l'equilibre par rapport au calcite. Une
analyse -mathematique de l'ev(J.lution des vitesses de dissolution par l'eau dans ce genre· de fractures initiates
etroites, en fonction de La distance par rapport aux entrees, releve une diminution exponentielle des vitesses de
dissolution dans le cas des lois de vitesses de diss_olution lineaires (n=l ), d'une telle maniere que La karstification souterraine est inhibee.
1

Inst. of Experimental Physics, Univ. of Bremen, NW 1, Kufsteinerstr., Postfach 330440, D-28334 Bremen, Germany.

W. Dreybrodt et aL
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Pourtant, dans ie cas d~s cinetiques non-lineair~s (n>2) la diminution des vit/mes suit'une relation hyperbolique, d'une telle maniere que les vitesses de dissolution ala sortie de La fracture sont toujours suffisamment elevees pour creer un mecanisme de feed-back par lequel, au bout d'un long temps de gestation, une tres forte
augmentation des ouvertures des conduits intervient. Ulterieurement a cet evenement determinant, !'evolution
suivante est controtee par un elargissement uniforme sur touti La longueur du conduit. Le temps necessaire pour
que l'elargissement determinant intervienne est donne par · T::::: a0 12yF(l,O), ou 2yF(l,O) est l'elargissement
initial en cmlannee a La sortie du conduit. Cette equation definit les parametres qui controlent La karstification.
L'equation precedente est pourtant valable seulement quand La concentration en calcium de La solution d'entree
est inferieure a une saturation de 99%. En cas contraire, La boucle de feed-back positif est decouptee et le conduit s'elargit sur toute sa longueur avec des vitesses de 10'9 cmlannee pour elargir des fractures extremement
etroites, aux ouvertures initiates de quelques dizaines de microns, sur des distances de kilometres, jusqu 'aux ouvertures d'environ 0,1 mm, en quelques dizaines de millions d'annees. Ceci fournit une explication generate
pour le concept d'horizons d'amorcement, pour les queUes on a envisage d'habitude d'autres mecanismes.
Les resultats sur des conduits mono-dimensionels ont ete appliques aux reseaux bi-dimensionels de fractures
initiates. Ceux-ci sont construits sur une maille rectangulaire, en occupant les lignes reliant les points les plus
rapproches par une fissure capable de transfert d'eau, d'une ouverture a0 et une longueur l, et presentant une
probabilite d'occupation p. Pour p>0,5, des reseaux de percolation transferant de l'eau font leur apparition.
Pour simuler La genese des grottes, dans le premier pas on calcule les debits d'eau deplaces par la charge hydraulique h par toutes les fractures. Puis, dans le second pas le modele mono-dimensionel de transport - dissolution est applique a chacune de ces fractures et l'evolution de leurs ouvertures est calcutee durant le pas de
temps At Par iteration des pas I et 2 on modele le systeme bi-dimensionel. A l' etablissement de La karstification, l'ecoulement est distribue d'une maniere uniforme dans toutes lesfractures. A mesure que le systeme evolue, l'etablissement par dissolution' cree des trajets preferentiels, qui attirent de plus en plus l'ecoulement, jus- ,
qu'au moment ou l'elargissement et le debit augmentent d'une maniere determinante. Une analyse numerique
des temps ecoutes jusqu. a l' evolution determinante, par rapport aux parametres ao (ouverture des fractures initiates), l (dimension horizontale de l'aqui.fore), h (La charge hydraulique imposee), et aux param~tres chimiques
de la cinetique montre que la relation qui est valable pour des conduits mono-dimensionels est aussi valable en
deux dimensions. En final on discute les consequences de La dependance du temps ecoute jusqu'a l'evolution
determinante par rapport aux divers parametres qui controlent La karstification.
0

Mots clis: karst, evolution des conduits, cinetique de La dissolution du calcaire.

1. INTRODUCTION
The dissolution rate of limestone by C02 containing calcite aggressive water flowing through a
narrow fracture with a width of several tenths of a
millimetre
is
given
(DREYBRODT
&
EISENLOHR, 1997; DREYBRODT et al., 1996;
EISENLOHR et al., 1997; SVENSSON . &
DREYBRODT, 1992) by
(la)
(lb)
c is the concentration of calcium in the solution
and ceq the equilibrium concentration with respect
to calcite in mole/cm3 • The rate constants k1, and k,
are related by
k,

=kl(l-csfceqi 1-")

[mole cm-2 s- 1]

(2) -

c., is the switch concentration, where the reaction
order changes from 1 to n. Typically 0.75<c,<0.9
. for natural limestone.

To answer the question, how the profile of an initially uniform fracture develops in space and time
when an aggressive solution is forced through,
numerical models have been used assuming a constant pressure head driving the water through the
fracture. These models show (DREYBRODT,
1990, 1996; PALMER, 1991; GROVES &
HOWARD, 1994a, b) that a positive feedback loop
is operative. Widening of the fracture causes .increasing flow through it, and therefore the dissolution rates increase along the entire fracture and so
on, until finally a dramatic increase of flow rates
causes a dramatic enhancement of the widening of
the fracture. This breakthrough event terminates
the initial stage of conduit evolution. To gain more
insight into this positive feedback mechanism, we
present a simple mathematical model, which
avoids numerical modelling by finite differences.
In the second part of this work we extend this
model to two-dimensional networks of such frac~
tures and show that important results of the onedimensional model apply 'also to the more realistic
network model.

Dynamics of the evolution of early karst
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Fig. I.
Part of a.fr:actm-e Jl}ong the
percolatin1H~athway ~t distance x from input between
x and x+dx. The concentration c(x).fncrease5 along·the
distance dx by dC.
·

Partie d'une.fnzcture, le}ong
du trajet de percolatitm fl.
une distanc.e ·x de son ouverture, entre x et x+dx. La
concentratiQn c(x ) m01#e sur
Ia distance dx par de.

C+dC =

V(x)

b(x)

C (x+dx)

·--a{x)
X

2. DISSOLUTION OF LIMESTONE
IN A PLANE PARALLEL
FRACTURE
We replace a natural irregular fracture by ·a uniform fracture with initial aperture width ao and a
breadth b0 • . We furthermore assume that a 0 « b0
(typically a 0 ~ 0.01 em, b0 ~ 100 em). The length
of the fracture is /, and the hydraulic head h is acting on it.
A part of this fracture is illustrated by Fig. 1. At a
distance x from the input the concentration of calcite is c(x). It increases by the materi,al dissolved
-·from the walls between x and x + dx to a value
c(x + d x) =c(x) + d c . The flow velocit}< of the
w~ter is v(x A(x) is the cross section~.~~.~ of the
fracture, and P(x) its perimeter at positio~, x. According to the law of continuity the flow rate
through the conduit does not depend on the distance x and is given by

c

d

.l

J-c =JP(x)dx/Q
c F(c) o
.

(4b)

0

c0 is the concentration at the entrance x =· 0 of 'the
conduit. During the initiitl , _state of ' spel~ogenesis
the flow is laminar and the flow rate Q( t) at time t
. through the· fr~cture is given by

\

1

Q=v(x)·A(x)

(3)

Now conservation of mass requires that the amount
of calcite dissolved per unit time from the walls
between x and x + dx must be equal to the 9ifference between the calcite transported by the flow Q
exiting from the fracture at x + dx and that entering
it at x. Thus
·

Qdc = F(c(~))P(x)dx;
Integration yields .

(4a)

where a(x,t) and b(x,t) are its dimensions~ which
now vary in space and time, 11 is the viscos~cy.' of
the solution, p its density, and M(x, t) is. .~ g~o
metrical shape factor with values between 0.3 and
1 (BEEK & MUTZALL, 1975), g is the earth's
gravitational acceleration, l is the length of the
conduit. Units are [g], [em], [s], [mole/cml
Eqns. 2 to 5 specify the parameters which determine karstification in its ·initial state. The first
group of parameters represents the chemical driving forces. They are k 1 , kn, n, c.,. , c0 and the equilibriufn concentration c.q . The kinetic constants k 1
and kn depend on temperature, and kn also depends
on the lithology of the bedrock (EISENLOHR et
al., 1997). The kinetic exponent n takes values,
2 < n < 11. The equilibrium concentration c.q is
related to temperature and to the amount of carbon
dioxide available on the surface of the karst terrain.
Finally c0 is the calcite concentration of the solution entering the fracture.

12
The physical driving forces are mainly related to
the hydraulic head h, i.e. the elevation potential of
the fracture system. If rainfall is high, such that a
large amount of water is available at the surface,
this value remains constant in time. In the early
stage of karstification this can be assumed as realistic, since the narrow fractures cannot carry large
quantities of water and therefore the water table
remains close to the surface. In the later stage of
mature karst the amount of water available might
not suffice to maintain this high water table. Therefore the amount of rainfall determines the further
development of the karst aquifer.
The hydrogeological setting is characterised by the
geometry of the fracture which determines its resistance R (eqn. 5). Thus the corresponding parameters are the aperture width a 0 , the breadth b0
and the length l of the fracture. Furthermore the
viscosity 11 depends on temperature ( 11 = 1. 8 . 1o-2
2

As a first step we calculate the initial dissolution
rates along the initial fracture, which at the onset of
karstification has not yet been widened. By use of
eqns. (1) to (5) one finds

(6)

when linear dissolution kinetics acts to a distance x
(of eqn. la). As the water flows along the fissure
its calcium concentration increases until at location
x, it attains the value c, , where the rates switch to a
non-linear rate law (c.f. eqn. lb). In this case ·one
finds

J ( de

)'

~2(a,+b0 Xx-x,)/Q,

F(x)= k1 exp(-x!Lt)(l-c0 /~eq),

for

x ~ x.,

(9)

and

for x > X5

(10)

where
L =

Qo Ceq

= pg h

1

2(a0 +b0 )·k1

a~ b0 M 0

Ceq

(ll)

1211/ 2(a0 +b0 ) k 1

2

at 0° C, 11 = 1.33 · 10- at 10° C, and 11 = 0.90 ·10dynscm-2 at 25° C). Therefore the amount of water
carried through a system of fractures almost doubles if the temperature is raised from 2°C (alpine
karst) to 25°C (tropical karst).

c.• kn 1- cfceq

Integrating eqn. (6) and (7) and employing eqn. (2)
yields
·

(7)

Q0 is the initial flow rate, and is found from eqn. 5
as
(8)

and
(12)

Ln =Lt !(n-1);

Fig. 2 illustrates this by the following scenario:
Water with concentration c0 = 0 enters the fracture
with b0 » a0 • The dissolution rate at the entrance
is F(O). We have plotted F(x) in units of F(O)
versus xl~. At the entrance the dissolution rates
are determined by linear kinetics and drop exponentially. At X=2lt the concentration has reached
the switch point where cs =0.86·ceq '(dotted line).
From then on dissolution proceeds by a non-linear
rate law and the rates drop according to a hyperbolic relation. This is shown by the solid lines for
n =2, 4, and 10.
If, however, no switch occurred the rates would
continue to drop exponentially as shown by the
dotted line, and within a short distance of x = 30~
they are reduced by 13 orders of magnitude. In
contrast to that, the rates are reduced only moderately by about 3 orders of magnitude, when nonlinear kinetics is concerned.

To translate the data of Fig. 2 into real situations
one has to know the values of~ and F(O). Using
1
3
11
ceq= 2 · i<r mole/cm and k 1 =5 ·10- mole cm-2 s3

.

one finds L1~ 1.6 · 108 a0 hll. In natural karst systems ao~ 2. 10-2 em and hi/~ 10-2• Therefore,
L 1 ~ 10 em. Initial dissolution rates are converted
from mole cm-2s-1 into em/year by the factor of

Dynamj,c$ pf_the e:r(J/Uti(Jn ofearly karst

.13
....,

1J7·109 • Thus-the initial rates at the eri.tialjce &re
about 5 · I0-7; em/year. If only first order kinetics
were op~raJ:i,..e .tll,e di$.solutiori .rates. wo~ld . dJ:qp Jo
about 10:;4~ cmf,yeax at a distance of 10 m away
from -the e[lbiaiJce.. Therefore, caves could .never
develop. ·The ~~y to . the evolution of caves, is the
non-linear,_, ~netics, _which allows. the wa~er to
penetr;.tt~ qeep .into the .rock without-losing its. dissol\ltion power. This was first pointed out by
PALMER,(1984); ·Prom Fig. 2 one reads .t:hat at a
distance of about 1 krn dissolutlonal widening is
about 5 · 1(19 em/year for n ~ 4.

Th~ ir-i:IJ..~ 4i~s.o.Iution ~at~s

at the exit of a yet unwidened ir,llt\al fracture of length I and width a0 can
now be obtained from eqns. 10, 11 and 12 by considering that l » X 1., I » L,., a0 » b0

.

p gh

F(i,.O)=k,. - · -·a 0 •

(24l'JP
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(13)

k,.(n-1)

Note· thaHhe· dissolution rates are independent of
~0 and ki ·and' that this equation represents an approximation, :-vvhich is, valid as long as Ln_» L0' . In
this case t~ey are.entirelydetemlined PY tpe higher
order kinetics, The reasor,l.is,. that first order . k.inet~
ics acts only close .to the -entrMCe at .a distat:lce Up
to about ·xi~ lOcm , Which is orders ofmagiritudes
smaller than l. Therefore, tbe ·non:-linear kinetics is
active practically along th~· entire fractUre.: · ·
•

~"' .

'·.

1

.'

3. EVOLUTION OF A
CONDUIT
ONE:..DIIVIENSIONAL
'
. '

.

T~ illustraie the evolution ~f a . cav~ under such
conditions Fig. 3 shows th~ results of a nwp.erical
model de~cribed elsewhere (DREYBRODT 1988;
1990; 1996). In this special case the parameters
used are: a0
'

=0.02

em, b0

' ' -. - -

-

= 100

:

·

czn:. I= 10 5 em,

c.'~ =2·lO~ .mo.leciY,l-3 • kt :=4·10-

k
II

II

·2

I

molecm_s_.
.. ·1e.em-2s~ 1, n = 4 ~ cr = o.9 c." .
= 4 . 1-o,..g:,,
· ·rno
'

.

.

:.

.

:·

~·::

. tl

• '

.

·..

.

Fig: 3a' shows the flow rate Q(t) as a function of
time. After a long gestation time .' of about 32.000
years, where Q(t) increases by no more than one
order of magnitude · there is a dramatically steep
iricroase; ~ittiin·:a~ ?ety- short time span; We call this
event break:through, and the time at which it occurs
breakthrQ:LJgh .tiro(:f; .Tj; '·' Fig. 3b depicts the proflles
oftlie' ifiiti.Wiy~ 'clni!oim ifractuie a.s ·they evolve in
tiihe:' Notet1iaf'the£sc·a le of 'Width,is logarithmic. At

the input of the fracture dissolution rates are high
and 'll''-funnel ·like shape is create<;l. Since the rates
drop rapidly this shape is restricted close to the
input. The rest of the fracture opens up more
evenly witll a slow widening at the exit which finally accelerates dramatically. and within a short
time ·span of hundred years opens up and consequently breakthrough occurs. Ouring t~s evolution
the kinetic length Ln increases in a sirrtilar way as
Q(t) (cf. eqns. 11 .a nd 12.). As a consequence· tbe
concentration of the solution at the exit decreases
slow•y until at breakthrough it drops ra.pidly to
values close to the concentration c0 at the input.
From' then on· the fast first kiQetics governs dissolution rates along the entire conduit and 'during this
new state of maturity- an even and comparatively
quick widening of the conduit results. This is illustrated in Fig. 3c, Which show5 the concentration
profile c(x) for vanous limes nnti.l breakthrough.
Not~ that in Fig. 3c the length ssale is logarithmic.
After the 'I>reakihrough event turb\llent flow se~s in
and furthennore the · amount 'of water needed ·to

W. Dreybrodt et aL
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sustain the hydraulic head may be no longer available. Therefore the hydraulic head drops to a new
value, which is determined by the amount of meteoric precipitation. Consequently the upper entrance
parts become vadose and further phreatic evolution
of the conduits proceeds below the new watertable.

. ·4iJillfu'i(,s.~i!iJlarge_; · Notez que l'eche/lede Ia.distance
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3.1. ESTIMATION OF BREAKTHROUGH TIME

To obtain a deeper understanding of the processes
illustrated in Fig. 3 we give a derivation of the
breakthrough time which does not require numerical models.
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·ai a
plane parallel nicture' outlet in estimation oLhow
. the outlet 'width develops iri
cari be provided.
To this end~
ass tim¢ ·~ai the. ,fractur~ is ..evenly
widened aiong #s entire length with :the dissolution
rate· acting at its outlQl. .In<reaiity this·'is·notthe
case; s.i nce the dlssohition 'ra~e at the otitlet is lower
·than everywhere else in the fracture. Therefore the
. fracture, insttad developing :a: bell shaped prome'·
wouici maintain a uniform wjdili. a(t) 'after.time i:
This is iilustnited .by Fi'g.·..4. The .iirltialtube haf
.widened to · a •bell. shaped form~ .The width at' the .
· outlet . is ·. a(i)~ ..The :dashed... profile .would' have
evolved( if .the dissoiutloii rate . the' outlet had
been attiv~ :alol)g th~
l~ngth.
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N=4

N=2

-· Fig. 5. Evolution of tbe
width Qf the Idealised frac- ·
·ture :~ ·a fuiu;tiori of tinie.
. The widtb'iS In units Qf ao,
:and 'the time in units :of T .
-· (d. eq. :i~~·)• The numbers
·"OJ! .the curves give the -o r. der o(the kin¢ties acting at .
,the outlet:' Note that T de- .
,_ pendson-n. Therefore, ~e .
scales are different
·for n=lO, 4~ aild 2. The
_- evolution of. the fracture
wldth is calculated from
eqn~ 18. (in ~ l04
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Evolutum des dimensions

'li'iule fracture uJealisee en

Q)

fotiction t{u temps. La wrgeur est mesurie en Uf!ites ·
·de·ao; le temps en T(cf. eq
:isa)..Les numeros sur Ia
~- courbe dpnne l'ordre de Ia '
Cinetique li Ia sortie. Notez
:·que T depends de n._Par
C01Jsequent, les echelles de
. temps sont-differentespour
-n 10, 4 et2. L'evolution
'·de Ia largeur de ia fracture est calculee parl'equation '
(;n '=l04 et '6a!a0 =10-2).
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u
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L

LL

=

Is:

After m time steps the width has increased to
(a, + m · ~a} and the time Tm for further widening
by

T111

~a

is given by

~a

=

{I

=

2yF(l,Tm_1)

~a
a0

a0 +m~a

o-

(17)

J

Therefore, the total time TM necessary for widening the fracture to
M

M

mRI

m•l

(a0 + m~a) is

TM = LTm = TL(~a/aoX1 + mtlaja0

t

3
nt(n-l)

(18)

=

depict

noted that this value of T8 represents an upper
limit owing to the approximation of even widening
along the entire fracture (cf. Fig. 4). In reality the
fracture is wider and therefore it carries a larger
flow. Therefore, according to eqn. (13) the dissolution rates are larger and correspondingly · TH
'
.
becomes smaller.
After breakthrough, the flow-rate Q increases with
3

Fig. 5 shows widths of the fracture as it develops
in time for several values of n and tlala0 0.001.
The curves

the

plot

of

TM

(19)

This becomes practically numerically independent
of the ratio tlala0 for tlala0 < 1 3 • It should be

3n!(n-1)

ao

n-1
T8 =--·T
2n+l

versus

a 0 +mila.
After an initially slow widening the widths
crease rapidly and dramatically open up at
__breakthrough time T8 .This occurs while
proaching the limit m ~ oo , and one finds
numerical calculations, that:

"inthe
apby

.

-

a(I) . Therefore the length £. (t) ·increases correspondingly such that the concentration approaches
zero at the outlet and the dissolution rates are uniform along the entire fracture.
The positive feedback is nicely ·demonstrated by
eqn. (17). Due to the increase of the disso~u~on
rates at the outlet by a power law of a(t) with exponent 3nl(n -1) the times for wid~ning the outlet by
tla decrease correspondingly ..Thus, With increasing
fracture width the dissolution rates are enhanced
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, Fig. 6:
a: Evolution of the idealised
, fracture for varioUs input concentrations c0 In a double loga. rlthmlc plot. A: eo=0.75C611 ; B:
c0::0.9c.11 ; C: c0=0.96C611 ; D:
co=0.9825c,11 ; E: c0 = 0.99 c.a; F:
Co=0.9925 c,tl; G: Co=0.995 Ceq• '
·. The empty circles mark the
switch-off points, beyond which
. the positive feed back loop is no
longer operative.

100000
A

10000

'1 000

a: Evol~tion d'une fract~re idealisee pour des concentrations
d'entree c 0 variables, dans une
graphe double logarithmique.
eo=0;7Sc,11 ; B: co=0.9c,11 ; C:
co=0.96c,11 ; D: co=0.982Sc~11 ; E: ·c0
0.99 cu; F: c0=0.9925 c~; G:
c0=0.995 c.ll' Les cercles marquent
lespoints de decouplage, au deIii
· de quels Ia boucle de feed-back .
,:, ,est plus operatoire. .

A:

=

b: Fig. 6a.in a linear plot, meant
to illustrate the linear growth
during the time after the switchoff~ The empty circles mark the
switch-off points, beyond which
the positive feedback loop is no
longer operatjve.
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b: Le graphe 6a represente en
coor·donnees lineaires pour illustrer Ia croissance iineaire dans'la
periode suivante·le dec'oujilage.
Les cer'cles manjuent lespoints de
decouplage, au delil de quells,
apres que Ia boucle de feed-back
n 'est plus. operatoire.
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and . this .accelerates widening until breakthrough
occurs. This, however, is possible only if the hydraulic head remains constant. It is the increase of
discharge under constant hydraulic head due to the
increasing width of the fracture which causes the
positive feedback. After breakthrough the flow rate
will become limited and the dissolution rates become constant in time.

1.8

2.6

3.4

t/T8

4.2

~:

5.0

5.8 .

Using eqns. ( 13) and (15) the breakthrough time
can be written as a function of all parameters,
whic.h control the evolution of the conduit on a
fracture
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The dissolution rates in this case are given by eqn.

2n+l

1
T8 - -

~-1- 1 Jn-1

y 2n+ 1 a0

(21), considering xs

X

[years]

(20)

=0

and

L~

=Ln.

In any case the feedback mechanism expressed .by
' eqn. 14 is only operative as long as
la~!(lna 3 (t))» 1 and it is effectively switched off
when this ratio takes values of about 0.1 (cf. eqn.
10). Therefore, when the width a(t) has reached
the value

Units in eqn. (17) are em, mole, g, and s. y =
1.17 · 109 converts the units of T8 into years.
So far we have assumed that the length Ln in eqn.
( 10) is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
length of the conduit, such that I » Ln and the
summand 1 in the denominator of eqn. (1 0) can be
safely neglected. In this case the dissolution rate
F:n at the input is orders of magnitude higher than
the initial rate F(l ,0) at the output. The feedback
mechanism expressed by eqn. (14) is valid only
under these conditions.
However, F(l,t )cannot increase .beyond F:n. The
general valid expression for F(l,t) can be derived
from eqn. ( 10) as

(21)

Therefore, when a (t) has increased to a sufficiently large value the growth of the exit rate diminishes until finally it reaches the constant value
F;, . From then on the conduit widening is linear in
time and uniform along its entire length. In most
cases the flow becomes restricted to a constant
value before this happens. But also in this later
case the feedback mechanism is no longer active
and the conduit widens linearly in time.
If, however, the solution enters the conduit with a
concentration c 0 sufficiently close to equilibrium

with respect to calcite, and c0 > cs eqn. (7) has to
be changed by replacing c_. =c 0 and x_. = 0. By
integration of the modified eqn. (7) one finds

(23)

the exit rate takes the value Fs(l,t,.) ~ 0.9 · F:n and
beyond that time t.. the feedback mechanism is no
longer active. Subsequently the width of the conduit increases linearly in time and evenly along the
entire conduit. This is illustrated by Fig. 6a, which
shows the evolution of the idealised conduit for
several values of c0 • Fig. 6a depicts in a double
logarithmic plot the width a{t )1a0 versus TIT8 .
Curves A and B illustrate the case of input concentrations c0 <cs, cA =0.75ceq and c8 =c, =0.9ceq.
In both cases the breakthrough is independent of
c0 • This is generally true as long as c0 ~ cs. As
soon as a(t) reaches as(ts), growth continues with
a constant rate 2y·k1(1-c 0 /ceq), given by eqn. (1).
This is shown by curve B. The open circle marks
the switch-off point (as,tJ. A similar behaviour is
also shown by curves C (c0 =0. 96ceq) and
D (c0

=0.9825ceq).

In this case c0 > c_. and there-

fore the higher order kinetics operates along the
entire conduit from the very beginning of its evolution. In figures 6a and 6b, the switch off points
are marked by the open circles on these curves. For
curve C, 1/Ln ~ 300, and 1/Ln ~ 25 for curve D.
For curves E, F, and G these values are 4.6, 2, 0.6
respectively, since the input concentrations are
sufficiently close to equilibrium. (E: c0 = 0.99ceq;
F: c0 = 0.9925ceq , G: c0 = 0.995ceq. T~erefore, the
initial dlssolution rates at the outlet (cf. eqn. 21)
are 0.1 Fin, 0.23 Fin, and 0.53 Fin respectively.
Consequently the feedback mechanism is reduced
to such an extent that breakthrough does not occur.
It should be noted that beyond ts, in the log-log
plot, the growth deviates from linear. To illustrate

PY.~tnics pf ~he. >evolution ofearly karst

this distortion we have replotted curves A- G in a
linear scale. (Fig. 6b). Curves C, D, E, F, and G obviously exhibit m¢mal cons~t growth rates beyond
: (,,,.and comparatively lower rates before this time. .

T~e~~fdi,e. ~hen. hyd~ogeological conditions favour ' co~cen~a~ons sufficiently close to equilib. rium, ln takes values of. several kilometres, and
uniform widening in the order of 10-9 em/year may
enlarge narrow fractures ·· with aperture widths of
several 10 J.Ul1 over distances of kilometres in time
scales of several ten million years. This might be a
general and ubiquitous mechanism creating sufficiently wide fractures as a prerequisite for later
karstification, which then can occur under changing hydrogeological conditions which supply solutions of sufficiently low input concentrations to the
such widened fractures.
This may provide a general explanation based entirely on the dissolution kinetics of limestdne to the
"inc~ption horizons" as postulated ··by LOWE

(l992Y.1

4. EVOLUTION OF TWODIMENSIONAL CONDUIT
NETWORKS
Real karst systems are three-dimensional or at least
two-dimensional. Aquifers carrying water from an
inlet to an outlet can develop only if percolating
answer whether such
pathways exist. To give
pathways do exist we employ some basic results of
percolation theory (STAUFFER, 1985). Imagine a
set of joints to be represented by a square lattice as
depicted in Fig. 7. Each space between two nearest
points represents a possible location of a fracture;
but fractures are not evenly distributed. Therefore,
we assume that each of these spaces is occupied by
a real fracture with an occupation probability p ::;1'.

an

For instance, Fig. 7a displays a small 30x30 grid
with a probability p = 0.4, which means that on the
average 40% of the possible locations is occupied
by a real fracture. We further assume that water
enters at the left side of the grid and leaves at the
right side, whereas the top and the bottom of the
grid are impermeable. In Fig. 7 a we have plotted
the real fractures by thick lines. We see that there
are .clu.~ters . fractures, which are not conneCted
from the inlet to the outlet, and therefore cannot
such 'a· case an aquifer cannot decarry watd· .:
velop. Fig. 7b ·illustrates the situation for p= 0.5. In
this' case tlie cluste~ 'have merged and percolating
pathways appear. All fractures · carrying water to
the outlet are marked by extra thick lines. The

of
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shape of the percolation cluster could lead us to
~xpect a dentridic cave system. Fi.g. 1c illustrates
~he sittiat.J.on with p
0.7. Here we obtain a wa-

=

~er-carrying

network and the resultipg cave system
could be of ~ze-type. Percolation pathways can
only ·exist if p~Pr) where Pr is 'dilled the critical
percolation
thie8lioid
(STAUFFER,
1985;
BALBERG, 1986; SAHIMI. 1995): Therefore, in
each setting of fracture~ with p < Pc k:ars~: development would not be possible. For values of p:~p,.,
but still close to Pr water is carried through a few
pathways ~hich may evolve to large conduits until
the water table drops. But, if p is close to 1, virtually all the fractures are used to carry the water and
the w;tter table may drop even when the diameters
of the evolving conduits are still small. Therefore,
in highly fractured ·rock karstification may be intensive, but major cave systems may still be absent. The boundary conditions, i. e. the regions of
input and output, which are simple, in Fig. 7 may
be restricted to a few input and output points. Correspondingly, even though a cluster extending over
the entire area may exist, it may not carry water to
the outlet. It is therefore obvious that the hydrological setting is of utmost importance for the
evolution of a system of conduits.
Furthemiore, each of the fractures in the network
has statistically" distributed aperture widths ao,
breat}!s b0 .and lengths l. Out of all the percolating
pathyvays those which on the average have a; srriall
floW: resistance, i. e. a small average length ~nd
large average width, and which are also subject to
the most favorable dissolution conditions will exhibit a :short breakthrough time. After one of these
pathways breaks through, the boundary conditions
change due to a dropping , water table, and only
those pathways connecting the new water table to
the outlet will further develop, whereas others will
cease to grow. First crude models using brickworkpatterns of fractures on small 7x6 nets· have been
alrea,dy . presented by GROVES &. HOWARD
(1994b). Their networks, however, were too small
to provide sufficient spatial resolution. But, they
all show that breakthrough, similar to that in the
one-dimensional fractures occurs, and therefore
provide the basis for more extended investigations
such·ap those reported in this work.

Relying on such reasomng, one may expect that
the concept of breakthrough, as derived from onedimen~ional models (DREYBRODT; 1996) is
.also valid for two-dimensional fracture networks.
Correspondingly one should question whether the
equation for breakthrough time derived for a
single one-dimensional fracture (DREYBRODT,
1996) is still valid. This is not at all
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}'ercolation networ:ks: i.j, a ·squii,eJ~(tice ..with qccu~ .
Plltto~ prq~a);)iJi~yji llA (a), /1. O;s (b),.andp ~ 0.7 ·
(c). TheJhJ,ri:Unes Ju-e ft~Gfilte~ ·which ca~ot carey '
a water now.>The thick lines are fractures within a
c~~J,Ster tm4 'ctitl1' ~ater f~qm,tbe left si~e. to ~lje .

=

=

' rl~t $fd,~·4rtl.t¢ s9,uar~ hittice.

.

.

Resea~: de perc~ll:atw1l qans llne ·ma/r4;e C(J"ee avec
;rinp~qbdhilitld1occupatlon p o,4', (a),p :!:JJ;S(b) (!t

=

w=?;7 (c). ies raits[in_es ~e.p,.esentf!nt ?esf~ctures

qtt~· nepeu}lentpasetreutili-Seesparl'ecoulement. ~s

..
.

trqiis grasreprese'ntent des fractures parcourues d'un
ecoutement.a ~avers Ia matric(! carrie de gauche a
dr~itfl. . ;.
·. •....
·
·

To answer this· question we present a model of
two-dimensional karstification on sufficiently large
networks to reveal details of cave evolution. Then
we will use numerical sensitivity analysis to investigate the dependence of breakthrough times on the
various physical, hydrogeological, 'and chemical
parameters involved. .

4.1 MODEL STRUCTURE
As a first step, a percolation network with given p
is created. Next the boundary ·conditions for input
and output are defined, and all fractures which
cannot carry a water flow are · omitted. The remaining percolation cluster represents all percolating pathways. To calculate the flow rates in each
fracture an initially unknown hydraulic head h; is
assigned to each node where three or more' fractures are connected. The series of single fractures
connecting such a point i to the next possible intersection point j constitutes an isolated flow resistance Ru , which for laminar flow is given (BEEK
& MUTZALL, 1975) by
j

Ry=l2T)J
pg ,

dx

x represents

trivial, since depending on the occupation probability, the total length of a percolating pathway
.can vary quite considerably.

(24)

a3 (x)b(x)M(x)

'the distance from node i along the
series of fractures connected to the nodej, a(x) and
b(x ) are 'the profiles of the fracture diameters. p is
the density of water, 11 its dynamic viscosity, ~d
g earth's gravitational acceleration. Flow rates
within these elements of the network are calculated
by a mass conservation equation for each ·of the
nodes.
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(25)

Q1n is the flow rate towards i, whereas Qout is the
flow rate away from it. Q1i is the flow rate in the
pathway connecting nodes i andj. This set of linear
equations is solved by standard methods, using
special CO-iteration procedur~ for sparse matrices
(JACOBS, 1977). Once the heads h 1 and hi are
known, the flow ·rates Q1i are obtained (eqn. 2).
Then we calculate. dissolution widening for all
tubes in the following way:
·

A. First we select ~n input point at the boundary
of .the network. We specify the concentration
c1n of the solution which flows into the input
tube. Then we apply the one-dimensional
transport-dissolution model (DREYBRODT,
1996) to calculate the concentration proftle
along this tube, including the concentration of
the solution leaving it at the next node, where
this tube is connected to another one. Furthermore we calculate the new proftle of the tube
after a time step M. We repeat this procedure
for all input points at the boundary. In the dissolution model the dissolution kinetics in eqns.
(1) and (2) is used.

B. In the next step we select all nodes where the
concentrations of all the inflowing solutions
are known. We assume complete mixing of
these solutions before they are transferred into
conduits that carry the flow away. For these, as
described above, the one-dimensional transport-dissolution model is used to obtain the
concentration of the solution at their exits, and
also their new profiles after the time
step M .Then we repeat procedure B until the
new profiles of all conduits have been obtained.
·
For the new network, we calculate the new flow
rates at time M and the new profiles at time 2M .
By repeating procedures A and B the profiles of all
conduits and their flow rates can be obtained as a
function of time. It should be noted that-the boundary conditions and the input concentrations can be
changed after each time step, if external changes
due to climate or geological changes (e.g. uplifting, down-cutting of base level) are considered.
It is also possible, instead of specifying hydraulic
heads at each arbitrary node, to use fixed input
flow rates. Thus a variety of geological and climatic conditions can be simulated by the model.

4.2 BREAKTHROUGH ON TWODIMENSIONAL NETS

Fig. 8 gives an example of the typical breakthrough behaviour for all simulations. The network
with p = 0.7 simulates the initial hydrogeological
setting. The length L of the square is 3 krn. The left
side contains a variety of input points at a hydraulic head h = 150 rn. The nght side contains output
points, all at the hydraulic head 0. The upper and
lower sides of the square are assumed to be imper:vious. The \Vidth of the fractures is a0 = 0.03 em
aii.d their bi:eadtli b0 = 100 em. The concentration
of the inflowing s'olution is c0 = 0. The equilibrium concentration with respect to calcite is ceq =
2x10~

mole crn-3 • The reaction kinetics rate constants are kl = 4x 1o-Il mole Cm-2S-I, k4 = 4x 1Q-8

mole crn-2 s-1, n =4, cs

= 0.9.

Fig. 8a shows the average widths of the fractures
after 9960 years. These average widths are those
which a conduit with uniform spacing a would
exhibit, if it had the same resistance as the real
conduit with a profile a(x), Fig. 8b, 8c illustrate the
further evolution as the conduits penetrate into the
system. Finally after 17762 years the first channel
has reached an exit point. The distance of penetration Lp(t) can now be defined by the remotest distance from the input, where channels have been
widened to 0.1 ern. Breakthrough at time T8 is
achieved when LP (T8 ) = L.
Fig. 9 shows as a function of time: LP/ L, the
width a(t )/ a(T8 ), the water flow Q(t )/ Q(T8 ) •.·and
the concentration c(t)fceq of the · solution at the
breakthrough exit point. All these quantities show
a typical breakthrough behaviour. We define the
breakthrough time by the time at which the concentration of the water leaving the major exit point
drops below 10-3 ·ceq . In all cases the flow was
laminar, as indicated by the computed. Reynolds
number that are lower than 1000. ·
4.3 Nl}MERICAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
OF BREAKTHROUGH TIME

Using a similar network, but changing only one of
its parameters at a time, we have calculated the
dependence of the breakthrough time on these
parameters. The result is summarised by the following expression:
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Fig. 8. Evolution of:a karstaquif~r wi~p =0.7 at 9960years (ll), 13657 years (b), 17362years(c) and 17762
years (d)~ The uppetand lower b'Qundilries are hnpervious. The tertSide·boundaryisatconstant head h =
=150m, whereas th~·head at the right side boundary ish= 0 m.. The thickness of the lines represents the average
ape1-ture of the fractures, with the code : -< 0.1 em; = < 1 em; =< 10 em;~> 10 em. Parameters a 0 0.03 em, b0 =
1_00 em, h '= 15000 cm;L 3xl0S em~~ 4, c, 0.9, 11 2x10~ mole:cm""'3 , and k 4 =4x1.(i8 nll>le·cm-1s"'1•
Evolution d'un aquifit~ karstique avec p 0,7 a9960 ans (a), 13675ans (b)1 17362 ans (c) et 17762 ans (d). Les
frontieres superieure et inferieure sont•lmpermeables. La limite,de gauche a une charge constante h ='= 150 m, tant
que Ia charge de Ia limit~.droite est h ='0. L'ouverture moyenne des fractures est representee suivantle cQde: -<
0.1 em;=< 1 em;=< 10 .:!~; ~> 10 em. &spafametres: a 0 = 0.03 em, b 0 =100 em, h =15000 em, L = 3x105 em,
6
2 1
·
11 = 4, c, =0.9, c"' =2x10' .-mole-cm-J, and,k 4 =4x10-a mole-cm-:- s""' •

=

=

=

=

(26)-

c, =

=

The constant c(p,s) is dependent only on the properties of the initial fracture system. It depends on
the occupation probability p and the geological
setting s. This equation closely resembles that of
the one-dimensional case (eqn. 20) with the length
l of the conduit is replaced by the spatial dimension L of the fracture system.
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. Fig. 9. Evoiutlon of penetraJion .
lengtll L,IL, tio:wra~ QJQm fracture ~dth a/aM and· concentra: '
tlon cl:c~ . = c:' at the exit of the :
winning. pathway. QM and. a~ are
the values reached at break~
through. QM 518 cm3s- 1, qM,;
4.86 em . .At breakthrough the
concentration switches to values
close to zero.
Evolution d~ Ia longueur de,penetration L/L, du debit QJQMJ :de Ia

10°~--------------------~----~

=

UJ.rgeur de '/p.fracture a/aM et.de la
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Fig. 10 provides a check of eqn (26). Here we have
plotted the breakthrough times calculated for various a0 , L2
ceq and ··~4 in a double logarithmic

/h,

plot, as functions of.. the corresponding variables,
whereby we have. used ,results from the fracture
system shown in Fig. 8. The straight lines fitted to
the .calculated points show the . validity of the
power law and the exponents can be calculated
from their slopes. The exponents · obtained. are
within ± 10% of those predicted from eqn. (20).
We have also calculated the breakthrough times as
a function of the various parameters, as defined
above, for a range of different values of n (n = 3 up
to n =11) and 'iia~'e found eqn.' (20) to be valid in
this range. We have also performed such calculations on a variety of different initial fracture systems with identical . bo~dary conditions and different occupation probabilities. These have also
verified the predicti0ns of, eqn. (20) (SIEMERS &
DREYBRODT, 1998}.
.I

5. DISCUSSION
One may consider the breakthrough time as a
measure of the intensity of karstification in a limestone terrain. .The . shorter are these times, the
higher is the degree of karstification. Thus, eqn. 20
specifies the intensity 'o f karstification in dependence on the various. pararri~ters aiready specified.
The hydrogeological 1. forces are reflected by the
geometrical parameters l or L, but they are tied to
the physical and chemical driving forces by the
parameter group ao. b 0

---

___ __ -

0/Q.~,,"'

I

~ 2 11/(hceq )] or [Z:,!(hceq )] .

I

I

I

5000

10000

15000

20000

time [a]
In regions of low temperature as alpine or arctic
karst one expects low levels of C0 2 with Pco 2
from 0.1% up to 1% and consequently low equilibrium concentrations. In tropical karst ?co 1 ranges
· from 0.2% up · to 10%. (BROOK et al., 1983;
FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989; WIDTE, 1988;
YUAN et al., 1991). Consequently calcite equilibrium concentrations are higher by at least a factor
of two in tropical karst. Considering the temperature dependence of the viscosity, breakthrough
times, for otherwise identical settings, are smaller
by about a factor of six in tropieal karst compared
to low temperature karst.
One interesting feature is the fact that breakthrough times depend critically on n. For n =4 an
increase of l by a factor of only two extends the
breakthrough time by a factor of six. Therefore, in
areas of comparable hydraulic head h one expects
intensive karstification with many small caves,
where geological setting allows comparatively
short percolating pathways. In contrast, in regions
oflarge l only few, but long caves will be found .
Karstification times ·depend most sensitively on the
initial fracture width a0 • A variety of investigations qrsing various methods report fracture widths
between 5 ·1 o-3 em up to w-l em with high prob_;
abilities in the region between 0.01 to 0.03 em
(MOTYKA & WILK, 1984; WILK et al., 1984;
BOCKER, 1969; PALLIET et al., 1987;
PALLIET, 1988; BANDIS et al., 1985; JOHNS et
· al., 1993). For wide fractures with b0 » a0 and
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Fig. 10.. Dmlble logarithmic plot of breakthrough
time as~ function of a0 ,(L I h),ceq , and k 4 for
2

=

4,p:::: ()~7i. a.s obtained from computer run~ on
the grid of FJgure 8.

11
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2

distance of about 1o-3 ·l . From there on the higher
order kinetics takes over (cf. Fig. 3c). Therefore,
higher order kinetics practically acts along the
entire tube, and consequently it does not matter
whether the water entering the fracture has already
dissolved limestone from the overlying soil. As
long as the concentration c0 remains below c,
breakthrough times will not be influenced considerably. This is also the result of numerical calculations, which in comparison to c0 = 0 show an increase of no more than some 10% for c0

ceq [mole em·~
10

of thousands years for ~arst areas where .i is high
(0.1) and l is .of the order of 100 m. Such times ·are
realistic and have been reported by FORD (1988),
MYLROIE & CAREW (1986), and BAKALOWICZ (1982) as minimum times required for the
evolution of a karst aquifer to its maturity. For
large systems with I::::: lOkm and i = 0.01 correspondingly larger times in the order of ten million
years are needed.
A further interesting point should be addressed. As
we have shown the breakthrough times are controlled by the dissolution rates at the exit of the
fracture and therefore depend only on kn and n
but not on k 1 • This leads to a most important conclusion. Since the kinetic length of the first kinetics
at the entrance is extremely short the concentration
drops quickly to cs , in most realistic cases after a

5

10

4x10

= 2·10-2 em breakthrough times are several tens

=4,

p =0, 7 obtenupar simuwtion sur ordinateur apa~tir du reseau de la Figure 8.
.
..

vided

ceq

=cs, pro-

is not altered. From these reasons, in

contrast to current opinions, the initiation of karstification is not enhanced, when allogenic water with
low hardness enters a limestone terrain.
After breakthrough, however, turbulent flow sets in
and the flow rates become restricted by the amount
of water available at the surface. Due to the large
flow velocities, the concentration of Ca2+ changes
little along the entire flow path and remains close
to its value at the input. Therefore, dissolution rates
are uniform along the conduit. These rates, however, depend on the concentration of the inflowing
water and cave development in the mature state is
enhanced, when allogenic water of low calcium
concentration enters the cave (DREYBRODT,
1996). Maximum rates are about 10-2 em/year, but
rates lqwer by one order of magnitude should be
realistic (DREYBRODT & BUHMANN, 1991;
LIU & DREYBRODT, 1997).
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Sche.riattc drawing ()f tlie
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work, Fig. 11 illustrates the his-

tory of the formation of a mature conduit. It shows
the cop.duit width at the exit as a function of time.
Since during the initial phase it is in the order of
I o-2 em its values are magnified by a factor of
5000 t<? ' !Jecome visible. During the gestation or
initial phase.the exit width varies extremely slowly
until it has reached twi.c e its initial .width. Shortly
afterwards breakthrough sets in and turbulent flow
is established. The concentration of Ca2 + drops to
low values such that a uniform dissolution rate is
active along the entire channel length. The initiation ~e dep·e nds critically on the length and the
initial width of the fracture and for realistic cases it
covers the range from about ten thousand to ten
million years. ·
..

VADOSE
STAGE

'-'

6. CONCLUSION
To

. PHREATIC
. ENLARGEMENT

.

After br~ough enlargement of the conduit proceeds under phreatic conditions at a rate of about
400 mmlky with variations of about ±200 mmlky.
In contrast to the initiation phase the enlargement
phase is similar for all phreatic conduits and independent of their ·former development. Eventually

000 60000 80000 1 00000 1 20000
TIME (years) ·
the conduit 'will become vadose with a river flowing in it. TQen .entrenchment of canyons' with
similar rates will occur. Finally the · passage becomes completely :va~ose and growth stops until in
a .later time.• by varying e~tefhal ·conditions, it may
become phr~atic ag~r} · and reSume growth. The
active phreatic phase: is compimltively short since
it takes only about hundred thousand years to create a passage of about 30 m diameter which is not
often encountered in nature.
Finally this work shows that to understand the
evolution of cave systems one has to cpnsider the
dissolution kinetics of limestone. An understanding
by considering only ·the influence of the: calcite
equilibrium of the system H 20-C0 2 -CaC03 is
not possible.
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Dynamique non lineaire·et fonctionnement
hydrodynamique de l'endokarst du
massif de Ia Sainte Baume
[Bouches du Rhone, Var, France]
Philippe MARTIN1

RESUME
L'etude des systemes karstiques a ete conduite jusqu'a maintenant soit en travaillant sur des parties de
l'hydrogramme, soit en traitant par des analyses correlatoire et spectrale simples et croisees les chroniques de
pluies et de debits. Les pluies etant considerees comme un signal aleatoire que filtre le systeme karstique.
Nous nous proposons d'utiliser dans !'analyse du fonctionnement des hydro-systemes karstiques les outils de ce
que 1' on nomme Ia dynamique non lineaire. Nous avons done calcule, sur quatre systemes karstiques du massif
de la Sainte Baume, la dimension de capacite, la dimension de correlation et le plus important exposant de
Lyapunov. Les attracteurs ont ensuite ete representes dans l'espace des phases.
Dans tous les cas, les chroniques de debits prealablement stationnarisees ne correspondent pas a un bruit blanc.
On observe par contre une stabilisation de Ia dimension de correlation, plus significative car les chroniques sont
relativement courtes, pour des vale.urs comprises entre 2,5, dans le cas de systeme tres karstfie, et 3,2 dans le cas
de systeme peu karstifie. Les exposants de Lyapunov sont toujours superieurs a zero.
Dans l'espace des phases les attracteurs sont tres dissemblables. Celui du systeme karstifie ressemble a une
« pointe de fleche ». Celui du systeme peu karstifie a une « pelote de ficelle tres Iache ». Ayant randonise ces
deux chroniques, on verifie que les attracteurs reveles ne correspondent pas a celui d'un bruit blanc. ll semble
done bien que nous soyons en presence d'attracteurs etranges de dimension fractale voisine de 3.
Mots clt!s: systemes karstiques, hydrodynamique, dynamique non lineaire, fractales, attracteurs etranges.

Non-linear dynamics and hydrodynamic behavior of the endokarst in the
Saint Baume area (Bouches du Rhone, Var, France)
ABSTRACT
The study of the karst systems was based, so far, either on the interpretation of hydrographs or on the
correlative and spectral (simple or crossed) analysis of the rainfall and flow rate data series, the rainfall being
considered as a signal .filtered by karst systems.
For the analysis of the karst hydro-systems behavior, we propose the use of what we call 'non-linear dynamics'.
We have therefore calculated for four karst systems of the St. Baume area, the capacity dimension, the dimension
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of correlation and, the most important, the Lyapunov exponent. Then the attractors have been represented in the
space of phases.
In all cases, the flow rates series, subject to prior stabilization, did not correspond to a white noise. On the
contrary, we observe a significant stabilization of the dimension of correlation, which is the more significant
since the series are relatively short, its values ranging between 2.5 for the very karstified systems, and 3.2, in the
case of poorly karstified ones. The Lyapunov exponents are always above zero.
In the space of the phases, the attractors are very dissimilar. The one of the karstified systems resembles to "an
arrowhead". The one of the poorly karstified systems resembles to "a Loose grid". Randomizing the two series,
we verified that the revealed attractors do not correspond to that of a white noise. It seems that we are indeed in
the presence of odd attractors with a fractal dimension close to 3.
Key words: karst systems, hydrodynamics, non-Linear dynamics, fractals, odd attractors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Differentes methodes ont ete utilisees pour
caracteriser le fonctionnement hydrodynamique
des aquiferes karstiques (KRESIC, 1993).
Elles ont vise a ajuster des modeles, plus ou moins
issus d'experimentations, a des portions de
l'hydrogramme; et cela soit sur !'ensemble de la
phase posterieure a la pointe de crue dite phase de
recession (modele de Horton) soit, et/ou, en
divisant cette recession en une periode de
tarissement (modele de Maillet) et une periode de
decrue (modele homographique).
Une autre approche a cherche a rendre compte de
la transformation effectuee par le systeme
karstique sur le signal d'entree (IURKIEWICZ &
MANGIN, 1994) pour en deduire ensuite l'etat de
karstification du systeme (MARTIN, 1991) de
fa~on a pouvoir envisager une modelisation et une
prevision. Ainsi recemment une application du
modele ARMA aux hydrosystemes karstiques a pu
etre envisagee (PADILLA et al., 1995).
L'originalite des systemes karstiques reside dans la
relation morphogenetique stricto sensu existant
entre le flux et la forme. L' ecoulement du flux cree
un reseau de drainage qui est une forme de
1' endokarst, et, symetriquement, ce reseau · de
drainage module le signal d'entree que constituent
les precipitations, en une chronique de debits aux
caracteristiques
specifiques.
Cette
relation
morphogenetique stricto sensu determinant une
evolution du karst vers une situation stationnaire
atteinte lorsque la forme du reseau est telle qu'il
offre le moins de resistance possible a
l'ecoulement du flux (PLA YFAIR in BAULIG,
1950, p. 6 et 41). Les caracteristiques de la
chronique de debits devant etre par consequence
tres proches de celle du signal d' entree car le
filtrage par l'endokarst est alors extrement limite.

Cet ensemble d'hypotheses doit pouvoir etre teste
en quantifiant et en reliant des caracteristiques du
fonctionnement et de la morphostructure
endokarstique. Nous nous proposons dans ce
travail de presenter une quantification de certaines
caracteristiques de l'ecoulement en se fondant sur
les approches de la dynamique non lineaire
(WILCOX et al., 1991; DUBOIS, 1995). Sous
cette denomination sont rassembles de nouveaux
concepts (dimension fractale, chaos deterministe,
attracteur etrange, etc.) et de nouvelles methodes
permettant d'avancer sur la voie de la
modelisation.
Ainsi par exemple, la dimension fractale de
l'attracteur du systeme, obtenue par calculs sur les
chroniques de debits, permet de preciser le nombre
minimum de degres de liberte mis en jeu (BERGE
et al., 1988, p. 164) et done le nombre de variables
independantes necessaires a une modelisation. La
representation de l'attracteur, dans l'espace des
phases permet, elle, de se faire une idee de sa
complexite tout en facilitant une comparaison entre
attracteurs.
De cette caracterisation beaucoup plus fine des
fonctionnements et done des hydrosystemes
karstiques, nous pouvons esperer une meilleure
comprehension du karst qui est un prealable
necessaire atoute exploitation controlee.

2. DIMENSIONS FRACTALES DE
CAPACITE (DcA) ET DE
CORRELATION (Dco) DE
CHRONIQUES
A partir des chroniques de pluies et de debits nous
avons calcule avec le programme Chaos Data
Analyser (CDA) (SPROTT & ROWLANDS,
1995):

Dynamique non-lineaire etjonctionnement hydrodynamique de l'endokarst

+ d'une part, une dimension dite de capacite que
nous no~~rons DCA• laquelle, si la chronique est
assez longue est une . bonne estimation de Ia
dimension de Hausdorf (DH) (BERGE et al.,
1988; GOUYET, 1992);

+

et, · d'imtre part,- une dimension dite de
correlation (Dc0 ) dont la valeur ·· peut se
stabiliser lorsque nous faisons croitre la
dimension de plongement (Dp) ce qui est un
excellent indicateur de 1' existence d'un
attracteur etrange (BERGE et al., 1988, p. 154
et suivantes).

La DcA est calculee en divisant successivement, par
la dimension de plongement, 1' espace de phase,
dans des hypercubes egaux. Le nombre de ceux qui
sont' occ'upes par des points est porte, selon une
echelle logarithinique, en fonction du logarithme
de la dimension lineaire normalisee de !'hypercube
(SPROTT & ROWLANDS, 1995).

Le programme utilise (CJ)A) (SPROTT & ROW1995) etablit 15 divisions reguli~~ement

tANbS,

espacees sur le logarithme decimal de la serie des
tailles possibles. Ainsi le septieme.segment (S7) et
le huitieme (S8) ont respectivemeilt pour homes:
50< S7 < 190; ' 190 < S8 < 370.
Le module
log~thmique etant. peu different de 0.286
(0.286 · 6 1,716, et 101'716 t:::: 50). La valeur de Ia
DcA correspond a la inoyenne de la pente des deux
segmel}ts medians; (S7 et S8) lorsque 1' on porte, sur
un graphique biloga,rithmique_, la taille .des boites
ell fonction du nombre de boites occupees.
Uerreur relative est calculee en divisant Ia pente
du septieme segment (P57) par Ia racine carree du
nombre de valeurs utilisees (Nv) soit la formule
suivante: lOPs,/N~·s .

=

La Dp croissant, la DcA doit aussi croitre mais elle
peut parfois tendre a se stabiliser au niveau de Ia
dimension correcte de l'attracteur du systeme.
En nous fondant sur les ecrits de RUELLE (1991,
p. 83 et suivantes) nous pouvons essayer de definir
un attracteur. Un attracteur dit . cet auteur est
«1' ensemble · sur .·lequel . se meut le point P
representant l'etat d'un systeme dynamique
deterrniniste quand on attend assez longtemps
(l'attracteur decrit.la .situation de regime, apres Ia
disparition des phenomenes transitoires)». . ·
La DCA est sensible a la longueur des chi'oniques et
il faut lui preterer hi Dco lorsque les chroniques
sont courtes. 11 est ainsi necessaire de disposer de
I02-+llM points pour caleuler de fa~on satisfaisante
la DCA• d etant la plUs petite dimension contenant
l'attracteur (SPROTT·.& ROWLANDS, 1995).
Avec d = 2 il faut done environ 650 valeurs; soit 2
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cycles hydrologiques. Avec d ;::::;.4 c,'est environ
4000 valeurs soit 11 a 12 cycles. . .
La DcA> contrairement a la Dco , ne rend pas
compte de la frequence a laquelle la trajectoire de
l'attracteur passe par des sites particuliers de cet
attracteur.
La Dco est determinee a pcU:tir de C~C-l.llS successifs
correspondant d'abord au · choix d'..un point. qui
servira de centre a une hyperspbere .· d~ rayon r,
dont la dimension est la Dp, puis a la determination
de la fraction des points existant a 1' int6neur de
l'hyperspbere pour differentes valeurs de r. Est
ensuite portee' sur un graphique bilogarithmique
cette fraction de points en fonction du rayon r. La
Dco correspond a la pente de la relaubn ainsi
moyenne de la
materialisee. C' est exactement
pente de la courbe au-dela du milieu du premier
quart de l'echelle verticale. L'erreur relative
correspond a la moitie de la difference entre la
pente mesuree au-dela et en-d~a · du ffiilieu du
premier quart de 1' echelle verticare; P attracteur
(SPROTT & ROWLANDS, 1995).

la

Tout comme la DcA• la Dco croit avec Dp mais peut
aussi parfois se stabiliser · · a la dimension de
l'attracteui tJlliRGE et al., 1988, p. 163; SCHROEDEE,•. 199~ 11p; 224). Une Dco qui .atteindrait ou
depasserait .5 permettrait de dire que •a chronique
est essentiellement aleatoire.
·· · '..
En theorie, la Dco est la limite inferieure-de-la DcA·
En pratique, le resultat obtenu est souvent proche.

2.1. DIMENSION DE CAPACITE (DcA):
CALCULS SUR DES CHRONIQUES DE
PLUIES
Les DcA ont d'abord ete calculees sur les
chroniques de precipitations des stations de
Mazaugues: du 0110111969 ·au 31112/1989-9263
valeurs (Canal de Provence); du Plan d' Aups aux.
31105/199'l-14381
Beguines: du 0110111961
valeurs (Meteo France) eC de Nimes· au. Mas de
Ponge: du 01/05/1957
!. 31112/1995-16405
valeurs (Meteo France) de' f~~ori' :(:l'une part a
disposer d'un r6ferenciel a comparer aux resultats
obtenus sur les chroniques de debits, et d'autre part
a « etal~nner )) ·. notre approche sachant que les
valeurs obtenues sur les precipitations sont
remarquablement peu differentes selon les sites
(DAUPHINE, 1995, p. 77; LADOY et al., 1993).
Nous disposons enfin d'une chronique longue
obtenue sur un des postes pluviometriques situl
dans la ville de Nimes (Nimes-Mas de Ponge) dont
la dimension fractale peut etre comparee i\ celle
obtenue sur un autre poste de la ville (Nimes-
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Courbessac) etudiee en raison de 1' episode
catastrophique qui s'est abattu sur Nfmes en 1988.

series identiques, mais filtrees avec une moyenne
mobile de 3 jours. Ce h~ger filtrage · vise a
supprimer un bruit de fond qui pourrait masquer
les structures.

Sur le Tableau 1 a ete reporte !'ensemble des
~~f.HJ~ ,-f>Pfen~s,axec~:\~,,~~ ~ b.rmes;: e.L ~!\L:Ps~

tabi~u 1'.)1htieil:sio~. d~ ~~P;t~t~ ~dil~' sur1~;~.hromq¥~ilru~~·~t #S#.~f(moy':~~ ~9,bil~ ~e: ~ jo~rs) ·J~..
precipitattoris d~ qliatre·statiotiSpour dlft~rentes d.ilnensi()D,sJil~' ptodg~fu'eD.t: · -·· · . .. · ···· ··· .,,. ·. · · ·
Capacity dimensions of the raw a,P smoothed (three days ru,Tining aver(ige) rainfall series computed at four
stations, for different dimensions of dip.
.·.· . ..
· ·.
.
.

Hydrosysteme

Chronique
du/au

Cauron ou 12116/83
Fouxde
11/23/87
Nans
1439 j.

Comp. Tendance Correl. Dimensions fractales
saison en extraite kpour
de capacite
jours
T= temps r=0,2

non

Encanaux 4/20/83
superieurs 12/31/86

90,0268
-40,1978T
-35,2244T2

2

l352j.

Dp 1 => 0,674 +/-0,128 DPI => 1,038 +/-0,053

487,61T

DP2 => 1,124 +/-0,214 DP2 => 1,420 +/-0,145 0,175 +1-0,055

5

Dp3 => 1,424 +/-0,271 Dp3 => 1,894 +1-0,245

-738,17T2
294,14T3

Font

1130/86

A taman

8119/91

stable=> 2,5 2our Dp>5

62,4825
345

2028 j.

Exposant
majeur de
Lyapunov
base e

DPI => 0,555 +/-0,100 DPI => 1,050 +1-0,060
DP2 => 0,792 +/-0,143 DP2 => 1,363 +/- 0,263 0,119+/-0,052
Dp3 => 1,377 +/-0,248 Dp3 => 1,637 +1- 0,325
2as de stabilisation

3,2688
non

Dimensions fractales
de correlation

DPI => 0,853 +1-0, 132 Dp 1 => 1,037 +1-0,063
DP2=> 1,143 +/-0,178 DP2 => 1,632 +/-0,100 0,130 +/-0,027

-0,07098T >40
0,000026T2

Dp3 => 1,522 +/-0,237 Dp3 => 2,103 +/-0,204
stable=> 3,1 pour Df2:. 7

Source

4/1/83

de Saint

12/31/86

Pons

·n71

r

DPI => 0,887 +1-0, 168 DPI => 1,027 +1-0,063
378

-0,17646T
. O~Ob0084T2

DP2 => 1,307 +/-0,247 DP2 => 1,909 +/-0,128 0,214 +1-0,035

21
..

·b
=>fS18+/....0287
Dp3 => 2,22.9 +/-0,16i
:·; P3
' _ .,
'
:;
'
!:

Dans les six cas le graphique bilogarithmique,
(nombre de boftes occupees/taille des boltes)
montre une rupture de pente a hauteur du sixieme
ou du septieme segment (Fig. 1). Cela n'est pas
vrai pour les chroniques de debits (Fig. 2). AudeUt, a partir du neuvieme segment la pente est
proche de zero. En consequence les valeurs
indiquees pour la Dp 1 ne correspondent pas a une
veritable DcA· Par . contre les faibles valeurs
obtenues permettent de mettre !'accent sur cette
rupture de pente. Cette rupture materialise la taille
maximale des « boftes » pour lesquelles le nombre
de « boi'tes » occupees croit avec la taille. Et done
a contrario, la longueur moyenne des periodes sans
precipitations. Celle-ci est d'environ 100 jours
pour les series de Mazaugues et de Nimes-Mas de
Ponge; elle est de 200 jours pour le Plan d' Aups.

I

s~ble => 3,2 ,eour Dr::.5

L'indication la plus interessante est la valeur de la
DcA pour la DP2. Comme le montre le Tableau 1
ces valeurs sont respectivement de 1,46 pour
Mazaugues, de 1,34 pour le Plan d' Aups et de 1,43
pour Nfmes. Ces valeurs sont proches de celles
publiees dans la litterature (DAUPHINE, 1995,
p . 77). Elles sont a rapprocher de celles obtenues
en calculant le spectre de puissance (Fig. 3, Fig. 4,
Fig. 5). La pente (f3) du spectre lorsqu'il est
exprime dans un repere bilogarithmique permet de
calculer la dimension fractale a partir de la relation
suivante: . f3 = 2H-1 (LAM & De COLA, 1993;
p. 200; BERAN, 1994, p. 54) pour les bruits
gaussiens fractionnaires avec -1< f3 < 1; H etant
1' exposant de Hurst. Comme la dimension fractale
D = 2-H (LOVEJOY, & MANDELBROT, 1985;
PEITGEN & SAUPE, 1988), nous pouvons
calculer une dimension de 1,74 pour la chronique

Dynamique no11-lineaire etjonction11ement hydrodynamique de l'endokarst

Precipitations l'lan d'Aups : dimension de capacite ~our une
dimension de plongement l!gale a 1 et avec un pas egal a 1.
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de Mazaugues, de 1,59 pour celle du Plan d' Aups
et de 1,60 pour celle Nimes. No us savons par
ailleurs (LADOY et al., 1993) qu'une valeur de
-0,37 pour J3 ete obtenue a partir des donnees bijournalieres du poste de Nimes-Courbessac pour
les frequences comprises entre 0,06 et 1; soit une
dimension fractale de 1,68. Ce resultat est en bon
accord avec ceux obtenus ci-dessus mais il faut en ·
outre preciser que la chronique de NimesCourbessac presente une .multifractalite et done
que nos resultats ne peuvent ·etre pris que conune
des estimations, dans une perspective de
comparaison avec les valeurs obtenues sur les
debits.

a

1
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100

1000

Fig. 2. ReJa#9,n bliogaritb.JJilq~~ perin~!{~ide. . ·. •.
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2.2. LES CHRONIQUES DE DEBITS:
PROBLEME DE STATIONNARISATION

Les chroniques de pluies peuvent etre considerees
comme stationnaires car elles ne presentent pas de
tendance et sont, en premiere analyse, peu
differentes d'une chronique aleatoire comme le
montrent leurs spectres. 11 n'en est pas du tout de
meme pour les chroniques de debits de systemes
karstiques; surtout pour ceux qui sont peu
karstifies.
La typologie proposee par MANGIN (1981a et b;
1984) est aussi une bonne echelle graduant
!'importance de la non-stationnarite des chroniques. Un aquifere fonctionnant sur le mode de
celui d' Aliou n'a aucune memoire; son correlogramme presente des valeurs tres faibles pour des
decalages k tres peut importants. Une tres Iegere
tendance tout comme une petite composante saisonniere qu'il est assez facile de supprimer,
peuvent parfois etre identifiees (PADILLA et al.,
1995). Sur la Sainte Baume, les . Encanaux
superieurs et le Cauron-Foux de Nans-les-Pins
correspondent a ce groupe.
Par contre, des hydrogrammes comme celui de la
source de Saint Pons posent de nombreux
problemes car ils presentent une forte structuration
temporelle en plus d'une tendance nette. Cette
liaison entre les debits peut etre exprimee, entre
autres, par la fonction d'autocorrelation qui a ete
interpretee comme l'effet memoire de l'hydrosysteme par MANGIN (1981a; 1984; MARTIN,
1991 ). Cet effet traduit un filtrage, dans le domaine
tempore!, du signal pluies. Ces types de chronique
sont manifestement loin d' etre stationnaires.
Pour pouvoir verifier si elles integrent un fonctionnement chaotique, deterministe ou pas, de 1' aquifere et qualifier qualitativement et quantitativement
1' attracteur qui resume ce fonctionnement, il est
necessaire de transformer ces chroniques. Une
serie temporelle non stationnaire correspond a· la
realisation d'un processus dont les caracteristiques
statistiques ne sont pas independantes du temps. La

r

stationnarisation vise a rendre independant du
temps ces caracteristiques. 11 est evident qu'extraire une tendance et/ou une saisonnalite est un
premier pas vers une stationnarisation. Mais les
elements successifs d'une chronique stationnaire
ne sont pas necessairement independants les uns
des autres. Cela n'est vrai que dans un bruit blanc,
dans une chronique aleatoire. En consequence s'il
est necessaire de stationnariser la chronique
etudiee, il n'est pas souhaitable de Ia transformer
en un bruit blanc par un traitement qui casserait
toute structure.
Par exemple les correlograrrunes calcules avec des
series de 2000 valeurs rendant compte de differents
attracteurs relevant du chaos deterministe comme
ceux de Cantor ou de Rossler montrent des profils
variables (Fig. 6). Le correlogramme de la serie de
Cantor est extremement plat; ses valeurs sont
extremement basses traduisant ainsi le caractere
aleatoire de cette serie. Celui de la serie de Rossler
montre manifestement une periodicite et une
decroissance relativement assez lentes des valeurs
du coefficient de correlation (pour decalage k = 8;
r =0,62 par exemple). La recherche de series strictement stationnaires et dont les elements successifs
sont independants ne semble done pas une imperieuse necessite.
11 convient done de ne pas aller trop loin dans cette
transformation si certaines structures revelees par
exemple la fonction d'autocorrelation, sont des
elements a part entiere de l'attracteur. 11 y a la un
reglage empirique, une appreciation intuitive qui
pour le moins pose probleme. Une des solutions
envisageables mais que nous n'avons pas
appliquee ici consiste a fractionner la chronique en
X parties dont nous pouvons esperer que chacune
d'elles correspond a une chronique stationnaire
(DUBOIS, 1995). Nous nous heurtons alors aux
problemes induits par la longueur de la chronique
dans le calcul de la DcA et de la Dco·
Sur les quatre chroniques de debits, apres avoir
essaye la methode de differenciation (BROCKWELL & DAVIS, 1991, p. 19; VATE, 1993,

•
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.Fig. ·6. Correlogrammes
etablis a partir de
chroniques (CDA)
{SPROTT &·ROWLANDS,
1995) decrivant les
a.tttacteuts de Cantor et de
Rossler.
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p. 86), j'ai opte pour la demarche classique qui

associe deux phases - dessaisonnariser puis soustraire ·1a tendance - car elle permet une appr<.'Che
de la stationnarite plus satisfaisante. Ces calculs
oilt ete· . realises:.'- avec le programme ITSM
Iriteractive.Time Seties Modelling (BROCKWELL
& DAVIS, 1991 et'1995). La question est alors de
sa voir quelle periodicite saisonniere choisir?

Debits 1/s.
30ocr~~--rr~~--~TT~.-~~~~

2~0

200
150

100

Pour Saint Pons le calcul de la fonction d'autocorrelation avait ,montre (MARTIN, 1991) que la
valeur du coefficient de correlation ne devenait
negligeable - c'est-a-dire inferieur a 0.2- que
pour des . decalages voisins de 75. De la meme
fa\=on le correlogramme croise qui est une bonne
image de la .· reponse impulsionnelle du systeme
montre une tres grande stabilite dans le temps du
coefficient de correlation pendant 70 a 80 jours.
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'Tfiz'iii/ormed hydrograph oj-Saint Pons Sprlng.
mais il persiste une dependance entre les elements
de la chronique (Fig. 9).
·

Envisagee a l'echelle du cycle, la chronique de 'la
source de Saint Pons presente une modulation subannuelle reellement apparente. L'ensemble · du
cycle correspond a deux grandes phases, l'une
d'augmentation des debits - assez breveI' autre de decroissance des debits - g~neralement
plus longue. A cela s'ajoute un tendance generale
decroissante tres nette du debut a Ia fin de Ia
chronique (Fig. 7). De Ia chronique nous avons
done extrait cette modulation sub-annuelle en
utilisant une periodicite de 378 jours qui permet,
en outre, de minimiser la dependance des
evenements entre eux. La chronique ainsi obtenue
a ete consideree comme satisfaisante (Fig. 8). 11
n'y a plus d'organisation temporelle des debits

a

200

.!iydrognip~ oflluJ Saint Pom.Spring. ·

Dans un second essai nous sommes parti de ces
constatations pour envisager une dessaisoruialisation. En effet,: si statistiquement 1es fluctuations
majeures se calertt sur environ 75 jours il n'est pas
illogique de peilseniue cette periodicite peut etre
assimilee a . uri.e .. fluctuation saisonniere. En
consequence rious l!.VOns utilise une division en 5
del'annee puis 365175:::::5. Oe cette chronique dessaisonnarisee nous avons extrait une tendance
quadratique. Le correlogramme calcule sur cette
chronique n'est en rien satisfaisant. Il presente une
forte structure temporelle.
·
·

Fig. 9. Co~~logrlcl,llliD~
etabUs par-tir d~

o

Nous avons procede de la meme fa\=on pour la
chronique de ·la Font Alaman qui presente des
caracteristiques •Semblables mais qui est plus
structuree, en particulier Ie correlograrnme
presente une legere variation positive pour des
decalages compris entre 30 et 65 k (MARTIN,
19'9'1,"p. 150). Le resultat obtenu est done moins
satisfaisant que pour la source de Saint Pons.
Pour les chroniques du Cauron Foux de Nans et
des Encanaux superieurs seules les tendances ont
ete modelisees avec des polynomes respecti vement
du deuxieme et du troisieme degre, et soustraites
(Fig. 10 et 11).
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Les valeurs de la Dco pour differentes Dp montrent
de serieuses differences suivant que l'on utilise une
chronique brute ou celle dont la tendance a ete
soustraite que celle-ci soit d'ordre un, deux ou trois
(Fig. 14). Dans les quatre cas il apparatt soit une
esquisse de stabilisation de la valeur de la Dco
(Dco bn1, Dco dtl nl), soit nettement une
stabilisation pour des chroniques sans tendance
q'ordre deux (Dco dt2 nl) ou trois (Dco dt3 n1).
tout se passe comme si la soustraction de la tendance avec un polynome d'ordre eleve permettait
de reveler une stabilisation de la Dco autour de 2,5.
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Nous retrouvons done comme dans le calcul de la
DcA une stabilisation mais pour une valeur plus
forte lorsque toute evolution tendancielle a ete supprimee.

2.3. DIMENSIONS DE CAPACITE ET DE
CORRELATION DE SYSTEMES TRES
KARSTIFIES: LES ENCANAUX
SUPERIEURS ET LE CAURON-FOUX DE
NANS-LES-PINS

Dans le cas du Cauron-Foux de Nans les valeurs
obtenues de la Dco queUe que soit la fa~on dont la
tendance a ete extraite, sont quasiment identiques
mais il faut dire que celle-ci etait peu importante.
L'ensemble de ces points s'aligne le long d'un arc
de cercle peu courbe et d'une pente d'ensemble
faible tres differente de celle d'un bruit blanc
donne en comparaison (Fig. 15). Il semble qu'une
stabilisation puisse apparru."tre pour des Dp plus
elevees.

Nous avons d'abord, sur la chronique des Encanaux superieurs, teste l'effet de la soustraction
d'une tendance modelisee avec un polynome du
premier, du deuxieme et du troisieme degre et nous
avons compare les resultats a ceux fournis par la
chronique brute (Fig. 12). Comme le montre la
figure 12 les ecarts sont extremement faibles et
dans les quatre cas nous observons une stabilisation de la DcA vers 1,5 pour un Dp4 • Nous
interpretons cette stabilisation comme l'indice de
!'existence d'un attracteur de dimension fractionnaire car si la mesure de la dimension atteint
un palier quant Dp augmente, on peut penser que la
valeur correspondant a ce palier est celle de
1' attractcur representatif de la dynarnique etudiee.

Dans les deux cas nous avons done un ensemble
d'informations qui nous fait penser que ces chroniques ne correspondent pas a un bruit blanc,
meme dans le cas du Cauron-Foux de Nans, qui est
le systeme le plus karstifie du massif de la Sainte
Baume.
Toutefois, les stabilisations obtenues le sont pour
des Dp assez elevees ce qui introduit une incertitude. Un attracteur bien defmi devrait apparaitre
pour des valeurs plus faibles de la Dp.

Nous avons ensuite recalcule la DcA avec la chronique brute mais pour des pas de temps differents
(1, 2, 4 jours). La Figure 13 montre clairement que
les valeurs de la DcA pour differentes Dp evoluent.
Pour n =2 la courbure est plus faible et pour n =4
nous avons une droite qui n'a toutefois pas la pente
de celle d'un bruit blanc. Cela semble indiquer que
les points dont nous disposons sur 1' attracteur ne
sont pas repartis de fa.;on homogene.
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2.4. DIMENSIONS DE CAPACITE ET DE
CORRELATION DE SVSTEMES A
KARSTIFICATION FONCTIONNELLE
INACHEVEE: LA SOURCE DE SAINT PONS
ET DE LA FONT ALAMAN

Source de Saint Pons - St Baume.
Dimension
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•
2.5
2
•
Dco P378 nl
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Fig. 16. DirDensions de correlation '<Dc0 ) calculees ·: .
pour diffe~eot~ dimell$i()DS de.plo~g¢Jg~lit Sur.I~ · ..
chroniq~e des debits.de Ia 80urt"e de S~rif''fonsijw ·
a ete dessaisomialisee etdontilous avons sotistt3li
Ia tendan~e avec un poJyno~e d'~rdre:2~ ;Le~p~-~e
temps pris eO:·compte est de ljhur (nl)et'de i:jO:iirs .

Que ce soit la DcA ou la Dc0 , les valeurs calculees
pour le Font Alaman et la source de Saint Pons
sont dans l' ensemble superieures a celles obtenues
pour le Cauron-Foux de Nans et les Encanaux
superieurs. Cela est en particulier tres nette pour
les Dco pour lesquelles une stabilisation apparait
pour la DPS dans le cas de Saint Pons (Fig. 16) et
pour Ia 0p7 dans le cas de la Font Alaman (Fig. 17)
~ des valeurs legerement superieures a 3.

. .• ·, ...,

La chronique de Saint Pons montre meme une
stabilisation plus nette et pour une Dp plus faible
(Fig. 16) lorsque I'on effectue le calcul avec un pas
de temps de 2jours (Fig. 16; n =2).

Dimensions of co,;.eltJ.don (Dc0 ) tomptltf!dfor . c
differentdimensions of di'p for.the flow races series of
the Saint Potu; Spring, deprived 'of seasonal effect .
and trend by the 14se of a po_lynqinialof.drdi{r ) , ·T_fie :
time step is I day(nl)and 2 days (ni).
·· · ·
·

Dans ces cas aussi, et de fa~on assez nette pour
Saint Pons il apparait que ces chroniques transformees ne sont peut etre pas aleatoires alors que leur
seule observation aurait pu nous laisser penser le
contraire (cf. Fig. 8).

(n2). .

.
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2.5. COMPARAISONS ENTRE LES
AQUIFERES ET ENTRE LES PLUIES ET
LES DEBITS
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Les resultats obtenus montrent des differences
notables entre les DcA et les Dco calculees pour
chacune des Dp. L'ecart est plus fort pour les
systeme peu karstifies (Alaman, St Pons) que pour
les tres karstifies (Cauron, Encanaux). Cet ecart
peut etre interprete comrne traduisant un
«amassement»
des
points
experimentaux
disponibles dans certains secteurs des attracteurs.
On peut penser que des series beaucoup plus
longues seraient necessaires pour obtenir des
valeurs similaire de la DcA et de la Dco·
La comparaison entre les DcA obtenues sur les
longues chroniques de pluies avec celles obtenues
sur des periodes beaucoup plus courtes de debits
montre que queUe que soit la Dp les DcA des debits
sont inferieures au DcA des pluies. 11 apparru"'t par
contre que les valeurs de Dco du Cauron-Foux de
Nans pour les Dn et DP3 sont quasiment identiques
a celles obtenues, avec la chronique lissee du Plan
d' Aups aux Beguines. Ceci est d'autant plus
remarquab1e que le poste pluviometrique est .situe
juste au-dessus du bassin versant du Cauron-Foux
de Nans. On notera aussi que les valeurs des
Encanaux superieurs ne sont pas tres differentes
bien que le systeme karstique soit situe plus a

llJIJIItn~ue
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l'ouest dans un secteur moins arrose de Ia chaine.
II semble done que nous identifions Ia un element
rem~quable. La dimension de l'attracteur d'un
hydrosysteme karstique pour les DP2: et DP3 serait
identique a celui des precipitations. Cela ne semble
pas etre le cas pour les systemes peu karstifies ol)
Ia dimension est plus importante que celle de
1' attracteur de la serie des pluies·. II faudra verifier
si Ja .raison ne s~ trou.ye pas dans Ia difficulte que
nous avons rencontree a stationnariser les chroniques de debits des ·s'ystemes peu karstiques. Mais
. si c'etait le cas, la karstification aboutirait a etablir
un. r~seau de drainage dont le fonctionnement, d'un
poin( de vue du modelisateur, pourrait etre
considere comme plus simple dans la mesure ol) il
.nepessite moins de variables independantes.

1.-((8 resultats ci-dessus obtenus nous induisent a
penser, et cela meme si le travail de transformation
des chroniques peut etre ameliore, que nous ne
sommes pas . e~ .presence de simples chroniques
aleatoires. Jamais ·dans nos differents essais la
dimension fractale · calculee pour· chacune des
dimensions de plongement n'a cru de Ia meme
fa~on que Ia Dp comme cela apparalt avec un bruit
blanc. Ces chroniques j>ourraient done traduire Ia
presence d'un chaos deterministe dans ces hydrosystemes kaJ:stiques.
·

3. ATTR.A CTEURS ETRANGES ET
SVS·T EMES KARSTIQUES: LES
EXEMPLES DES ENCANAUX
SUPERIEURS ET DE LA SOURCE
DE SAINT PONS.
L'identification d'un attracteur etrange ou non
d'ailleurs permet de faire la distinction entre les
trajectoires par lesquelles le systeme repasse
indefiniment, quoique irregulierement dans le cas
de 1' attracteur etrange, et celles par lesquelles il ne
passera jamais. Des trajectoires voisines divergent
done sur I' attracteur mais elles ne sortiront pas de
l'attracteur. En d'autres termes tout n'est pas
possible. Nous pouvons en outre nous demander, si
le processus meme de la karstification . ne
«conduit» pas l'evolution d'un systeme vers un
type, une classe d'attracteurs; si la karstification
n' a pas elle-meme comme aboutissement un attracteur certainement etrange et tres caracteristique ?
.

~erne

.

.

connaissant toutes ces reponses cela ne
s~gnifie pas qu' ayant determine Ia position
a~~uelle, nous soyons en mesure de determiner la
position du systeme dans un futur assez lointain. II
faudrait pour cela disposer d'une capacite infinie

de calcul en raison de Ia non linearite-des equations
se · traduisanf par une sensibilite aux cori<fitions
initiales (SCI).. Mais calculer ~ futur proche est
.toujours pos~ible .et d' autant . plus .. proche que le
temps caracteristique (temps au bout duquel les ·
ecarts entre ~ajectoires . sont multiplies par 10
(EKELAND, 1995) du systeme est long.
Noton8 enfin que, ·dans le cas ol) existe un
.attracteur etrange les trajectoires de .phases soot
attirees vers l'attracteur.

3.1. EXPOSANTS DE LY APUNOV ET
CHAOS DETERMINISTE .

Nous fondant sur les ecrits de RUELLE (1991 , p .
83 et suivantes) nous avons ecrit ci-dessus qu'un
attracteur· est «l'ensemble sur lequel se meut- ·le
point P representant l'etat d'un systeme dynarnique
deterministe quand on attend assez longtemps
(l'attracteur decrit la situation de reginie, apres la
disparition des phenomenes transitoires)». n faut
ajouter que le systeme physique de 1' attracteur doit
etre dissipatif au sens de PRIGOGINE (1968) et
les forces agissant sur lui doivent etre. lndepen:
dantes du temps.
· ··

.

.

.

Un attracteur etrange est caracterise par la
sensibilite aux conditions initiales (SCI) c' est-adire par la divergence d'une paire de trajectoires.
C'est «l'effet papillon» de LORENZ. Les exposants de Lyapunov mesurent le taux de cette divergence.· Un exposant de Lyapunov supeiieur a zero
indique done que I' attracteur est chaotique
(BERGE et a/., 1988, p. 304 et suivantes) et
possede une SCI. C' est done un attracteur etrange
au sens de RUELLE (1991).
Les attracteurs etranges ont I' air etrange dit encore
RUELLE (1991, p ..84): «ce ne soot pas des coll.fbe~
ou des surfaces lisses, mais des objets de dimensior
non entiere ou, comme le dit MANDELBROT, et
sont des fractales». Enfin l'analyse en trequence~
temporelles revele un continu de trequences.
Nous avons calcule pour ch~cune des chronique:
transformees de debits 1'exposant le plus grand de
Lyapunov. II est donne dans le Tableau nQ2 e1
base e; Celui-ci est dans tous les cas superieur .
zero. Cela constitue un indicateur supplementai£1
d'e'xistence'du chaos mais il faut rappeler que·Ie
bruits peuvent aussi determiner une valeur positiv
de l'exposail.t le plus important de Lyapunov: '·. ·
'

• .. .

.

•.. !

•

•

:

.... ,

•

'

Les ·resultats .9~i~.~Hs ·~i;~~~~u~ {G('t,abl. 2) mo11
trent done que· noiis potivons· 'etre' en presence d'al
tracteurs. etranges, d'une dimension VOisine de ~
dont ·nous allons essayer de donner un
representation dans l'espace des phases.
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Tableau 2.

Ia

Caract~risations hacudes et e~osantS de Lyapimov .de quatre hydro-sys~~mes du k~t de .Swnte ~a~e.
Fractal p(u:alrieters tuul the Lyapuiiov exponents offour hydfo~sjs(eins of Saint Ba]iine:lcars~ ·. .
..
. ·. ·: ·
Dim.

i:>iiiiensiohs fractales (le capacite: precipitations
..

de
pion~.

Maza~es

. Plan d'Aups aux Beguines

·. Nimes au Mas de Pon~e

serie brute ' '

serle brute

serle Hssee .

serie lissee

serie brute

serie Iissee

1

0,324 +/-0,024

0,728 +/-0,053

0,233 +/-0,014 0,310 +/-0,018

0,148 +/-0,008

0,153 +/-0,008

2

1,386 +/-0,101

1,462 +/-0,106

1,404 +/-0,082

1,343 +1-0,078

1,411 +1-0,077

1,428 +/-0,078

3

1,915 +/-0,139

1,801 +/-0,131

2,272 +/-0,133

1,636 +1-0,095

1,858 +/-0,102

1'719 +1-0,094

4

2,132 +/-0,155

1,995 +/-0,145

2,230 +/-0,130 2,085 +1-0, 122

2,336 +1-0,128

2,365 +/-0,129

5

2,700 +/-0,196 2,193 +/-0,166

2,392 +/-0,140

2,807 +/-0,153

2,759 +/-0,151

1,807 +/-0,105

Cette conclusion n' est pas pour nous surprendre
quand on considere 1' etendue des domaines ou de
tels attracteurs apparaissent. 11 semble bien qu'ils
soient un gage de stabilite des systemes par rapport
aux perturbations exterieures. Cela est particulierement clair pour les rythmes biologiques non chaotiques qui correspondent a des etats pathologiques
(BERGE et al., 1994)

3.2. LES ENCANAUX SUPERIEURS: UN
ATTRACTEUR ANGULEUX QUI
RESSEMBLE BEAUCOUP A CELUI DE LA
PLUIE
Nous avons choisi plusieurs types de representation en fonction de la qualite visuelle et pectagogique de ces figures. La projection peut se faire
dans un espace a deux ou a trois dimensions et
dans ce cas en fausse perspective.
L' attracteur des Encanaux superieurs se presente
dans un espace a trois dimension comme une
«pointe de fleehe», comme une sorte de
«pyramide» (Fig. 18). L'attracteur du Cauron-Foux
de Nans est tres semblable.
11 est tout a fait interessant de voir que celui de
chronique des precipitations du Plan d' Aups a une
forme extremement semblable (Fig. 19). Cela corrobore les differentes informations obtenues tout
au long de ce travail qui tendent a montrer que les
systemes possedant une karstification fonctionnelle
tres developpee, ne modifient qu'a la marge la
structure de la chronique des precipitations.
Les dessins des attracteurs des Encanaux
superieurs et de la source de Saint Pons ont par
contre manifestement peu de chose en commun.

3.2. LA SOURCE DE SAINT PONS: UN
ATTRACTEUR PLUS COMPLEXE TOUT EN
RONDEUR

L' attracteur de la source de Saint Pons ressemble a
une pelote de fils assez l~che et etiree. Point
d'angles, mais des courbes assez souples . . La
representation est en deux dimensions (Fig. 20).
Nous pouvons nous demander si cette forme en
pelote ne correspond pas a la transcription dans
l'espace des phases d'une chronique aleatoire. Un
test permet d' apporter un element de reponse. 11
s'agit de battre au hasard les donnees · d'une
chronique puis de les projeter dans l'espace des
phases pour voir si la forme initialement obtenue
correspond a cette forme randomisee. Si c'est le
cas notre chronique serait aMatoire.
Manifestement comme le montre les figures 21 et
22 correspondant respectivement a la chronique
des Encanaux superieurs randomisee et a celle de
Saint Pons elle aussi randomisee, il y a de
profondes differences, en particulier les series
randomisees presentent un aspect en anguleux et
une disposition en « etoile » que nous ne
retrouvons pas dans les series. transformees. Si
nous pouvons tenter une . comparaison speleologique, 1' attracteur de Ia serie randomisee
ressemble plus a un «bouquet. d'aragonite » qu'a
tout autre chose. Nous noterons . aussi que - la
densite representee par les aplats noirs est tres
differente. Cela . semble indiquer que les
cheminements visibles sur les attracteurs des ·series
transformees peuvent etre parcourus plusieurs fois
ou pour le mois que les valeurs s'inscrivent dans
une continuite spatiale qui n'existe pas dans les
series randomisees, 11 apparait enfin que queUe que
soit la serie de depart que 1' on randomise, Ia figure
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X'(t) versus X(t)
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de 1 'attracteur est semblable. Les differences
notees entre les Encanaux superieurs et Saint Pons
n'en sont done que plus significatives.

X'(t) versus X(t)

zeo

EN CONCLUSION
I(' (t)

XCt>

100

Meme si de nombreux points restent en suspens points que nous pourrons preciser en employant
d'autres techniques non evoquees ici comme
!'approche spectrale, le calcul de l'exposant de
Hurst, le travail sur le matrice des correlations,
etc.- i1 apparait que l'etude des hydrosystemes
karstiques sous l'angle de la dynamique non
lineaire est susceptible d'apporter de precieuses
informations.

Fig. 22. Attra~teur de Ia ~rte .des debits transfe>r~ . ·.
mes et ralicio~ d.ela source de .safut ·:Pons~ · ·
Espace des phases
en .···.
2~ cumensli>IJS.
. . . · ··· '
. -. '
.:.'
..
-.
-

Attractorofthe tran~fo~e(l ar@:rqWoTitiZftdflOW. .: ··•.
rates series of the·Sail# Pons Spri~g.Sp~ce ·ofji/itises
in2d.
·
· ,., ..
· · '
· (,;
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Acontribution to the a recession
coefficient inv·estigation
in karst terrains
Danica VASILEVA1 & Miomir KOMATINA2

ABSTRACT
Due to its discontinuous, inhomogeneous structure, specific features and uneven physico-chemical processes developed in different directions, karst offers a very complex environment in terms of qualitative and quantitative
treatment of the water bearing parameters. Variable discharge springs with pronounced variations over the time
interval of a year prevail in the Dinaric karst. Minimum springaischarges are for the most part recorded during
the November-March interval, and maximum discharges in August-October.
The analysis of the recession curve is very important for the investigation of the groundwater regime and resources. The a recession coefficient is obtained from either spring flow rate data, or groundwater level data,
during draught periods.
Our investigations have been performed over the Central Dinaric karst terrains. The present paper presents the
computation method, as well as recession coefficient values obtained in a multitude of actual cases.
The a recession coefficient is a very important parameter, especially for the karst terrains, so its derivation, as
well as its utilization should be treated seriously, especially 1n water balance computations and in recession
curve analysis. It is necessary to emphasize that this parameter has not been sufficiently used in practice and it
had to be considered in further investigations.

Key words: a recession coefficient, catchment area, groundwater recession, karst, permanent storage, spring.

Contribution

a /'investigation du coefficient de tarissement a
dans les terrains karstiques

RESUME
Par la suite de leur structure discontinue. non-homogene. des traits specifiques et des processus qui se developpent dans des directions differentes, le karst presente un milieu complexe en ce qui concerne le traitement quantitatifet qualitatif des parametres aquiferes. Des sources aux debits variables, presentant des variations prononcees pendant Ufle annee, sont prevalantes dans le karst Dinarique. Les debits minimales sont enregistres pour La ·
plupart pend,ant la pirioae.No11embre-Mars, et les debits maximales entre Aout-Octobre.
L'analyse des c~urb~s de de~rue est tres importante pour l'investigatioh du regime et des ressources d'eau souterraine. Le coefficient de tarissement a est obtenu sur la base des valeurs de debit des sources ou des valeurs
du niveau de l'eau souterraine en periode d'etiage.
Nos investigations ont eu pour objectif les terrains du karst Central Dinarique. Dans l'article est dec rite la methode de c:alcul et on presente des exemples de valeurs du coefficient de tarissement obtenues dans une multitude
de cas reels.
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Le coefficient de tarissement a est un parametre tres important, surtout pour les terrains karstiques•. done, le determiner et l'utiliser est une demarche qui doit etrf! traitee serieusement, surtout dans le calcul du brlan d eau et
dans l'analyse des courbes de decrue. Jl est necessaire de souligner que ce parametre n'a pas ete suffisamment
utilise en pratique et qu'il doit etre pris en consideration dans .des in_vestigations ulterieures.
.

1 •

•

1

Mots ells: coefficient de tarissement a, bassin versant,.·decrue d'eau souterraine, karst, stockage permanent,
source.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper addresses research performed in
the Central Dinaric karst area, a remarkable,
worldwide known karst domain.
Karst is in general a discontinuous, inhomogeneous environment, that due to its specific features
and uneven development of physico-chemical processes in horizontal and vertical directions forms
an anisotropic, very complex environment from the
point of view of the qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of the water bearing parameters. The
complexity of the karst terrain is illustrated by the
general description of its geomorphologic, climatic, hydrographic and hydrogeological features.
The discharge and distribution of the water table
springs and wells are significantly different in the
Coastal and in the Inner Karst Belt. In contrast to
the irregular distribution in the Inner Karst Belt,
the Coastal Belt characteristic is a linear distribution of springs and groundwater wells, imposed by
the contact between limestones and impervious
sediments. In both cases however, the main characteristics are a concentration of the groundwater
flow directions and discharge via a limited number
of karst springs and wells. In the Central Dinaric
karst, bordered by the river Zrmanja and other
rivers, over a surface of 1800 km2, there are 55
major karst springs.
Springs and wells of variable discharge, with important variations over a year time span, prevail in
the Dinaric karst. The maximum flow rate is for the
most part recorded during the November-March
period, and the minimum in August-September.
Continuity of springs and wells recession depends
on several factors. Some of them are: the hydrogeological significance of a particular barrier, the
storage capacity of limestone terrains catchment
areas and the groundwater recharge type (diffuse
or concentrated).
Over the last 30 years, French authors forwarded a
multitude of models, as well as empirical relationships concerning the karst hydrogeology.

This paper will address the methods for the assessment of the a recession coefficient which corresponds to different microregimes, theoretical
equations of recession curves, as well as specific
hydrograph recession in the Coastal Belt and the
Inner Karst Belt. a recession coefficient has been
obtained by means of the MAILLETBOUSSINESQ equation, from spring flow rate
data or from groundwater level data, rec~rded in
drought periods.
The a recession coefficient is a very important
parameter, especially for the karst terrains, so its
derivation, as well as its utilization should be
treated seriously, especially in water balance computations and in recession curve analysis.

2. PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES
2.1. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

The investigated area includes the central part of
the external Dinarides, i.e. a wide coastal region of
the Dalmatia, Bosnia, the Lasva and the Pliva. This
area is bordered by the Velebit and the Grmec
mountains to the west and north-west and by the
Popovo polje to the south-east (Fig. 1).

2.2. CLIMATE
Two regions may be distinguished with respect to
climate conditions: the Coastal Belt, with maritime
climate (the south Dinaric slopes toward the
shore), and the mountain climate area. Maritime
climatic conditions penetrate into river valleys and
into some parts of the Svilaja, Mosor and Biokovo
mountains, as well as into the areas located higher
than 500 m a.s.l ..
The maritime climatic belt is characterized by a
Mediterranean climate, with hot summers, small
rainfall amounts, moderate and very humid winters, slightly cloudy and with strong winds. Rainfall usually occurs as heavy shower-rains, seldom
as snow. July, August and frequently September
are very dry months.
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The mountain climatic belt displays a sub-alpine
and alpine climate, with long, cold winters and
short, cool summers. The rainfall amounts are significantly larger than in the Coastai Belt. The rainfall distribution over a year time span is more uniform than in the Coastal Belt. Extremely large
rainfall amounts occur in October and November,
the driest months are July and August, while all
other winter and early spring months display sufficient rainfall amounts.

2.3. MORPHOLOGY
In terms of geomorphologic features the Central
Dinaric karst can be divided into two belts:
•
•

the Coastal Belt, and
the Inner Karst Belt..

The boundary between the belts is provided by the
fault Muc-Arzan-Rakitno polje. The prominent Dinara Ridge (1913 m a.s.l.) extends south of Livanjsko and of Duvanjsko polje
and gradually descends to the Cetina valley. The
massifs ofKozjak, Mosor, Biokovo (1762 m a.s.l.)
and' the Rilic planina extend toward the.south-west.
As a result of a reduced rainfall amount, prevailingly in the form of rain, and of a high inflltration.
rate, the topography of the northern Dalmatian
coast is less prominent. .
North of Livanjsko and of Duvanjsko polje, more
than one half of the territory is covered by mountains exceeding 1000 m a.s.l.. The west Bosnia
plateau has the shape ·of a divided arch, consisting
of mountain ranges interrupted by plains of various
size; and by saddles. The following mountains may
be separated: the Klekovaca (1961 m), the Vitorog
(1907 m), the Cincar (2009 m), the Ljubu~a (1797
rn), the Cvrsnica (2228 m) in the southern part of

the area and the Vran planina (2704 m). Such an
outstanding mountain topography with a multitude
of pronounced ~~st landforms has . formed ..up.der
the 'circumstances· of large amom1ts . of u~ve.flly
distributed rainfall. The strongest rainfall arid· 'infiltration occur in the karst plateau areas, being less
important on the steep mountain slopes.

2.4. HYDROGRAPHY
Surface and underground flows belong to the Adriatic and the Black Sea catclunent areas.
The following rivers belong to the Adriatic catchment area: Krka, Cetina, Neretva and the sinking
river (ponornica) Trebisnjica.
Krka originates in the large karst spring below the
waterfall- in the Turopolje village, near Knin. The
average annual discharge varies, while moving
along its streambed from 'the spring toward the sea,
between 10 and 51 m 3/s.
Cetina is a very high discharge stream. It originates
in the swallet-supplied springs below the southwestern slopes of the Dinara mountains. The flow
regime \m.detwent considerable change ensuing to
the building of the dam near the Pei:uce village.
The largest percentage of Cetina flow •rate originates upstream of Trilj, in·a multitude of tributaries
and large springs. The average annti<tl discharge
ranges between 13.2.~15.5 m 3/s along the stream
course.
Neretva is . the longest and the most abundant
stream course in the karst region. In its median
course it receives its longest tributary, Rama. Between the junction with R~a and the river mouth,
the average annual discharg¥ of Neretya increases
from 75 to 380 m 3/s. Rani~, ,origin~tes ip. a few
large springs west of Prozor. It displays· 34 m3/s
average annual discharge near the Kovacevo polje.
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Trebisnjika, in Hercegovina, is Europe's longest
sinking stream (ponomica). Its surface len~
amounts to 100 km, while its total length, including the underground course, reaches 170 km. As a
result of streambed reclamation works completed
in the region of the Popovo polje, the flow regime
has considerably changed.

Taking into account its spatial position and large
~xtent, the Eocene flysch complex acts as a defiPitely impervious surrounding. The flysch zone of
Split and Makarska coastal belt acts as an important hydrogeological barrier. It prevents sea water
intrusion in the Coastal Belt aquifer, in other words
it enables fresh water to be stored in the limestone.

The Vrbas and the Bosna belong to the Black Sea
catchment area. The Vrbas is a typical mountain
river. The average annual discharge recorded over
the 1924-1940 period at the Jaice gauging station
is 30 m3/s. The river has a typical snow melt and
rain controlled flow regime, discharging large
amounts of water in spring and in autumn.

Quaternary formations deposited in karst terrains
display for most part an impervious character.

Bosna has its headwaters at the bottom of Igman
mountain. Its characteristic is a large hydraulic
power.

3. GENERAL HYDROGEOLOGICAL
FEATURES
The Central Dinaric karst appears to be not only
very complex in geological and geomorphologic
terms, but also an interesting and unique territory
when considered from a hydrogeological point of
view. To the complexity of the hydrogeological
relationships of this region have contributed the
tectonic relationships of the rock masses having
been deposited, their different hydrogeological
behavior, the carbonate rocks having undergone a
pronounced karstification, the existence of several
erosional base levels. The lithological composition,
the main features of the tectonic structure, as well
as the porosity structure of the rock masses deposited in the Coastal Belt and the Inner Karst Belt
differ significantly.
Limestone of Mesozoic and Cainozoic age, displaying good permeability, prevails in the composition of both belts. Its primary quality is good
water storage and transfer capability. The system
of karstified fissures and fault zones forms an environment that favors groundwater circulation toward erosional base levels.
The Promina conglomerates in the Bukovica-Kistanje region generally act as a storage unit and
enable fast groundwater circulation toward the
Neretva canyon.
The limestones-dolomites complex of Cenomanian-Turonian age displays good properties -in
terms of both water storage and water transfer,
.while dolomites behave mainly as impervious
rocks.

Water collected on a surface of 2900 bn is discharged toward the Black Sea. The other 4/5 of the
Central Dinaric karst territory belongs to the Adriatic catchment area. A very important karst characteristic is that the flow is directed mainly toward
the lower erosional base level. The result is an
asymmetry in the distribution of the characteristic
drainage levels, so that in the case of the Black Sea
catchment area there is only one "step" from the
main water divide to the main springs, while to the
south there are five main levels ("steps"), distributed all the way down to the sea. An asymmetry
also exists within each one of those "steps" with
respect to the drainage base level, a larger surface
occurring to the north of the base level than to the
south.
2

The identification of the groundwater flow directions and of the watersheds formed the object of
detailed research. More than 110 groundwater dye
tests have been performed within the considered
territory. It was concluded that apparent groundwater flow velocities fall within the range of a few
cm/s. Higher velocities were recorded in the area
of the High Karst terrains (Livanjsko, Glamocko,
Kupresko, Duvanjsko), while getting close to the
sea the velocities tend to diminish. 3/4 of the recorded values range between 1-5 cm/s (3.6 cm/s
on the average).

4. THE METHOD OF ASSESSING
THE a RECESSION COEFFICIENT
Taking into account the fact that karst heterogeneity and reservoir rocks parameters have not been
MAILLET-BOUSSINESQ
investigated,
the
method of assessing the a. recession coefficient
remains the most reliable in the case of bare syncline kar~t. The a. recession coefficient is derived
from the evolution of the spring flow rate values,
or from that of water levels, in drought periods.
Starting from the general form of the recession
equation:

Ql

=Qo. e-a(t-to)

(1)
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where:

(2)

Q0 : spring flow rate at the beginning of the recession period;
t0 : the time when the recession starts;
ex : the recession coefficient.

where:

Qot• Q02•· .. , Qon: the spring flow rates recorded at
the beginning of the rnicroregime, at times t 1, t2 , ...
tn and
a 1, ano ... an: the recession coefficients for the corresponding rnicroregimes.

The a coefficient is obtained by fitting an exponential curve to the Q 1 =f (t) data.
A prerequisite of the method is the use of discharge data collected during a rainless period,
when other factors (which induce an increase of
the spring yields) are excluded. During a uniform
recession o~ an aquifer, by plotting equation (1) in
a semi-log scale, a straight line is obtained.

5. OATA ANALYSIS
The data have been collected ' by various investigators who .h~d performed "in situ" hydrogeological and hydrblogical investigations for a multitude
of needs and purposes, or have been involved in
theoretical studies of the aquifer parameters. The
data have been separately analyzedfor the Coastal
Belt and the Inner Karst Belt respectively.

If the discharge curve can be divided into more
simple ones, then we are dealing with a complex
regime, composed of two or more microregimes.
Obviously, this results from the superposition of
individual reservoirs, each one having different
characteristics and types of porosity. Every hydrograph often mirrors at least two flow types:
basic (laminar), that is associated to the reservoir
rock discharge under so called neutral conditions,
and turbulent, which is associated to infiltration
water. Basic flow includes in fact the discharge of
dynamic resources of the karst reservoir rocks,
while high flow rates are associated to the discharge of water infiltrated during and immediately
after rainfall and snow melt.

Values of the a parameters for months deprived of
recession should be only regarded as approximate.
In Figure 2 are in fact indicated monthly averages
of the entire recession period.

5.1. a RECESSION COEFFICIENT FOR THE
COASTAL BELT
Values of the a recession coefficient are calculated
on a monthly basis for localities in the Coastal Belt
and are indicated in Table 1.

The exponential type relationship for a complex
recession regime has the following form:

TabJe 1. ~, Rec~ion:roefn~ent_ v.itJ~;Je$ cor:ripU't~cl:oD'i. fuhllthly basis fqr;JQql)Jties in the Coastal Belt.
Valeurs iizensuiues du co~ificiiintde.:~sement a calcuree~po'!reies:fi!~qJitis;~e:"f!!,Ceinture 1;4@te. ·
Spring

Period ·

X :.
Litno
1960/61
Pantan
1961162
Vinalic
1960/62
. 1924/62
Han
Gardunska
1924/62
Mlinica
Trilj
1925/55
Busko b1ato
1924/62
Kameni most 1923/51
Arslanagica
1925/55
most

:

XI

xn

I

"

n

Months
IV ·

m

. 0.0061 0:0038
0.0095 0.0036
0.0059 0.0042
0.0100 0.0110

v ·

VI

. 0.0177 0.0128
0.0045 0.0296
0.0221 0.0130
0.0020 0.0044 0.0125

O.op65 0.0031 .
0.0027
..•• 0.0028 0:0030 0.0179
0.0003 0.0055 0.0030

"'

VII
0.0098
0.0255
0.0034
0.0130

VIII

0.0133 0.0131
0.0236 0.0055
0.0158
0.0096

0.0037 0.0076 0.0150 0.0181 0.0170
0.0035 0.0028 0.0160 0.0230 0.0254
6.0026 0.0073 0.0234 0.0430 0.0333
0.0180 0.0130 0.0150 0.0190 0.0010

...

O.OQOS,: 0.0096 0.,0()66

IX

0.0072 0.0096 0.0263 0.0295 0.01 19
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.Fig. 2. The distribution of localities in Central Dinaric Karst with the a recession coefficient values.
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'fhe. a coefficient.r.e.cession investigation in karst te"a!ns

As .a prtmary:.obs.~rvation, no regul~ty re1ate4 to
the change of the a coefficient:v~ues as a function
of time was noticed, but it can be concluded that
they are qbvi<;>us1y smaller at the beginning of the
recession period as compared to other secqons of
the diagram. For a lot of springs secondary growth
waves occur more often in March than in April,
resulting in a discontinuity of the recession curve
(Fig. 3).
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Next are given several hydrograph recession equations for the Coastal Belt:
The Litno spring:

Q, = 6.68 . e-:-o.oo13t• + 15 .98 . e-<l.00_8_8t2+
+ 1.09. e ·-o.0943t3

-

"'

,;.:.._;

.....-'\-

\

~

v

I".

.I\'
\

This is the reason why in the Coastal Belt qne
break . occur~ in. the spring timC? water lev~1 de~
clines.
Due to. the large variability of the a coefficient
from one month to anothy,r, hydrographs frequently
include two or more rnicroregimes (Fig. 4). Recession curves equations for the Coastal Belt are obtained by a curve fitting algorithm. For many
years, several investigators have studied the Pantan
spring, which has a quite interesting position (near
the sea shore).
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The Cetina spring, near the Han water gauge station:
Q1 =129.28 · e-0'0973 .11 + 161.05 · e-0· 2640'12

(6)

where:
(3)

·,· .

The Cetina spring, near the Gradunska Mlinica
water gauge station:

where:

Q,

=23.76. e-0.1491·t· + 303.51· e-0.3796·t2

(7)

The Pantan spring:

Q,

=5.58 .e-<l:o374·t1 +· 9 _ 14 .e-0.6248·t~ +

+ 2 _23 . e-0.5621·13

where:

(4)
The Cetina spring, near the Trilj water gauge station: · '

where:

Q,. ~ 2 . 16 . e-O.I96S·t1 + 2 .83 . e-<l.4224-r2
The Cetina spring, near the Vinalic water gauge
station:

Q,

=36 .71 . e--o.s543·t1 + 2 ~ 66 . e-o.1200-12

where:

(8)

where:

(5)

The Kurelj and Lukisnica springs (Busko blato):

Q1 =2.65·e-0. 1Sll·r• +2.22 · e-0·14u 12 +
+ 2 .06 . e -l.I440·r3

(9)
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5.2. a RECESSION COEFACIENT FOR THE

where:

INNER KARST BELT
The a. recession coefficient for the Inner Karst Belt
calculated on a monthly basis are indicated in Table 2.

The Vrlika spring near the Kamen most water
gauge station:

Q,

=36.26. e-o.247S·t, + 21.08. e-o.4os6-tl

Due to the large yearly rainfall amount in this area,
the beginning of the recession period is shifted to
May and it generally ends in August and September. In this area hydrographs with one microregime
dominate. In Figure 5 are indicated two examples
of hydro graph charts.

(10)

where:

Next are given several hydrograph recession equations for the Inner Karst Belt:

The Trebisnjica river near the Arslangica most
water gauge station:

The Rama spring (the Slatina water gauge station):

Q, =87.02·e-o.3JJO·t,

Q, = 2 . 18 . e-o.Jszo.,, + 1.87 . e-o.zszo.t1 +
+ 0.67 . e -0.62JO·t3

(12)

(11)

where:
where:

SPRING

..

I

Period

X

Slatina

1923/51

Konjic

1968/69

Salakovac

1940

Volari

1925/55

. ·..·
.· .. .

'·

·::

XI

xn

'.
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..

u ...· m

I

IV '··.·

0.0041

v
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vn

VIU

IX
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0.0015 0.0054 0.0094 0.0074 0.0031
..

0.0023 0.0065 0.0068 0.0036 0.0032

-

..

Water Gauge station
The Rama Well (Ncretva)

..

0.0035 0.0092: 0.0162 0.0101

The Ljuta Well
(Neretva)
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The a coefficient recession investigation in karst te"ains

The Ljuta spring (the Konjic water gauge station):
Q

=15 _89 . e-0.6652·1

1

1

(13)

where:

The Neretva river (the Salakovac water gauge station):

Ql

=98.83; e,..o.5o24·1·

(14)

where:

The Pliva spring (the Volari water gauge station):

Q, =1.67 . e-o.1S04·r1

(15)

where:

The Lasva spring (the Travnik water gauge station):

Q
1

= 2 .63 . e-0.0495·1,

(16)

where:

The Bosna spring (the Zenica water gauge station):

Q

1

=22 , e-o.31 04·1

1

(17)

where:

It is obvious that recession hydrographs equations
display higher a. values in the case of the Inner
Karst Belt than in the case of the Coastal Belt. The
main causes are the large rainfall amount, the more
intense fracturing of the karst reservoirs and the
higher elevation, resulting in a more irregular flow
as compared to the Coastal Belt springs.
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The practical interest of the provided recession
equations lies in a reliable knowledge of the a
coefficient values and in assessing the expected
spring flow rate decline during drought periods.
These data are more reliable if longer observation
series are available, which is the case of most· considered gauging stations in both the Inner Karst
Belt and the Coastal Belt.

6. FINAL DISCUSSION
A multitude of specific features associated to distribution and groundwater flow are characteristic to
the karst fissure-porosity of an aquifer. Current experience indicates that an appropriate mathematical .
solution for groundwater flow through an anisotropic syncline karst environment was not yet
found. The basic difficulty lies in the failure of defining with reasonable accuracy the "in situ" geometric characteristics arid parameters of the karst
aquifer system fissure-porosity. Currently the described problem is frequently overcome by considering the karst only in terms of effects, i.e. outcome
phenomena, disregarding the substance of the actual
dynamic process. Under such an approach the
most important input value is the effective rainfall
inflltration, and the corresponding output value is
the spring discharge that results from ·the processes
which occur in the very system. To this purpose
the recession section of the hydrograph is used,
more specifically the lower section of the recession
curve, that corresponds to neutral hydrologic conditions of aquifer recession, with no influence due
to rainfall infiltration and surface runoff.
The parameter on which all computations are based
is the a recession coefficient, which qualitatively
reflects the relationship between the aquifer geometric characteristics and the hydrogeological conditions. In any karst system this parameter has a
specific value for every recession of a rnicroregime.
As a general rule, the frrst (possibly the second too)
recession rnicroregime is associated to large conduits, where recession turbulent flow occurs. The
next microregime corresponds to the drainage of
smaller flow paths - tiny fissures and small caverns, and its a. recession coefficient is about ten
timd sm'aller than the previous one. Apparently not
all the possibilities that arouse from the primary
parameter analysis have been tested, first of all for
zoning (i.e. ranking according to a karst area type
and its groundwater flow). It is important that the
further development of the methodological approach of the described method is carried out accordingly.
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The bulk of this paper is devoted to the a recession
coefficient analysis results for the Central Dinaric
area. The parameters analysis was performed by
using data provided by 15 water gauge stations and
the systematic presentation of the results was separately prepared for the Coastal Belt and the Inner
Karst Belt respectively. The results were processed

on a monthly basis, and recession curves equations
were obtained by using a curve fitting algorithm. A
direct dependence was thus outlined between the a
recession coefficient, the geological constitution of
the catchment area, geomorphologic phenomena
and hydrogeological features.
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Large Spring~ in the Karst' of Yugoslavia
Danica VASILEVA1

ABSTRACT
Large springs (minimum yields Qmin:=::SO Vs) in the karst of XJJgoslavia are discussed in th~ present paper. They
occur at the contact of carqo:p,ate rocks, With low p_ermeability rocks.
· '
··
The south-western eJ$."ewi.ty of Yugoslavia is for the most part covered by a thick complex of carbon~te rocks
which form terrains of a definite geomorphology, belonging to holokarst: Characteristic to the large springs in
these terrains (especitilly
in .theJ;:oastal
Karst Belt) are their'1large
flow rate fluctuations over a year time span .
., .
..
t
The western and eastern parts of Yugoslavia are covered by ca'rbonate rocks of smaller thickness, partially overlain with vegetation. They have weakly developed _karst geomorphology and belong to the merokarst. The flow
rate fluctuations of the large springs are less impo~t.
The overall discharge of the large springs could amount to Q.Ju.=22m3/s, which has been ascertained as a reliable,
high quality resource (drinking water). This resource is avl;lilable over the entire period of a year, being able to
supply 1/3 of' the total water·demand for population and in<;lustry. There is also another interest related to large
springs: they become more and more a tourist attraction in arid karst regions.
Key words: karst, large springs, yield, holokarst, ~~rokarst.
.
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!-es grandes sources dans le karst yougoslave
RESUME
;~

L'etude present traite les grandes sources (debit minimum Qmin::::SO lis) du karst Yougoslave. Celles-ci apparaissent sur,le c;ontact des roche$. cal!:aires avep des roches impenneables.
· L'extremite sud--ouest du territoire..Yougoslave est.recouverte par des complexes epais de roches calcaires, avec
une morphologie caracteristique et appartenant' a l'holokarst. Dans ce terrain (particulierement dans le karst
littoral) les grandes sources sont caracterisees par des grandes variations de debit sur La periode d'une annee.
Les partie:r occidentale· et orientale de La Yougoslavie sont recouvertes par des roches calcaires moins epaisses,
partiellement couvertes par de La vegetation, avec une geomorphologie karstique moins developpee et appartenant au merokarst. 'Les variations des debits sont moindres.
Le debit cumule des grandes 'sources assure des'ressources de 22m% d'eau de bonne qualite (d'eau potable). .
Ces re.vsources peuvent .couvrir 113 des besoins de Ia population et de l'industrie. ll y a une autre importance des
elles deviennent interessantes comme . attraction touristique dans La region
grandes sources.: de pl~s en'
karstique ·aride. · · ·· · .: ·
· ·.
·
·
·· · '
·
·
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Mots ~Us:. "Jca;;i~.~~~'nJ~.sour~~:· debit,
•
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holo~rst, merokarst.
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INTRODUCTION
Karst regions in Yugoslavia are poor in surface
water and rich in groundwater at depth. With the
water consumption increase, the water supply approach is inevitably bound to consider the advantages of the large springs: first they discharge in a
natural way, and second, they are occurrences of
unpolluted groundwater, suitable for being used as
drinking water.
The quality, protection, importance and occurrences of large springs with a minimum yield of
Qmin~50 lis in the karst of Yugoslavia are discussed
in this paper.

1. EXTENSION OF KARST AND
LARGE SPRINGS OCCURRENCE
The limestone deposits cover approximately 20%
of the Yugoslavia's territory. But in the southern
Pannonian basin, the limestone deposits rich in
gro~ndwater lie below a thick layer of Neogene
sedtments.
The terrains in the south-~estern part of the country consist of extremely thick limestone deposits (a
few thousand meters) and belong to the external
Dinarides. The morphologic holokarst type is developed over this entire area and is characterized
not only by the occurrence of karst poljes, but also
of other various landforms, a result of the unlimited possibility of karst erosion, both on the suiface
and at large depth (VASILEVA, 1995). The main
factors, such as tectonic setting and climatic conditions, influence the karstification to a smaller or
large~ degree. The rainfall distribution during a
year ~s uneven. For example, during the rainy season 1t reaches a few thousand mm in Crkvine
(1060 m. a.s.l.).
.
Th~

karst be~t extending in the western part of the
temtory, which belongs to the Dinarides, and in
the eas_tern _Part, which belongs to the CarpathoBalkarudes 1s not typical neither in the way of occ~rrence nor in the karst morphology. These terrat~s have some features in common: they appear
as 1solated massifs, their thickness is smaller and
they are partially covered by vegetation. This is the
res~lt of a reduction in the velocity of the karstification process, which accordingly led to the merokarst morphological type of development.
In the holokarst terrains precipitation infiltrates
quickly into carbonate rocks, "not one drop discharg~s overland". (VLAHOVIC, 1970) the porosity
·of which was estimated to 79% for the catchment

· D. Vasileva

area of the Upper Zeta. If appropriate hydrogeological conditions exist, groundwater is partially stored and partially drains out through the
springs or large springs. A large spring is a spring
~hich discharges more than 10 lis of water and a
$pring is the "occurrence of aquifer outflow on the
. surface of the lithosphere . ~ a natural way as a
clean water torrent" (STEPANOVIC, 1962). The
sites of the karst aquifer drainage, located at the
contact of carbonate deposits with impermeable
beds, occur at the lowest points of the drainage
systems. The yield is the water output capacity in a
time unit. The coefficient of uniformity which
shows the ratio of Qmax and Qmin is an estimation of
the large spring uniformity of fluctuation during a
period of time. It has been considered that the large
springs with Qmin~50 lis are important. The large
springs of Qmin=lOO lis belong to agroup of larger
springs, which might be considered for the water
supply of small and medium size settlements. The
large springs of Qmi.=lOOO lis might be used for
water supply of larger settlements and towns. Nevertheless, there have not yet been established standards for the yield classification (MIJATOVIC,
1990).
A very important group of springs for the domestic
water supply are the vruljas. Those are large
springs which discharge below sea level or below a
lake surface. The Vrulja Gurdic on Montenegro
coast is well known. Its Qmin has not yet been determined because of the mixing of fresh water with
marine water (brackish water) during the arid season. On the other hand, Qmax shows a fantastic
amount of 50000 lis. The Vrulja Skruda has a yield
of Qmin= 50 Vs and a Qmax= 35000 lis, hence the
coefficient of uniformity reaches 700, which it is
extremely unfavorable in terms of water supply
over a year time span.
·
The large karst springs with yields of Qmin~O lis
have been discussed from a regional point of view.
The data on large springs are tabulated (see Table 1)
and indicated on the map (see Figure 1).
In the south-western part of Yugoslavia, in the
karst of Montenegro, the large springs occur in the
gulf of Boka Kotoroska, as well as on the Skadar
Lake shore and in the north-west of Zeta Plain, at
the contact of limestone and dolomite with
yo~nger impermeable deposits. Some of the large
spnngs on the coast display an extremely high
valu~ of the uniformity coefficient, largely exceeding commonly encountered values. The inferred ~~ti v~ of such a behavior is a large amount
o~ p:ec1p1tation fallen during the rainy period and
distributed at an uneven rate during a year, on a
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relatively.,sptall catchment area. The large springs
with more uniform yield fluctuations prevail on the
rest of this territory. Thus, the Karuc vrulja belongs to the springs with uniform yields, its coefficient of uniformity amounting to 2 CQm;n=1200 lis)

At the edge of the vast Kosovo Polje, a certain
number of significant large springs with favorable
coefficients of uniformity during a year occur at
the contact of limestone deposits with impermeable
beds. The large springs Radavac . . . .,;. the source of
Beli Drim (see Photo 1) ~as a Qmin=1200 1/s, and
other smaller springs hav~ 100 to 5~ 1/s.
·
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farther to the south, towards the Zeta plain and the
Skadar Lake. This pollution is a consequence of
polluted water discharges from several industrial
~actories in Niksic and Podgorica.
The large springs Podgorska vrela, Mareze and
Vidrovanska vrela have water of high quality.
For the same reason related to poor population
qensity, the quality of groundwater in the western
&nd eastern Yugoslavia belongs to classes I and II
(drinking water). But this factor of natural protection is not sufficient. It is just an additional opportunity in terms of karst water protection, but neither strictly reliable, nor permanent.
In spite of the large number of existing laws which
address water related topics, the field of ground
water protection has not yet been appropriately
solved. The main problem resides in the discrepancy between the law and its practical application.
The matter must be settled as quickly as possible,
in order to protect these natural resources as earth's
heritage not only for the present but also for the
future generations.

In the karst of western Serbia 24large springs have
been discovered, out of which 2/3 have a yield of
Qmin=lOO 1/s. The coefficient of uniformity is in the
range 3-30, which testifies the uniformity of these
large springs yield during a year, and also the presence of merokarst, whose morphologic forms are
considerably different from those in the holokarst.
The eastern part of the territory occupied by karst
belongs to the Carpatho-Balkanides. A great number of large springs are concentrated in the limestone of the Homolje Mt., Beljanica and Kucaj
Mts. and in the southern part of the Suva planina
Mt. Karst groundwater has been drained by large
springs of Qmin=lOO lis (except the large spring
Diviljan). A smaller number of large springs has
drained Svrljiiske Mt. and the Vidlic Massif.

Karst water has low mineralization. The likelihood
of natural purification of groundwater is minimal,
because it moves through crevasses, cracks and
caverns under high velocity. That means that water
cannot be filtered. During heavy rainfall the
ground water becomes rapidly turbid, and it also
cleans up quickly after the rainfall ends.

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF LARGE
SPRINGS
According to current investigations Yugoslavia
needs about 70m3/s (WATER MANAGEMENT,
1996) for population and industry. The total resources of the large springs yields, expressed as
Qmin• amount to 22 m3/s, which is almost 113 of the
total needs.
Water supply derived from large springs has some
advantages:

+ natural surface recharge for groundwater

2. QUALITY AND PROTECTION
OF LARGE SPRINGS
The quality of the large springs in Yugoslavia is
good. A favorable circumstance in this respect is
that no human settlements occur in most drainage
areas of the large springs.
The karst ground water in the south-western part of
,Yugoslavia has been rather exposed to pollution,
particularly from Niksic Polje and Podgorica and

•

high quality groundwater

+ for water supply, the reliable water resources
over the entire one year period can be considered to be Qmin.
The following example is illustrative and shows
that according to incomplete data (less than a half)
the fantastic amount of 439 m 3/s could be obtained
as a maximum from large springs, which is more
than six times the yearly needs of Yugoslavia. But

Large springs in karst of Yugoslavia
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No

Spring

Catchment area, location
2

I

·.•

Opa~ica

1
2
3

Morinj

4

Vrulja Gurdic

Orahova~ka

Ljuta

3

Coastal part, near Herceg Novi·
Risan Gulf
NW ofLovcen Mt., SE from Cetinje . ,, ·

.9
10
11

Vrulja Skurda
Podgorska vrela
Izvor Obod
Vrulja Karu~
.Izvori Vitoje and
Podhum
kralji~ino oko
Vrelo Mareze
,.,,

12 ' .'rzr9ri. zabice
13.,

Krllpa~ko oko

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Izvor Zaslapica
Glava Zete
Vidrovanska vrela
Vukovo vrelo
Rastova~ka vrela
Poklonci
Studena~ka vrela
Trebjeska vrela
Dobropoljski izvori

23

Bijeli Nerini ,
!

24
25

Vrelo Ljutica
Biiela Vrela

.....

..

:•
I

~

..

NW part of the Lovcen Mt., in Kotor ··.:' ·
:::;

5
6
7
8

Q (1/s)

Yield -

.. ·

NW part of the Lovcen Mt., in Kotor
SW part of Lovcen Mt., SE from Cetinje
Eastern part of the Loveen Mt.
NW edge of Skadar Lake
NE part of Skadar Lake

Qmin

Qsr

4

5

80
. ,500
. 100
mixed with
marine water

'· .

.'

Ratio

Qmax .· ,Qmax/Qmin
6

7

'

- c_~ '

IQ()O
100000

i

2
1000

50000

50

35000

700

200
280
1200

6500
2400

23

3000
10000

60

2500

19

225000
5000
10000
2500
2500
900

75
25
133

50

North margin of Lugovo
Contact- Velje Brdo- Lje~kopoljski lug

50
2000
Zone ~~Npc~ic P?~ff.~.Gorge ~';W.~.-~ ~~ta~ko. P,olje., . 100
!.: .
130
SE part of the Njego~ Mt., margin of Lake Krilpac
Eastern part of the Njegos Mt.
100
Utmost north-western part ofBjelopavlicka plain
3000
Utmost northern marginal part of the Gornje polje
200
Utmost northern marginal part of the Gornje polje
75
Eastern marginal part of the Gornje polje
50
NE part ofKrup~ko Lake (Ludo~ka rijeka)
300
Eastern marginal part of the Gornje polje
50
Central part of the Nik§ic polje
50
The Bjelopavlicka plain (the left bank of Zeta)
1000
In the riverbed ofMrtvica river (right tributary of
500

6000

5

-~

Mora~a)

.,.-~.

8
18

500

. '

Canyon of Tara Mt., upstream of Zurievica Tara
Canyon of Tara Mt. downstream of Zurievica Tara

50

100
100

2500

2.5

2500

5

1000
1000

10
10

LARGE SPRINGS OF KOS0\'0

26
27

Vrbni~ko

29
30
31

vrelo
Vrelo Posliste
Vre1o Krk-Bunar
Kori~ko vrelo
Vrelo lstok
lzvor vrelo

32

Vrelo Radavac

28

North-eastern part of the Koritnik Mt.
Northern slopes of the Sara Mt.
Drains the O~ljak Mt., canyon Prizrenska Bistrica
Drains the Jezerska Mt.
Drains southern slopes of the Mokra Gora Mt.
Drains southern slopes of the Mokra Gora MtJ
Eastern karst massive of the Zljeb Mt. and southwestpart of the Mokra Gora Mt.

500
100
200
200
270

3200
1000

1200

4000

1600

3.2

15000

12.5

LARGE SPRii\1( ;s OF WESTERN St-:IUU:\

33
34
35

Zlo mesto
Milina glava
Zerekarsko vrelo

The zone of Ribarici
The zone ofRibarici
On the Pester plateau

100
100
50

945

19
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60

36
37

4

3

2

38
39

Northern
ofthe'Pe~tpla~ .··
Northern part of the Pester plateau

350

40

VreloBu~je

K.atst nwsive·o(Blj.pliia . ·

130

41

Vrelo Seljasnica

42

Vrelo Panjica

Karst massive of Babina
Notther.n:slQI>.es;ofthe:Pobijeillk Mk · · · c

210
'. 100

43
44
45

Potpecko vrelo
Vrelo Bistrice
Vrelo Klak

Northern slopes of the Pobijenik Mt.
North-western slopescifthe tJatir.M:t:;

100
.. 500

Pribojska Banja
Ljubisko vrelo
Vruta~ka vrela
Susi~ko vrelo
Vrelo Lajevac

Western part ofthe :ZJ,!Iiar Mt.
Eastern massive of the Murtenica Mt.
Upper part of the PO.~eMt <:· ~:'?

Peruca~ko

51
52

Vrelo Ra~e

53
54
55
56

Vre1o Orlovac
Vrelo Paklje
Grada~ka vrela
Vrelo Petnica

7

300 .

pan

200

100
70·
50

350

7

100
450

1500

3

1300

6200

4.8

Karst massive of the. Tara Mt
Canyon ofTresnjica, the
right
tributary
ofDrina
'
. .
.
.:
KarstofLelic
··

60
100
80

2000
2400

Northern slopes of the Povlen Mt,
N ortQern slopes of the Mali Mt: ·

560

1100

2000

30
3.6

100

250

1000

10

Western part of the Zlatar Mt.

vrelo

6

· rooo

Eastern part of the Pe§~r plateau '
Eastern massive of the Jadovnik Mt.

Vrelo RaSke
Vrelo Sopotnica
Vrelo Grabovice
Vrelo Vape

46
47
48
49
50

5.

'·.

"

.·

The Zlatibor Mt., the gorge of the :z;latibor river
Karst massive ofthe
an¢-Zv,ij~~~a:M:~ '··
Northern slopes of the Tara Mt.

T;trll

en

.......

50

20
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57

Vrelo - S. Gradiste

Southern part of the Svrljiske Mt.

150

58

Vre1o Modro oko

South~mpart of the ·~'vrlj~"ke ·Mt.

150

59

Belopalana~ko

Northern part of the Suva Mt.

130

vrelo

.. :.J. ,

60

Vrelo Mokra

61

Vrelo Divljan

Eastern part of the Suva Mt.

70

62

Ljuberaiska vrela

.southern massive of suva :Mt.

500

63

Vrelo Coska

South-western part ofVidli~ Massive

100

64

K.rupa~ko

South-western part ofVidli~ -M~siye .

200

65

Vrelo Sinji Vir

Northern part of the Tresibaba Mt.

140

380

2.7

66

Vrelo

150

250

1.7

67

Vrelo Mrljis

South-eastern part of the Ku~af~1t.

68

Vrelo Izvor

Upper.part of ·S~jacpl,at~!lti

69

Vrelo Crnice

Western part of the Ku~aj Mt.

vrelo

Grozni~evac

Northem part ofthe$\l;va'Mt . ·..

South.-easter;n piut of:die:; ~~aJ M.t{
., .

,.

,_.,·, ..

.,

130

80

1200

15

110

1250

11

2800

12.7
25

250
.· ·' 220

70

Veliko vrelo

So11ther;n part: of the Beljflllica Mt~

71

Radovansko vrelo

Central part of the Ku~aj Mt.

100

2500

72

K.rupajsko vrelo

North-western part of the ·S~ljanica.Mt.

380

2800

73

Vrelo Mlave

Northern part of the Beljanica Mt.

74

Setonjsko vrelo

North-western part of the Homolje Mt~ ·,

800

14800

7.4
51

lArge

spri~gs

in karst of Yugoslav,ia ·

... . - - ____.,6l_

large amounts ot ~~. ~~ter run out duri,ng the
rainy period& without b~fng recoyered. Because the
technique fo~ building , unclergn;mnd accumulations
in karst terrains, . which would permanently solve
the water ~uppiy problem, is still at its very begi,n.,ning,
abst,ird situ'!)lion occ'urs: water shortage
during the dry season,· in spite .of the_high flow
rates discharged· by the large ·sprin-gs during .the
rainy season. On the 'coast there are several examples of towns and settlements facing this problem:
the fresh water of the vrulja Gurdic, near Kotor,
mixes with marine water during the dry season,
although Qma,_ amounts to 50000 lis, while for the
nearby vrulja Skurda the corresponding values are
Qnlin=50 1/s and' Qmax=35000 1/s respectively.

an

The large springs with coefficients of uniformity
ranging between 1-5 are the most reliable for water supply. These are: on the coast - Morin} and
on the continental part of Montenegro - the
Vrulja Karuc, the large spring Mareze and Dobropoljski izvor, on the Kosovo polje - Vrbnicko, on .
the Zlatibor area - Susicko spring and, on the
Tara area - Perucacko spring. In eastern Yugoslavia there are the large springs of Groznicevac
and Sinji Vir.
As a tourist attraction, the large springs have become more and more popular. Many large springs
Df Yugoslavia have an exceptional beauty and
attractiveness for tourists. For example, the large
spring Radavac (Photo l) or the exciting landscape
of Drina Canyon (Photo 2) entrenched by the water of the large springs Piva and Tara.

CONCLUSIONS
The large springs with Qmin~50 1/s in the karst of
Yugoslavia have been discussed ih the present
paper.
Carbonate deposits a few thousand meters thick
cover the south-westernmost part of Yugoslavia
and belong to typical holokarst, as testified by its
well developed landforms. The large springs of the
holokarst (especially on the coast) display high
values of the unifomlity coefficient. It means that
due to the uneven distribution of precipitation
during a year and to the small catchment areas,
large fluctuations are recorded in the yields of
large springs.
The western and eastern parts of Yugoslavia are
covered by limestone deposits of smaller thickness.
These regions are partially covered with vegetation, have poorly developed karst forms, and belong to the merokarst. The fluctuations are smaller
due to a uniform distribution of precipitation over a

larger catchment area. The large springs are more
reliable for population water supply during a year
time span.
The groundwater resources which could be obtained from large springs amount to nearly one
third of the total population and industrial needs.
The quality of the large springs is good and belongs to the I and li class (drinking water), except
for the south-eastern part of Yugoslavia. The
groundwater is of good quality due to the low
population density within the catchment areas of
large springs.
In spite of the large number of existing laws which
address water related topics, the field of ground
water protection has not yet been appropriately
solved. This important matter of immediate interest
must be settled as quickly as possible.
The water supply from large springs is of cardinal
significance. Currently this significance is expanding by the inclusion of the tourist destination,
because; mC)St of the large springs in Yugoslavia are
of exceptional and attractive beauty.
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Quality Evaluation.of Grou.ndw.aters :in
Southern··oobrogea [Romania]
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2

ABSTRACT
1

In S pu~~~.l~p:t>rog6~ there are'iwb' major aquifers the economic interest of which.derives from the area extensici~ offfi,e' reservoir (over 5,000 km2) and the potential flow rates.
The Lower aquifer is located in the Jurassic and Barremian limestone formations, sometime fractured and karstified; in the most part of the region it represents a unitary complex.
The Upper aquifer is significant from the hydrogeological standpoint in the south-eastern part of the region
. wher.e Ute, tilickness of the Sarmatian limestone deposits exceeds 10 m.
~eginning· with 1993 a regional monitoring system for qualitative parameters has been initiated. The results were
obtained during a three years time Romanian-German cooperation. Based on more than 1,500 determinations,
some remarks were made concerning spatial hydrochemical features and hydrochemical facies changes. The regional situation from the point of view of some pollution indicators, the toxic compounds and the N03- isotopes
was also presented.
Two main conclusions concerning the pollution aspects in the region can be mentioned.
The Barremian-Jurassic (Lower) aquifer may be appreciated as having waters ofexceptional quality at this
moment. The groups of organa-chlorinated pesticides, toxic compounds, triazinic herbicides . and halogenated
hydrocarbons are completely missing from the whole aquifer; the presence of the two compounds with concentrations below the admissible staiJdard limits may be considered accidental and strictly local. N03• by the found
contents and especially by the pattern of the regional distribution suggests the existence of a diffuse pollution, an
incipient phenomenon - possibly fluctuating - which requires a careful regional survey. NH4 + found in some
boreholes in quantities over 0.5 tng/1 shows accidental pollutions which can be rapidly solved by local measures.
The Sarmatian (Upper) aquifer may be appreciated as having a dispersed pollution in about 25-30% of the
sampled points. This occurs as exceeded contents of NH/ and N03- ; from the toxic compounds, especially the
herbicides group is. present.
Key words: water quality, pollution, karstic aquifer, Southern Dobrogea, Romania.

Evaluation sur Ia qualite des eaux souterraines
de Ia Dobrogea du Sud ( Roumanie)
RESUME
En Dobrogea du Sud, deux aquifores sont tres importantes en considerant leur extension de reservoir.~ (plus de
5.000 km1) et les debits potentiels.
L 'aquijere inferieur est localise dans les formations calcaires d 'dge Jurassique-Barremien, parfois fissurees et
karstifiees; dan~ la plupart de La region il represente un complexe unitaire.

1
2

Institutul Naponal de Meteotologie §i Hidrologie, ~os. Bucure§ti-Ploie§ti . ~7. R-7155~. Bucure§ti, Romania.
Hydroisotope-HydrochemieGmbH, Voelkestrasse 9, D-85301, Schweitenkirchen, Germany.
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L'aquifire superieur est important,.du point de vue hydrogeologique, dans La partie sud-est de La region ou les
.
calcaires du Sarmatien ont une epaisseur qui depasse 10m.
A partir de 1993 on a initie un systeme regional de surveillance et mesure pour les parametres qualitatifs. Les
resultats ont ere obtenus la suite d'ur.e collaboration Roumaine-Allemand. Plus de 1.500 de mensurations ont
constitue La base pour souligner quelques particularites hydrochimiques spatiales et les changements de facies
hydrochimique. On presente, aussi, La situation regionale regardant quelques indicateurs de pollution, les composants toxiques et les isotopes No3-.
En ce qui conceme La pollution de La region, on peut tirer deux conclusions principales:
L 'aquifire Barremien-Jurasique (injerieur) peut etre considere, a ce moment Ia, comme ayant des eaux d 'une
qualite exceptionnelle. Les groupes des pesticides organo-cf!,lorinees, composants toxiques, herbicides triaziniques et hydrocarbures halogenees manquent comptetement; ['existence des deux composantes avec des concentrations en dessous des limites admissibles du standard Roumain peut etre consideree accidentelle et strictement
locale. Les contenu en N03- et, surtout, La distribution de cet composant indique ['existence d'une pollution diffuse, un phenomene de debut - peut etre variable - qui necessite une surveillance 1igionale attente. Les contenus en NH.,•, plus de 0,5 mgll, trouvees dans quelques forages indiquent des pollutions accidentelles qui peuvent
etre rapidement resolves par des mesures locales.
L'aquifire Sarmatien (superieur) peut etre considere comme ayant une pollution dispersee dans 20-30% des
point d 'echantillonnage. ll s 'agit de contenus eleves en NH4• et N03-; parmi les composantes toxiques les herbicides sont les plus presents.

a

Mots cUs: qualite de l 'eau, aquiferes karstiques, Dobrogea du Sud, Roumanie.

1. INTRODUCTION
Southern Dobrogea is located in the south-eastern
part of Romania covering an area of over 5,000 km2 •
This region has a special hydrogeological significance for Romania. The limestone-karstic Barremian-Jurassic aquifer represents the greatest hydro-structure with fresh water of the country,
whose waters supply the urban agglomerations and
the entire range of spas of the Romanian littoral; at
the same time, the multiple anthropic influence
began to be felt during the last years: many hydraulic structures and irrigation systems, a nuclear
electric plant, many potentially pollutant point
sources as well as diffuse sources due to the use of
pesticides.
In this context, starting with 1993 a regional monitoring system for qualitative parameters has been
constituted.

2. HYDROGEOLOGICAL
BACKGROUND
In Southern Dobrogea, two major aquifers occur,
the economic interest of which derives from the
area extension of the reservoir and the potential
flow rates (Fig. 1):

+ Lower aquifer: in the Jurassic and Barremian
limestone formations;

+ Upper aquifer: in the Sarmatian limestones.

Water accumulations with a local character and
therefore with less significance have been also
identified in the Pliocene, Eocene and Senonian
deposits.
The Lower aquifer is related to the limestone and
dolomite deposits, sometimes fractured and karstified, and in the most parts of Southern Dobrogea, it
represents a unitary complex.
The thickness of the whole Jurassic-Barremian
complex gradually decreases from SW to the E and
NE from over 1,000 m to 400 m.
The piezometric surface outlines a groundwater
flow from the Pre-Balkan Platform, with SW-NE
general directions (Fig. 2).
The hydraulic gradients have low values ranging
between 0.0002 and 0.0016. The piezometric head
of the water in this aquifer is ascensional except
for the area around Tatlageac Lake where it becomes artesian.
We can quote as main hydrogeological parameters:
transmissivities (T) generally within range of
1,000-100,000 m2/day and flow rates (Q) ranging
more often from 5 to 150 lis at a drawndown of a
few meters.
The Upper aquifer is significant from the hydrogeological standpoint in the south-eastern part of
the region where the thickness of the Sarmatian
deposits exceeds 10 m.
The piezometric contours generally suggest a flow
directed from the Pre-Balkan Platform to the North
and from the Cobadin Plateau to the East. The
hydraulic gradients vary between 0.004 and 0.01.

Quality ~valuations of groundwaters in Southern Dobrogea
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In the eastern part of Dobrogea, the Sarmatian
aquifer levels are under pressure.

pue to the very big experimental data voluine, we
restrict ourselves to discussing only regional aspects.

As to the hydrogeological parameters we can
quote: transmissivities (T) currently· ranging between 50 and 1,500 m2/day and .well flow rates (Q)
from 0.02 to 10 lis for drawndowns of 0.5-10 m.

This · one being the . first systematic and unitary
;8iunpling, the results are constituted at a first reference moment from the point of view of the quality
·in Southern Dobrogea. · .

.

.

We specify that the regional network includes:

3. GROUNDWATER QUALITY
MONITORING SYSTEM
The principles at the basis of the system creation
have been the following:

+ to monitor mainly the aquifers with economic
significance, the Barremian-Jurassic and the
Sannatian, but to follow also some influence
factor outside these ones;

+ the created system must contain two networks,
namely:
a. a network at the regional scale with a density
as evenly distributed as possible in which the
evolution of the hydrochemical, pollutant and
isotopic parameters will be surveyed at an annual frequency. This network is mainly meant
to the survey of the diffuse pollution at the regional scale;
·

+ boreholes which catch the Barremian-Jurassic
and the Sarmatian;

+ boreholes/springs . which catchdrain minor
aquifers: Senonian, Pliocene, ~hreatic;

+ points of surface water (rivers, lakes, canals,
Black Sea).
Because the number of determinations which must
be discussed is higher than 1,500 we will choose a
synthetical tabular or graphic presentation and
conclusive remarks concerning main aspects:
1. spatial hydrochemical features and hydrochemical facies changes;
2. the regional situation from the point of view of
some pollution indicators;
3. the same, for the case of the toxic compounds;
4. the same, for the case of the N03- isotopes.

b. local network by which only some polluting
compounds will be surveyed at a frequency of
1- 2 analyses/year. This network is established
around some point sources, supposed as potential pollutants.

These results were obtained in the framework of a
three years Romanian-German cooperation.

+ to select for both network types, the boreholes

For a synthetical characterization of the different
water types in their vertical succession we have
chosen the mean anionic composition presented in
Table 5.

or sources which allow the testing of the individual aquifers with a certain functioning perspective in time and which may be used as far
as possible for both network types.
These principles proved to be in perfect agreement
with the international conception (VRBA &
PEKNY, 1991).

4. THE RESULTS
In May 1993, from 50 points which form the
monitoring system, samples were drawn for analyses of:

+ physico-chemical, general chemical and pollutant indicators;

+ toxic compounds (Table 1-3); .
·• isotopic analyses (Table 4).

4.1. SPATIAL HYDROCHEMICAL FEATURES

As a general feature, a relatively reduced variability of the mean values is to be noticed, both for the
IDS and the anions with great enough dispersions
in case of the main aquifers; this is mainly due to
their greater dimensions. The decrease with depth
of the mean values of Cl- and SO/- is to be noted
an explainable phenomenon due to the ·chemical
matrix composition of the depth aquifer.
Referring to the main aquifer of the region, the
Piper diagram in Figure 3, made only for the waters of Barremian- Jurassic, reveals for the cationic
. proportions an exceptional grouping in the mixing
field of all analyzed samples except for three
points of the area of .the south littoral (F-5068
Costine§ti, · F-5069 Techirghiol and F-5082 Man. galia) which, in thi§. order get more and ~ore se·'
. ·di~-potassium.

Quality evaluations of groundwaters in Southern Dobrogea
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TalJie 1. OrgQ~O.~dofJnat~ P~ltJ~[~~l;~IIJ¢~ntrltttl!l!'t(l!<l~

Concentration:(J.J,G!diiJ3)

WeD

()jJJ~~~uth

Sampling points

SURFACE WATERS .
Danube - Ostrov
Sl
s2 · ... .... Danube-Bla:C:k' Sea Channel at
Medgidia
Siutghiol Lake- Mamaia
S3
Plopeni Lake - Negre~ti
S4
SHALLOW GROUNDWATERS
PH9 Domestic well - Dulce§ti
PHlO Domestic Well- Plopeni
PHil F1- Cobadin
PH12 Fl- Palas
PH13 Spring - Limanu
PH14 Domestic Well - Pietreni
PHIS Domestic Well- Pe!itera
SARMATIAN AQUIFER
SM18 P11 - Techirghiol
SM19 P2- Amzacea
SM20 PI - Credinta

Chlorl· ~ .;ftCH
dazone

199~~

Dol!JrOIIlea. May

,.,.. ,.•,••:..· en Mai 1993;

·

p • BCH Lindane

Hepta·
cblor

En·
drlne

..

Methoxy- TOTAL
chlor

, ..

<0.05

o:o1

<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02

<0.02,·. . <0.02
<0.02 . !C::0-02

0.06
<0.05

<0.02
0.05

<0.02
0.04

<0,02
0.05

<0.02
.· <0.02
.
~

<0.02
<0.02

- ~·

- ...

<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02

...

•. 0.07

;<

..

0.06
0.14

<0.02
<0.01
:

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
' <0.02 .
<0.02
<0.02

<0.05
<0.02
<0.05 . <0.02
<0.05 .'< •·. <0.02

<0.02
<0.02
0.02
<0.02
<0.(:)2
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02 •. . <0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
. <0.02
. <0.02 ·

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.01
. <0.01
<O.Q1 .
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.01
<0.01 '.
<0.01

0.02
..

Table 2. TtA!Uine'S,!group oflt~-~A~des (~d.ri3)'ID '&uth :Do~~~)\tay 1993.
ConcentratiOn en h~bictlles tf.witlies (pgldm!j dans /4/)o~roif~jjJ;fslul en Mai 1993.
Well
..

Sampling points

SURFACE WATERS
S1
Danube- Ostrov
Danube-Black Sea Channel at
S2
Medgidia
S3
Siutghiol Lake- Mamaia
Plopeni Lake- Negre~ti
S4
SHALLOW GROUNDWATERS
PH9 Domestic well- DulCC§ti
PHIO Domestic well - Plopeni
PHll Fl- Cobadin
PH12 Fl- Palas
PH13 Spring - Limanu
PH14 Domestic well - Pietreni
PH15 Domestic well- P~tera
SARMATIAN AQUIFER
SM18
SM19
SM20
SM23
SM24
SM25
SM26

Pll - Techirghiol
P2-Amzacea
PI- Credinta
P3 - Tatlageac
F CAP- Cb:imogeni
P5- Albe§ti
P3 - Mangalia

Propozine Terbutyl TOTAL .
Desisopropyl Desethyl Atrilzine Si·
mazine
atrazine
atrazlne
atrazine
:

<0.05
<0.05

0.02
0.05

:·0.11
0.42

<0.02
0.04

<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
0.02

0.13
0.51

<0.05
0.06

0.03
0.30

0.08
1.35

<0.02
0.10

<0.02
0.17

<0.02 .
<0.02

0.11
1.98

<0.02 . 0.03
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

0.43

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
0.03
<0.02

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05 .
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05

<();06
<0:02
<0.02
<0.02
· <0.02
<0.02

0.37
<0.02
<0.02 .
<0.02
,<0.02
0.20
<0.02

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05 ·
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<:().05 ·

'<0.02
<0.02
0.14
0.03
. 0.02
0.09
:. 0.03

<0.02
<0.02
0.30
0.13
0.09
0.72
0.06

0~10

<0.02
<0.02
0.02
<0.02
. <();02
<0.02
<0.02

.·

0.46
0.16
0.11 .
0.84
0.09
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Table 2 (continued)
Well

Sampling points ·

Desisopropyl Desethyl AtraZilie Simazine Propozine rerbutyl- TOTAL
atrazine
atrazine
atrazine

BARREMIAN-JURASSIC AQUIFER

130
131

133
134
141

142
143
144

145
J47
J48
149

F 5091 - Medgidia
F 5036 - Poarta Alba
P17 - Constanta
PlO- Constanta
F CAP - Garlita
F 5062 - Baneasa
Spring - Dobromiru Deal ·
F 5064- Independenta
F 5074- Plopeni
F 5065 - Negru Vodli
F 5082- Mangalia
F3 - Constanta

<0.05 .
<0.05
<0.05 .
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05 <0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05 ·
<0.05

<0.02 ·
<0.02
<0.0:2
<0.02.. <0.02
<0.02
0.08 · .<:o:o2
0.03
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
·'· 0;04
. <0~02
0.03
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
' <0.02
. <0.(}2
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
. <0.02 . <0.02 . <0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
"<0.02 . <0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

·c ..

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02 .
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0;02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

Table 3. Haloge~ted. hydr6ooobons'con~IJir•tiq~{)lgldnl3)<iA Souther~ Pobrogea, Ma.y

. <0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

0.11
0.07

;1993: ·•·

ConcentratitJ~ en •hydr:f!C(Jr_bu_res-luJloge~ee~. ~n;~f8!di!t3 4a#s_ lg.,;~obf~get(du_. Sufi e11 M(li.1993;
Well

Sampling points
CHCI3

··

CHBrCI 2

CHCIBr1

SURFACE WATERS
Danube - Ostrov
Danube-Black Sea Channel
at Medgidia
S3
Siutghio1 Lake- Mamaia
S4
Plopeni Lake - Negre~ti

3.2
1.3

' <0.1
<0.1

.·<OJ
<0.1

<0.5
<0.5

0.4
<0.1

SHALLOW GROUNDWATERS
PH9 Domestic well- Dulce§ti
PH1 0 Domestic well- P1openi
PHil Fl - Cobadin
PH12 Fl - Palas
PH13 Spring - Limanu
PH14 Domestic Well- Pietreni
PH15 Domestic Well- Pe§tera

2.0
1.9
1.6
<0.5
0.7
2.0
0.9

S1
S2

Other halog.
Hydrocarbons

Trihalomethanes .

··;

CHBr"

·. <O.l

CCI4

TOTAL

C2Cl4

<0.1

<:o.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1

3.2
1.3

<0.1
<0.1

2.3
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1

2.7

<0.1 .
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0;1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

2.0
1.9
1.6

<0.5
25.0
<0.5
22.0
<0.5
<0.5
' 1.5

<0.1
33.0
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
44.0
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

- <0.1
32.0
<0.1
0.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

. <0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

BARREMIAN-JURASSIC AQUIFER
130 F 5091 - Medgidia
2.2
131
F 5036 - Poarta Alba
0.6
J33
Pl7 - Constanta
0.8
134
P 10- Constanta
1.1
J41
F CAP - Gfu'lita
1.2
J42
F 5062 - Baneasa
1.7

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1 '
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.6

<O.i
<0.1
. <0.1
<0.1
<0.1 ·
11.0

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.5

0.7
2.0
0.9

SARMATIAN AQUIFER
SM18
SM19
SM20
SM23
SM24
SM25
SM26

Pll- Techirghiol
P2- Amzacea
Pl- Credinta
P3 - Tatlageac
F CAP- Chirnogeni
P5- Albe§ti
P3 - Mangalia

134.1
22.3

1.5
2.2
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.2
14.0
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Table 3 (continued)
Well

143

J44
145
J47
J48
J49

Sampllng points

Spring - Dobromiru Deal
F 5064 - Independenta
F 5074- Plopeni
F 5065- Negru Vodll.
F 5082 - Mangalia
F3 - Constanta

Trlhalomethanes
CHCI1
0.6
1.4
3.9
1.9
<0.5
1.4

CBBrCI2
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

CBCIBr1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

Other halog.
Hydrocarbons
CHBr3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

CC14
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

TOTAL

C 2 CI4
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

0.6
1.4
3.9
1.9
1.4

Table 4. Isotopic anatys~ of N03 for:(W,t~r~nt .w:~t.~r. types' May 1993.
A11alyses isptdpiques de NQ~ pour diffli:elds .i;pf!s·tl'itji/i Mai 1993..

en

Netw.
no.

Isotopic results

N(NO:J
11

d 180(NO:J%o VS.
VSMOW

mgll

d 0(H10)%o VS,
VSMOW

d 15N(NO:J%o vs.
atm.

0.3
1.7
0.0
3.5

-10.10

27.9
15.0

-

-

-

16.7

19.0

0.8
33.8
16.3
7.2
1.8
32.7
38.2

-9.64
-10.10
-10.43
-9.14
-10.71
-10.89
-10.80

17.8
9.5
30.9
8.5
12.6
12.0

-

SM18 Pll - Techirghiol
0.0
13.7
SM19 P2 - Amzacea
13.7
SM20 PI - Credinta
SM23 P3 - Tatlageac
6.9
SM24 F CAP - Chirnogeni
28.4
5.5
SM25 P5- Albe§ti
4.0
SM26 P3 - Mangalia ·
BARREMIAN-JURASSIC (LOWER) AQUIFER

-9.84
-9.93
-9.75
- 10.51
- 10.28
-10.31
-10.80

-

-

9.6
12.0
11.8
12.9
11.8
11.6

21.4
16.0
4.2
11.4

1.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
8.4
6.1
6.2
12.7
0.8
3.9
2.5
0.0

- 11.70
- 11.85
-11.54
- 11.66
- 10.90
-10.50
I
- 10.53
- 11.50
-11.56
- 12.20
- 12.63
- 10.83

12.5

-

-

-

Sampling points

SURFACE WATER
Sl
Danube - Ostrov
Danube-Black Sea Channel at Medgidia
S2
Siutghiol Lake- Mamaia
S3
Plopeni Lake- Negre~ti
S4
SHALLOW GROUNDWATER
PH9 . Domestic well - Dulce§ti
PH10 Domestic well- Plopeni
PHil
F1- Cobadin
PH12 F1- Palas W
PH13 Spring Limanu
PH14 Domestic well - Pietreni
PHIS Domestic well - Pe~tera

-lO.Ql

-3.82
-3.58

-

9.0
22.8
4.3
4.2

SARMATIAN (UPPER) AQUIFER

J30
131
J33
J34
J41
142
J43
144
145
J47
J48
149

F 5091- Medgidia
F 5036 - Poarta Albli
P17 - Constanta
P 10 - Constanta
F CAP- Esechioi/Garlita
F 5062 - Bll.neasa
Spring - Dobromir Deal
F 5064 - lndependenta
F 5074 - Plopeni
F 5065- Negru Vodli
F 5082- Mangalia
F 3 - Constanta

11.1
9.1
9.6
9.1
11.6
13.0

4.0
8.3
17.0
-

-

-

19.4
-

-

-
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lUU

Piper diagram "cor the •
Lower Aquifer, Southern ·.
Dobrogea; May, :(993.
La diagramme de Piper pour
l'aquifire inferieur de la Do•

brogea du Sud en Mai 1993.

Cl

~

Table 5. Average anion values (DJgll)for differ.e._t ~a~r tn)~, Sou.tltern :Oobrogea, May 1993.
Valeurs moyennesdes aniotls(en mgR)pow
d.iffirents
types d.'eJl~
tk la [)obrogea du Sud en Mail 993.
. .- .
.
.
'

'

'•

·n

Type of water

':l: Ci +_on_,

ti

n

i='l

Surface waters 1>

5
7
Pliocene aquifer
2
Sarrnatian aquifer
9
Senonian aquifer
2
Barremian-Jurassic aquifer 21
Shallow groundwater

11
21

TDS
700±378
813±114
595± 45
720±212
560± 80
638±278 .

CI-

150±116
121± 52
70±21
150± 90
104± 7
96±452)

sol-

nco,-

139±123
60± 36
57± 3
47± 31
59+ 50
43± 23

198± 88
389+149
399± 36
480+_296
319±102
294±139

Only continental fresh-waters.
.
Without boreholes from Costine§ti, Techirghiol and Mangalia.

Concerning the anions, the points are located in a
larger field in the bottom part of the diagram, indicating a low content of SO/-. The dominant feature
goes from bicarbonated (SW area) up to chlorinated (SE extremity, Mangalia and Techirghiol).
It is to be mentioned that on this diagram the analyses
of Sarmatian waters are superposed well enough over
the areas covered by the Barremian-Jurassic.
In order to show more suggestively the variability
of the chemical composition on the region scale at
the·· level of the Barremian-Jurassic aquifer, the
Fig. 4 has been done.

This map shows by bar diagrams, in characteristic
points, the anionic composition of the water expressed by the percentage contribution of each
anion in meq/1.
Comparing this map with the hydrogeological conceptual model of Figure 2, a very good correlation
is to be noticed. Thus, towards the recharging area
(Garlita, Baneasa, Dobromiru) the waters are
strongly bicarbonated, but they also have in the
south of the area (Negru Vod~) and even inside the
Southern Dobrogea (Adamclisi, Alimanu) the same
feature, even attenuated.
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Fig. 4. D~utioM.ot~~e&Dt9~·.c;o~~ ~%'~.~) .In ~wer&M~~,-South_ern·Q~b~~ea; May, 1993.

Distributiofi~s qfdiJ~ 4t{ns ~~~ti~r~· iiiJimzi;:fJtJ.·lit Dilb.r.tt ~4!4;'$iiil e, Mai 1993. f: €h 2: sol·; 3: uco3- .
A special hydrochemic1J facies with Cl- predominant occurs at Oltina lUi a reflex of a slow dynamic/circulation and ot ' s-Jme limited relationships
with the recharging are; 1, fact also emphasized by
the analyses of stable isotopes (D, 18 0 as well as of
those of radiocarbon).
The Tortomanu-Medgid:a-F'oarta AIM area as well
as the Independenta- Plopeni-Cobadin subarea
maintain the regional features of the bicarbonated
waters of the recharging area and therefore of the
chemical modifications '1ccurred with time, and in
the second case because of the reduced transmissivity from the mention~d subarea which has an
influence also with regard to the radiocarbon ages.
An area with waters showing a significant chlorinated feature is to be noticed along sea-side in the
south of the horst Tuzla-Topraisar. Tills is undoubtedly related to the deep tc:ctonics of the area which
facilitates the ascension -,i>f some waters from the
depth even up to Sannapan level, phenomenon
clearly emphasized by the environmental isotopes.
The low transmissivity Negro V~-Cobadin threshold also . contributes to this reducing contribution
from the rechirging area tt)Ward the Mangalia drain-.
ing area (Fig. 2).

4.2. SPECIFIC POLLUTION INDICATORS:
REGIONAL SITUATION
Within the group of these indicators, Fe2+, NH/,
PO/·. N02• and N03• are included.
As concerning NH/, indicator which shows an
organic impurification generated most often by
animal or poultry dejection, the most frequent exceeding of the limit exceptionally admitted by the
national standard (0.5 mg/1) is to be seen to the
phreatic and the Sannapan: 25-30% of the analyzed cases. It must be emphasized that ·also in
20% of the Barremian-Jurassic boreholes (F-IMH
Mamaia, F-5048 Oltina, F-5068 Costine§ti and
F-5069 Techirghiol) the exceeding of this limit is
to be seen, which shows some possible impurifications, through the sanitary protection area itself.
N03- is an indicator which generally shows an inorganic impurification frequently generated by the .
nitrate fertilizers used in the agriculture but may
sometimes come from animals and sewage wastes.
The identification of the pollutant origin (organic or
inorganic) can be done only by analyzing 15N/ 14N
· (HEATO~. 1986). We will discuss the values of
.. NO):· by comparing them with the unique limit allowed by STAS 1342-91 which is max. 45 mgll.
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As it can be seen in Table 6, the deeper the aquifer
is the less affected it is so that, at the BarremianJurassic level, only F-5064 Independenta exceeds
the allowed limit.
Table 6. Maximum co,.centratlon of N03- (mgll) in ·.
some aquifers and percent of~ exceeding the
permissible standard levels, Southern Dobrogea,
May1993.
. . .
.
.
. .·.
Concentrations maximales de /I{Oi'· (mg/l) des quel~
ques aquiftres et pourcimtage des cas excedant les
niveaux admissible standard dans ia Dobrogea du
Sud, Mai 1993.
·
Aqulfer

~ber of

Mrudmal

analyses

level

% ca8es ·
exceedibg'
~dtu:d

Shallow
groundwater

7

185

57

Sarmatian
aquifer

9

137

30

20

61

5

BarremianJurassic aquifer

Attention must be paid to the fact that the Sarmatian aquifer which is generally used for water supplies in many localities of the south-eastern part of
Southern Dobrogea, shows increased values in
about 30% of the analysed points among which P2
Amzacea and PI Credinta wells.
The evolution of N03- contents in the BarremianJurassic aquifer (Fig. 5) reveals a gradual increase
from Siutghiol Lake and Constanta town, i.e. from
the downstream area of the underground flow to~
wards the Romanian-Bulgarian boundary where
the recharge area is also placed. This increase is
important enough having in view that the values
start below 1 mg/1 and reach 35-40 mg/1 (F-5062
Baneasa, Dobromiru Spring, F-CAP Garlita) and
even above 61 mg/1 in F-5064 Independenta.
The regularity of this evolution shows that there
are not accidental and local pollution, suggesting a
regional scale causality. In the spring of the following years (1994, 1995 and 1996) although the
maximum levels in the wells near the boundary are
diminishing, the regional pattern of N03- remains
the same as in 1993.
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4.3. TOXIC COMPOUNDS: REGIONAL
SITUATION

73 ,

•

the triazinic herbicides in Ute groundwater
show different ·c~mc~ntrations in ; tenns of_ :tl:te
~quifer . depth. Thus; whil,e the BarremianJurassic , a.quifer has a single sample (P: 17
Caragea Dennen) with a low increased contents of atrazine all the other concentrations
being below the detection limit, shallow
groundwaters and Sarmatian aquifer show
more cases of exceeding the individual limit
allowed iri case of two"compounds;

•

as concerning halogenated hydrocarbons, all
compounds with measurable concentrations
belong to the trlhalomethan group. Although as
a sum of these ones, only Arnzacea P-2 exceeds the limit allowed by the STAS, as in~.
vidual values, especially chloroform and bromoform, there are 3 points with increased values in comparison with the b~ckgroimd (Table
9). As to the chloroform, ihe comp{>nent that
occurs most frequently in the analyzed samples
(Table 10), the found values remain permanently below the limit allowed by the standard.
Relatively great contents have been found in
Arnzacea P-2 and Tatlageac P-3, these ones increasing also the average calculated for the
Sarmatian aquifer, in the nithtioned Table 10.

Following the sampling of May 1993, 19 toxic
compounds have been determined, representing the
following pollutant classes: organo-chlorinated
pesticides, herbicides (triazine group) and halogenated hydrocarbons.
The samples were meant for suface waters, shallow
groundwaters and the Sarmatian and Barremian~
•Jurassic aquifer, totalizing a number of 30 water
. points.
'

.

In order to facilitate the appreciation of the results,
in Table 7 the 'maximum concentration limits allowed . by the Romanian potability standard and
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency norms have
been synthesized.
Table 8 synthetically shows the variation ranges of
the measured concentrations, systematized on wa~
ter types and toxic compounds groups. By analyz~
ing this table, it is noticed that:

+ the organo-chlorinated pesticides are in all the
cases below the limit allowed by Romanian
standard, absolutely all individual results being
right below the detection limit or in its immediate neighbourhood;

Table 7. J.)r!nkfug,wat~s~da..-d tmii~rfo;..-~~,~~*i~p«)Unds.
Les limites ~S.tfmdardpilq_r que.lque_s coilip()s~~::lf#litl~ 'tfe'J'eau pota!J,fe_;,.,.,.
..

Organic compound

··~

Maximum permissible concentration
Romania STAS 1342-91

US EnViron.Prot.Ag:1975

PESTICIDES

-----~~~_!~~iv~~~~-~_?.~2~~~~----------------~--------------- ------C-----------~~!___________

·<0.5

1. Organo-chlorinated, total

0.1
• Heptaclor
4.0
• Lindane
0.2
• Endrine
100.0
• Metoxyclor
• Toxanhene
5.0
··
----------------L----------------·····------------------·------------------···-----------···------·-----------------·---------------------------····-------2. Organo-phosphates and
carbamates
total ___________________________________________ -----------------------< 0.5------------------ ----- -----------------------------_________________
______!______________
3. Herbicides (Chloraphenoxis),total
< 0.5
100.0
• 2,4 D
10.0
• 2,4,5 - TP Silver
0.0
• Triazine group •>
HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS
100.0
30.0

1. Trihalometanes, total

• Chloroform
'> cf. former Romanian standard

STAS 1342-84.

100.0
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Table 8. The concentration r8]1ges (j.Lgldin3) invadous toxi~ cornpoundsQftJle .~aterinSouthern Dobrogea;
May, 1993. DL deteqfonUmlt: pesticides~ herbicides"' 0.02; bDl= below. de~ction:Jimit .
L 'ecart de variation (w:ldm3) des-diffh:e~tS compf!.santes des eallX de.Ia ])(Jbtogea du Sud;.M_ti4 ~99~~ DL =limite
detectable : pesticides et herbicides = 0,02 ; bDl = so11.s Ia limite detectable; · '
·
·· - ·

=

..
BERBICID~S ··. ·'· , ;_·_. HALOGENATED
PESTICIDES ..
-·
...
Sam",.'
..
HYDROCARBONS
' ·.;'
piing .,
Concentration
Concentration No.
Concentration No.
point No.
analyses range
analyses range
analyses . range

Type of water

Surface waters

4

4

bDL-0,07

24

bDL-1.35

24

bDl- 3.25

Shallow groundwater

7

7

bDL

42

bDL-0.37

42

bDl-2.00

Sarrnatian aquifer

7

7

bDL-0.04

42

bDL-0.72

42

bDL-44.0

Barremian-Jurassic
aquifer

12

12

bDL

72

bDL-0.08

72

bDL-11.0

Table 9. The highest halogenated hydrocarbOns concelltratfQDs (~g,din.l}insom.e selec~ wells.from Southern
Dobrogea, May 1993. Les conctmtrations maiiinales en hydiicarb~res lwlQtinees (!Jg/dinj)'des quelques pu#s di!
Ia Dobrogea du Sud, Mai1993,
· · ··-·.. · ·
··
· · ··
·:· · ·· ··
·
·
Sampling point Aquifer _CHCI3

_

cq4

CHBrCI1

CHCIBr1

CiBr3

' C1C14

'.

TOTAL

Amzacea P2

Upper

25.0

0.1

33.0

44.0

32.0

<0.1

134.0

Tatlageac P3

Upper

22.0

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

0.3

< 0.1

22.3

Baneasa F 5062

Lower

1.7

< 0.1

0.6

11.0

0.5

14.0

0.16

Table 10. The chloroform .~ontent· (~din3)-J~,~- ·
ferent types of.waters from·S0.1ithern i>obtQgea,
May 19~3. :; · . . .. ' " .: : •· ·
···.·. '::
Le contenu
chiorofo.tm'e (tig1drn3jdesd_{jf.~rints
types d 'eaux de Ia l)obr~gea
du Sud;
..
'
.. Mai1993:
'
•:
..·. .

:< ·'

.en

, ·

No. of analyses
Type of water

Total

below
DL

Mean of

resuits
above
DL

Surface waters

4

2

2.3

Shallow
waters

7

1

L5

ground-

4.4. ISOTOPES OF NITRATE: REGIONAL
SITUATION

Due to its particular importance, the individual
results of N, o15N and 0180 in nitrate were used for
drawing up Figures 6 and 7.
Table 11 synthetically presents some isotopic mean
contents for water types in Southern Dobrogea.
The main objectives of these analyses were the
following:

+ the determination of the pollutant source and
implicitly of its nature;

+ the definition of the causes controlling the

Sarmatian aquifer

7

3

16.2

Barremian-Jurassic
aquifer

12

1

1.5

regional pattern of N03- distribution in the
Lower aquifer.
Figure 6 shows that the source of N03- is mainly
the manure and animal wastes for both aquifers,
with a pos~ible addition of soil N and industrial
fertilizers for Lower aquifer.
There is a difference between the two aquifers as
regards a possible regression line, the Upper aquifer having an intermediate position between Lower
aquifer of Southern Dobrogea and rural boreholes
Bophuthatswana;
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SOURCES OF NITRATE
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Table 11: Average values ofsome paramders for different water types in Southern Dobrogea, May 1993.
Valeurs moyennes des quelques parametres pour difflrents types d'eaux de la Dobrogea du Sud, Mai 1993.

12: . ·.·· · :
n

..

-;i· . Ci ±pit:; t
i: l

Water type
· N (N0)3 :mgl.l

:

'

o 0(H20) .%o
18

.
. .·

o15N .(N03) . %o
.

.:

8180 (N03) %o
I · ..

.average

n

average

n

average

n

average

Surface waters

4

1.4 ± 1.4

4

-6,9±3.2

3

19.8 ± 5.7

1

19.0

Shallow groundwaters

7

18.7 ± 14.9

7

-10.2 ± 0.6

6

15.2 ± 7.6

4

10.1 ± 7.6

Upper aquifer

7

8.6 ±9.0

7

-10.2 ± 0.4

6

11.6 ± 1.0

4

13.3 ± 6.3

Lower aquifer

12

3.5 ±3.9

12

-11.5 ± 0.6

7

10.9 ± 1.5

4

12.2 ± 6.3

Some points in Lower aquifer suggest a denitrification process even in its southern part, near recharge zone area; this process however may be
supposed towards NE, although isotopically unidentified due to the lack of N0 3-.
Figure 7 suggests for water points settled in the
upper part of the diagram that the source of N03•
may be mixed, organic and inorganic. In fact, these
points are placed in the most vulnerable areas of
both aquifers, assertion supported also by:

n

•

the Upper aquifer points are those with the
highest toxic compounds contents;

•

the Lower aquifer points are those located near
the. recharge zone, in the highest N03• content
area.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained for the 1993 moment by the
groundwater quality monitoring system in Southem Dobrogea can be considered as a first reference
in the quality survey activity. They allowed some
new general conclusions; we shall focus only on
those which concern the pollution aspects.

+ from the point of view of the origin (organic or inorganic), in order to survey the
involved pollutant.
C.

NH.+ found in quantities over 0.5 mg/1 in some
boreholes shows accidental pollutions which
can be rapidly solved by local measures.

5.2. THE SARMATIAN AQUIFER
5.1. THE BARREMIAN-JURASSIC AQUIFER

This one may be appreciated as having at this moment waters of exceptional quality.
A. The toxic compounds of the groups of organachlorinated pesticides, triazinic herbicides and
halogenated hydrocarbons miss completely
from the entire aquifer; the presence of the two
compounds with concentrations below the admissible STAS limits may be considered accidental and strictly local.

B. N03- by the found contents but especially by
the pattern of the regional distribution suggests
the existence of a diffuse pollution, an incipient - possible fluctuant - phenomenon
which requires a careful regional survey from
two points of view:

+ from the quantitative point of view, because some values in the southern area
were at the limit of the standardized admissibility;
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Several Highly Productive Wells in
Karst Areas of Eastern Serbia [Yugoslavia]
Zoran STEVANOVIC, Petar DOKMANOVIC & Igor JEMCOV 1

ABSTRACT
The hydrogeological investigations of the southeastern part of the Kucaj Mt. karst aquifer performed from 1992
to 1996 for the regional water supply system "Bogovina" ("transitional solution'), included drilling and pumping
tests of several wells. Results for three (IE-2, IE-3, IE-4) out of six wells confirmed the expected well yields (50ISO 1/s) of high quality ground water and supported the designed water supply concept for the Timok region
(Eastern Serbia).
Key words: karst aquifer, water-wells, water supply.

a

Caracteristiques de quelques puits grande productivite du karst
de Ia Serbie orientale (Yougoslavie)
RESUME
Les recherches hydrogeologiques de l'aqufere karstique duMont Kucaj, effectues entre 1992 et 1995, en vue de
realiser le systeme regional d'alimentation en eau « Bogovina » (c'est-a-dire « une so,lution transitoire »), ont
compris leforage et les essais de pompage de certains puits. Les resultats obtenus pour trois puits d'un total de
six, confirment La supposition de ['auteurs concernant La possibilite d'exploiter une grande quantize d'eau souterraine (5~150 lis par puits) en soutenant le concept prevu pour ['alimentation en eau dans La region de Timok
(Serbie Orientale).
Mots-ctes: aquifere karstique, puits d'eau, alimentation en eau.

INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, several ground water development projects have been conducted in karst areas
of eastern Serbia, which resulted in an increased
exploitation for water supply.
Hydrogeological investigations for the 'Crni Timok" subsystem of the regional ''Bogovina" water
supply and distribution system, were carried out
from 1992-1996. Their purpose was to collect information for a ''transitional solution" (before a
surface water storage is provided) to water supply
1

for settlements in the Timok region, based on the
karst aquifer in southeastern Kucaj. Hydrological
investigations, tracing tests, exploratory drilling,
geophysical investigations and other works were
used to select several locations for water wells in the
general area of Mrljis spring (Qmin=100 1/s, Fig. 1),
the biggest spring and the main drain of karst
groundwater. The design was conceived to overcome the unfavorable natural drainage of the karst
aquifer by pumping a part of dynamic and a part of
static ground water reserves, through wells in selected locations, especially during the hydrological
minimum (STEVANOVIC & DRAGISIC, 1995).

Faculty of Mining and Geology, University of Belgrade, Djusina 7, YU-11000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
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Drilling and pumping tests results confirmed the
expected yields of high quality water and supported the design concept. This paper describes the
drilling and pumping tests results for three (IE-2,
IE-3, IE-4) out of the six drilled wells.

WELL IE-2
Well IE-2, 80.8m deep, was located near the
exploratory hole HG-7 (Fig. 1) based on the
drilling results. The well was drilled through
alluvial deposits of the Crni Timok and Lower
Cretaceous cavernous limestones in Urgonian
facies (Barremian-Aptian). The largest cavern was
intercepted at the depth of 70-73m. Well specifications (Fig. 2) are:

+ drilling diameter 700 mm to the depth of 2m
and conductor string 600 mm;
•

drilling diameter 495 mm from 2m to 73m and
casing 350 mm;

•

depth interval from 73m to 81m is an open
hole 311 mm in diameter

The well casing sections where inflows were
expected have been provided with lOx 1 em slots.
The largest inflows into the well have been
registered by a current micrometer at the depth of
34--44m and 69m.
A 48 h 50' pumping test was carried out from
May 29 to June 1, 1994, during the medium-flow
period. The outflow from the well, before it was
pumped, was 40 1/s at the altitude of 239.99 m
(ground surface). Static water level in the well was
at 240.42 m, or 0.43 m above the ground surface.
Water was pumped at a constant rate of 1141/s and
the hydrodynamic effects were the following
(STEVANOVIC et al.,1994a):

recorded between borehole HG-7 and Mrljis
spring. The underground area delineated by IE-2SB-1-HG-1-HG-5-Mrljis (Fig. 1) is a hydraulic
entity, as was also indicated by some earlier investigations. However, there could be local differences between the delineation points, which had to
be considered in locating the wells.
The high flow rate and the very quick stabilization
of ground water level in the tested well and in the
observation hole did not allow conventional processing of pumping test data for defining local hydrogeological parameters.

WELL IE-3
The zone including the site of well IE-3 extends
over the karst ground water flow from Mrljis karst
spring (the well location is about 6 m hypsometrically lower than Mrljis spring), controlled by a
hydrogeologic barrier of Orbitolina sandstone
within the Lower Cretaceous rock complex.
The well site was selected using the information
from hydrogeological borehole HG-3, which indicated several promising (in respect of water inflow) sections at depths from 20m to 90 m. Well
IE-3 is located some 2 m east of hole HG-3 (Fig.
1). Its designed depth was 90 m, within the following specifications:

+ from the surface to 6 m: drilling diameter 750
mm, drilling and cementation around conductor pipe diameter 600 mm;

+ from 6 m to 81 m: drilling diameter 495 mm,
casing diameter 355 mm;

+ from 81 m to 90 m: open hole diameter 295
mm.
For some technical problems, the Contractor
("Geozavod" Belgrade) failed to comply with the
Engineer's requests, but executed the work of the
following specifications:

•

water level in the well stabilized at 0,97m below surface (1.40m below static level) after
only 15 minutes;

•

water level in the borehole SB-1 (about 20m
away; Fig. 1) stabilized 2 em below the pretest level;

+ total depth of the well 85.5 m, instead of 90 m,

+ the Mrljis spring discharge dimished from

+ drilling direction deviated from the vertical, so

278 1/s to 208 1/s.
The test results indicated that well IE-2 was located in a significant groundwater flow path leading to Mrljis spring, the main natural discharge
point of karst groundwater. This has been preliminarily proven by a tracing experiment during the
· pumping test at Mrljis spring, when a flow velocity
of 3.9 cm/s (STEVANOVIC et al., 1994b) was

which shortened the open hole interval from 9
m (depth 81-90 m) to 4.5 m;
that the casing could not be sunk into the well
to the designed depth (81 m), but only to 22 m.
The cross-section and the completion of well IE-3
(without deviation) are shown in Figure 3. The
largest cavern was intercepted at a depth of 79.3 up
to 80.2m. The casing sections where inflows were
expected have been provided with 10x1 em slots.
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A 24-hour pumping test was designed and carried
out in well IE-3, from November 1 to 3, 1995,
during the autumns' lowest hydrologic minimum
(STEVANOVIC et al., 1996). The order of applied
pumping rates was the following: Q = 25 1/s for 4
hours, and Q =50-55 1/s for 20 hours. At the maximum rate of 50-55 1/s (adapted Q.vonae=52 1/s), the
well water level stabilized at the drawdown of
about S = 10 m with respect to the static level recorded before the test. The continuous or intermittent water table observation performed during the
pumping test and water level recovery on a number
of boreholes in the area surrounding the well, was
paralleled with by water gauging in two selected

localities of the Crni Timok (upstream and downstream of IE-3). The hydrometric results did not
indicate any river water seepage into the karst aquifer as a possible result of disturbing its piezometric surface.
The coefficients of transmissivity T were calculated using water table recovery data, for the variable-capacity pumping test, reduced to a simple
hydrograph: 24-hour pumping reduced in time to .
·form a synthetic hydrograph for one (maximum)
flow, so that the total volume of pumped water
should be equal in the original and synthetic hydrographs. Thus, the total time of the pumpiit"g test
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of 24 hours ( 1440 minutes), of which four hours at
the rate of 25 1/s and 20 hours at the average rate of
52 1/s, was substituted by a total of 21 h 55', or
1315 minutes of pumping at the rate of 521/s.
Table 1 shows ·the depths to the water table
recorded during recovery, for synthetic hydrograph
conditions (pumping time basis reduced to 1315
minutes) at the well and the nearest observed holes
(Fig. 1). The given information was processed in
the. GWW software package to draw a drawdawn
S-log tl(t-t1) diagram with calculated T values
(Fig. 4).
The obtained T values vary within the range from
1096 to 2696 m2/day.
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•

drilling diameter 750 mm to the depth of 6 m
and conductor string 600 mm in diameter;

•

drilling diameter 495 mm from 6m to 40m and
casing diameter 355 mm;

•

drilling diameter 295 mm from .. 40 to 80m
(open hole interval).
·

The well casing sections where inflows were expected have been provided with l Oxl em slots.
Upon the completion of the well, the free discharge
recorded on February 24, 1996 (during high discharge
hydrogeologic conditions) was as high as 150 1/s
(STEVANOVIC et aL, 1996), which was a sufficient
evidence of the high productivity of this well, that
had intercepting the strongest subterranean stream to
Mrljis spring.

• ••
The described exploratory works indicated, in the
area of the Mrljis spring, the presence of several
preferential ground water flows paths, suitable for
well locations.

. Drawdown S (m
t/(t-tl)

1316

..

0

•.

t(min) time

1

9.31

IEB.0 0-3 IHG-3 IHG-9 IHG-17
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1.27

439.33

3

0.52

0.57

0.87

1.13

264

5

0.27

0.26

0.82

0.58

10

0.21

0.21

0.71

0.32

0.35

0.19

132.5
44.83

30

10.00

0.15

0.14

22.9

60

10.30

OJ4

. 0.13

15.61

90

0.09

0.12

0.16
0. 12

WELL IE-4
Well IE-4 is located near the Mrljis spring, on the
right side of the Crni Timok. The location near
exploratory hole HG-5 (Fig. 1) was selected based
on its drilling data. This well was drilled through
80m thick cavernous limestones with confirmed
ground water and its specifications are (Fig. 5):

Well IE-3 taps ground water which flows northward from the Mrljis spring. Wells IE-2 and IE-4
intercept the main stream which flows to Mrljis
spring. The zone IE-2-IE-4-Mrljis is a hydraulic
entity with specific local features, which should be
''used" in optimum locations and pumping rates of
wells.
The complex hydrogeological pattern and paleokarstification zones with secondary fillings prevail
beyond the limits of the mentioned sublinear directions of advanced karstification. Thus, two out
of five wells in this zone are relatively lowproductive, although they are located in highly
karstified rocks (one of the wells was not pumped
and its productivity is not assessed).
Well IE-1 , one of two low-yield wells, is a specific
example. It crossed a large cavern (at 49 m to 58 m
depth) secondary filled with clay which could not
be removed in several air-lift flushings . The
authors tried to prevent abandoning the well, by
suggesting the application of several combined
development methods (and adequate equipment)
for increasing its production (from 12 lis at present), lbut the suggestion was not accepted by .the
employer. It should be mentioned that there were
indications (turbidity in Mrljis spring during the
well drilling) of hydraulic communication between
IE-I and Mrljis spring (STEVANOVIC et al.,
1994b)

Z. Stevanovic et al.
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CONCLUSIONS
IE-2, IE-3 and IE-4 are among the most productive
wells in the karst areas of Eastern Serbia, even if
some technical inadequacies, of IE-3 in particular,
affect their respective yields.
The well location and the design concept for regulating the karst aquifer Kucaj are based on the
(preliminary) hydrogeological, hydrological, geo-

physical and other investigations which suggested
that the 350 lis demanded can be provided from the
Mrljis spring drainage area for distribution in the
Timok region.
Finally, the expected high productivity of the wells
in the Mrljis spring zone has to be verified through
a simultaneous pumping test, in order to asses the
overall delivery capacity.
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Karst Water Budget Study In
· Maharlu Karst a·asin £SW ·Iran]
Ahmad AFRASIABIAN1

ABSTRACT
The study of karst water resources and potential has a particular importance, in semi-arid zones of Iran where
there is a great need for discovering new potable water resources.
:.
.
. . ·
The study area is located in SW of Iran, with a surface of 4200 km2 and includes the city of Shiraz and its surroundings. The water budget study, extended over three years, shows that there is a great karst water potential in
the area. The volume of karst groundwater is calculated to be of 19m3/sunder normal climatic conditions.
Key words: karst aquifer, water supply, water budget, Iran.

Etude du bilan d' eau karstique dans le basin de Maharlu
(sud-ouest de /'Iran)
RESUME ·
L 'etude de.~ res sources d 'eaux karstique et de leur potentiel a une signification particulierement imporiante dans
des pays semi-arides c:omme l 'Iran ou il y a une grande besoin pour /'identification ·d es nouvelies ·;-eserves d 'eau
~~

.

La zone etudiee est situee dans /e sud-ouest de l 'Iran, ayant une surface de 4200 knr, autour de Ia ville de Shiraz
et de ses environs. L 'etude du bilan d 'eau, deroute sur trois annees, a prouve /'existence d 'une importante reserve d'eau karstique. Le volume calculi est de 19 m 3/s dans des co-nditions climatiques normales.
Mots cles: aquifere karstique, alimentation en eau, bilan d (!au, Iran.

INTRODUCTION
The research for water resources in the Maharlu
basin represents a comprehensive study including
collection, processing and synthesis of existing
field data, inventory geophysical and drilling exploration, construction .. of stations for hydrometeorological monitoring, hydrochemistry and
isotope chemistry, definition of hydrogeological
system and groundwater resources assessment
supported by modeling. Guidelines for groundwater protection and management are defined based

!

on synthesis of relevant conclusions. This work
includes following research and study.

1. CONSTRUCTION oi=·THE
MONITORING NETWORK
This part of the project consisted of constrilction of
two automatic hydro-meteorological stations, the
installation of limnigraphs on wells, building of
weirs for detailed regime measurements of spring
discharges, and of construction of lirnnigraphs on
rivers and staff gauge on lake Maharlu.

National Karst Applied Study and Research Center, Water Resources Research Center, P.O.Box 15875-3584,
Teheran, Iran.
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2. GEOPHYSICS

6. KARST GEOMORPHOLOGY

The complex survey consisted of seismic, gravimetry, magnetometry, vertical electrical sounding
(VES), very-low-frequency method (VLF), symmetrical resistivity profiling (SRP), combined resistivity profiling (CRP), and self-potential method
(SP)

The karst phenomena developed during the cold
intervals of Quaternary. Karst features are both the
result of dissolution and of collapses induced by
dissolution. Several cave levels developed as a
consequence of the youngest orogenetic movements and of the activity of erosion-sedimentation.

3. DRILLING AND PUMP TESTING

6.1. KARST FORMS

The number of existing exploration wells and piezometers, their design and particularly location did
not always correspond to the purpose and needs of
the groundwater assessment and for hydrochemical
zoning. Therefore, additional piezometers were
drilled next to selected existing exploration wells
and new exploration wells accompanied by piezometers were drilled, especially in the central part
of the basin.

The exokarst is developed mainly on horizontal or
sub-horizontal surface of the limestones from anticlines flanks, where shallow karrens may be noticed. They are formed along fissures and are accompanied by sharp-edged grooves.

A total number of 3794 m of core drilling and
5427m of core and down-the-hole hammer drilling
was performed in the exploration of the Maharlu
basin.

4. GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS
In addition to the geological and structural survey,
published studies were used to compile the geological background of the hydrogeological map.
The tectonic pattern of the Maharlu basin consists
in two main directions: NW-SE and SW-NE, the
first one being more developed.
In addition to those deep tectonic alignments, important medium-scale faults also occur along or
transversal to the anticlines bodies.

5. LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY
The lithological profile and the correlation of
lithostratigraphical units are based on a field study,
re-interpretation of well logging records, petrological and micro-paleontological determination of
thin sections and chemical analyses of core drilling
and rock samples (Fig. 1).
Within the Maharlu Basin, the facies development
was controled by vertical movements along the
Kohanjan fault zone and in the area of isostatic
positive anomaly from the eastern part of the basin.
The distribution of carbonate facieses (limestone or
dolomites) also shows secondary transformaP,ons
(dolomitization, de-dolomitization).

6.2. DEPTHS OF KARSTIFICATION AND
POROSITY OF LIMESTONE AQUIFER

Caverns of various diameters were found during
the drilling program. Based on the record of caliper
log field observation, a vertical distribution of caverns has been drawn. The deepest cavern below the
surface (E12 - Ahmadi Anticline), located at
-234 m is still 140 m above the recent level of
Lake Maharlu. Caverns were also intercepted by
MP2 group of wells in Quara Anticline at a depth
of 100m below the level of the lake.
The porosity has been measured by planimetric
analysis on thin sections and has mean values of
9% (3-20%) for limestones and 16% (10-28%) for
dolomites.
This primary porosity has not an important hydrogeological role because the primary pores are discontinuous, as proofed by permeability tests in
laboratory, which showed permeability coefficients
K = 3.2xl0-9 rn/s for limestones and K = 2.8x10-7
to 9.7xl0-10 for dolomites.
The total porosity evaluated form y-y logging,
including both primary and secondary (fissures/karst) porosity was found to be on average of
12% for limestones and dolomites altogether. An
exceptional high porosity of 25% has been recorded by the exploration well E17 (east of Pirbanu-Sabzposhan zone). In general, the highest
values of porosity were found within the firs 20 m,
in the weathering zone. Under 180m of dep h, the
porosity showed a fast decrease. Gener y, as
shown in Fig. 3, the porosity decreases with epth.
Surface geophysical measurements carried ut on
the NE flank of Sabzposhan anticline offer Jan estimation of p(>rosity of 31-36% within the Idepth
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interval of 0-40 m; 20-24% for the depth interval
of 40-l-JO m and less than 9% below 110m.
An evaluation of the porosity based on a five-years
monitoring of the groundwater level fluctuation gives
an average value of 24% for the Asmari-Jahrum
formation and of 18% for alluvial sediments.

The effective porosity, calculated using the storage
coefficients derived from two pumping tests (E17
- Sabzposhan anticline, under watertable condition) gave values of 41% and 46%, respectively.
The porosity values evaluated from pumping tests
as well as from groundwater fluctuations are not
uniform, which demonstrates the dual porosity of
the aquifers.

7. HYDROLOGY
The Maharlu basin is part of a semiarid region with
winter precipitations. Hydrologically, it is a closed

basin with several perennial and mostly ephemeral
or intermittent streams. draining the surface water
into a lake, that forms the basin's · drainage base
level. The absence of perennial flow, particularly
within the limestone areas and the eastern part of the
basin, limits the posibilities of hydfoiogical evaluation.

8. HYDROCHEMISTRY
8.1. SOLUTE CHEMISTRY

Basic Ca-HC03 type is characteristic for the rain
water and the snow. The chlorides participation is
heightened (22-31 meg%) between 7 and 14 mgll,
respectively . .Total of dissolved solids in the pre:
cipitation waters ranges between 65 and 89 mgll.
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8.2. CARBONATE AQUIFERS
The carbonate water resulting from the dissolution
of limestones and dolomites represents the dominant genetic type of groundwater of the carbonate
aquifers from the basin. Its chemical composition
is mostly Ca-HC03 or Ca-Mg-HC03, and .only.
rarely of Mg-HC03 type. The Ca.,:_HC03 type is
mostly related to the high altitude springs supplied
by the Asmari limestones. The amount of total
dissolved solids ranges between 200 and 300 mg/1.
The springs and deep boreholes located along the
foot of the anticlines provide water which is usually of a transitional Ca-Mg-HC03 type, or even
basic or transitional Mg-HC03 types with the occasional participation of the sulfate anion. The
above mentioned situation has been documented
by hydrochemistry methods at the exploitation
wells located at the margin of Derak, Sabzposhan
and Kaftarak anticlines. The Magnesium dominant
type can be mostly recorded within the deeply
eroded parts of the basin .. The total of dissolved
solids varie~ from 300 to 800 mg/1.
·
With respect to the drinking water quality standards, most of the groundwater of the carbonate
aquifer represents a high-quality resource as far as
its features are preserved, i.e. the pollution an~
depletion following over-pumping are avoided.
Some sulphatogenetic and all saline groundwaters
are unfavorable for water suply due to their high
sulphate and chloride contents.

8.3. ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY

8 180,8 D
The groundwater of the mountain areas (average
altitude 2070 m a.s.l.) has a low content of heavy
isotopes (o 180 = -5.1±0.7%o, o2H = -34±5.5%o),
while the groundwater from plains (average altitude
1520 m a.s.l.) shows lightly higher values of isotopic composition (o 180 = 4.2±1.1%o, o2H =
-31±5%o). A statistic overview on the isotopic composition of the groundwater is given in Table 1.

5180
Samples
Average
Median
St. dev.
Min.
Max.

68
-4.94
- 5.1
0.88
-6.5
-0.6

BD

68
-33.6
-33.6
4.8
-42.9
-17.8

5 34S
58
13.9
16.05
6.2
-3.1
21.2

8 13C

59
-5.06
-5.2
2.2
-10.5
1.2

The different groundwater composition is due.to the
altitude, that determines the condensation of rain
water under different air temperatures. The difference
of about 1%o between the average values of o180 of
the two groups is in coincidence with the mean drop
of 180 values with the altitude, i.e. about 0.2-0.4%o
per lOOm.

Kant water budget in Maharlu karst area, Iran
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From the ratio 8 D/180 one can recognize the meteoric origin of the groundwater from the basin, according to eq. (1).

80=4.95

X

8 180-9.4

(1)

The 8 34S varies in the studied area within a range
from . -3.1 to 21.2%o. · The most frequent values
(16.05%o) correlates quite well with the isotopic
composition of the gypsum sulfur (16.9%o). Therefore, one may assume that the dissolved sulphates of
most groundwater samples are derived from gypsum.

8 13C
The average 8 13C values of the carbonate and alluvial aquifers is - 5%o, which is consistent with that of
8 13C of the carbonate rocks of organic marine origin.
Most of the analyzed samples showed values of 8
13
C < 0. The slightly higher values of 1.1 and 1.2%o,
respectively, are extremes but still far from 8 13C of
the evaporitic limestones which is about 10%o.

Tritium
The tritium activity of the water from the carbonate
and alluvial aquifers has varied from less than 3
T.U. to 19 T.U. The rain water sampled at the end
and at the beginning of the rainy season (from May
until December 1992) showed a tritium activity of
5 and 9 T.U., respectively.

9. HYDROGEOLOGY
From the hydrogeological point of view, the Maharlu basin is composed by an alternance of pervious and impervious hard formations covered in
synclinal central zones by permeable alluvial and
colluvial sediments. The active hydrogeological
system consists of eight carbonate and three alluvial hydrogeological zones (Fig. 3).
9.1. AQUIFERS, AQUITARDS AND
AQUICLUDES

The carbonates of Asmari-Jahrum and Tarbur
formations represent extensive and highly productive aqUifers of a karst-fissured type. The conglomerates of Bakhtyari formation and the outcropping part of the Bagestan limestones are locally productive aquifers of a fissured-type. Alluvial and colluvial sediments of the plains represent
an extensive and highly productive intergranular
type of aquifer. The alluvial ·and colluvial sediments of the high intra-mountainous depressions,
usually located over eroded sectors of the anticlines host aquifers locally developed, of a intergranular type.
The hydrogeological functioning was depicted in a
hydrogeological map of the basin using the international legend.

Gu
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1........

groundwaler level
saluraled area
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A simplified flow-chart of the aquifer, aquitard and
aquiclude system of the Maharlu basin, including the
relationships between the aquifers is given in the Rg. 4.
The groundwater contours in limestone aquifers
were drawed based on data from monitoring wells;
they were controlled using the hydrological balance, structural setting and elevation drainage basis. Finally, the groundwater level was tested
within a hydraulic modelling.

10. THE WATER BUDGET
The water balance has taken into consideration
climatic and hydrological data from the basin and
the neighboring catchments and empirical relations
between rainfall and the groundwater fluctuations.
The water balance was extremely difficult to establish due to the differences between the hydrological or hydrogeological catchments and to -:-the
interzonal water exchange. The water resources of
a zone are composed by: (i) rainfall infiltration; (ii)
groundwater and surface water inflow and (iii)
used water return.
In addition to the direct infiltration and evapotranspiration inflow/outflow from surface or from
one zone to an other have to be considered. This
means that the water discharged from one zone
participates to the input of an other zone being
available for exploitation.
The highest contribution of the direct infiltration
for the total water resource (70-100%) was found
in the conglomerates and carbonate aquifers from
the western part of the basin. The lower contribution

of the direct infiltration to the carbonate aquifers was
noticed in the Kaftarak. anticline zone (34%). In general, the alluvial aquifers of Shiraz, Kavar, Ohare,
Bagh, from the central part of the basin, showed a
low contribution of the direct infiltration (20%).
The alluvial aquifers of Nahrazam, Badjagh and
Sarvestan Plains showed higher ratios of direct
infiltration water for the total resource (60-80%).
In the Maharlu basin, a total volume of 18.18 m3/s
of groundwater originates, under normal climatic
conditions, from precipitations. The carbonate
aquifers, with a volume of 11.941 m 3/s contribute
with 63% to the total water resource.
The average infiltration percentage for different
rock types is shown in Table 2.

.Table2: Av~r~ge 1'ainf811 b,diltr3tion(iri·% ~om ·.

t9titiftpr:dJtT,erent :,.~ 'type's in 't4¢.~afiart:lt'~l'Sin•
ln.filtirdion Mizye'nlie/iriJvettimt dWJ;f~ciPi/Qtiolis (i.n
%. du ~ml).pour·lilffirelits types.de rocizes:dlJifS le ' '
basin d~ Mtm4tlu. · ·

·.

.

car- conglom- alluvium, Razak
Sac hun
bonate
erate
Fm.
PabdehFm.
colluvium
40

30-35

35

16

10

The combined resources of individual zones differ
from those calculated on the basis of direct infiltration, due to the infiltration return and to the in. ter-basin transfer. Balanced resources of these
zones could be exploited only following an analysis of the relations to neighboring zones.
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Le karst: un systeme de
sedilnentition continental
Gabriel DIACONU 1

· RESUME

a WHITE et al. (1995),la surface continentale occup&: par le karst est d'environ 20%. En d~pit
de ce fait et des nombreux travaux d'une r~elle importance concernant Ia s~dimentologie des zones karstiques,
on constate que les trait~s de petrographie sMimentaire, les ignore; ils se r~sument a Ia simple invocation des
sp~l~otMmes (et seulement de ceux carbonates) ou bien de certains d~ts de phosphorites (guano) du domaine
sp~lean.
.
Pour ces raisons !'auteur considere le karst comme un systeme de sedimentation continental danS lequel ij distingue deux sous-systemes de sedimentation: le sous-systeme exokarstique et le sous-syst~me eridokarstique. Pour
chacun d'entre eux soot presentees les zones caracteristiques avec les types des sediments specifiques.
Conform~ment

Mots cles: sedimentologie, karst, depOts.

The Karst: A Continental Sedimentation System
ABSTRACT
Accord,ing to WHITE et al. ( 1995), t~e continental surface occupied by karst is about 20% . In spite of this and
of the great nurn!Jer of real important works on the sedimentology of the karst zones, tlie treaties dealing with the
sedimentary petrography, one can say, ignores it. The simple evocation of the speleothems (and only of the carbonatic ones ) or of some phosphorite deposits (guano) from the spelean domain confirms this aspect.
Taking into account this situation, the author considers karst as a continental depositional system in which he
separates two sedimentary subsystems : the exokarstic one and the endokarstic one. For each of them, their
characteristic tones with associaied types of sediments are presented.
Key ;.,ords : sedimentology, karst, deposits.

1. LA JUSTIFICATION DU SUJET
Vers la fin du :XJxc siecle des nouvelles branches
scientifiques sont fondees. La karstologie, la speleologie, mais notarnment la petrologie sedimentaire detiennent, en ce sens, une importante place
dans le groupe des geo-sciences.
Depuis le commencement chacune d' entre ces
sciences a procede a une systematisation de leur
objet d'etude.
1

Dans la karstologie, on a defini les formes de surface et celles souterraines, .le karst etant ainsi departi ep exokarst et endokarst. A' l'exokarst ont ete
attribuees les formes de relief negatif modelees
avec preponderance par dissolution, facile d'etre
identifiees dans le paysage des roches karstiques:
dolines, ouvales, poljes etc .. . A l'endokarst c'est
reparti le reseau des espaces souterrains, ouverts
dans un massif confie a son evolution tectonique.
Ces espaces se sont modeles apres, aussi par dissolution, a cause de la circulation des eaux
d'infutration. Parmi ces vides, ceux directement
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accessibles pour l'homme (par leurs dimensions),
se detachent comme objet d'etude poiir une outre
science: Ia speleologie physique (geospeleologie) .
Dans Ia petrologie sedimentaire les premieres systematisations des domaines de sedimentation sont
effectuees sur des criteres geographiques. En 1939,
par exemple, TWENHOFEL distingue trois milieux de sedimentation: continentaux, mixtes et
marins. Il faut retenir le fait que, encore de cette
epoque, au milieu continental groupe en deux categories majeures - le domaine terrestre et le domaine aquatique - dans Ia derniere (continental
aquatique) il est mentionne aussi le milieu spelean.
Considere comme etant insignifiant par dimensions
(etA juste raison car, A l'epoque, Ia longueur totalisee des grottes connues officiellement sur mappemonde etait de peu sur 200 km) Ia mention du milieu spelean, apprecions-nous, a eu un caractere
subjectif, en ce temps l'interet pour une zone karstique etant donne surtout de l'inedit des grottes
connues en cette zone. Autrement, il ne s'explique
pas, pourquoi l'exokarst comme domaine important de sedimentation, a ete ignore.
Quoique cette classification des domaines de sedimentation sur des criteres geographiques reste
pratiquement inchangee jusqu' A present, les traites
modernes de petrologie sedimentaire evoquent le
domaine spelean, tout au plus, comme un milieu
particulier de genese des calcaires en regime continental-aquatique.
Conformement a WIDTE et al. (1995), la surface
occupee de roches karstiques represente approximativement 20% de Ia surface continentale de la
terre. Par comparaison, nous constaterons que cette
surface est relativement egale avec celle occupee
les deserts, (appreciee aussi A 20%), consideree
comme etant la plus representative parmi les domaines de sedimentation continentale.
La multitude et la complexite des etudes effectuees
sur les aires karstiques dans l'intervalle de temps qui

s'ecoule de la fondation de la karstologie comme
geoscience (CVDIC, 1893), constitue un argument
suffisamment solide pour que la petrologie sedimentaire peut considerer le karst comme un systeme de
sedimentation continental defini par « . . .le specifique et l'unite de sa genese, de sa structure et de sa
dynamique . . . » (GORAN, 1993).
Pour soutenir ce point de vue nous crayons necessaire de defmir certains termes tel qu'ils sont exprimes dans les plus recents travaux de karstologie
tMorique.

2. LE KARST
D'apres CVIllCI (1893), le karst est une unite de
relief particuliere, modelee par dissolution sur les
roches carbonatees. Le meme auteur est le premier
A differencier les formes de surface (considere
primaires) de celles souterraines ( appreciees
comme formes derivees).
Aujourd'hui, la definition du karst se fait de plusieurs manieres mais, en accord avec ce travail,
nous considerons que les definitions donnees de
RENAULT (1977) et GORAN (1993), sont les
plus adequates.
Conformement A Renault «l.e karst est une disposition morphologique en milieu continental ou
littoral, resultant des processus relevant de La geodynamique exteme, caracterisee essentiellement
par un systeme de drainage souterrain, anisotrope,
heterogene avec concentration des circulations
aquifores le long de quelques axes privilegies, se
developpant dans les trois dimensions, parfois a
grande profondeur, entrafnant, lorsque La masse
rocheuse concemee apparazt en surface, le developpement de formes superficielles
drainage
endoreique, ces formes etant associees a des depots aeriens ou souterrains propres ou karst » .

a

De son point de vue, Goran est d' avis que «on
considere comme karst l'effet du systeme nature/
/'interaction entre La roche et les agents modeleurs, determinee par un flux d'energie, a pour
resultat un transfert de matiere, integre du point de
vue spatio-fonctionnel par une connexion entre La
surface et La profondeur de la roche, concretisee
par une configuration et un developpement spatial
specifiques ». Le meme auteur caracterise le karst
comme un systeme morphodynarnique avec les
suivantes determinantes: « [... ]les interactions (la
genese du systeme), La forme ( Ia structure du systeme) et le flux (Ia dynamique du systeme)[ ... ),
puisque «[ .. . ] le _specifique genetique est donne
par l'accomplissement du processus de dissolution
(tant superficiel que souterrain), celui structure/,
par ['existence des formes negatives et souterraines, trouvees en connexion spatiale et celui fonctionnel, par La surimposition et La concentration du
drainage SO-.Jterrain (/'auto regulation)» .

au
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3. EXOKARST, ENDOKARST,
RESEAU SPELEOLOGIQUE,
SPELEOTHEME, MILIEU
KARSTIQUE
Dans un travail anterieur GORAN (1992) souligne
que « [ . .. ] Dans le systeme morphodynamique
karstique on distingue deux domaines morphologiques distincts - l 'exo- et l'endokarst [ .. .] Neanmoins, entre l'exo- et l'endokarst il y a une interdependance au debut causate et par La suite spatia/e. des formes et des processus ».
Quant a l'exokarst, }'auteur est d'avis que celui-ci
est represente par « [ . .. ] un relief a La configuration spatiale specifique, accompli par l 'existence
des formes superficielles negatives (Jermees) [.. . ] »
tandis que sur l'endokarst il soutient que « [ ... ]
toutes les cavites karstiques en connexion directe
forment un reseau karstique souterrain [.. . ] » et
que « [ . . . ] les grottes et les avens_ne sont que les
portions accessibles a l'hoinme, d'un' reseau karstique.: /'ensemble des cavites explorees d'une unite
karstique . s ,appelle le reseilU :Speleologique de
cette unite » ;
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Le terme de speleotheme n' est pas adopte en to~
lite. En depit du fait que nombreux auteurs
l'utilisent dans leurs travaux, les Fr~ais continuent A conserver le terrne de coricretion dont
CHOPY (1985), en citant GEsE (1973), est d'avis
qu'elle peut etre definie ainsi: « [ ... ] Resultat de
depot soits forme crista/line bu pseUdocristalline,
de substance que les 'eaux contenaient a l, etat dissous [... ]on designe dussi"sous te ·nom de concretion: par extension, l'eau elle meme, forme de
glace, certaines formations d'argile, de lave volcanique, etc., lorsque · le'zir"' aspect est analogue a
celui des depots definis ci dessus [ ... ] » specifiant
en final que « [ ... ] en anglais, le vocable speleothem tend a devenir le correspondant du fran{:ais
. ;·
concretion » .

Il faut retenir aussi un autre detail. Un an en avant
de Geze, OLDHAM (1972), a souligne qu'en
geologie le sens de concretion est .restrictif, pour
les formes de grottes, ne pouvant etre attribue que
pour les agregats sphero-radiaire de type ·« perles
des cavernes».

Lie au reseau speleologique · s'impose aussi
l' eclaircissement de la notion de speleotheme sur
laquelle nous insisterons davantage, ce terme representant finalement l'objet materiel d'une sedimentation particuliere specifique du milieu spelean.

Revenant au travail de GORAN (1993), l'auteur
considere le karst, en son ensemble, comme « [ ... J
un espace concret et coherent, integre a La
geosphere [.. . ] il se constitu(! du point de vue materiel et regional par une configuration spatiale
propre, qu'on appelle milieu_,karstique" [ ... ]»que
1' on definit comme une « [ ...). interface complexe
de La geosphere resultee a La suite de La genese et
de La dynamique du karst )>.

Jusqu'a 1952, les depots des mineraux secondaires
de grottes ont ete definis dans les pays anglosaxons comme cave formation, tandis que dans la
plupart des autres pays ces depots etaient denommes concretions.

4.SYSTEME,SYSTEME
PETROGENETIQU~ DE
SEDIMENTATION

Motive du fait que dans la geologie le terme de
formation a plusieurs significations qui peuvent
creer des confusions, MOORE (1952) propose la
substitution de la denomination de cave formation
avec celle de speleothem (speteo =grotte, theme =
depot) .
Des le commencement I' auteur souligne que ce
terme doit etre applique exclusivement pour les
dep(its provenant d'une solution chimique ou de la
gelee de l'eau, et pas pour les dep(its alluvionnaires.
De concert avec Moore, IDLL & FORTI (1986)
mentionnent en plus que « [ .. . ] the term speleothem refers to the mode of occurrence of mineral,
not to the mineral itself [... ] », exemplifiant que
« [ ... ]. calcite is not a speleothem, but a calcite
stalactite in a cave is a speleothem, while a calcite
stalactite in a mine is not... »

En general, un systeme est 4efini a partir de trois
idees esentielles (WALISER, 1977 ; MARTIN,
1991).

•

celle d'un ensemble en rapport reciproque avec
un environrtement, les echanges lui assurant
une certaine autonomie;

•

celle d'un ensemble forme de sous-syst~mes
en interaction, cette interdependance lui assura.I}t une certaine coherence ;

•

celle d'un ensemble subissant des modifications plus ou moins profondes dans le temps,
tout en conservant une certaine permanence.

Conformement a ANASTASIO (1988) « [ ... ] orice
arie de sedimentare constituie ·un sistem petrogenetic"[ .. . ] » (toute aire de sedimentation constitue
un systeme petrogenetique), qui « [ ... ] conditional
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En ce qui concerne les speleothemes, il faut mentionner que leur genese ne peut pas etre envisagee
d' une maniere 8impliste, seulement comme des
«depots d'une solution chimique » ou «la solidification par gelee de l 'eau ». La mineralogenese des
speleothemes est plus complexe, le cadre physicochimique et biotique specifique pour le milieu
spelean menant a 1' interference des facteurs exogenes avec les effets de reponse tres variables concernant leur maniere de formation (des transformations polymorphiques, hydrometasomatose de
basse temperature, des processus chimiosynthetiques autotrophes provoques par l'activite bacterienne etc.).

atat de calitatea agentului ~i modul sau de manifestare (apa, aer, gheaJa} cat ~i de unitatea de
relief fn care el acJioneaza (arie continentalli spu
bazin oceanic), sistemul petrogenetic sedimentar
se confunda cu domeniul sau mediul depoziJional
fn care produsele acumulate capata amprenta
specifica, adesea de neconfundat, a tuturor factorilor care au controlat evoluJia sa» ... (conditionne
tant de la qualite d'agent et son mode de manifestation (eau, air, glace) que de ['unite de relief dans
lequel il agit (aire continentale ou bassin oceanique) le systeme petrogenetique sedimentaire se
confond avec le domaine ou le milieu depositionnel
dans lequel les produits accumules refoivent
l 'empreinte specifique, souvent de inconfondable,
de tous les facteurs qui ont controle son evolution)

Nous utiliserons le terme de speleotheme seulement dans l'acception defini par MOORE (1952)
et complete par IDLL & FORTI (1986);
l'amendement expose ci-dessus concernant leur
mineralogenese, ne changeant pas ce sens, mais, au
contraire, le completant.

5. QUELQUES POINTS DE VUE
CONCERNANT LA DEFINITION
DESTERMES
Initialement, la notion de karst a ete etablie et developpee jusqu'a definir une geoscience (la karstologie), en connexion avec les types de roches carbonatees (calcaires et dolomies). Ulterieurement a
cette categorie de roches ont ete ajoutes quelques
types d'evaporites plus repandues sur la terre (le
gypse et le sel gemme), tous ces types petrographiques ayant en commun la qualite de pouvoir etre
dissoutes, propriete essentielle pour le processus de
karstification.
La durete plus elevee des roches carbonatees (3 le
calcaire, 4 la dolomie) fait que ces roches soient
plus competentes du point de vue tectonique que
les evaporites qui sont plus plastiques (tant le
gypse que le sel gemme en ayant la durete 2). Pour
ces raisons 1' exokarst sur evaporites dispose tres
rarement des formes etendues de relief negatif
(poljes et depressions karstiques) ou bien d'abrupts
ou de gorges impressionnantes specifiques pour les
roches carbonatees, tandis que 1' endokarst, au niveau du reseau speleologique, est pratiquement,
depourvu de grandes cavites developpees sur la
verticale (des avens). D'ailleurs, tous les traites
modernes de karstologie (JENNINGS, 1971;
JAKUCS, 1977; SWEETING, 1972; BLEAHU,
1974) sont orientes seulement sur le karst classique
modele sur les roche carbonatees.
Dans ce travail nous sommes restes dans les limites
du meme domaine mais sans ignorer la possibilite
d'elargir notre point de vue vers le karst sur evaporites.

Les stalactites et les stalagmites de lave volcanique, de sable ou de limon peuvent etre consideres
related forms (voir IDLL & FORTI, 1986) et non
des speleothemes senso stricto.

I

Nous considerons la proposition des certains auteurs
(ONAC, 1996) d'elargir ce terme aussi sur les deU pots alluvionnaires de grottes, comme une erreur,
~' car les deux types de sediments, les speleothemes et
les alluvions, proviennent des sources totalement
\ differentes (precipitation chimique, respectivement,
erosion, transport et sedimentation).
La petrologie sedimentaire se limite a mentionner
du domaine spelean seulement les depots de
CaC03 (les stalactites et les stalagmites) en etablissant un type petrogenetique de calcaire forme dans
le milieu de sedimentation continental-aquatique et
les phosphorites formees a partir des depots de
guano.
Les premiers a introduire le terme de speleotheme
dans une classification des calcaires sont BISSEL
& CIDLINGAR (1967); celui-ci etant utilise plus
tard par d'autres auteurs aussi.
Les phosphorites, en depit du fait que representent
aussi un «mode d'occurrence des mineraux dans
les grottes » (voir DIACONU & MEDE~AN. 1975
ou IDLL & FORTI, 1986) ne sont pas cites par les
sedimentologistes comme speleothemes.
Nous rappelons en plus que, toujours comme speleothemes, sont connues aussi des importants de. pots de nitrates (salpetre), d'evaporites (gypse et
sel gemme), des allites (karst-bauxites), parfois de
sediments riches en fer et manganese.
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a

Enfin, propos de la definition donne par GORAN
(1993) pour le milieu karstique, nous sommes
d'avis que cette definition peut etre acceptee
'·'comme telle seulement pour 1' exokarst. Elle ne
peut pas etre elargie aussi sur l'endokarst, notamment sur le domaine celui-ci, celui disposant de:

+ .un climat propre (comme valeurs des

param~

. tres physiques enregistres a la surface dans le
meme intervalle de temps);

+

•

:d~s

agents de modelage, transport et ·sedimen'tation propres (l'eau, l'air, la gravitation), avec
un contenu et une dynamique de mise en mouvem~nJ caracteristique.;
des biotopes cavernicoles specifiques (surtout
ces troglophyles et troglobiontes).

Pour ces raisons nous considerons que le milieu
endokarstique, en general (le milieu spelean y
compris), peut etre defini independanti comme
etant «Ia totalite des circonstances physiques dans
laquelle sont rruidelees, placees au bien engendrees des corps, se deroulent des phenomenes physico-chimiques et vivent des organismes ».

6. LE KARST COMME SYSTEME
DE SEDIMENTATION
CONTINENTAL
Toute surface occupee de roches compatibles avec
le processus de karstificat,ion, bien delimitee du
point de vue geologique et ·tectonique, du moment
de 1'entree sous 1' impact direct des facteurs climatiques extemes, se constitue dans un systenie ·karstique de sedimentation.
Le systeme de sedimentation karstique se divise en
deux sous-systemes: le sous-syst~me de sedimentation exokarstique et le sous-systeme de : sedimentation endokarstique.
Sans tenir compte de la zone climatique dans
laquelle il est place (boreale, tempere-continentale,
mediterraneenne, equatoriale etc.;.) ou. bien de sa
cote d'altitude, un systeme karstique ne change pas
la specificite definie anterieurement. La v~abilite
des valeurs des facte~ climatiques _agit seulement
sur la dynamique du processus de karstification,
pouvantjouer un rfile catalyseur ou inhibiteur.
Les sediments peuvent etre de provenance autochtone, allochtone o~ bien mixte.
L'eau .est ~e principll;l agent de. transport qui agit
tant sur un~ vqie ~eFanique i(par traction, sus~en
sion ~t sedimentatj.on) que sur une voie phystcochimique: (la· dissolution .et s~entation ou bien
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par precipitation ou cristallisation). Les agents
subordonnes comme manifestation dans le systeme
.de sedimentation karstique sont la gravitation et le
·. 'transport eolien.
.
6.1. LE SOU8-SYSTEME DE
SEDIMENTATION EXOKARSTIQUEZONES DE SEDIMENTATION

L'exokarst, comme sous-systeme de · sedimentation, se constitue par la totalite des formes de relief
compatibles avec 1'accumulation des sediments.
L' aire-source de sediments peut . .eqe soit a
1'exterieur du sous-systeme~ soit a interieur de
celtii-ci. Egalement, certaines,zones de sedimentation peuvent avoir une extension en dehors des
aires exokarstiques prdprement dites (l'accumulation des sediments de ces zones externes etant une
consequence directe du mode de fonctionnenient
du systeme karstique dans so·n ensemble).

r

Les zones de sedimentation sont definies des formes de relief specifiques pour 1' exokarst et compatibles avec 1' accumulation.

6. 1. 1. LA ZONE DES ABRUPTS (DES PIEMONTS)
Cette zone se caracterise par un processus de detachement gravitationnel du materiel constitutif des
parois, ·hautes et relativement verticales, qui delimitent certains corps de roches carbonatees. Le
processus peut etre accelere par les phenomenes de
gelifraction et/ou thermofraction.
· ·
Les depfits, souvent importants du point de vue
quantitatif, sont formes des fragments de roche a
coins, variables comme dimensions.. (des grands
blocs des dimensions metriques jusqu' aux debris
centimetriques).
L'accumulation se fait ala base des abrupts ou se
constitue en « eboulis de pente » qui, d'habitude,
sont mobiles, mais ils peuvent etre aussi fixes
apres leur accumulation par une matrice de materiel fin-sablonneux et/ou argileux, etant provenu
soit du lavage de la couverture de sol, soit par
transport fluvial durant la crue ou bien, par voie
eolienne.
.
6. 1.2. )-A ZONE DES DOLINES ET OUVALES

Autant les dolines que les ouvales sont des formes
depressionnaires de relief negatif modelees par
dissolution sur la surface des · roches karstiques.
Pour la sedimentologie, importants.sont les champs
de dolines et ouvales.
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Depuis les premiers details donnes par CVillC
( 1960) sur ces formes, on mentionne que leur remplissage est donne par des argile residuelles resultees
des roches carbonatees confiees au processus de dissolution (nommee aussi argile de decalcification),
transportees dans ces depressions par lavage de la
surface karstique. Dans les zones trouvees sous
!'influence d'un climat mediterraneen, a cause du
contenu augmente en hydroxydes de fer qui donnent une pigmentation rouge, cette argile est connne aussi sous la denomination de «terra rossa »
ou « enfacies de terra rossa ».
Plus recemment, par des observations comparatives concernant le contenu en oligo-elements des
ces argiles par rapport a celui des calcaires sousjacents et des roches eruptives ou metamorphiques
limitrophes a l'aire karstique, !'hypothese sur leur
origine exclusive autochtone est infirmee. On demontre ainsi qu'elles proviennent, pour la plupart,
des cas, a la suite des processus d'argilisation des
feldspathes des formations eruptives et/ou metamorphiques du voisinage et sont transportees ensuite par voie fluviale (subordonne eolien) sur la
surface calcaire (DIACONU, 1984; 1990).
L' importance de ces depots residuels accumules
dans les dolines et ouvales du exokarst reside dans
le fait que par des processus de diagenese, ils penvent souffrir un enrichissement en hydroxydes et
oxydes de fer, de manganese ou, surtout,
d'aluminium, etant transformes ainsi en depots
riches en fer et/ou manganese ou bien en karstbauxites.

6. 1.3. LA ZONE DES POLJES ET DES
DEPRESSIONS DE CAPTURE KARST/QUE
Les poljes et les depressions de capture karstique
(le terme de « depression de capture karstique » a
ete introduit et defi.ni par RUSU, 1975) representent les plus grandes formes de relief negatif ayant
un role des cuvettes de sedimentation dans le soussysteme de sedimentation exokarstique, elles pouvant atteindre des dimensions plus de 450 km2
(Livna Polje - 470 km2 , Lika Polje - 460 km2 ;
d'apres NICOD, 1978).
La difference entre les deux types de depressions
karstiques consiste dans le fait que le polje en general est une forme fermee, modelee completement
sur un substrat de roche karstique, tandis que la
depression de capture karstique est ouverte en
amont, etant seulement partiellement modelee, en
aval, sur des roches karstiques (RUSU, 1990).
Tant la polje que la depression de capture karstique
sont traverses au moins d ' un ruisseau qui, au
etiage, se perd en totalite en souterrain par un ou
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plusieurs ponors. Aux debits d'eau depassant la
capacite de drainage du ponor, elles sont inondees,
et les sediments fluvials (les alluvions) substituant
ainsi, altemativement les sediments lacustres (depots de sable et/ou d'argile).
Au polje tant l'epaisseur des depots que leur granoclassage se fait d'amont vers les ponors sur la
declivite de cet alignement (des rudytes vers les
pellites).
Parfois, l'inondation d'un polje, respectivement le
drainage en souterrain de l'eau se fait par le meme
orifice de la roche, celui-ci ayant ainsi un double
fonctionnement hydrologique: aux precipitations
abondantes, par !'augmentation du niveau piezometrique il fonctionne comme une source ; ulterieurement, par la descente du niveau, en fonctionnant comme ponor. Ce type de fonctionnement
hydrologique est connu sous le nom d' estavelle
(CVIJIC, 1960), les sediments deposes sur une aire
quasi circulaire presentant egalement un triage de
rudytes vers les bords du polje et de plus en plus
pellitiques vers 1' orifice de fonctionnement hydrologique de 1' estavelle.
Dans les secteurs les plus baisses des poljes, quand
ceux-ci sont etanches avec des limons et des argiles, l'eau peut stagner en facilitant !'accumulation
des depots d'origine organique (des tourbieres).
Parfois, dans les periodes de secheresse, dans les
depots detritiques se sont formees des calcretes
resultees de la precipitation du CaC03 des nappes
d'eau qui stationnent localement. Ce processus se
deroule a la limite d'evaporation maximale la oil
les concentrations depassent les limites de saturation.
Dans les depressions de capture karstique on
constate que l'epaisseur maximale des sediments
accumules se trouve dans le voisinage du ponor.
Le triage du materiel detritique se produit altemativement sur la verticale, des rudytes vers pellites,
en fonction du debit de 1' eau du ruisseau qui traverse la depression (aux crues, le regime de sedimentation fluviale etant substitue d'un lacustre).

6. 1.4. LA ZONE DES EMERGENCES ET DES
RESURGENCES KARSTIOUES
L'emergence karstique c' est le terme generique par
lequel on defini toute decharge des eaux souterraines d'un aquifere karstique.
Pour ·Ia sedimentologie ils sont importantes seulement les eaux karstiques qui ont le contenu en
CaC03 dissous en concentrations compatibles avec
sa precipitation a la proximite du point de dechargement a 1' exterieur.
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Les produits resultes sur le compte de ce processus
de precipitation physico-chimique, souvent avec
une impUcation biotique, sont exclusivement des
carbonates (travertins, tufs calcaires, calcretes,
dolocretes, etc,) leur importance pour la sedimentologie du' sous-systeme de sedimentation exokarstique etant egalee seulement par le karst-bauxites.
Meme si, souvent, l'aire d'accumulation des ces
sediments depasse 1' aire . occupee par les roches
karstiques, leur genese etant liee directement du
pro9essus de karstification, elles ne peuvent pas
etre attribuees qu'au sous-systeme de sedimentation exokarstique.
Quand l'eau d'une riviere penetre completement
un massif karstique par 'un portail, coule d'une
m'aniere org'anisee sur le trace d'une galerie et revient ·au jour par une large ouverture, ce ·tyPe de
dechargement hydrokarstique s' appelk~ r~sur
gence. Les types de sediments specifiques sontles
arenites et les pellites qui, tout comrne les sediments carbonates decrits . anterieurement, deposes
en dehors de 1' aire occupee par roche karstique,
doivent etre attribues aussi au sous~systeme de
sedimentation exocarstiques.
.· .,
6.2. LE SOUS-SYSTEME DE SEDIMENTATION

ENDOKARSTIQUE (LE DOMAINE
SPELEAN}-ZONES DE SEDIMENTAnON
De toutes les vides qui constituent «le reseau karstique souterrain », la petrologie sedimentaire est
interessee seulement par ceux espaces dans lesquelles le processus de sedimentation a ete, ou bien
est encore, significatif.
En ce cas, irnportantes sont outre les reseaux speleologiques au sens propre, aussi : les paleorl."liefs
exokarstiques colmates qui, par une evolution
geologique des aires, ont ete couvertes par une
nouvelle tranche des roches carbonatees etant ainsi
transforrnees en cavites karstiques, parfois de
grandes dimensions, identifies et mises en evidence par forages.
Une autre question qui se pose est celle des gale-:-.
ries d'exploitation miniere excavees par l'homme
dans les roches karstiques et qui, du moment de
1' abandon, evoluent dans le massif semblable aux
gaieties creusees naturelement.
Peuvent-elles etre associees au reseau speleologique du massif ?
Notre opinion est affirmative sans aucune hesitation parce que, souvent, elles representent des anciennes cavites karstiques, colmatees avec un materiel utile, ouvertes dans le moment de !'excavation de ce materiel et ou, ensuite, le processus
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naturel de sedimentation se deroule sans entrave
(DIACONU, 1996). ··
Pour ces raisons, con~entionnellement, -dans notre
travail, toutc?s ~es c~t6gories ~e. C;avites sont reunis
sous Ia denori:Unation de "le domaint: spelean".
11 faut souligner le fait que, par rapport aux 200 km
des galeries des grottes connues ~ 1'epoque du
TWINHOFEL (1939), aujourd'hui se soot connues
au del~ de 13000 km (COURBON et a.l.. 1989;
STRATFORD, 1997).
. . .
', . •· . ' '-·.
Toujours lie ~ la notion de cavite karstique nous
tenons ~ signaler aussi un autre aspect. La notion
de speleogenese ne peut pas etre assimilee exclusivement au processus de karstification: On connue
des nombreuses cavites, importants comrne dimensions, developpees dans d'autres types des roches
(roches magmatiques, gres, · conglomerats etc.,.)
ayant une genese dont le processus de dissolution
manque totalement ou, est bien subordonne.
Dans l'inventaire general des cavites explorees la
longueur totalisee de ces types des vides souterraines est sous 1%, do~c insignifiante. Etant dorine
leur emplacement en. dehors ~es aires karstiques
elles ne seront Pas prise en consideration dans notre travail, meme: si la speleologie prend. en consideration telles cavites.
Le principal facteur de modelage, transport et sedimentation dans le sous-systeme de sedimentation
endokarstique (le domaine spelean) est l'eau.
Comrne agents subordonnes on peut mentionner le
facteur biotique, le detachement gravitationnelle et
les courants.eoliens. Le materiel sedimentaire peut
etre tant allochtone qu' autochtone..
.
Du point de vue hydrologique 1'·endokarst, en general, est departage en deux zones nettement differenciees: la zone d'inftltration (non saturee) et la
zone noyee (saturee) (MANGIN, 1975).
Pour le modelage karstique la plus importante est
la zone d'infiltration qui continue dans le massif
par la surface d'ecoulement organisee de l'eau ala
limite de separation avec
zone I)oyee. A ce·'niveau, dans un massif karstique, soht modelees les
plus grandes cavites qui, par ia fprme tridimensionnelle d'espace occupe, constituent le soussysteme de sedimentation du domaine spelean . .

ia

Par urfe evolution geologique norrnale. d'une mre
karstique, le processus de karstification se derouiera per descensum, (le cas de' karstification per
censum etant tres rare), les cavites modelees au
niveau du plan d'ecoulement organise des rivieres
souterraines de la part superieure de la zone noyee
passant dans la zone non saturee et le ni veau de
base de la karstification s' abaissant.

as-
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Dans les cas exceptionnels ou l'aire karstique souffre, du point de vue tectonique, un evident mouvement epirogenetique negatif ou, a cause d'Un
changement climatique, un mouvement eustatique,
se produira un relevement du niveau de base de Ia
karstification. Ainsi, les cavites modelees anterieurement seront inondees, elles pouvant etre reintegrees partiellement ou totalement dans Ia zone
noyee.
En conclusion, au moment des nos observations,
les cavites attribuees au domaine spelean peuvent
etre localisees dans le massif:

+ exclusivement dans Ia zone d'infiltration;
+ a Ia limite des deux zones hydrologiques; en ce
cas Ia partie superieure des cavites (l'espace
aere des cavites) appartient a Ia zone non saturee et Ia partie inferieure (le plancher couvert
de l'eau de Ia riviere), appartient a Ia zone
noyee, ou bien

+ exclusivement dans Ia zone noyee.
Vu que toute cavite naturelle conserve, dans Ia
structure des sediments contenus, ses etapes evolutives, nous presenterons les caracteristiques de Ia
sedimentation et les types de sediments specifiques
pour chaque zone separement (dans leur succession
ascendante dans massif), caracterisant finalement
le sous-systeme de sedimentation endokarstique (le
domaine spelean).
Etant donne le fait que « [ ... ] /1 convient de remarquer qu'il n'existe aucune discontinuite, aucune
separation tranchee et observable entre
l 'infiltration rap ide, le ruissellement souterrain et
le drainage du karst noye » (MANGIN, 1975),
pour le secteur de ruissellement souterrain, important dans le processus de sedimentation, nous
avons cree, conventionnellement, le terme de « la
zone des rivieres souterraines ».
6.2. 1. LA ZONE NOYEE (SATUREE)

. 6.2.2. LA ZONE DES RIVIERES SOUTERRAINES

C' est Ia plus importante zone tant dans le processus de modelage qu'aussi dans celui de sedimenta-·
ti.on, elle constituant fmalement Ia replique Souterraine du reseau hydrographique de surface (souvent les rivieres souterraines sont une continuation
des celles de surface).
Pour ces raisons les sediments sont predominants
des alluvions pour Ia plus grande part allochtones,
Les sediments « autochtones » sont seulement certains blocs des calcaires detaches par voie gravitationnelle (surtout a la suite de gelifraction ou thermofraction) dans le secteur vestibulaire de Ia penetration de l'eau en souterraine. De ce secteur (vestibulaire) jusqu'au point d'emergence de l'eau, on
constate un triage evident du materiel transporte,
des grosses pierres aux graviers (rudytes) jusqu'aux
arenites et pellites.
On peut au~si considere comme autochtones certains gels· (argileux, allitiques, riche en fer et/ou
manganese, plus rare en phosphates) deposes dans
les secteurs d'ecoulement lent des eaux qui ont une
concentration chimique compatible avec la precipitation et qui, suite a une abaissement du niveau
de base de la . karstification, se deshydratent formant des croOtes. (Pour Ia genese et le mode
d'occurrence aux n'importe quels depots des mineraux secondaires -speleothemes- mentionnes en
ce texte, nous recommandons IDLL & FORTI,
1986, IDLL, 1987 et IDLL & FORTI, 1997).

La voOte et les parois de la cavite qui se trouve
dans cette zone, appartiennent a la zone non saturee. Les sediments deposes (lorsqu'ils existent) se
sont formes presque exclusivem~nt grace au processus de precipitation chimique declenche par
1' eau d' infiltration (speleothemes carbonatees
normalement, rarement constituees des sulfates ou
des oxydes et hydroxydes de fer et manganese).

Represente cette part inferieure d'un massif karstique ou toutes les espaces ouvertes sont noyees a
I' eau, celle ci etant le seul facteur de modelage,
transport et sedimentation de Ia zone.

Parfois, les eaux d'infiltration transportent aussi
materiel pellitique, en general des pellites argileuses lavees de Ia couverture de sol, qu'elles peuvent
deposer sur les parois. Aux ces types des sediments
peuvent adherer aussi des poussieres traxisportes
eolien.

Sa dynamique de mise en mouvement est extremement lente, les seuiS depots rencontres dans les
galeries noyees de cette zone etant les pellites argileuse, les arenites fines et rarement les rudytes de
petites dimensions.

II faut rappeler aussi que, pour les eaux qui le traversent, cette zone peut etre une aire-source pour
les depot~ carbonates de la zone des emergences du
sous-systeme de sedimentation exokarstique (travertins, tufs calcaires, etc. voir 6.1.4.).

Quantitatif, ces depots sont insignifiants et souvent ils
sont ecartes par lavage une fois Ia cavite etant entree
dans la zone d'in:fluence des rivieres souterraines.

6.2.3. LAZONED'INF/LTRAT/ON (NON SATUREE)

Compte tenant du fait que, du point de vue hydrologique, cette zone est non-saturee, les cavites
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appartenant tl ce domaine spelean sont traversees
par descensum par une eau d'infiltration provenue
preponderant des precipitations atrnospheriques.
En fonction du mode d'infiltration et de la duree de
contact eau/roche sur le trajet jusqu'tl la cavite le
contenu' de l'eau peut etre ionique (assume par la
dissolution physico-chimique des roches trouvees
au-dessus de la cavite) ou materiel (suspensions
des pellites provenues du lavage de la couverture
de sol).
Cette eau represente le facteur principal de transport et sedimentation dans le domaine spelean de la
zone d'infiltration. Cornrne facteurs subordonnes
on peut mentionner !'element biotique, le detachement gravitationnel et le transport eolien.
Les types des sediments caracteristiques pour cette
zone sont tres varies motif pour lequel ils seront
presentes dans une succession specifique pour la
petrologie sedimentaire.
6.2.3.1. Sediments detritiques
Dans cette categorie de sediments on peut citer
seulement les poussieres transportees par voie eolienne et/ou les pellites lavees du sol, deposes sur
les parois et/ou sur le plancher des certaines cavites
(plus frequent dans leur secteur vestibulaire). Elles
sont allochtones et peu significatives du point de
vue quantitatif. ·
·
6.2.3.2. Sediments argileux
Etant donne la reprise de 1' argile par les eaux de
precipitations atrnospheriques qui lavent la couverture de sol et son transport en suspension a travers du massif jusqu'a la cavite dans laquelle elle
sera deposee, cette sorte de sediment (la ·fraction
< 2\l) supporte en general un processus de selection physique le plus souvent accompagne d'une
modification chimique (avec des implications sur
le contenu) conditionnee par l'impact avec les
facteurs physico-chimiques du milieu spelean.
La transformation mineralogique peut etre declencMe depuis de la surface, se continue en souterraine et respecte, d' habitude la succession: chlorite,
illite:::>Na(K)-montrnorillonite:::>Ca(Mg)-montmorillonite:::>caolinite (DIACONU, 1990).
Quand la transformation mineralogique des ces
especes de mineraux est demontree cornrne etant
directement Hee aux parametres physico-chimiques
du milieu souterrain dans laquelle ont ete identifiees, elles peuvent etre considerees comme des
speleothemes.

6.2.3.3. Sediments de carbonates
., • ••,

1

, .·

,

Les sediments de carh<;>~tes sont les plus importants sediments des cav1tes tiouvees dans la zone
non saturee du sous-systeme de sedimentation
endokarstique (le domaine spelean). A la suite de
leur genese, lie exclusivement tlla precipitation ou
la ,<;J;istallisation .d'eau d'infiltration saturee du
point de vue chimique, debouchee en cavite par
suintement, egouttement ou ruissellement, elles
peuvent etre definies, en totalites, comme des spe~
leothemes.
Quand les secteurs depressionnaires des galeries
sont etanches, l'eau d'infiltration peut s'accumuler
dans des bassins ou dans des gours· ou, a Ia suite
des memes processus, peuvent former des importants sediments carbonates (DIACONU;·1990).
Du point de vue mineralogique ils sont, en general,
constituees par calcite, subordonne par · aragonite
et, en cas exceptionnelles, par d'autres especes de
carbonates.
Jusqu' apresent ces sediments sont les seuls qui ont
ete prises en consideration par Ia petrologie sedimentaire sous la denomination de speleothemes.
6.2.3.4. Sediments d'evaporites
Dans le domaine spelean de la zone d'infiltration
les evaporites proviennent aussi ·grace aux processus de precipitation ou de cristallisation directe des
solutions ioniques saturees, etant constituees exclusivement cornrne speleothemes.
De point de vue mineralogique, elles sont representees par gypse et halite, leur presence etant
directement liee a l'endokarst en gypse ou bien a
1' endokarst en sel. Mais, les speleothemes de gypse
se sont formees aussi dans l'endokarst classique,
sur des roches carbonatees, quand les eaux infiltrees viennent en contact avec un substrat riche en
composes du soufre ou quand la zone est affectee
des emanations d'hydrogene sulfure. Dans les deux
cas 1' activite bacterienne peut jouer un role important.

A ce groupe de sediments peuvent etre considerees
aussi les depots de nitrates.
Dans le domaine ·spelean elles se sont formes, en
majorite des cas, a la suite de la decomposition
biochirhique des depots de guano o·u, parfois, parle
lavage des roches volcaniques . riches en ammonium, les eaux suterraines deposant ainsi des ni~
trates considerees cornrne primaires (IDLL, 1981).
Etant constitues presque exclusi vement du nitrate de
sodium et/ou de potassium, les depots de nitrates
sont connus sous le terme generique de salpe~re.

G. Diaconu
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La genese et le mode d'occurrence s¢cifique au
milieu souterraine, impose leur consideration, du
point de vue de Ia petrologie sedimentaire, aussi
comme speleothemes.

on tienne compte de la deshydratation ulterieure
des gels, elle est importante, contribuant a·la formation des especes de rnineraux constituant des
~peleothemes.
'

6.2.3.5. Sediments siliceux

6.2.3.8. SediiD.ents des alterites alumin~uses

Les dep6ts des sediments siliceux dans les cavites
sont des cas d'exception et apparaissent comme .
resultat, soit d'une saturation locale de l'eau
d'infiltration en SiO/'- , soit par un transport de
silice collo'idale. Les speleothemes resultees, sous
forme d'opale, des cherts, plus rare de calcedoine
ou quartz de basse temperature, sont de petite importance et peu significatives pour Ia sedimentation
du domaine spelean.

Comme alterites alumineuses (le · rapport
Al20/Si02 ~ 2,5) ·dans la petrologie sedimentaire
sont connues les laterites (avec un contenu plus
reduit en hydroxydes d'aluminium) et les bauxites.

6.2.3.6. Sediments de phosphorites

Les laterites sont normalement appreciees comme
formations sedimentaires residuelles avec une signification paleoclimatique (ANASTASIU, 1988);
leur presence dans une cavite karstique de .la zone
d'infiltration, ne peut pas etre que une consequence
d'un lavage de Ia surface.

Les principales phosphorites du domaine spelean
(Ia zone d'infiltration) sont formees par les dep6ts
de guano accumules grace aux colonies de chauvesouris qui s'abritent dans les grottes. Par des processus complexes de decomposition biochimique
et deshydratation le guano passe en chiropterite.

Les bauxites (dans notre cas, les karst-bauxites)
representent pour Ia sedimentologie des systemes
karstiques un cas plus particulier. Elles sont placees (intra-etages) presque sur toute l'echelle chrono-stratigraphique occupee par les roches carbonatees,jusqu'au niveau de Neogene.

Comme phosphorites, peuvent etre considerees
aussi les accumulations des os des vertebres troglophiles.

Integrees a present dans les calcaires, les karstbauxites representent en fait un paleo-materiel
residue!, riche en oxydes et hydroxydes
d'aluminium, ·qui a colmate les formes de relief
negatif d'une ancienne surface exokarstique. En
meme intervalle de temps urie partie de ce materiel
residue!, a ete lave, transporte et depose dans certaines cavites plus proches de surface, trouves, a
l'epoque, obligatoirement au niveau de Ia zone non
saturee. Dans les deux cas ces dep6ts sont parautochtones et/ou allochtones.

Les dep6ts de chiropterite ou ceux des os peuvent
enrichir du point de vue chimique les eaux
d'inflltration en ion phosphate. Ensuite, dans les
cavites trouvees aux niveaux plus inferieures, ces
eaux peuvent engendrer par precipitation, cristallisation directe ou bien par hydrometasomatose de
basse temperature, des speleothemes de type carbonatapatites (DIACONU & MEDE~AN. 1975).
6.2.3.7. Sediments riches en fer et manganese

On considere comme sediments riches en fer et
manganese ces dep6ts qui ont le contenu en oxydes
(F~03 respectivement Mn02) au-dela de 15%.
Leur presence dans le domaine spelean est soit une
consequence des processus de lavage des facies
petrographiques au dessus de Ia cavite (riches en
oxydes et hydroxy des de fer et/ou manganese), le
transport en suspension et puis la sedimentation du
materiel sur le plancher des galeries, soit lie a
!'alteration des certains mineraux avec un haut
contenu en fer (ou manganese), disperses' dans la
roche karstique (pyrite, marcassite, manganomagnetite, manganophillite, etc.,.).
Un autre mode de provenance des dep6ts de fe:t: et
manganese dans le domaine spelean est la precipitation des collo'ides de fer et/ou de manganese,
.directement des eaux d'infiltration, processus dans
lequell'activite bacterienne peut etre essentielle; si

A la suite de !'evolution geologique, l'aire a ete
affectee par une nouvelle transgression, le relief
exokarstique preexistant, a protege le materiel
residue!, qui a ete «passe en souterrain» par re. couvrement avec une nouvelle tranche calcaire.
Mais la succession parcouru par le materiel residue! jusqu'a bauxite peut se produire seulement en
conditions d'evolution endokarstique continentale
parce que, conformement a ANASTASIU (1988),
cette localisation du materiel residue! a l'interieur
du massifkarstique «[ ... ]a asigurat un bun drenaj
(vertical) al ape/or; a favorizat, prin dislocarea
parJiala a CaC03, realizarea unui mediu alcalin
necesar alitizarii ~i a protejat materialul parental,
acumulat ~i alitizat, de eroziune » (a assure un bon
drainage' (vertical) des eaux, a favorise, par La
dislocation partielle du CaC03, La realisation d'un
milieu alcalin necessaire pour l'allitisation et a
protege d' erosion le materiel residue/, accumule et ·
allitise).

Le karst: un systeme de sedimentation continental

C'est pourquoi les karst-bauxites sont presentees
de nous comme sediments attribues au soussysteme de sedimentation endokarstique (leur situation actuelle de gisement), meme si le materiel
residue! a ete deposeinitialement (pour la plupart)
dans un sous-systeme de sedimentation exokarstique.
En fonction du mineral predominant (> 50 %) on
connu plusieurs varietes de bauxite (b. gibbsitique,
b. diasporique, b. boehmitique etc ... ) les karstbauxites etant, plus frequent, diasporiques.
Quant a la genese des mineraux constitutifs des
karst-bauxites, etant demontre que celle-ci est liee
de 1' influence des facteurs physico-chimiques du
milieu spelean dans Iequel se sont identifiees, elles
peuvent etre definies comme speleothemes.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Dans ce travail on a presente un point de vue concerqant la. 11ecessite de considerer le karst comme
un systeme de sedimentation continental. La subdivision du systeme en deux , sous-systemes de
sedimentation -·I'exokarst · ·et l'endokarsts'impose des lois d'evolution du processus de karstification pris en son ensemble.
'!'
Les types de sediments mentionnes pour chaque
zone des · sous-systemes (sans avoir la pretention
d'etre exhaustif) peuvent avoir, par leur accumulation, une ·importance stratigraphique et/ou economique (les sediments detritiques, les argiles, les
sediments carbonates, certaines evaporites, les
phosphorites et surtout les allites).
En depit de cette apparente «modestie », Ie systeme de sedimentation karstique doit etre considere
.· pat la petrographie sedimentaire, representant fiIialement, un incontestable modele de petrogenese
dans le milieu continentale.
·
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Sediments Carbonates·Karstiques:
Travertins et Speleothemes
·Evolutions paleoenvironnementales et paleogeographiques;
paleosis_
mo-tectonique; examples dans le Sud de Ia France
Jean Louis GUENDON, Laurent BRUXELLES1,
Frederic MAGNIN2 & Yves QUINIF 3

RESUME
Les speleothemes et les travertins des regions calcaires sont des formations sedimentaires carbonatees correlatives des dissolutions karstiques. Ces depots chimiques sont done a l'image du fonctionnement et de !'evolution
des systemes karstiques et de leurs contextes environnementaux. Ces formations peuvent preserver egalement
des restes floristiques ou faunistiques temoins des conditions bioclimatiques passees ou enregistrer, au cours de
leur developpement, des anomalies mecaniques resultant de mouvements du substratum. Datable& par plusieursmethodes physico~chimiques, ces sediments constituent ainsi des archives sur !'evolution des systemes karsti~
ques, sur les changements pilleogeographiques et paleoenvironnementaux ou sur des evenements sismotectoniques regionaux . .
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Karst carbonate sediments: travertines and speleothems.
Paleo-environmental and paleo-geographic evolution;
examples from South of France
ABSTRACT
The speleothems and travertines in limestone areas are sedimentary formations correlated with the dissolution
processes. These chemical deposits reflect the functioning and the evolution of the karst systems as well as the
paleo-environmental conditions. They can preserve either floristic and faunal remnants, as proofs of the passed
bioclimatical conditions, or recordings of the mechanical anomalies, resulting during the movement of the
ground. These sediments can be dated through different physico-chemical methods and, for this reason, they
constitute real archives for the paleogeographical and paleoenvironmental changes or the seismo-tectonical
events.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Les speleothemes, comme les travertins des regions calcaires, sont des formations carbonatees
chimiques correlatives des dissolutions karstiques.
Ces formations sont done a l'image du fonctionnement et de !'evolution des systemes karstiques et de
leurs contextes environnementaux.
Par ailleurs, les travertins, plus particulierement,
preservent des restes floristiques ou faunistiques
temoins des conditions bioclimatiques passees. De
leur cote, a l'abri dans les grottes, les speleothemes
peuvent enregistrer et conserver, des anomalies
mecaniques resultant de mouvements du substratum. Ainsi, toutes ces formations carbonatees,
datables par plusieurs methodes physicochimiques, constituent non seulement des archives
sur !'evolution des systemes karstiques, mais aussi
sur les changements paleogeographiques et paleoenvironnementaux ou sur des evenements sismotectoniques regionaux.
Pour illustrer ce propos, deux exemples d'utilisation
de ces formations carbonatees sont detailles (Fig. 1):

•

les travertins temoins de revolution des paysages quaternaires, avec les formations de Meyrargues, en basse Provence calcaire;

•

speleothemes et traces de paleosismicite dans
l'aven de
sur le causse du Larzac.
. la Portalerie,
.

II. TRAVERTINS ET EVOLUTION
. DU PAYSAGE AU QUATERNAIRE
De nombreux travaux ont montre !'interet des formations travertineuses dans les etudes sur le Quaternaire et !'evolution des hydrosystemes karstiques
(MARTIN, 1995; DELANNOY, 1997). Avec
l'exemple des travertins de Meyrargues, nous evoquerons essentiellement les reconstitutions paleogeographiques et paleoenvironnementales quaternaires issues de l'etude de ces formations. La sequence de Meyrargues, assez longue chronologiquement et variee dans ces facies, nous a permis de
croiser les resultats des diverses analyses geomorphologiques, sedimentologiques, isotopiques et
paleobiologiques (malacologie, anthracologie,
empreintes foliaires).
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1. L4 SEQUENCE DES TRAVERTtNS DE
MEYRARGUES: SITUATION ET DESCRIPTlON
Les travertins de Meyrargues se situent dans le
. departement des Bouches-du-RhOne, en rive gauche de la Durance, sur le versant nord du massif du
Ligoures. constitue de series carbonatees jurassiques et cretacees. Ce sont des formations alluviales
liees au fonctionilement des exutoires de cet hydrosysteme karstique, mais aussi a revolution du
reseau hydrographique superficiel qui draine la
partie occidentale du Ligoures et dont le Grand
Vallat constitue le drain principal.
Connues depuis la publication de leur flare par
G. de SAPORTA (1867), ces travertins, sont constitues de trois ensembles etages et emboll:es (Fig. 2)
(MAGNIN etal., 1988; GUENDON etal., 1997).
L'ensemble delaPlaine forme un entablement vers
280 m d'altitude. 11 est constitue des deux series
emboitees l'une dans l'autre et fossilisant deux
vallees successives. La premiere serie (1) presente
deux niveaux superposes de travertins debutant
chacun par des formations detritiques alluviales
d'origine locale. La deuxieme (lA), qui debute
egalement par un cailloutis alluvial local, s'est developpee dans une nouvelle vallee creusee en bordure de la precedente, mais sans surcreusement
evident par rapport a la premiere. Ces formations
remonteraient au Pleistocene inferieur ou a la base
du Pleistocene moyen ou meme au Pliocene pour
la plus ancienne des deux. Les analyses Ufi'h sur
les facies travertineux n'ont pas donne de resultats

fiables. Par contre les cavites karstiques qui affectent la serie la plus vieille (1) recelent des speleothemes dates de 186, 6 (+25,3, -20,1) J<a, ce qui
repousse nettement au-dela de cette date le d.~p6t
de cette serie. La flare fossile de !'ensemble· de Ia
Plaine traduit une vegetation forestiere, de type
supramediterraneen, a Cbenes caducifolies, Pin de
Salzmann et Laurier noble, associee a une ripisylve
a Saules, Peupliers, Ormes etc ... (SAPORTA,
1867; ROIRON, 1988). Cette vegetttion est comcelle d'autres tufs regionaux dates du
parable
Quaternaire inferieur par la presence d'Elephas
antiquus (SAPORT A, 1867). L'etude des paleoflares des travertins de la Plaine a malheureusernent
ete realisee avant la distinction des deux series qui
forment cet ensemble. L'essentiel de cette flare
pourrait cependant provenii de la seconde serie,
mains induree et apparemment plus riche en empreintes foliaires que la premiere. D'autre part, il
existe au musee de Marseille des fragments de
machoire et autres os d'un Rhinoceros vraisemblablement recoltes au siecle dernier et etiquetes, sans
autres indications, «tufs de Meyrargues » (BONIFAY, 1961). Recemrnent reetudies et deterntines
comme ceux d'un Dicerorhinus megarhinus
(GuERIN, 1980), ces restes indiquent un age Pliocene basal. Ils pourraient etre issus de la serie 1 et,
selon toute vraisemblance, du niveau de sables et
limons jaunes de base, la description de ces fossiles faisant etat de vestiges d'une gangue sableuse
.calcaire de couleur rouille (BONIFAY, 1961).
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Fig. 2. La~rJe des t~,Cavertins cle ;l\{~yi'B.J;~~:: .~~le tr.avertine~ de Ia Plaine; 2: ensemble travertineux
de Ia papti~~ V~~IJ_i ,~~: ens.~bl~:~~~~~i~~J.o~lle duG~ralla~; A_: niveau travertlneux; ~! limons
et callloutiS.:LC• tourJJ~ =et;~ons (cl~; ¥i• ~er; URA :~()~·C_N ). . ·· -.•.

The travertjne s.~l»s. o./;.(tleyr(ii~ues. i: , tJii{Piiiiff; :iiavertin~~;. ~: ,'l'li~:: Vasin,crir;tw~rtJnes; 3: the Holocene travertines
ofGrq.rUJ Valliit}:.~: tra'~ertiiuft~rmation; B':silt a.Tid grave,/;,C/peat~rid siJt;(dijlwii,Jg ./)y Y. Bamier, URA 903 CNRS ).
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L'ensemble de la Papeterie Vasino (2), a 230m
d'altitude, est lui aussi constitue de deux niveaux
travertineux superposes et separes par un niveau
detritique loessolde et caillouteux d'origine locale
(Fig. 3) (MAGNIN eta/., 1990). 11 echantillons de
travertins preleves a l'affleurement et 7 en sondage
ont ete analyses par la methode Uranium-Thorium.
Plusieurs resultats ont ete ecartes car ils presentaient des rapports isotopiques 23Dntf32rJ'h trop
faibles, signe d'une contamination par du thorium
«etranger ». Ce fut notamment le cas de tous les
echantillons du sondage pour lesquels la coherence
stratigraphique n'etait par ailleurs pas assuree ;
certains montrant en outre des indices de lessi vage
de !'uranium. Finalement trois dates provenant
d'echantillons preleves a l'affleurement presentaient, d'un point de vue analytique, des resultats
isotopiques fiables. Elles donnent 167,5 (+33/-26)
et 172,9 (+20/-17) Ka pour le niveau travertineux
inferieur et 144,7 (+66/-42) Ka pour le niveau
superieur. . Trois autres dates, geochimiquement
mains boones, mais stratigraphiquement en accord
avec les precedentes, ont ete prises en consideration. Elles donnent 201,5 (+50,5/-34,4) Ka pour le
niveau inferieur et, pour le niveau superieur, 137,5
(+38/-28,5) et 143,8 (+27,8/-21,6) Ka. Cet ensemble appartiendrait done au Riss recent (stade isotopique 6).

Emboite dans le precedent, lateralement mais sensiblement a la meme altitude, !'ensemble holocene
dit «du Grand Vallat » (3), s'est edifie entre la
periode Atlantique et l'epoque romaine. Les petits
lits charbonneux a la base des premiers depots
travertineux de cet ensemble, ont donne, par
!'analyse du 14C, 7060 ± 220 BP (Ly 4292). La
degenerescence progressive de ce systeme
travertineux a ete suivie a travers deux periodes
d'occupation humaine en bordure de la zone
palustre qui s'etait developpee a l'arriere de
!'accumulation travertineuse :
la premiere, correspond a un petit etablissement de la fin du Neolithique, datee par le 14C
a 3990 ±200 BP (Ly 4134), qui perturbe le milieu et la sedimentation sans les modifier radicalement, puisque des depots palustres et travertineux existent encore au-dessus de cet episode anthropique (MAGNIN et al., 1988);
+ l'autre, d'epoque romaine, s'accompagne d'une
forte regression du marais et d'importantes
modifications de l'environnement vegetal (ouvertur.e du milieu et apparition du Pin d'Alep
- MAGNIN et al., 1988, 1991). Elle se marque par l'etablissement d'un four de potier du
1er siecle de notre ere. Les rejets de cet artisanat
recouvrent les derniers horizons travertineux,
mais debutent dans une zone encore marecageuse a sedimentation argileuse. .
•

0

•
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2. ·LA SEQUENCE DES TRAVERTINS DE
MEYRARGUES: RECONSTITUTIONS PALEOGEOGRAPHIQUES ET PALEOENVIRONNEMENTALES

L'EVOLUTION DU RESEAU HYDROGRAPHIQUE
La serie de travertins de Meyrargues se caracterise
par plusieurs plates-formes etagees et emboitees
les unes dans les autres et qui fossilisent des depOts
alluviaux et d'anciennes vallees (Fig. 2). Les plates-formes les plus hautes sont les plus anciennes
et les plus basses les plus recentes. Etagement et
altitude relative des divers ensembles sont done
significatifs de l'enfoncement de la vallee depuis le
Pliocene peut etre et au cours du Quaternaire en
tout cas. lis temoignent aussi des evolutions du
relief et du trace du reseau hydrographique. Les
formations les plus hautes (celles de Ia Plaine).
actuellement en totale inversion de relief, censervent la trace des plus anciens ecoulements. Les
nouveaux ensembles, developpes systematiquement en bordure des precedents, temoignent de
deviations du cours d'eau sous l'effet de l'engorgement et l'encroOtement de Ia vallee par le travertin
lui-meme. L'analyse detainee des differents ensembles revele les discontinuites de l'incision du
reseau hydrographique, sans doute en relation avec
les divers rythmes d'evolution du niveau de base
regional (Ia Durance): tantot des etagements importants (entre Ie deuxieme depot de Ia Plaine et le
niveau de la papeterie Vasino, 50 men contrebas),
tantot des emboitements sans etagement net (les
deux series de Ia Plaine entre elles; Ia formation
holocene par rapport a celle de Ia papeterie Vasino), voire des superpositions (premiere serie de la
Plaine, ensemble de Ia papeterie Vasino).
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tes, travertins rubanes ...), des sables travertineliX et
des limons. Ainsi, apres un episode detritique, Ia
travertinisation se met en place progre!isivement
jusqu'a atteindre un optimum (travertins s.s.). Le
sommet des sequences correspond a une degenerescence de l'edifice carbonate et au retour d'une sedimentation terrigene avant une phase d'incision et la
formation d'un nouveau dep6t emboite dans le precedent. Si l'incision reste modeste, Ia superposition
de deux sequences peut se produire (formation 1 de
Ia Plaine et serie de Ia papeterie Vasino, voir Fig. 3).
De toute f~on, Ia travertinisation apparru"t cornme un
phenomene discontinu dans le temps, lie a diverses
conditions plus ou moins favorables a son expression.
A cette sequence sedimentaire nous avons pu superposer une ecosequence fondee sur les enchainements verticaux d'assemblages fossiles (empreintes de feuilles, charbons de bois et malacofaunes principalement) traduisant des modifications de l'environnement (MAGNIN, 1991; MAGNIN et al., 1988; 1990). Dans tous les cas etudies, on constate que l'apparition progressive des
facies travertineux correspond a Ia mise en place
d'un couvert forestier consecutif a l'installation
d'un contexte plus ou moins tempere. Inversement,
toute ouverture du milieu liee a une pejoration
climatique ou a l'anthropisation semble inhiber Ia
precipitation des carbonates au profit d'une sedimentation graduellement plus detritique. La coupe
de Ia Papeterie Vasino (Fig. 3), avec ses deux niveaux travertineux superposes, illustre parfaitement cette correlation entre sequences sedimentaire et ecologique.

11 y a deux manieres de considerer les travertins
cornme marqueurs paleoecologiques. La premiere
prend en compte Ia signification intrinseque du
travertin, sachant que la precipitation de Ia calcite
est controlee directement par des facteurs environnementaux. La seconde consiste a integrer toutes
les donnees petrographiques, geochimiques et
biologiques enregistrees dans une serie sedimentaire verticale comportant d~s termes travertineux.

En plus des elements lies a l'etat d'evolution de l'hydrosysteme karstique (MARTIN, 1995), plusieurs
facteurs environnementaux controlent la formation
des travertins. Outre la presence d'eau, le developpement d'une biomasse importante est connu pour
favoriser Ia dissolution du calcaire et done Ia formation des travertins et autres speleothemes. Plusieurs
auteurs soulignent cependant la quasi-ubiquite des
travertins qui se formeraient sous tous les climats, a
!'exception des plus arides et des plus froids. Si les
travertins ne portent pas en eux-memes une signification climatique precise, du point de vue quantitatif, il faut bien admettre, en revanche, que leur developpement coi'ncide a chaque fois avec des periodes d'aJl)elioration de l'environnement.

A. Meyrargues, comrne dans plusleurs autres sites du
Midi de Ia France, nous avons constate que l'enchainement vertical des facies des formations travertineuses est relativement constant (MAGNIN et
al., 1991). Dans chaque depOt on retrouve schematiquement, de bas en haut: des cailloutis, des lirnons, des craies, des travertins s.s. (tufs a emprein-

Les travertins constituent done un remarquable
enregistrement paleoenvironnemental pour le domaine continental. Leur caractere discontinu est
compense par une large repartition geographique,
une grande richesse paleoecologique et une bonne
resistance des entablements travertineux face aux
agents d'erosion.

LESCHANGEMENTSDELENWRONNEMENT
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Ill. SPELEOTHEMES ET PALEOSISMICITE
La connaissance de l'activite sismo-tectonique
d'une region et !'evaluation de ses risques sismiques s'appuie actuellement soit sur l'etude des traces de deformations ou de ruptures en surface des
formations quaternaires, soit sur les donnees de la
sismicite instrumentale ou historique. Ces dernieres donnees couvrent au mieux les 1000 dernieres
annees, ce qui constitue un laps de temps peu representatif de l'activite sismique d'une region.
Quant aux deformations ou ruptures des formations
quaternaires elles soot, surtout dans les regions de
sismicite faible ou moyenne, modestes, difficilement bien conservees et imparfaitement situees
dans le temps.
Relativement protegees des agents d'erosion externes, les grottes soot des milieux privilegies ou les
formes et les depots se conservent mieux qu'a
l'exterieur. Les traces des deformations tectoniques
recentes et des mouvements sismiques qui affectent une region y seront done plus particulierement
preservees. Connaissant les caracteristiques geometriques et les dispositions morpho-sedimentaires
des corps geologiques souterrains (formes, microformes, series sedimentaires, speleothemes) on
peut reconnaitre et caracteriser toute perturbation
posterieure. Les cavites karstiques et surtout les
concretions qui les ornent (speleothemes), presentent en effet souvent des fractures, effondrements,
chutes ou anomalies de developpement. L'analyse
critique de ces perturbations et de leurs contextes
speleologique, morphologique et sedimentologique
permet de discriminer celles liees a !'evolution de
la cavite (instabilite des voOtes, tassement des sediments), son environnement morphologique (appel au vide lie a la proximite d'un escarpement) ou
sa frequentation prehistorique, de celles pouvant
resulter d'anciens mouvements sismo-tectoniques.
Par ailleurs, les analyses isotopiques (UfTh, 14C), le
paleomagnetisme ou encore le comptage des larnines de croissance permettent de dater les concretions des grottes et de situer dans le temps les traces des deformations et des anomalies observees.
Par cette etude des anomalies de developpement
des speleothemes, on peut ainsi esperer mettre en
evidence des evenements meconnus (paleo-seismes
majeurs ou petits rejeux recents des failles) et arriver a rnieux quantifier la recurrence des seismes ou
parfaire les connaissances sur l'activite sismotectonique d'une region. La determination des aleas
sismiques pourra etre ainsi amelioree et les relations entre tectonique et karstification mieux pertrues.

J, L. Guendon et aL
Plusieurs recherches de ce type ont eu lieu depuis
quelques annees dans des domaines d'intense activite tectonique et de sismicite evidente (arc alpin :
Suisse, France ltalie - cf. Bibliographie). D'autres
soot en cours dans des regions reputees tectoniquement plus calmes, comme la Belgique (QUINIF, 1996). L'exemple de l'aven-grotte de la Portalerie, que nous avons choisi de presenter, se situe
dans un secteur considere comme stable, la sismicite instrumentale et historique y etant quasiment
nulle (GRELLET et al., 1993).

L ~ VEN-GROTTE DE LA PORTALERIE: SITUATION,
CARACTERES ET CONTEXTE MORPHO-TECTONIQUE
Cette cavite se situe dans la partie septentrionale
du Causse du Larzac (Aveyron) (Fig. 1). Elle s'ouvre au milieu d'un plateau calcareo-dolomitique, au
point bas d'une vaste doline. Elle est constituee
d'un reseau superieur fossile compose d'une galerie
principale et d'une petite galerie affluente (Fig. 4).
Ces galeries, a developpement horizontal, conservent les traces morphologiques de creusements en
regime noye ou epinoye et presentent de nombreux
remplissages detritiques et chimiques. La galerie
principale, temporairement parcourue par des ecoulements vadeuses, se raccorde par une serie de puits
au reseau inferieur qui aboutit au siphon terminal a
-149m.
Par son eloignement des bordures du plateau, cette
cavite reste a l'abri des phenomenes de detente
engendres par !'incision des canyons. Les caracteres morphologiques du reseau superieur, conferent
a ce dernier une relative stabilite mecanique: conduits horizontaux, voOtes generalement bien calibrees, pas de traces de soutirages internes.
La cavite s'ouvre a proxirnite de failles importantes
et de petites manifestations volcaniques. Si les
premieres soot traditionnellement rapportees a des
evenements eocenes ou oligocenes, les dernieres
soot, par contre, datees du Quaternaire ancien
(GILLOT, 1974).

Description et interpretation des anomalies de
developpement des speleothemes observes dans
l'aven-grotte de Ia Portalerie
La presence des concretions brisees est un fait
observable dans !'ensemble de la cavite. Leur recensement s'est cependant porte plus preferentiellement su_r la galerie affluente du reseau superieur
(Fig. 4), ou les anomalies soot particulierement
abondantes et associees a des remplissages riches
et varies. Divers types d'anomalies y ont ete observes.
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Les stalagmites brisees

Les stalactites cassees

Dans Ia galerie affluente, on denombre plusieurs
dizaines d'exemples de stalagmites brisees. Les
fragments tombes au sol sont toujours soudes au
plancher. lis subsistent parfois directement au pied
du moignon qui peut presenter ·une repousse de
quelques centim~tres (Fig. 5). Un cas de deux
fractures successives a meme ete observe. II consiste en un fragment de stalagmite, coucM et soude
au sol, qui presente deja une premiere cassure avec
repousse.

Moins abondantes que les stalagmites, les stalactites de cette galerie presentent egalement quelques
exemples de ruptures sur les individus les plus
longs. Les fragments tombes sont egalement soudes au plancher et une repousse de quelques centimetres s'est developpee sur les moignons qui subsistent au plafond.

Cette galerie affluent est partiellement colrnatee
par un depot de sediments varies de 1 a 2 m~tres
d'epaisseur. La partie superieure de ce remplissage
presente un niveau detritique riche en fragments de
concretions remaniees. La datation U/Th de l'une
d'elle indique 36,8 (±2100) ·Ka. Ce niveau detritique reJ]ferme egalement plusieurs tessons de poteries du Chalcolithique. Le plancher stalagmitique
qui scelle cet episode detritique contient des charboos de bois dates 4500 (±100) BP, soit, 33672888 Cal BC (Gif- 10210).

Les planehers stalagmitiques fractures et enduits
stalactitiques cisailles

Les planchers stalagrnitiques fractures reposent
directement sur Ia roche en place, ce qui exclue
d'eventuels soutirages ou tassements dans les remplissages sedimentaires de la grotte. Le premier cas
corres~nd a une fracture d'orientation N 110° avec
un rejet'de 2 a 3 em a regard sud (Fig. 6). L'accident responsable de ce decalage dans le plancher
stalagmitique affecte la dolomie sous-jacente. 11 se
suit .parfaitement au plafond de la galerie ou l'enduit stalactitique qui scellait les l~vres de cette
faille est affecte d'un petit decalage dextre d'environ 1 em. ~ n'y a pas de reprise de concretionnement sur ces fractures. L'autre cas est celui d'un
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Ppifo#.fif! f9.l!~~- 1'lJllfr,agment, joined
)rith ihe floor, leit:ns iiM~ .brz:w of its
s'iump, t,h(¥ shows a smaiire~irow.ih.
J.{(!~;tlfi!lili.~frqgment is dispos~d '

que

,tt;W,(ff;iHi}istfeiun, ~lti<:h ~xctuiies

ih:l(break due to 4 higiijwoi(sketch
·after pho!~graph).
·

Sud l

plancher qui colmate une encoignure developpee
sur un accident de direction NNW-SSE. La fracture qui affecte ce plancher, de meme direction de
!'accident, presente un rejet d'un centimetre environ
avec un regard WSW. lei, un nouvel enduit stalagmitique, non fracture, recouvre cette cassure. Le
plancher decale a ete date, par Uffh, de 209,4 (+
25,00/-19,90) Ka. La datation de l'enduit de recouvrement nous permettra de cerner Uge de cette
fracture.
· Fistuleuses ecrasees et colonnes stalagmitiques
ecaillees
Cette galerie affluente recoupe de nombreuses
failles et diaclases. Localement, au niveau d'accidenls de direction N 160°, quelques fistuleuses
rejoignant les deux levres de Ia fracture presentent
des signes de raccourcissement d'un centimetre
environ. Au sol, positionne sur !'accident, un pilier
stalagmitique ecaille confirme le mouvement.

Fig. 6. Un exempl~tde pi~m:cher~!illa~U,~~~i~~~~ -.
ture dans Ia galert~;~uen..t¢ d~il~ilve~ ;de.:1ll·!~f1~~· , ;
lerle. Notez que Ie:p~~er,·staj,~tlqu~'repp~''!!;;: ·
dlrectem~nt $\1)' Ia rcij;'b~ en pJace;·(l~_l.-.qU,eJle se ··.
prolonge.:J,,tn.Wire (eroqptsiCifapi~}if · · · ·~~· ·-~ .. -•_· ...
An example oifriictMr~d fl(iwstr/it.4fi'OnU (ii/Jf4.~hj; ':
passage of Parm/erle ~P,IU!• Note t~;~~ JJowstoiae · .·
lies directly Qn ;the surro~ndi.,g. rocks .in!o _
rflhich the''
fracture continues (~ketch afterphotogrqph)~ : · , · ·

La stabilite mecanique de la cavite paraissant assuree, conune nous l'avons indique plus haut, le decalage de planchers stalagmitiques, le cisaillage
d'enduits calcitiques, l'ecrasement de fistuleuses et
l'ecaillage de colonnes stalagmitiques, suivant les
directions des fractures preexistantes, apportent Ia
preuve de rejoues tectoniques de ces accidents.
Concernant les stalagmites et stalactites brisees
plusieurs autres causes de ruptures pourraient etre
envisagees : violentes crues, actions anthropiques
ou animales. Dans le cas d'une crue eventuellement
capable de briser des stalagmites de plusieurs centimetres de diametre, on comprend mal la persistance de certains fragments au pied de leur racine,
particulierement lorsque ces fragments sont disposes a contre courant (Fig. 5). Les causes anthropiques ou animales semblent egalement pouvoir etre

Sediments karstiques: travertins et speleothemes

ecartees. En effet, d'une part, plusieurs cas de.ruptures se situent dans des lieux tres difficilement
accessibles et, d'autre part, aucune trace de chocs
n'a ete decelee sur les speleothemes brises. Ces
diverses anomalies peuvent done toutes etre interpretees comme la materialisation de mouvements
sismo-tectoniques.
D'apres ces observations et les premieres datations
effectuees, ces anomalies correspondent tt un ou
plusieurs evenements sismo-tectoniques situes
entre .la fin du Pleistocene moyen et le debut de
!'Holocene. D'autres datations sur les repousses des
concretions et les enduits calcitiques de recouvrement des . fractures permettront de preciser cette
chronologie. Situees dans un secteur ou les donnees de Ia sismicite instrumentale et historique ne
fournissent aucune indication sur les mouvements
recents de cette region, ces anomalies de developpement des speleothemes apparaissent primordiales pour Ia connaissance de la paleosismicite de la
region.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Les etudes sedimentologiques, paleobiologiques
(malacologie, anthracologie, empreintes foliaires)
et les datations radiometriques des formations travertineuses de Meyrargues ont apporte des donnees
sur !'evolution regionale. Par l'accurnulation dans
des vallees de sequences sedimentaires aux facies
varies et par le phenomene d'incrustation donnant a
!'ensemble du depot une certaine durete, les travertins apparaissent comme de remarquables enregistreurs et conservateurs des traces des evolutions
geomorphologiques, hydrologiques ainsi que des
modifications environnementales et climatiques en
milieu continental.
De son cote, le milieu endokarstique peut preserver
les traces de seismes anciens et de mouvements
neotectoniques et peut permettre de les situer dans
le temps, alors qu'tt l'exterieur les manifestations
des ces mouvements recents subsistent mal et deviennent rapidement difficiles tt interpreter.
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Hydrothermal Paleokarst in Pe,tera din
Valea Rea £Bihar Mountains, Romania]
Lucretia GHERGARI, Tudor TAMA!?, Paul DAMM & Ferenc FORRAY1

ABSTRACT
The paper presents two hydrothermal veins from Pe§tera din Valea Rea, found at the depth of -115 m on the
cave's active passage. They have a columnar shape and oval section, with diameters between 30 and 50 em and
resulted by the filling of channels formed in hydrothermal karst conditions. Our studies (binoculary microscopy,
transmission and reflection polarizing microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffractometry, IR
absorption spectroscopy and thermal analyses) were focused on the structures and textures of the hydrothermal
fillings, as well as on the mineralogical association: quartz, calcite, dolomite, barite, dickite,
smectite/dioctahedral chlorite, illite/montmorillonite, montmorillonite, gold and pyrite almost integrally
transformed in goethite and lepidocrocite. The order of crystallization was: colorless quartz I ± pyrite ±
carbonates - grey quartz ± gold - quartz n, dickite - smectitic minerals. The paragenesis is epithermal and
was caused by microgranitic dykes from the vicinity of the cave.
Key words: hydrothermal paleokarst, epithermal mineralization, gold, clay minerals, Romania

Paleokarst hydrothermal dans Ia grotte Pe§tera din Valea Rea
(Monts de Bihor, Roumanie)
RESUME
Le travail presente deuxfilons hydrothermaux de la grotte «Pe~tera din Valea Rea», localises a une profondeur
de -115 m dans la galerie active. Les filons ont une forme de colonne et une section ovate, avec des diametres
entre 30 et 50 em, et its ont ete formes par le remplissage des canaux crees en conditions de karst hydrothermal.
Les etudes (microscopie binoculaire, microscopie optique polarisante a transmission et rejlexion, microscopie
electronique a transmission, diffractometrie des rayons X, spectroscopie d'absorption en 1R et analyses
thermiques) ont ete concentrees sur les structures et textures des remplissages hydrothermaux, aussi que sur
['association mineralogique: quartz. calcite, dolomie, barite, dickite, smectite/chlorite dioctaedrique,
illite/montmorillonite, montmorillonite, or et pirite presque entierement transforme en goethite et lepidocrocite.
La succession de cristallisation a ete: quartz incolore I ± pirite ± carbonates - quartz gris ± or -quartz II.
dickite - mineraux smectitiques. La paragenese est epithermale et a ete determinee par les dykes
microgranitiques situes aproximite de la grotte.
Mots-cUs: paleokarst hydrolhermal, mineralisation epithermale, or, lJiineraux argileux, Roumanie.
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INTRODUCTION
The cave is located on the upper course of Valea
Rea valley (1450 m a.s.l.), in the southern slope of
the Carligap-Fantana Rece-Cornu Munplor ridge
(Bihar Mountains).
Discovered by Liviu Valena§ in 1986, Pe§tera din
Valea Rea cave is now known on a total length of
18 km and a dislevelment of 300m2 • Pe§tera din
Valea Rea is a cave of large interest for its dimensions, being one of the biggest in Romania, as well
as for its great mineralogical variety. Twenty-two
mineral species were so far described from the
cave: gypsum, quartz, aragonite, calcite (ONAC et
al., 1995; DAMM et al., 1996), anhydrite, celestite, magnesite, dolomite, rodochrosite, malachite,
brushite, barrandite, bobierrite, vivianite, wavellite,
periclase, kaolinite, dickite, nacrite, illite (ONAC
et al., 1995), hydromagnesite (ONAC et al., 1995,
GHERGARI & T AMA~. 1997) and huntite
(GHERGARI & TAMA~. 1997). The cave is developed in Anisian dolostones and limestones,
close to the contact with the igneous rocks belonging to the banatitic (laramian) magmatism,
thus explaining the mineralogical curiosities found,
partly having a hydrothermal genesis.
The present paper deals with two hydrothermal
paleokarst fillings found near the upstream sump
of the active passage, adjoining some new mineral
species (of which 2 clay mineral interlayerings) to
those previously described from the cave.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The area was less studied, even if it exhibits a great
petrographical variety. Geological studies that refer
to the southern slope of Carligap-Fantana ReceCornu Munplor ridge, in the Valea Rea sources
area, belong to the researchers: BORDEA &
BORDEA ( 1972), and general data on the region
are synthesized by IANOVICI et al. (1976),
BLEAHU et al. (1985), ~TEFAN et al. (1988;
1992).
The Northern part is occupied by andesites with
hornblende and pyroxenes, that altimetrical1y have
the highest position. The Permo-Mesozoic sedimentary formations from the central and southern
part have a lower position and belong to the Ferice
Nappe. They are represented by: Permian shales
and feldspar sandstones, Werfenian quartzitic sandstones and a mostly carbonatic Middle to Upper
Triassic sequence, of which the Anisian suite, repre2

P. Damm, pers. comm.

•.. sented _by dolostpQQsl and grey,:limestones, has the
largest development (BLEAHU et al., 1985)
(Fig. 1).
. ,;
The igneous rocks from the area were formed during the banatitic calco-alkaline magmatism (postLower Maastrichtian-Paleogene) and belong to
two cycles. The quartzitic andesites with hornblende and pyroxenes, developed in the northern
part, belong to the first cycle. The second cycle is
represented in the area by porphyry microgranite
dykes generally oriented NW-SE (BLEAHU et al.,
1985), that penetrate the sedimentary rocks.

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
The results discussed in this paper were obtained
during the study of the 25 sample~ taken from the
.two veins, as well as from the host carbonate rock.
The minerals that form the assemblage were identified by means of binoculary microscopy and optical microscopy (transmission and reflexion). Clay
mineral investigation was based on transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray powder diffractometry, IR-absorption spectro-scopy and
thermal analyses.

ORE DESCRIPTION
The hydrothermal fillings from Pe§tera din Valea
Rea were found on the active passage, at the depth
of -115 m. One of the veins is located near the
north-eastern wall of the passage, fixed to it in
certain points. It is oriented 16°/30°, has an undulated form and can be followed on 2.5 m from the
floor, going obliquely along the wall. The second
vein, more recently discovered, is l m far from the
other one, near the center of the passage. It is
badly preserved, being eroded due to the advancing
stream towards the NE side of the passage meander
(the occurrence consists of an ore part circa 30 em
high above the floor).
The ores have a column shape with oval section,
with the large diameter between 30 and 50 em; the
filonian quartz-pyrite paleokarst filling was deposited in pipe-shaped voids, carved in weakly thermally recrystallized dolosparite.
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The structure and texture of the mineralisation
varies from the periphery to the center of the column (Fig. 2). A thin cover of iron hydroxides
(limonite, goethite) resulted from pyrite alteration
appears on the walls of the host carbonate rock.
Then follows a quartz deposit, 2-3 em thick, with
banded texture, displaying an alternance of white,
grey to black quartz (pyrite impregnations) and
yellow quartz (due to the high carbonate contents). The banded texture is also dimensionally
marked, being formed by quartz ± pyrite ± carbonates as large crystals (2-4 nun) irregularly disposed,
frequently forming microdruses and microgeodes,
alternating with microcrystalline quartz levels (0,4- 0,6 mm) impregnated with pyrite. The banded
quartz crust is sometimes interrupted by circulated
zones that destroyed i~ banded character (probably
radial fis'sures, now closed, used as a path by siliceous solutions that fed the geodes). At the external

part, this deposit perfectly moulds the conduit contour,
evidencing all irregularities.
The external crust is separated from the interior part
by a thin film of clay material with idiomorphous
pyrite and rhombohedral carbonate crystals included (3-5 mm). The colour of this film is yellowish white to brown due to pyrite oxidation.
The central zone is formed by quartz with cavernous
texture. The irregular voids with variable dimensions
(0.01 mm-5 em) are filled or tai>estred with clay
minerals, pyrite and carbonates (calcite and dolomite). A discontinuous cover of gray clay material
of smectitic type appears at the external part of the
cavernous quartz. In the central zone there sporadi~
cally appear geodes containing rhombohedral dolomite crystals with bent faces, or chaotically developed carbonate crusts that englobe clay minerals and
quartz aggregates (Fig. 2).
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ORE MINERALOGY
Mineralogically, the hydrothermal paleokarst filling consists of quartz, calcite, ferroan dolomite,
barite, dickite, smectite/dioctahedral chlorite, illite/montmorillonite, montmorillonite, and from
the metallic minerals, gold and pyrite almost integrally transformed into goethite and lepidocrocite.

Quartz is the main mineral in the constitution of
the ores studied. It was previously found in other
parts of the cave, being deposited as crusts on the
passage walls or on fissures as small veinlets and
considered or not as being a speleothem (ONAC et
al., 1995; DAMM et al., 1996). Concerning its
genesis, ONAC et al. ( 1995) consider that quartz
crystallised in subaqueous conditions, at a temperature of 270°C.
Quartz crystals from the hydrothermal filling are
idiomorphous or hypidiomorphous, not exceeding
5 mm in length, when they appear in microgeodes
and microdruses, respectively hypidiomorphous to
xenomorphous in the case of compact masses.
Quartz from geodes and druses exhibits the following morphological types:

1. Colourless quartz with columnar, pseudohexagonal shape, with rare carbonate inclusions (Photos 1, 2); the combination of crystallographical
forms consists of {1010} prism and positive
{lOll} and negative {1121} rhombohedrons that
usually are equally developed (Dauphine type);
crystals with unequal rhombohedrons (dominant
positive rhombohedron, and intermediary to subordinate negative one) were seldom observed.
2. Grey to black quartz, containing many micrometric opaque mineral inclusions (usually iron
sulphide) (Photo 3). Quartz crystals generally have
columnar shape, but due to the defects in the crystal lattice they appear as inlaid (mosaiqued) crystals which get transformed topwards into parallel
intergrowths constituted by many small crystals
separated by microcrevices.
3. Parallel intergrowths of skeletal quartz. It is a
lind generation quartz deposited in geodes over the
colourless quartz with columnar shape. Parallel
intergrowthS exhibit rhombohedral tops (inclined
rhombohedrons) for both edges, having a "comb"
aspect. The dominant crystallographical _form is
{4041} positive rhombohedron, but {8081} also
appears subordinately.
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Twinned quartz crystals almost always ·obey the
Dauphine rule.
The fluid inclusions found in quarz are small and
occupy irregular voids. They are monophasic (liquid) and rarely have negative · crystals; bipha:sic
inclusions with very small gas bubbles are extremely rare. Taking into account this latter aspect,
it is obvious that the mineralized solutions from
which quartz was deposited were lacking in dissolved
gases.
.-...
Pyrite is either idiomorphous, as single crystals
and groups of 3-4 crystals, or as a fme powder
disseminated in quartz. The most common crys. tallographical form was the pentagonal dodecahedron, rarely combined with the hexahedron, the
latter being less developed. Euhedral · pyrite has
dimensions between 0.015-1.0 mm and appears
associated wih colourless quartz that usually includes it (Photos 4, 5), or in the clay layers between · banded quartz and the cavernous quartz.
Powdery iron sulphide is included in quartz at certain levels. The large pyrite crystals are partially
transformed into goethite and lepidocrocite.
Gold (Photo 6) was found in a very small quantity
and appears as flakes of 2-6 ,.un, growing on radiar and oblique fissures that cross the banded
texture, particularly associated to grey quartz · in
which the iron sulphide powder is disseminated.
The optical properties of gold (high reflectivity,
low hardness and isotropy) stood facilitating its
identification.
Carbonates: calcite, ferroan dolomite as rhombohedral crystals frequently with bent faces (dolomite), appear especially in the central part, at the
limit between the two zones or in geodes, where
they can be observed with naked eye. In the outer
crust, calcite concentrates at certain levels, marked
by the yellowish color of quartz that includes it. In
fact the deposition was ·rhythmic: quartz - carbonates; the subsequent quartz deposition corroded
and included the relict carbonate. The initial rhombohedral dolomite crystal, partially substituted by
quartz, can be guessed from the shape of the quartz
surfaces with dolomite inclusions (Photo 7). Such a
carbonate crystal is usually included in a single
. quartz crystal, which seems to be the initial crys·. tallization germ for the latter.
Barite was microscopically identified in a microgeode, as a tabular crystal of 0.022 x 0.052 mm,
• with positive elongation, low birefringence and
· .high refractive index.

CLAY MINERALS

The mineral assemblage of the hydrothermal fillings is completed with an interesting suite of clay
minerals. Dickite with vermicular aspect occupies
miimte voids between the quartz crystals of the
first generation or appears as aggregates on some
surfaces or voids in the cavernous quartz and has
white .color. The smectites form gray ovoidal or
irregular agglomerates, 2-5 em in diameter, and
were found mostly in the central part, in cavernous
quartz. However, at the microscope we observed
that the two clay minerals (dickite and smectite)
were associated. In some spaces filled with ver. micular dickite, an ocelar structure could be observed, formed by isometric dickite aggregates
· (0.008-0.04 mm in diameter), covered by lamellar
ftlms of minerals with micaceous aspect (high
birefringence). The same association was also observed in thin sections made on clay minerals agglomerates; in this case, dickite appears as colorless to light brown irregular vermicular aggregates,
with different sizes and with high refractive index,
caught in a mass of smectitic minerals with high
birefringence, low refractive index, brown - colored due to amorphous iron hydroxide impregnations (Photos 8-12).
X-ray diffraction data (un-oriented and oriented
samples, natural and treated with ethylene-glycolFig. 3), thermal and morphological data (the latter
obtained by means of transmission electron microscopy) led to the identification of the following minerals: dickite, smectiteldioctahedral chlorite and
less illite/montmorillonite and montmorillonite.
Dickite usually has tabular, pseudohexagonal shape
and it is opaque at the electron pencil. It is difficult to
find single lamellas, but when it hippens, one can
observe its curled structure, very characteristic (Photo
13). Dickite's identification was based on its infrared
absorption spectrum (Fig. 4).
Smectiteldioctahedral chlorite. This smectitic clay
mineral is in fact an irregular interlayering of smectite-type structures (mostly) and dioctahedral chlorite (Photo 14). Morphologically the mineral has a
lamellar-prismatic shape with a tendency of fringing
of the crystal edges, characteristic for nontronite. As
chemical analyses are lacking, we presume the existence of· the nontronite /dioctahedral chlorite interlayering. The mineral forms in alkaline pH conditions, on the basis of dickite with the contribution
of silica and Fe3+ ions.
·
The other minerals, identified only by means of TEM
and X-ray diffraction, due to their small content,
were illite/montmorillonite and montmorillonite.
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Hydrothermal Palsokantln Pepera din Valsa Rea

CONCLUSIONS
The two veins found in Pe§tera din Valea Rea are
column-shaped and resulted by the filling of two
channels formed in phreatic karst conditions, attested by their circular-ellyptic cross-section.
Later, the karst fillings were re-opened by the active passage of the cave, due to the water corrosion. The positive relief of the hydrothermal filling is due to the high quartz content, mineral that is
more resistant to physico-chemical factors from the
speleal environment than calcite or dolomite frOm
carbonate rocks.
The ore filling consists of quartz as main mineral,
to which subordinately get associated calcite, ferroan dolomite, clay minerals, barite (as gangue
minerals) and pyrite partly transformed into
goethite and lepidocrocite, respectively gold (as
metallic minerals). The clay mineral association
consists of dickite, .smectite/dioctahedral chlorite,
illite/montmorillonite and montmorillonite. The
crystallization order is as follows: white quartz I±
pyrite ± carbonates - grey quartz ± gold - quartz II,
dickite - smectitic minerals.
From the aspect of the fluid quartz inclusions
studied we deduced that the hydrotherms from
which quartz was deposited were degaseified.
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The thermodynamic conditions under which the
mineralisation was formed changed in time. The
presence of dickite needed a slightly a~d pH, after
which the alkalinity grew (8-9), making possible
the appearance of the smectite/dioctahedral chlorite interlayering. 1be redox potential was weakly
reduced, and after forming the speleal cavity, Eh
conditions became oxidant, determining pyrite
oxidation.
Concerning the temperature and source of formation, the association is typically epithermal, its
origin being the same as that of the other quartz
occurrences from Pe§tera din Valea Rea cave, signalled by ONAC et al. (1995), that is, the porphyry
microgranite dykes from the vicinity of the cave.
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Dolines in the Padis Plateau
[Bihor Mountains, Romania]
- One Peculiar Case, Many Questions
~

Emil SILVESTRU 2

ABSTRACT
Dolines are much of an archetype of karst relief reason for which less and less karstologists approach them as
self-standing research entities. Following a flourishing research period of dolines in the forties and fifties, they
were shifted into larger research contexts, especially karst denudation. Dolines formed in karst cover underwent
a long terminological odyssey, resulting in a quite elaborate classification.
Based on the exceptional density of this particular type of doline in the Padi§ Plateau (Bihor Mountains, Romania) we first attempt a simplification of terminology, by proposing a new general category- slumping dolineand re-assessing an older category- suffosion doline. A brief presentation of the perimeter follows, as one of
the most densely doline-populated in Romania and probably in Europe, as well as the one with the thickest cover
(up to 85 m) in Romania. We end by proposing the concept of "para-karstic aquifer".
Key words: Romania, dolines in karst cover, slumping dolines, suffosion dolines, para-karstic aquifer.

Les dolines du Plateau de

Padi~

(Monts Bihor, Roumanie) - un cas singulier,
beaucoup des questions

RESUME
Les dolines representent un archetype du relief kilrstique, de sorte qu 'elles retiennent des moins en moins
l'attention des kilrstologistes en tant qu'entites a part. Apres une periode d'epanouissement pendant les annees
'40- '50, leur etude a ete integree dans le contexte bien plus large de la denudation kilrstique. De plus, les dolines formees dans la couverture du kilrst ont connu une longue epopee terminologique, menant a l'extreme enchevetrement qu 'on c:onstate aujourd'hui.
En partant de l'exceptionnelle densite de ce type particulier de dolines dans la zone de Padi-I (Monts Bihor,
Roumanie) on essaye d'abord de simplifier la terminologie, en proposant seulement deux categories des formes:
l'une generate - dolines d'ecoulement gravitationnel - et l'autre de detail- doline de soutirage. Ensuite, on
presente brievement cette zone, qui a la frequence des dolines la plus grande de Roumanie et probablement
d'Europe, de meme que la CQ/AVerture la plus epaisse (jusqu'ii BS m) l)e Roumanie. Enfin, on propose le concept
"d'aquifere para-kilrstique".
Mots cles: Roumanie, dolines d'ecoulement gravitationnel, doline de soutirage, aquifer para-kilrstique.
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1. THE BASIC CONCEPT
The term "suffosion doline" seems to be accepted
by most of the scientific community today, being
constructed by coupling a geomorphic feature the doline- with a geomorphic process suffosion i.e. " ... evacuation of fines by a
combination of solution and down washing "(FORD
& WILLIAMS, 1992).
There is a rather long history of the terming of this
karst landform feature. CVIllC (1893), used the
term 'alluvial dolines' which is still preferred by
SWEETING (1973). The difference lies in changing a process -suffosion- with the nature of host
rock -alluvia. JENNINGS (1973) used the term
'alluvial streamsink dolines' considering the sinking stream as the main cause of mechanical removal of alluvium. For this author, if there is no
stream, the dolines in alluvia are 'subsidence
dolines' which implies that suffosion is considered
a form of subsidence. WlllTE ( 1988) separates
'cover collapse dolines' as a result of soil piping
(considered suffosion by FORD & WILLIAMS,
1992) and 'cover subsidence sinkholes' generated
by continuous slumping of the cover into solutional openings of the bedrock. Moving to the
francophonic world, we find in CHOPPY's dictionary ( 1985) the good old term 'do line alluviale'.
GEZE ( 1973) uses the term 'do line de tassement'
(settlement) for dolines formed in covers of karst.
' Suffosion' is generally replaced in the French
literature by the term 'soutirage' which is actually
a fair equivalent.
LISZKOWSKI (1995) makes a thorough attempt
to put things in order and, how else, begins by
proposing a brand new term -"drift doline"- as
one term that raps them up all. His is a declared
"engineering-geological" approach, focusing on
soil deformation in karst, rather than thick sedimentary fillings and covers (of karst). His strongly
engineering-biased analysis surely clears the question of type and source of mechanical displacement. He also emphasizes the difference between
using a term that defines the type of surface displacement (subsidence, collapse) and the very
mechanism of mass loss inside the cover rock (suffosion, internal erosion/tunneling, fluidization,
liquefaction). To this author, "drift dolines" - the
general term he proposes - is a "broad, nongenetic term" for dolines in the cover of karst.
There is one remark this author makes, that is of
great importance for our case:

"For complex e.g. stratified and inhomogeneous
drift sequences of great thickness (>25 m), the
near-surface mechanisms of deformation, which
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directly define the modes of ground surface displacements, may be almost completely decoupled
from the initial processes of seepage deformations
of soils which developed at the interface".
Altogether, one may agree that it is a jungle of
terminology out there!

2. SOME MORE TERMINOLOGY
We consider that the most scientifically accurate is
the joining of a process and the resulting landform
and therefore agree with the term "suffosion
doline" accepting that suffosion is the process of
mechanical detachment and removal of particles of
a loose sediment by circulating subterranean water
(according to FORD & WILLIAMS, 1992). This
corresponds to the English term 'piping' (therefore
"piping doline' could be an accurate term as well)
and is characteristic to thick covers. The term
should only be used when the suffosion mechanism is certain! If the generating process is uncertain or/and subterranean water in the cover is not
involved, a generic term should be used. We believe 'drift' is not the best choice since generally
(and somewhat subconsciously) is associated to
horizontal rather than vertical movement. An adequate sedimentological term to generally define a
downward movement of sediments (suffosion included!) without deposition compensation- as it
is the case of subsidence- is slumping. Therefore
we consider that all dolines in karst covers can be
called "slumping doline". We suggest that the term
'alluvial doline' be abandoned, otherwise it must
be balanced with the term 'rock doline' and thus
overexpanding the terminology bag. On the other
hand, the term 'subsidence' coined by regional
geomorphologists and geologists, seems to us a bit
far fetched at the scale of several meters ... Not to
mention that it refers (as LISZKOWSKI has
pointed out) to a surface process and not the generating mechanism. This author's separation by true
mechanisms is by all means correct and can be
useful for karstologists as well, if there is enough
information from inside the cover. In our approach,
the criteria of classification is preserved and the
"jungle" gets a bit trimmed .. .
The significance of dolines, especially their morphology and density, is still a question of debate.
Many attempted to approach karstification quantification via· morphometric analysis of dolines with
special emphasis on depth as a measure of intensity
of rock solution. FORD & WILLIAMS (1992) provided a good review of this topic. Our purpose is
however genesis rather than quantification and
therefore shall not approach this subject.

Dolines in the Padi§ Plateau
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3. THE PADI~ PLATEAU AND ITS
DO LINES

STEP 1: Wiri4oaiaNord (average elevation 1,300m).

STEP 2: WirO.foaia Sud, ~esul Padi~ului Nord and
Sud, Trdnghiefti, Rachita Uvala (average elevation
1,250 m)

The area of our investigation lies in the heart of the
Apuseni Mountains, in the centre of the Bihar
Massif. This is one of the most complete and characteristic karst areas of Romania. It underwent an
almost pure karst evolution for at least the Quaternary. The entire evolution was closely linked to the
regional base level evolution to which it is connected via two important karst springs. The resulting high plateau (average elevation 1,200 m) is of
polygonal karst type (FORD & WILLIAMS,
1992). There are 12 enclosed depressions which
we have grouped into four elevation steps (SILVESTRU, 1997):

STEP 3: Balileasa Uvala, Groapa de La Barsa,
Groapa ~tevia Lupii (average elevation 1,150 m)
STEP 4: The Poiana Ponor polje, CetaJile Ponoruluui, Caput (average elevation 1,100 m)
Step 2 is characterized by very large allochthonous
detritus cover. The thickness of this cover is surprising, being by far the thickest cover of karst in
Romania. Figure 1 shows the distribution of this
cover (as revealed by drilling) over four of the five
depressions of this step. The thickest cover lies on
the southern rim of the Vh~oaia Sud depression,
where it reaches 85 m!
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partly iri a lacustrine environment, ·during the postglacial (SILVESTRU, 1997).

The petrographic nature of this cover is quite monotonous, consisting exclusively of lithoclasts of
the Upper Permian and Scithyan detrital formations that build up the north-eastern boundary of
the area, a large summit rising to 1,641 m and
known as M~gura Van~t~. The lithoclasts are made
of quartz-sandstone, quartz microconglomerates
and frequently quartzite. Most of the lithoclasts lie
within the coarse fraction, with sand making up to
30 % on the average. Surprisingly enough, the
clay is almost absent, the highest content determined being 8%; the average content is 1.2%.
Structurally, one may fairly assign the whole of the
cover to a diamicton. No real structure has been
revealed, no clear sequencing or grading, no organic matter found so far. This mass of detritus
was generated in permafrost conditions during a
glacial episode and displaced from the foot of ~he
M~gura Van~~ massif to the present locatiOn
(karst depression infill) by large scale slumping,

On the whole, the Padi~ Plateau has 629 dolines (of
which 95% are in the cover and, according to our
point of view in paragraph 2, are suffosion dolines)
which means an average of 14 dolines km'2• The
distribution is however not homogenous, with depressions in Step 2 exceptionally rich in dolines.
Figure 2 shows four of the five depre~sion.s of this
step, with the distribution of the dohnes m cover
that can physically be drown at this scale. According to FORD & WILLIAMS (1992), the dispersion pattern of the d~lines is rather r~dom,
with some areas of clustenng. As for the dens1ty of
dolines, we present in Table l a review of this
topic in the available literature, with the four depressions in Fig. 2 included. They prove to be
some of the most "doline-stricken" karst depressions in the world!
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No.

Location of area

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17

Papua New Guinea (eight areas)
Waitomo, New Zealand
Yucatan (Carillo Puerto Formation)
Yucatan (Chichen Itza Formation)
Barbados
Antigua
Guatemala
Belize
Guadeloupe
Jamaica (Browns Town-Walderston Form.)
Jamaica (Swanswick Formation)
Puerto Rico (Lares Formation)
Puerto Rico
China, Guanxi (three areas)
Spain, Sierra Segura
20 different areas, various climates
USA - Indiana, Lost River

18
19
20
21
22
23

Romania,
Romania,
Romania,
Romania,
Romania,
Romania,

Number of
depressions
1,228
1,930
100
25
360
45
524
203
123
301
273
459
122
566
817
?
1,022

Iabalcea Plateau
Padi§ Palteau, Vll.rll§oaia Sud
Padi~ Palteau, Blllileasa Uvala
Padi~ Palteau, ~esul Padi§ului N
Padi§ Palteau, ~esul Padi§ului S
Padi§ Palteau, Rl!chita Uvala

One other specificity of the dolines in this area is
the relatively high frequence of dolines with ~er
manent lakes (Fig. 2). The very poor content of
clays in the diamiction revealed by our investigations (SILVESTRU, 1997) contradicts BLEAHU's
explanation ( 1964) according to which, clayey
seque~ces in the cover provide the necessary
s~r~erung for water accumulation. We suggested
(zbzdem) that acidification of soil by vegetation
may lead to local enrichment in clay minerals for
the screening. This is confirmed by the acidity of
waters in the lakes (averaging 5.49).
The genesis of these dolines was attributed by
BLEAHU (1964) to suffosion, this author considering the thickness of the cover some 15 m. He
also believes that the fines in the cover have been
drained into karst cavities at the rock/cover interface.

4. QUESTIONS AND POSSIBLE
ANSWERS CONCERNING GENESIS
As LISZKOWSK.I (1995) has pointed out, the
mechanism suggested by BLEAHU has no rele-

100
71
33
126
59

35

-

Depr.
2

Density (km" )

Source

FORD & WILLIAMS (1992)
1~22.1
idem
55.3
idem
3.52
idem
3.15
idem
3.5-13.9
idem
0.39
idem
13.1
idem
9.7
idem
I 1.2
idem
12.5
idem
12.4
idem
15.3
idem
8.7
idem
1.96-6.51
idem
18-80
0.57-2,460 JENNINGS ( 1973)
SWEETING (1973)
366.45
53
96.2
122.22
165.79
168.57
280

SENCU ( 1972)
SILVESTRU (1997)
idem
idem
idem
idem

vance if the cover is thicker than 25 m. Even more
so, _when the thickness is double or even triple! As
dolmes about 65 m across are located in areas with
the cover exceeding 40 m (see Fig. 1 and 2) and
~e surrounded_by smaller dolines, we find it very
difficult to proJect a reasonable image of the karst
relief underneath! All the literature we managed to
con~ult, agrees on the fact that the cavity in the
subJacent rock must be either much larger or much
deeper than the suffosion doline it induces on the
surface. It is true that experiments are needed to
clarify this rather technical problem and this is
surely one of our future goals.
When defining suffosion, FORD & WILLIAMS
( 1992) infer that the evacuation of fines is toward
karst cavities underneath. So do most of the other
~uth9rs we have consulted. What than, if the cavity
1s too far below and yet a doline forms on . the
cov~r of sediment? Where does the sediment go?
Or, m_ ot!ter wo~ds, where and how does a cavity
f?rm ms1de a thick diamicton? Certainly compaction, settlement and accompanying processes must
be involved. Still, a mass transfer from the sedimentary body toward the karst drains below must
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cover of sediment? Where does the sediment go?
Or, in other words, where and how does a cavity
form inside a thick diamicton? Certainly compaction, settlement and accompanying processes must
be involved. Still, a mass transfer from the sedimentary body toward the karst drains below must
occur as well. On the other hand, it is certain that
there is an important amount of water circulating in
the diamicton that eventually reaches the karst
drains it covers. The general karstological view of
this circulation is as vertical seepage. Yet, here we
are, with up to 85 m thick sediments, dotted with
dolines that can hardly by connected to a subsurface karstic relief, some of these dolines function
as temporary swallow holes whilst some other
have permanent lakes! All of these make us believe
that an important horizontal circulation of subterranean water occurs in the diamicton, mostly in the
upper section, where internal erosion, tunneling
and piping do occur. The displaced particles are
moved laterally towards the boundaries of the
diamicton, along small size, tunnel-like passages,
with an ever-changing morphology. Most of the
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dolines than are formed along these passages, not
necessarily as rows (even if this may occur, as
Fig.2 shows) but rather as punctual events. The
existence of such small scale drains in the cover
makes it possible that swallow holes occur at the
cover/rock interface, ensuring the transfer of this
primary porosity aquifer into the fissural aquifer of
the karst. We propose for this aquifer the term
an aquifer in non"para-karstic aquifer" carbonate rocks that drains along subterranean
paths towards an subjacent/adjacent karst aquifer.
Such aquifers may also form in consolidated rocks.
We mention in this respect a case in the neighboring Some~ul Cald area, where 50 metres from the
geological boundary between limestones and Scithyan quartz-sandstones, inside a cave, the subterranean stream arrives already with almost 50 ls· 1
flow, without any swallow hole on the surface to
account for it! (SILVESTRU et al., 1995). The
existence of such an aquifer in thick covers of karst
is always associated with a large number of suffosion dolines.
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Large Holocene Mammals from "Pestera cu
.Ceali" Cave [Bi~or Moun.tains, Roma~ial
jl

Matei VREMIR 1 & Tudor TAMA~2

ABSTRACT
During the exploration of Pe~tera cu Ceat! cave from the Upper Basin of Some~ul Cald river, an important deposit of fossil remains of large mammals of Holocene age was discovered. These bones belong to an Ursus arctos, to a Bos primigenius male, to ten Cervus elaphus males of at least three generations (most of them young),
and to a Capreolus capreolus female, the latter of more recent age. So far, more than 250 pieces were inventoried between October 1996 and March 1997. Their description, with a series of biometric measurements included, is completed with statistic, taphonomic and palaeoenvironmental observations.
Key words: Holocene, large mammals, taphonomy, Bihor Mountains, Romania.

Les grands mammiferes holocenes de Ia grotte "Pe$fera cu Ceata"
·
(Monts de Bihor, Roumanie)
RESUME

A ['occasion de ['exploration de La grotte Pe~tera cu CeaJa. situee dans le Bassin Superieur du Some~ul Cald,

un
important depot de restes fossiles des grands mammifores d'tJge holocene ete decouvert. Les ossements apartiennent a un Ursus arctos, a un Bos primigenius male, a dix Cervus elaphus males (en majorite jeunes) d'au
moins trois generations eta une Capreolus capreolusfemelle, d'tJge plus recent. Plus de 250 pieces ont ete inventoriees entre octobre 1996 et mars 1997. Leur description, accompagnee d'une serie de mesurages biometriques, est comptetee d'observations statistiques, taphonomiques et pateoenvironnementales.

a

Mots-cles: Holocene, grands mammifores, taphonomie, Monts de Bihor, Roumanie.

INTRODUCTION
Pe§tcra cu Ceata cave (3410/643>; 560 m of development and -45.3 m of di~levelment) is located on
the left slope of Some§ul Cald Valley, upstream
from its confluence with Alunul Mare Valley. The
cave is almost fossil and represents the old ponor
of a small creek that now enters a swallet, 100 m

upstream on the same slope. The cave is dendritic,
multi-levelled, developed on a system of joints
mainly oriented NE-SW and NW -SE, in Farcu
limestones of Tithonian age, belonging to the Bihor Unit (MANTEA, 1985). The paleontological
material studied was found in the Styx Passage and
Bones' Room. (TAMA~ et al., 1997) (Fig. 1, 2).

"Babe~-Bolyai", Fac. de Geologie, Cat. de Geologie, str. M. KoglUniceanu 1, R-3400 Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
Univ. "Babe~-Bolyai", Fac.de Geologie, Cat. de Mineralogie, str. M. KoglUniceanu 1, R-3400 Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
3
National Cave Inventory Code (unpublished data).
1 Univ.

2
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CARNIVORA, URSIDAE

more than 15 caves and potholes in the Bihar
Mountains (some of them functioning as traps), of
which 4 are located in the Upper Basin of the
Some§ul Cald River. The number of occurrences in
the area is probably much higher.

Ursus arctos Linnaeus

ARTIODACTYLA, CERVIDAE

PALEONTOLOGICAL
DESCRIPTION

Material: Except for a partial molar (unblunted)
and of a canine tooth, the material contains only
postcranial disjunct, partly fragmented pieces of a
subadult medium sized specimen as follow: pubis
sin.; omoplat dext.; humerus dext.(L = 360 mm);
humerus sin. fragmented; radius dext.(L = 300 mm);
elements of autopodium; some vertebrae and fragmented ribs.
Description: The left superior canine, with gracile
aspect, has the following dimensions: Length= 88
mm; Crown length = 30 mm; Crown basis width =
20 mm; Root maximum thickness = 25 mm (in the
anterior third), morphodimensionally indicating the
belonging to the brown bear. These remains, without any exception, were found in the lower part of
the Bones' Room (Fig. 2: b2), being subject to
hydrodynamic sorting and deposited together with
the deer bones. At the end of the Access Passage
(entrance area) we discovered an oval excavation,
1.5 m large and 0.5 m deep, made by bears for rest
or gestation purposes (VIEHMANN, 1987) (X in
Fig. 1).
Discussion: Ursus arctos L. is frequent in cave
deposits of Upper Pleistocene and Holocene age
(JURCSAK eta/., 1981), sometimes being found
together with the cave bear (U. spelaeus R. et
Heinr). Until now, it was cited or reported from

Bones' Room

IIC.

Capreolus capreolus Linnaeus
Roe remains of recent age were identified on the
Access Passage ("d" in Figs. 1 ,2) and are represented by a skull and some postcranial remains.
From a taphonomic viewpoint, they are probably
rests of prey.

Cervus elaphus Linnaeus:
Material: Most of the bones discovered in the cave
belong to red deer and were found in three sectors
close to one another of the Styx Passage (Fig. 1, 2:
a, b, c):
a) a neural skull with incomplete horns
(PC.0044); fragmented dext. maxillary and
some postcranial parts (metapodium, humerus,
omoplate, tibia, etc) partly buried in the sandyclayey sediment from a small lateral passage,
before and above Bones' Room.
b) eight neural skulls, more or less fragmented - most
of them with partly destroyed horns (PC.002, 003,
005-010); many broken and transported hom
fragments; three hemimandibulas with more or

4

Sample codes given by the authors
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less complete dentition (PC.01-013) (Fig. 3); 8
mandibular teeth (PC.014-019) and a maxillary
tooth (PC 020), isolated; about 80 postcranial
skeletal parts, many fragmented by transport, of
which: 3 humeruses, 8 metapodia, 2 femurs, 3
radiuses, 7 tibias, 3 astragalum bones, 2 calcaneum
bones, a cuboid, 4 phalanges, pelvis and scapulae
parts, many vertebrae and ribs. They were all
found in the Bones' Room between the blocks of
the sliding cone or in its basis from the southern
wall area, deposited by means of hydrodynamic
sorting in a decantation perimeter, together with
the bear bones.
c) A neural skull with fragmented horns, partly
covered by calcite crust (PC.001), found in the
ceiling of Styx Passage, in a segment below
Bones' Room.

Description: Most of the long bones are fragmented, especially humeruses and femures, whose
proximal epyphises had detached, diaphysally
some being longitudinally broken. The femures
have lengths between 300 and 370 mm. The 7 tibias belong to at least 5 individuals; they have
lengths between 290 and 400 mm, and the radiuses
between 280 and 310 mm. The 8 metapodial bones
studied are complete, with only one exception.
They are 2 metatarsals and 6 metacarpals, with
dimensions shown in Table 1.
The t9n incomplete skulls are generally badly preserved; the craniometric data obtained are presented in Table 2. The mandibular dentition was
observed on the tree left hernimandibulas
collected (PC.ll-13), of which only one has it
complete (PC.ll). The teeth are generally unused.
The main characteristic of the molar teeth is the
strong development of the meta- and entoconides.
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KALA, 1992; CALOI & PALOMBO, 1995). The
size differences depend on the isolation state of the
populations (the case of Southern Italy and Greek
archipelago), or on climatic conditions, larger sizes
being typical for a cooler climate.

IML

rrn pr.
rrn di.

269 350 290 265 290 270 245
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43

38

52

40
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50

43
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32

44

40

35

32

32

34

25

40

28

30

29

30

30

iAPD pr.
iAPD di.

30

=

The morphology of the legs, especially the large
articulation surface between metapodia and phalanges could suggest a cursorial habitat. The morphology of the phalanges suggests adaptation to a
soft soil in a forestal environment, evidenced by
using the characteristics given by CALOI &
PALOMBO (1995).

27

=

BOVIDAE

in mm: ML
Maximum length; TD
Transversal
diameter; APD
antero-posterior diameter; pr.
proximal; di. = distal.

=

=

Bos primigenius Bojanus

Material:
Twenty-three pieces were found,
probably belonging to the same male aurochs
specimen (PC. 101 - 123), in the Bones' Room,
between the blocks from the sliding cone (b 1 in
Fig. 2), in the decantation space below (Fig. 2: b2),
respectively on the floor of the Styx passage (Fig.
1, 2: c). These are: mandibular fragment with 2
teeth {P4-M 1dext, 12 in Fig. 3), 6 jugal teeth (p4-M3
sin; M 1-M2 dext); 4 hom fragments; 3 cervical
vertebrae (among which a partial atlas); a lombar
vertebra; scapulae sin. (5 in Fig. 3); radius dext. (6
in Fig. 3); metacarpal dext. (7 in Fig. 3); pubis sin.;
tibia dext (4 in Fig. 3); astragalum dext. (8 in Fig.
3); 2 incomplete ribs.

Discussion: Cervus elaphus bones are common in
the caves from the Upper Basin of the Some§ul
Cald river, being frequent in neighboring areas at
altitudes over 1000 m. Suggested by the conservation state of the bones by the calcite and moonmilk
speleothems found on some of them, the age is
appreciated as being Early Holocene to actual, but
in Bihar and Plidurea Craiului Mountains there
also are Pleistocene records.
The red deer from Pe§tera cu Ceata. belonging to at
least three generations, were of large size, but not
very robust, fact revealed by the comparison of
biometric data of the long bories (especially metapodia) and teeth. They are below the dimensional
limit of the specimens described from the Pleistocene of Central and Southern Europe (TSOU-

Description: The mandibular teeth (PC.101), also
the 5 upper molar teeth (PC.102-105, 107) and an
upper premolar (PC.106) have robust aspect, moderate wearing indicating a mature specimen.

Quelques

PC.OOl -. PC.002

P C.M3. -~ --.Pc~004
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.· Pcoos ·. ·:Pc.009

PCOlO

70
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60

44

50

30

in mm: A = distance between horns measured at the basis; B = large diameter of hom measured below the rosette??;
C distance between frontal and occipital bones; D =minimal distance between orbital arks; a= subadult, 1-st generalion; b - subadult, ll-nd generation; aa- mature individuals. En mm; A = distance entre les bois, mesure La base; B =
grand diametre dubois mesure sous La rosette; C =distance entre lefrontal et ['occipital; E =distance minimale entre
les arcs orbitaux; a subadulte, I-re generation; b = subadulte, 11-e generation,· aa = individu adultes.
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CHAUVIRE, 1972; BRUGAL, 1994)~ it was
proved that all bovid bones from Pe~tera cu Ceatl
cave belong to Bos genus, evidently to a single
specimen. The specimen from this .cave was a
robust mature male. The presence of the aurochs
in the Upper Basin of the Some~ul Cald River in
the Early Holocene period indicates a forestal
· landscape borded with lawns, respectively the
presence of open areas in the major river meadows . and alpine lawns, in a temperate climate
similar to the actual one. Bos primigenius remains
are rarely found in caves, this being the first record for the Upper Basin of the Some~ul Cald
River.

.

·. :

PC. 11

49

80

PC. 12

53?

79.5

PC.13

.~ :~;~:: ~~. ~:~~~~L~ ~:_.;:
·=

129 .
130

P2-3 missing,
alveolas exist

80

P2-4 missing,
destroyed alveolas

The partial atlas (PC.114) is strongly rolled. The
maximum diameter of the foramen magnum,
measured on the cranial side, is 53 mm. Cervical
vertebrae IV (PC.ll2) and V (PC.ll3) are very
robust, presenting apophyses partly broken or
blunted. The lombar vertebra (PC.l15) has 70 mm
in length, and the maximum width at the level of
the lateral apophyses is of 210 mm.

TAPHONOMY-CONCLUSIONS
The osuary from Pe~tera cu Ceata cave is interesting for its taphonomy. Thus we firstly remark
the chaotic character of the accumulation of
skeletal elements belonging to several species of
large manunals living in the Early Holocene in the
area and of which only the brown bear temporarily inhabited the cave.

The left scapulae (PC.116) has an incomplete
length of 490 mm and a maximum width of
265 mm. The anteroposterior diameter of the glenoidal cavity has 70 mm, and the transversal one,
64 mm. Radius dext. (PC.ll7) is very well conserved, presenting a well developed coronoid
process (dimensions in Table 4). Metacarp dext.
(PC.ll8) is also very well preserved (dimensions
in Table 4). Complete pubis sin. (PC.119): the
large diameter of acetabulum is 75 min, and the
small one, 60 mm. Tibia dext. (PC.120), astragalum dext. (PC.121), very well preserved (dimensions in Table 4).

We suppose that the cave functioned as a natural
trap for the animals that had fallen accidentally
via an entrance spacious and abrupt enough in
order to permit the penetration of red deer and
aurochs. Assuming that the bones come strictly
from the entrance area, also taking account of the
absence of another superior entrance (eventually
of pothole type) of such dimensions, we believe
· the topography of the area and the morphology of
the entrance were sensibly different, probably an
abrupt dry ponor, relatively hidden and situated
close to animal paths.

Discussion: Following the comparison between
Bos and Bison characteristics (MOURER-

-~.
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in mm: ML =maximum length;TD = transversal diameter; APD = antero-posterior diameter; pr. =proximal; dia =
diaphysal; di = distal. En mm; ML = longueur maximale; TD = diametre transversal; APD = diametre anteroposterieur; pr. =·proximal; dia diaphysal di. =distal.
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All ten red deer found in the trap were males; the
presence of well developed horns figures moments of the accidents in summer-autumn periods
(eventually mating period). The two mature
males, that were surely living solitary, had fallen
in different moments (as the aurochs), but the
presence of the young specimens belonging to two
different generations allows us to emit two hypotheses: two different moments of falling in
groups of 3, respectively 5 specimens (taking into
account the way of life in group of the young
males), or a series of isolated accidents in which
the larger amount of young specimens is a result
of their lack of experience.
The origin of the bones is ambiguous, but they
surely come from the entrance area of the access
passage and after a first stage of accumulation
they were transported, during at least two stages,
downstream the Styx passage.
The deposit is characterized by hydrodynamic
sorting and accumulation with high energy, of the
type of washing away and redeposition disturbance (SUTCLIFF, 1985), joined by a mass flow
of the sediment that generated a sliding cone of
over 10 m3 (Fig. 2). The sediment is weakly
sorted, being mostly formed of angular decimetric
blocks and arenites, sometimes associated with
more recent clay accumulations. From the upper
part with bone contents, finer material and most of
the skeletal remains were washed and gradually
transported downstream (Fig. 2).
Many bones exhibit rolling marks, are fragmented
or blunted; the facial parts of the skulls are completely destroyed, as most of the horns. The distribution and the degree of transportability of certain bones (LAPORTE, 1979), such as mandibulas and neural skulls, associated with vertebrae
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and leg bones, show a first phase of mass transport in the sliding cone. The second phase of the
transport was gradual, strictly under the action of
a torrential high-energy waterflow that washed
away small robust skeletal pieces and teeth and
then redeposited them in a decantation space.
From the hydraulic transport standpoint, these
latter pieces may be compared to spheric quartzite
grains with diameters between 27 and 2.5 mm
(LAPORTE, 1979). At the turning point of the
water trace, in the lower part of the Bones' Room,
there is a big accwnulation of leg bones, ribs and
vertebrae that were immediately taken over by
saltation, or gradually by traction and preferentially arranged parallel to the wall and to one another, confirming the scenery of the hydrodynamic transport. At present, they are partly buried
in a much finer, sometimes clayey sediment, under which the unsorted material of the sliding
cone continues on a thickness of more than 1 m
(Fig. 2). This fact suggests, at least for the last
phase, an accidental flood in an almost inactive
sector of the cave. The situation could appear as a
result of a temporary filling of the input points of
the system, that led to a large waterflow through
the actual fossil entrance.
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Late Pleistocene small mammals
from Peftera·Vacilor
£Mehedinli Plateau, Romania]
Alexandru PETCULESCU & Costin RADULESCU 1

ABSTRACT
An association of small mammals containing 20 species (4 insectivores, 15 rodents and one ochotonid lagomorph) has been recovered from karst deposits at Pe§tera Vacilor (Cows' Cave) (Mehedinp Plateau, southwestem Romania). Cricetulus migratorius, Mesocricetus newtoni, Cricetus cricetus and Ochotona pusilla represent
allochtonous steppe elements occurring at Vacilor Cave outside their present area of distribution. As a whole,
the fauna consists predominantly of species of open environment (Spermophilus, Cricetulus, Cricetus, Mesocricetus, Sicista suhtilis, Microtus arvalis, Ochotona) and rocky ground (Chionomys nivalis), in association with
woodland forms (Myoxus glis, Dryomys, Muscardinus, Apodemus sylvaticus, A. flavicollis, Clethrionomys
glareolus) present in a relatively low frequency. The small mammal association from Vacilor Cave is considered
to correspond to a climatic shift from warmer to cooler, more continental conditions. This transitional climatic
phase may be assigned, on the basis of the general evolutionary stage of the fauna and of the stratigraphic significance of Mesocricetus newtoni (known in southwestern Romania only during the Early Wtirm), to the first
half of the last glacial cycle (WUnnNistula).
Key words: cave deposits, small mammals, Late Pleistocene, southwestern Romania.

Micromammiferes du Pleistocene superieur de Pe$tera Vacilor
(Plateau de Mehedinti, sud-ouest de Ia Roumanie)
RESUME
Le depot karstique de Pe~tera Vacilor (Grotte des Vaches) (Plateau de Mehedinfi, sud-ouest de La Roumanie) a
livre une association de micromammiftres comportant 20 especes (4 insectivores, 15 rongeurs et un ochotonidl). Cricetulus migratorius, Cricetus cricetus, Mesocricetus newtoni et Ochotona pusilla representent des elements de steppe allochtones qui font leur apparition Pe~tera Vacilor en dehors de leurs aires de repartition
actuelles. Dans l'ensemble, La faune est dominee par des especes frequentant un environnement ouvert (Spermophilus, Cricetulus, Cricetus, Mesocricetus, Sicista subtilis, MiCrotus arvalis, Ochotona) ou a substratum rocheux
(Chionomys nivalis) associees des formes de foret (Myoxus glis, Dryomys, Muscardinus, Apodemus sylvaticus, A. flavicollis, Clethrionomys glareolus) ces dernieres ayant des frequences relativement faibles. On considere que les micromammiftres de Pe~tera Vacilor indiquent La transition d 'un climat plus tempere a un climat
plus frais et plus continental. Cette phase climatique peut etre attribuee, en jugeant par le degre general d'evolution de lafaune et par La signification stratigraphique de Mesocricetus newtoni (connu dans le sud-ouest de La
Roumanie uniquement du Wurm ancien), La premiere moitie du d/rnier cycle glaciaire.

a

a

a

Mots cles: dep{Jt karstique, micromammiftres, Pleistocene superieur, sud-ouest de La Roumanie.
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of prey. Their pellets fallen at the foot of the
rocky walls are at the origin of the accumulation
of small mammal remains.

INTRODUCTION
In the .framework of paleontological researches ·
devoted to the knowledge of the small mammals
of southwestern Romania and of Oltenia in par- .
tieular, a test excavation was executed in the so- ·
called Pe§tera Vacilor (Cows' Cave) (code PV),
located on the territory of the commune of Cire§U,
near the weiJ-known Epuran Cave (no. 2 I 36/1 in
GORAN, 1982) (Fig. 1}, at an elevation of 416 m
above sea level. Around the entrance zone; sev~.:ral high limestone walls (Fig. 2) undoubtedly ·
offered shelter and favorable conditions to birds

As large roof falls occurred, the cave floor is covered with massive limestone blocks. The fossiliferous .deposit consists of a pale brown matrix including numerous limestone fragments. A trench
of 0.50 x 0.50 m. was excavated to a depth of
0.50 m. Remains of microvertebrates were collected by using the washing/sieving technique. The
list of small mammal species is indicated in Table 1.

ANINA

•

•

ORAVfTA

0

20

30 km

1. Livadi(a Cave 2. Cuina Turcu/ui Rockshelter
3. - 4. C/imen~e I and II Caves 5. Hotilor Cave
6. Vacilor Cave 7. Va/ea Pamlui Cave
8. Caves in the Lupfa Valley (nos. 9, lOand 13)
9. Cioarei Cave
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Table 1. List. .O.f small mapmialsp~ies at .V,acflor
Cave and Cave no. 9-Jn the Lupp. v..n.~y. _ . .
Lis.te des, especis,de M(its m.ammi.fhe~:J.eP.f.§tera ·.:_··
Va.ci/Or e.t de Ia Grotte~no. ~-de Ia Vaifii~dii.;upfii~ ;.;: ~:

SYSTEMATICS
ORDER INSECTIVORA

Erinaceus europaeus (Linnaeus)
Material: 1 right p2, 1left M2 •
Erinaceus europaeus
Talpa europaea
Sorex araneus
Crocidura leucodon

+
+
+
+

These cheek-teeth are in the size range of the recent species.
+
+
+

Rodentia·
Spermophilus cj. citelloides
Myoxus glis
Dryomys nitedula
Muscardinus sp.
Sicista subtilis
Spa/ax cf. microphthalmus
Apodemus sylvaticus
Apodemus jlavicollis
Cricetulus migratorius
Cricetus cricetus
Mesocricetus newtoni
Clethrionomys glareolus
Arvicola sp
Pitymys subterraneus
Chionomys nivalis
Microtus arvalis
Microtus agrestis

+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

Material: fragment of a right maxillary with p4
(broken).

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

The dental remains were drawn using a camera
Iucida. Measurements are given in millimeters. The
descriptive dental terminology is after MEIN &
FREUDENTHAL (1971) for the Cricetidae,
MICHAUX (1971) and PASQUIER (1974) for the
Muridae and VAN DER MEULEN (1975) for the
Arvicolidae.

It is worth mentioning that the genus Sorex is represented by a species similar to recent Sorex araneus. Earlier deposits (Cave no. 10 in the Lup~a
Valley) yielded a larger form identified as Sorex
macrognathus Janossy.

Crocidura leucodon (Hermann)
Material: fragment of a left mandible with M 1;
fragment of a left ascending ramus.

These remains are attributed to Crocidura leuc:odon on the basis of agreement in size and mor·
phology with comparative material of the recent
species. The presence of Crocidura leucodon at PV
suggests the climatic conditions were not particularly cold during the deposition of the fossiliferous
strata.
ORDER RODENTIA

Spermophilus cf. citeUoides Kormos
Material: 2 fragments of left and right maxillaries,
left P4 , 3 fragments of lower molars, fragment of
an upper molar.
Measurements (LxaWxpW)-P4 :2.06x2.08x2.10

Abbreviations:

= length;
BRA
= anterior BSA
=posterior LRA
=width
LSA
= enamel triangle

This material does not differ in comparison with
similar dental and skeletal elements of recent
Talpa europaea.

Sorex araneus (Linnaeus)

MATERIAL AND METHOD

L
a
p
W
T

Material: distal fragment of a left humerus, 2 right
cubiti, I left M 1, 1 right M2 •

+

LagomorphA\
Ochotona pusilla

Talpa europaea (Linnaeus)

= buccal re-entrant angle
= buccal salient angle
= lingual re-entrant angle
=lingual salient angle

P 4 is distinguished by a relatively well developed
salient posteroexternal tubercle (hypoconid); the
aW/pW ratio is 99.05. According to GROMOV et
al. (1965), Spermophilus citelloides is characterized by its P4 possessing a well developed hypoconid. Both recent S. suslicus and S. citellus have a
less developed hypoconid with aW>pW.
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P4 from PV has two roots; the posterior root,
somewhat damaged, consists of two fused rootS, .
one external larger and more elongated and one .
internal less developed. On the basis of its .dental
morphology, the small ground squirrel from PV is
·allocated to Spermophilus citelloides, a fossil species described for the first time from Pilisszant6, a
Late Pleistocene site in Hungary (KORMOS,
1916).
Small ground squirrels are adapted to a steppe
environment and they are good markers of increasing continental influence. S. citelloides is
known from central and southeastern Europe. In
Dobrogea (southeastern Romania) Spermophilus
citelloides is fairly well represented in faunal associations of the penultimate (Riss/Saale) and the last
glacial cycle.
According to CHALINE (1987), the first appearance of Spermophilus at Cioarei Cave (at a depth of
-205m associated with a Mousterian culture) appears to indicate an episode of drier climatic conditions during a long rather temperate time interval, characterized progressively by more and more
marked continental influences.
Dryomys nitedu/a (Pallas)
Material: 1 left M2, 1 left M 2
Measurements (L x W)
M2 : 1.32x 1.20;
M2 : 1.35x1.35.
M2 - The lower molar is distinguished by the oc:
currence of two secondary crests, one anterior
(between anterolophid and metalophid) and one
posterior (between mesolophid and posterolophid).
M2 - possesses anterior and posterior centrolophs
well developed. The occlusal morphology is complicated by the presence of a long crest between
the protoloph and anterior centroloph; between this·
supplementary crest and posterior centroloph there
is a triangular enamel tubercle near the lingual
border of the crown.
·
·
Notwithstanding the scarcity of information, ·the
PV material seems to represent a rather large
Dryomys form. D. nitedula is generally associated'
with deciduous forest and sylvo-steppe biotope.
The species is today distributed in Europe from
Switzerland and northern Italy in the west to the
Volga in the east. It is also known from Asia Minor through the Caucasus to the Tien Shan and
Altai mountain ranges.
·
Muscardinus sp.
Material: 1 right M 1, !left M2.
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Measurements (L x W)

.

~·

Ml: 1.85 X 1.30;
M2: 1.55 X 1.40.
The two lower molars do not differ morphologically from their counterparts in extant M. avellanarius. They are distinguished, however, by their
larger dimensions. The values in the PV material
lie well above the maximum indicated by DAOUD
(1993) on recent specimens from Poland. Cheekteeth in extant hazel dormouse from Oltenia (forest
at Romula) are somewhat larger but their values
are lower in comparison with those of the fossil
specimens under consideration.
It is worth mentioning that a larger sized Muscardinus phyletic lineage is represented by M. malvensis (RADULESCU & SAMSON), known from
Cave no. 10 in the Lup§a Valley, which yielded a
rodent association assigned to a late Middle Pleistocene time interval. Described as a subspecies of
M. avellanarius (RADULESCU & SAMSON.
1992), this fossil taxon is given here a full specific
rank, taking into account its large size and some
peculiar dental features.
Although the fairly large size of cheek-teeth at PV
could suggest the presence of a form similar to M.
malvensis, the lack of diagnostic molars (M 1) does
not allow a specific identification to be made.
Hazel dormouse is a dweller of deciduous forests;
it is now distributed in southern, western and central Europe as far north as southern Sweden. Generally, Muscardinus is a marker of a fairly mild
climate.
Spalax cf. microphthalmus Gueldenstaedt
Material: fragment of a right maxillary; 1 left M 1,
1 left M2, 1 right M2, 1 left M 1 (frgm.), 1 right M 1
(frgm.), I left M2, I left M 3 •
Measurements (L x W): (in parentheses maximal
values of the crown):
Ml : 3.15 (3.15) X 2.50 (3.00);
M2: 2.50 (2.80) X 2.50 (3.00);
M2: 2,50 (2.70) X 2.40 (2.85);
M 1: 3.00 X 3.15;
M 1: 2,45 X 2.6;
M2: 2.90 (3,00) X 2.70 (3.10);
M3 : 1.65 (1.70) X 2.05 (2.60).
M 1 has one lingual and one labial fold (Fig. 3-1);
M2 has a lingual and a labial fold, the latter being
shorter and forming an islet on the occlusal face
(Fig. 3-2). M 1 has one lingual and two labial folds;
on M2 there is only one labial fold; M3 has a simplified morphology.
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Mesocricetus newtoni (Nehring)
2

Material: fragment of a right mandible with M~o
M2 and M3 (broken), 1 left M 1, 1 left M2 (fragment), 1 left M3.
·
Measurements (L x aW x pW):

Fig. 3. Spalax -c£ .micr(Jplltht.#lmus ; ~J:ti¥ftM1 ; ··
2. rlgbt Mz.
·. ;
,. : .
..
Spala:x cf. mic.rophth~lmus -l.M1 §m; 2. Mi. dext.

Taking into account their dimensions, the molars
from PV are referred to S. microphthalmus rather
than to S. leucodon Nordmann. This latter species
is distinguished by lower dimensions as shown by
recent comparative material of Romania (Dobrogea).

Cricetus cricetus (Linnaeus)
Material: 1 right M~o 1 right M2, 1 right M3, 1left M2 •
Measurements (L x aW x pW):

Ml: 3.07 X 1.30 X 1.80;
M2 : 2.70 x --- x 2.25;
M3: 2.65 X 2.00 X 1.70;
M2: 2.60 X 2.25 X 2.10.
Judging from their dental morphology and dimensions, these fossil molars belong to C. cricetus and
do not differ from the recent species. Late Middle
and Late Pleistocene cave deposits from Oltenia
yielded only remains of C. cricetus. The large
sized C. major Woldrich was identified in the
small mammal association at Sandominic-1 (eastem Transilvania), a Middle Pleistocene site allocated provisionally to the end of the penultimate
interglacial (MindeVRiss, Holstein) (RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1969), although a later age (Rissian interstadial ?) cannot be discarded (RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1992). A large sized Cricetus form belonging, very probably, to C. major is
recorded from Pe§tera Curat! near Nandru (Hunedoara county) and it was assigned a Late Pleistocene age. This record marks the last appearance of
C. major in Romania. (RADULESCU, 1972).
C. cricetus, the only extant species of its genus, is

now distributed mainly in eastern Europe and in
the western part of Asia. Insular occurrences are
recorded from western and central Europe. The
common hamster is an inhabitant of steppe and
sylva-steppe environment.

M 1 _ 3: 7.15;
Ml: 2,60 X 1.05 X
M2: 2.30 X 1.59 X
M3: 2.63 X 1.68 X
M 1: 2.58 X 1.27 X
M 3: 2.10 X 1.50 X

1.35;
1.69;
1.62;
1.56;
1.22.

These remains are referred to M. newtoni on the
basis of close agreement with . material from Dobrogea, the only region of Romania where this
species is still distributed at the present time. M
newtoni is recorded in Dobrogea from Middle and
Late Pleistocene cave deposits (SAMSON & RADULESCU, 1972).
A somewhat peculiar feature in M 1 at PV is indicated by the presence of a strong developed cingular ridge which continues distally the external
tubercle of the anteroconid. Presence of mesolophid in M2 and M3, more developed in the latter
tooth (Fig. 4).
M. newtoni occurs in Oltenia during the late Middle Pleistocene (Cave no. 10 in the Lup§a Valley,
Cave in the P~lui Valley) (RADULESCU &
SAMSON, 1992) and the early part of the Late
Pleistocene (Early Wtirm) (Livadita Cave, Climente I Cave in the Danube Gorge) (TERZEA,
1986). Cave deposits dating to the late last glacial
cycle (Cioarei Cave at Boro§teni, Hotilor Cave at
Brule Herculane) are deprived of Mesocricetus
remains.

At present M. newtoni is distributed in southeastern
Romania (Dobrogea) and eastern Bulgaria.

Cricetulus migratorius (Pallas)
Material: 2 right M 1, 1 left M2, 1 left M2, 1 right M2.
Measurements (L x W):

Ml: 1.80 X 1.18; 1.75 X 1.10;
M2: 1.50 X 1.22;
M2: 1.32 X 1.20; 1.42 X 1.25.
The smallest form of hamster present at PV agrees
in size and morphology with recent C. migratorius.
The species is recorded from all cave deposits investigated by us, except Cave no. 13 in the Lup§a
Valley containing a forest small mammal association dated to the last interglacial (Riss/Wtirm)
(BURGHELE et al., 1994).
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C. migratorius occurs at present in Moldova (Romania), The Balkans, eastern Europe and Middle
East. It is a dweller of steppe environment. Fossil
Cricetulus remains are recorded in southeastern
Romania (central Dobrogea) as early as the beginning of the Cromerian (RAoULESCU & SAMSON, 1986); the species is present in southwestern
Romania since the late Middle Pleistocene.

Sicista subtilis (Nordmann)
Material: fragments of two left and one right mandibles; fragment of a left maxillary with M 1 - 3, 1
left M 2 •
Measurements (L; L xW):

M 1_3 (alv.): 3.4-3.5;
Lp4-M 3 : (alv.) 3.7;
M 1: L25 X L22;

M2 : L 10 X LOS;
M 3: 0.65
M 2 : L03

X
X

0.80;
1.00-

The maxillary containing M 1 - 3 (Fig. 5) is referred
to S. subtilis taking into account its large size and
lesser degree of folding of the enamel. According
to MAYHEW (1978), M 1 in S. subtilis is both
longer and wider than M 2 , whereas in S_ betulina
(Pallas) (adapted to a forest biotope) M 1 is shorter
and wider than M 2 . Dental measurements of recent
S. subtilis and S. betulina from the Ukraine
(TOPACHEVSKY et al., 1987) confirm the differences proposed by MAYHEW (1978).
S. subtilis is adapted to a steppe environment. The
species is today distributed from Hungary in the
west to northwestern China in the east.

Apodemus sylvaticus (Linnaeus)
Material: fragment of a right mandible with M 1 _ 2 •
Measurements (L x W):

Ml: 1.68 X 1.12;
M 2 : 1.15 x 1.05 (index UW 1.05).

0

1

2mm

C===----====----

The small dimensions are indicative of the presence of an Apodemus species very close to A. sylvaticus. The low value of the M 2 index is also
characteristic of A. sylvaticus (PASQUIER, 1974,
JURCSAK et al., 1982).

Apodemus jlavicollis (Melchior)
Material: 3 left M 1, 1 right M 1 (in an advanced
stage of wear); 2 right M 2 (one heavily worn), 1
left M 2 ; 1 right M 3 ; 4 left Ml, 2 right M 1, 2 left M2,
2 right M 2 •
Measurements (L x W) (in parentheses index L/W
ofM2):
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and the morphology of M/, to A. jlavicollis. This
species is predominant among the Murids, whereas
A. sylvaticus, as indicated above, appears to be
documented by .a single specimen.
It is interesting to notice that A. jlavicollis is more
frequent in the faunas allocated to the first part of
the Wtirm. In the small mammal association from
P .13 in the Lup§a Valley, correlated with the last
interglacial, the Murids ire represented only by a
larger form identical/or very close in size and morphology to recent A. jlavicollis. The same deposits
yielded also a M 2 belonging to A. agrarius (Pallas).
· On the contrary, A. sylvaticus appears to be present
in a higher frequency in more recent faunal associations correlated with the second half of the
Wtirm (Cioarei Cave upper layers, Hoplor Cave),
whereas the yellow-necked mouse _.was never
mentioned during this time interval . (TERZEA,
1986; 1987).
Clethrionomys glareolus (Schreber)

1

0

2mm

Material: 1 right M 1, 1 left M 1 (fragment), 2 left
M 2, 3 left M 3.
Measurements (L x W):
Ml: 1.65
M2: 1.45
M 3: 1.65

X
X

X

1.05;
0.95; 1.50
0.85; 1.87

X

X

0.88;
0.85; 2.10

X

0.85.

M 1 is distinguished by its almost completely isolated enamel triangles (T1-T5); the confluence
between anterior cap (AC) and T5 is rather reduced
(Fig. 7-1).
M 3 is composed of more or less confluent prisms;

0

2mm

Ml: 2.10 X 1.35; 2.10 X 1.25; 2.04 X 1.25; 1.95 X 1.22;
M2: 1.37 X 1.17 (1.171); 1.38 X 1.15 (1.2); 1.40 X
1.22 (1.148);
M3: 1.19 X 1.05;
M 1: 2.18 X 1.45; 2.20 X 1.40; 2.20 X 1.40; 2.20 X 1.38;
~: 1.45 X 1.30; 1.47 X 1.25; 1.52 X 1.30; 1.52 X 1.40.
As shown by their measurements, Apodemus molars
fall into two size categories. The larger specimens
are attributable, taking into account the proportions

the posterior cap is variable more or less elongated
(Fig. 7, 2-4). One specimen, in an advanced stage
of wear, reveals some peculiar features such as the
strong reduction of the anteroextemal synclinal
(BRA1) (Pliomys aspect); anterior loop and T2 on
the one hand and T3-T4 on the other are widely
confluent (Fig. 7-4). The cement is abundant in all
specimens.
C. glareolus is an element of the forest fauna inhabiting mainly coniferous woodland. In southwestern Romania the species is particularly frequent in the last interglacial deposit at Cave no.13
in the Lup§a Valley. Clethrionomys is present,
otherwise, in all cave deposits from the investigated kea. Its frequency is greater during the mild
climatic intervals.
At present, the species is distributed in the temperate regions of the Northern hemisphere. In Europe
is known from France to Scandinavia and from
Spain to Italy and to the Balkans.
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Arvicola sp.
1

Material: fragment of an upper molar.

2

This unique dental fragment, consisting of two
prisms, allows the recognition of a form of water rat at PV.

Pitymys subte1Taneus (de Selys-Longchamps)
Material: fragments of 2 left and 1 right M 1; 3
right M3•

Although very imperfectly documented, the Pitymys material from PV agrees in size and morphology with recent P. subterraneus (Fig. 8).

Chionomys nivalis (Martins)
Material: 4 left M 1 (one juvenile),! right
right M3•
4

M~o

1

Measurements (L):
M 1: 2.90; 3.00; 3.05;
M 3 : (L X W): 1.80 X 1.10.

3

0

2mm

1

M 1 consists of a posterior loop, five enamel triangles and an anterior loop; LRA 4 and BRA 3 show
some variation, being more or less developed
(Fig. 9); LRA5 and BRA4 are incipient. One
specimen has a marked BRA4 on the occlusal face
(Fig. 9-3), but this re-entrant becomes more superficial towards the base of the crown. All M 1 are of
nivalis type (NADACHOWSKI, 1991) resembling
the recent carpathian snow vole.
M3 has a simple posterior loop (Fig. 9-4); this
structure is also characteristic of the nivalis morphology.
At present, Ch. nivalis is known from alpine
meadows of the Carpathians above 1700m (HAMAR, 1963). This alpino-carpathian element was
found distributed during the late Middle and Late
Pleistocene at much lower elevations: 400 m at
Cave no.lO in the Lup§a Valley, 350m at Cioarei
Cave and 100m at Livadita Cave in the Danube
Gorge.

0

2mm.

M. nivalis is today known from mountain ranges of
Europe, Asia Minor and some parts of Asia (Lebanon, Caucasus, Transcaucasia and Kopet Dag).
The species inhabits mostly rocky or stony areas.
During cold phases of the Middle and Late Pleistocene, the snow vole, as already shown, was more
widely distributed occupying regions of lower
elevations. ·
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4

0
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Microtus arvalis (Pallas)
Material: 23 M 1 (11 well preserved); 18M3 •
Measurements (L):

2.45; 2.45; 2.62; 2.65; 2.70; 2.75; 2.80; 2.85; 2.90;
2.95; 2.96.

Most part of M 1 can be attributed to M. arvalis
(Fig. 10). Morphological variation is restricted to
the anteroconid complex, some specimens showing
a tendency to isolate not only T6, but also the AC.
In this latter morphotype, a pseudo-Pitymys rhombus is constituted by a large confluence between
T6-T7; some rare specimens (Fig. 10-4) tend to
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isolate T6 and show an asymmetrical AC; this
morphology suggests the occurrence of M. agrestis
which could be, therefore, a constitutive element of
the PV fauna.
It is worth mentioning, however, that the Microtine
material includes also 22 ~ in which the agrestis

type with a distal supplementary loop is absent.
Although the principal species present at PV seems
to be M. arvalis, the occurrence of M. agrestis
cannot be completely ruled out.
ORDER LAGOMORPHA

Ochotona pusilla (Pallas)
Material: 2 left and right P3, 2 left and right P2 ;
fragments of dental prisms; fragments of ascending
rami of 2 lower jaws.

The isolated teeth are indicative of an Ochotona
form very similar to 0. pusil/a. Having a wide
distribution in Europe during cooler phases of the
Middle and Late Pleistocene, 0. pusilla is today
known only in dry steppes to the east of the Volga
and south of the Ural Mountains on the one hand
and in eastern Kazakhstan on the other (GROMOV, 1963).
The species is recorded in cave deposits from central Dobrogea since the beginning of the Cromerian. In southwestern Romania, 0. pusil/a was
identified only during certain phases of cold climate and increasing continentality of the penultimate and the late glacial cycle. 0. pusilla is a typi-·
cal inhabitant of dry steppe environment; its presence was also noticed on the border between
steppe and desert.
ECOLOGY

The small mammal fauna at PV contains a mixture
of species which are associated either with open
vegetation (including steppe and rocky biotope) or
with woodland environment. In the first category
fall species such as Spermophilus cf. citelloides,
Spalax cf. microphthalmus, Cricetulus migratorius,
Cricetus cricetus, Mesocricetus newtoni, Sicista
subtilis, Chionomys nivalis (inhabitant of a treeless
rocky environment), Microtus arvalis and Ochotona
pusilla. These elements predominate in the PV
fauna, the most common species being M. arvalis.
Several of the steppe species mentioned above are
of oriental origin and they are outside their present
area of distribution (Cricetus, Cricetulus, Mesocricetus, Sicista subtilis, Ochotona pusilla). Their
presence at PV is indicative of a rather dry environment (steppe, open grassland).
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On the other side, species in the second category
including at least five species (Dryomys nitedula,
Muscardinus sp., Apodemus sylvaticus. A. jlavicollis and Clethrionomys glareolus) strongly sug.gest the existence of wooded areas. The presence
of Crocidura leucodon among Insectivores indicates relatively mild conditions. The other Insectivores (Erinaceus, Talpa, Sorex) alongside Arvicola
and Pitymys among Rodents point to more humid
terrains and a scrub vegetation.
Compared with the small mammal association
from cave no. 9 in the Lup~a Valley (dated to the
first half of the Early WUrm), the fauna at PV appears to be derived from a somewhat drier environment (occurrence of Spermophilus which is
absent at Cave no.9).
It is worth remembering that the cave deposits
from the Mehedinp Mountains (caves in the Lup~a
Valley) and the Mehedinp Plateau (Cave in the
Plhului Valley, Vacilor Cave) yielded fossil faunas
deprived of steppe and cold elements such as
Lagurus lagurus and Stenocranius gregalis. These
species, abundantly represented in southeastern
Romania (Dobrogea), were identified in the area
under consideration only in cave deposits situated
in the Cerna Valley (Hotilor Cave) and the Danube
Gorge (Uvadita Cave).

THE STRATIGRAPHIC
SIGNIFICANCE OF PLEISTOCENE
MESOCRICETUS IN SOUTHWESTERN ROMANIA
During the penultimate glacial cycle (Riss), Mesocricetus newtoni is known from the Cave no. 10 in
the Lup~a Valley and the cave in the Plhului Valley (RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1992). Mesocricetus appears to be absent from southwestern Romania during the last interglacial, as shown by the
fauna from Cave no. 13 in the Lup~a Valley
(BURGHELE et al., 1994). During the last glacial
cycle, M. newtoni occurs at the Cave no. 9 in the
Lup§a Valley (Early WUrm) and at two caves in
the Danube Gorge: the Uvadita Cave and Climente
I Cave (TERZEA, 1986). In the former cave remains of Mesocricetus were found in layer 3 which
might be correlated according to TERZEA ( 1986)
to the Moer~!Ioofd interstadial. The following layer
(4), in ascending order, yielded a cold-steppe fauna
in association with implements of Mousterian type.
The Climente I Cave, which contains a long sequence of deposits corresponding to much of the
WUrm glacial, supplied remains of M. newtoni at a
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depth of -420-400 em in a loess layer overlain by
an alternation of fossil soils and loess accumulationS; the ·loess accumulation between -310-280 em
yielded some Mousterian implements. Both cave
occurrences of M. newtoni correspond to the Early
Wtlrm. The species was never found in deposits
belonging to the Late Wtlrm (Cioarei Cave-upper
layers, Hoplor Cave, Climente II Cave) (TERZEA,
1986; 1987; HAMAR, 1963; CHALINE, 1987).
We consider, at the present stage of knowledge,
that M. newtoni was distributed in southwestern
Romania during the Late Riss and Early Wtirm. It
was absent from this area during the Riss-Wtirm
interglacial and the Late Wtirm. On the basis of
this evidence, the fauna at PV could rather belong
to a phase within the Early Wtirm showing a shift
from temperate to cold and more continental conditions.

CHRONOLOGY
The establishment of the exact geologic age of the
small mammal association from PV needs further
investigation. A consideration of the whole of the
fauna indicates, however, that the list of species
does not include any forms which might indicate
an age older than the last glacial cycle. On the
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other side, the still imperfect stage of knowledge of
the fossil mammals from southwestern Romania
does not always allow a satisfactory discrimination
between Riss and Wtirm associations to be made.
A comparison with other fossil sites, such as the
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succession judging from their mammalian associations and their elevations, shows that the fauna at
PV is very similar to that of Cave no. 9 (see Table
1). The almost identical composition of the two
faunas is associated with a similarity of the deposits from which they originated. Indeed, both caves
contain pale brown sediments (with a larger quantity of angular limestone fragments at PV) corresponding to a rather open environment, in contradistinction to the reddish brown older deposits of
the penultimate glacial (interstadial phase) and the
last interglacial which indicate predominantly sylvan conditions. We consider, therefore, that the
micromarnmalian association from the Vacilor
Cave can be assigned a Late Pleistocene age, more
precisely an Early Wtirmian one. Additional evidence is given by the stratigraphic distribution of
Mesocricetus newtoni which appears to be restricted to the early portion of the last glacial cycle.
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Middle Pleistocene small-sized
Pliomys of Romania
Costin RADULESCU\ Vlad CODREA2 & Alexandru PETCULESCU 1

ABSTRACT
On the basis of dental material coming from two Middle Pleistocene sites (Subpiatr!i Quarry near Ale~d. Bihor
County and Rotbav-Dealul Tiganilor near Bra~ov, Br~ov County), a new species, Pliomys samsoni n. sp. (Pliomyini, Arvicolidae, Rodentia, Mammalia) is described. In both sites, P. samsoni n. sp. is associated with primitive Arvicola forms. Chronostratigraphic data suggest that fossiliferous deposits containing P. samsoni n. sp.
may be assigned to the Middle Pleistocene (end of the Cromerian marked by the first appearance of Arvicola in
Europe).
Key words: Arvicolidae (Rodentia, Mammalia), systematics, Middle Pleistocene, Romania.

Pliomys de petite taille du Pleistocene moyen de Roumanie
RESUME
L'etude du materiel dentaire en provenance de deux sites d'age pleistocene moyen (Subpiatra Quarry pres
dep. de Bihor et Rotbav-Dealul Tiganilor pres Bra~ov, dep. de Bra~ov) a permis /'institution d'une espece
nouvelle, Pliomys samsoni n. sp. (Pliomyini, Arvicolidae, Rodentia, Mammalia). Dans les deux sites, P. samsoni
n. sp. est associee a des formes primitives d'Arvicola. Les donnees chronostratigraphiques montrent que les depots fossiliftres a P. samsoni n. sp. peuvent etre attribues au Pleistocene moyen (fin du Cromerien correspondant a La premiere apparition.d'Arvicola en Europe).

Ale~d,

Mots ctes: Arvicolidae (Rodentia, Mammalia), systematique, Pleistocene moyen.

INTRODUCTION

pusillus Mehely and M. savini Hinton = intermedius Newton) (KRETZOI, 1965);

Early and Middle Pleistocene Pliomys remains of
Romania were allocated till now to two species: P.
episcopalis Mehely, 1914 and P. lenki Heller,
1930. The first species is known from the following sites:

Betfia-XIII, (associated with M. pliocaenicus and
M. pusillus);
Betfia-X (associated with M. pusillus);

Karst deposits at Bettia (TERZEA, 1995):

Betfia-VII/1a and VII/1b-e (associated with M.
pusillus);

Betfia-2 (type locality) (MEHELY, 1914) (associated with Mimomys pliocaenicus F. Major, M.

1

2

Betf~-XI

(associated with M. pusillus);

Betfia-V and VIII3 (associated with M. savini =
intermedius and M. pusillus);

Institutul de Speologie "Emil Racovitll", str. Frumoasll nr. 11, R-78114 Bucure~ti 12, Romania.
Univ. "Babe§-Bolyai", Fac. de Geologie, str. M. Koglllniceanu 1, R-3400 Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
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Betfia-VW4 (associated with M. savini.= interme-

dius) .
Chi§ci'iu-1 (Bears' Cave) (associated with M.

savini) (TERZEA, 1983).

The terminology used in the description of cheek
teeth is after VAN DER MEULEN (1975) and
RABEDER (1981).
Abbreviations:

Bra§OV (Cave in Dealul ~prenghiului) (associated
with Arvicola cf. bactonensis Hinton) (KORMOS,
1933).

=

Subpiatra Quarry (associated with M. savini
intermedius according to HIR & VENCZEL,
1996). After examining some molars of larger vole
from the same site, we believe a primitive Arvicola
(or a Mimomys/Arvicola transitional form) instead
of M. savini is present at Subpiatra Quarry.
Rotbav-Dealul Tiganilor (associated with a
primitive Arvicola identified as A cantianus mosbachensis Schrnidtgen) (RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1977).

It is worth mentioning that sites containing primitive Arvicola yielded only small-sized specimens
of Pliomys.

P. lenki was recorded from a series of fossil sites
which are indicated below:

+ P. lenki (TERZEA, 1995):

L
H
T
BRA
BSA
LRA
LSA
Hsd
Hsld
As
Asl
Ps

=length of wear surface
=crown height
= enamel triangle
=buccal re-entrant angle
=buccal salient angle
= lingual re-entrant angle

= lingual salient angle

=hyposinuid
=hyposinulid
=anterosinus

= anterosinulus
= protosinus

On the basis of the Pliomys material housed in the
collections of the "Emil Racovita" Speleological
Institute (ISER), Bucharest, a small-sized Pliomys
form related toP. hollitzeri Rabeder, 1981 appears
to be present in two Middle Pleistocene localities
of Transylvania (Romania): Subpiatra Quarry and
Rotbav - Dealul Tiganilor. The aim of this work is
the description of dental remains belonging to this
unknown form considered here as a new species.

1. Betfia - XI
2. Betfia VIlli b-e

3. Betfia- V, Betfia Vll/3
4.

Betfia VII/4

STRATIGRAPHY
SUBPIATRA QUARRY

+ P. coronensis Mehely ( = lenki) orghidani Terzea (TERZEA, 1983):
5. Chi§cau - 1 (associated with M. savini

=intermedius). ·

+ P. lenki (KORMOS, 1933):
6. Bra§OV (Cave in Dealul ~prenghiului)

Vertebrate material was recovered from a limestone quarry near the locality of Subpiatra. A dynamited clogged-up pothole containing a bone
breccia (CODREA & CZIER, 1993) supplied a
Middle Pleistocene fauna including, among other
groups, small mammal remains belonging to the
following taxa ( HIR & VENCZEL, 1991, 1996):

+ P. lenki (HIR & VENCZEL 1996):
7. Subpiatra Quarry.

+ P. lenki cf. relictus Chaline (RADULESCU &
SAMSON, 1977):
8. Sandominic - 1 (Harghita County) (associated with Arvicola terrestris dominici
Radulescu & Samson).

ORO. INSECTIVORA

Talpafossilis-minor gr.
Talpa europaea (Linnaeus)
Sorex sp.
Drepanosorex savini (Hinton)
Crocidura cf. leucodon (Hermann)
Erinaceus sp.

METHODS
ORO. LAGOMORPHA

Drawings were made by using a camera Iucida.
Measurements are given in millimeters.

Ochotona sp.
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The stratigraphic succession consists of two main
depositional cycles:

Hystrix sp.
Muscardinus sp.
Dryomys nitedula (Pallas)
Sicista praeloriger (Kormos)
Apodemus sp.
Cricetus sp.
Allocricetus bursae Schaub
Mimomys savini Hinton
Pliomys episcopalis Mehely
Pliomys lenki Heller
Clethrionomys acrorhiza Kormos
Microtus (Pitymys) arvalidens Kretzoi
Microtus (Pitymys) sp.
Microtus arvalinus Hinton
ROTBAV-DEALUL TIGANILOR

The sand quarry called Dealul Tiganilor is situated
in the southern extremity of the locality of Rotbav.
At present, this quarry of local interest is completely disused. Systematic excavations were undertaken in 197 5 by the paleontological team of the
Speleological Institute.

The lower cycle (layers 1-3), predominantly
sandy, 2.40 m thick, yielded remains of macromammals belonging to the following species:
Mammuthus trogontherii (Pohlig) (primitive form),
Stephanorhinus etruscus brachycephalus Schroeder, Plesippus ("Allohippus") cf. marxi (v. Reichenau), Equus mosbachensis v. Reichenau,
Cal!reolus capreolus suessenbornensis Kahlke
(RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1985; SAMSON,
1976)
The upper cycle of deposits, predominantly
clayey, consists of 10 layers grouped into two argillaceous complexes: clay A (layers 4 to 9)
(=upper level 1 in RADULESCU & SAMSON,
1985), 0.90 m thick, and clay B (layer 10) (=upper
level2 in RADULESCU & SAMSON, 1985), 1m
thick. Clay A supplied rich small mammal remains
including, among other forms, Arvicola cantianus
mosbachensis (MDULESCU & SAMSON,
1977). Layer 5 and 6 yielded remains of Pliomys
associated with the taxa indicated in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Rott»-.r.- D~(lltd. .:flganllor::ij$(9f:~~~.t:~al sp~l~ .AASoclated with P. samsonl·n. sp. Rotbav Dealf1l.figaniWh.lisu :4es esp~ce$ .de micrlJtimtnlifjferes associl.fls. ~::p•.:samsoni n. sp•
.

..

'

:

., ..
..
'

..

•

Clay A

.

ll!ler 5

li!rer 6

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

Ord. lnsectivora
Desmana moschata mosbachensis (Schmidtgen)
Talpa europaea Linnaeus
Sorex subaraneus Heller
Sorex minutus Linnaeus
Dreapnosorex savini cf. austri~cus (Kormos)
Neomys sp.

+
+

Ord. Rodentia
Trogontherium cuvieri Fischer v. Waldheim
Sicista subtilis (Pallas) gr.
Spalax leucodon Nordmann gr.
Parapodemus coronensis Schaub
Apodemus sylvaticus (Linnaeus) gr.
Cricetus cricetus praeglacialis Schaub
Pliomys samsoni n. sp.
Clethrionomys glareolus (Schreber) gr.
Arvicola cantianus mosbachensis Schmidtgen
Stenocranius gregaloides (Hinton)
Microtus arvalis (Pallas) (incl. Pitymys arvalidens Kretzoi)
Microtus agrestis (Linnaeus) gr.
LaJ?urus cf. transiens Janossy

I

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
-

+

+
+
+

+
+
-
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SYSTEMATICS
Genus Pliomys Mehely, 1914

Pliomys samsoni n.sp.
1985 Pliomys episcopalis, RADULESCU & SAMSON, p. 90.
1996 Pliomys episcopalis, IDR & VENCZEL, p. 88.
Type: left M 1 (call. ISER, Sp- 001) (Plate 1, Fig. 1).
Paratypes: right M 1 (call. ISER, Sp- 002) (Pl. I,
Fig. 2), left M 3 (call. ISER, Sp- 003) (Pl. I, Fig. 3).
Type locality:
County).

Subpiatr~

Quarry (Ale§d, Bihar

Age: Middle Pleistocene, end of the Cromerian stage.
Etymology: In honor of Dr. Petre-Mihai Samson,
who directed the excavations at Rotbav-Dealul
Tiganilor, for his very valuable contributions to the
knowledge of fossil mammals of Romania.
Further material: 1 left M 1 (coil. ISER, RDT 001) (Pl. II, Fig. 1), 1left M 1 (RDT- 002), 1left M 1
(fragment) (RDT- 003), 1 left M 2 (fragment) (RDT
- 004) (Pl. II, Fig. 2), 1 right M 1 (RDT- 005) (Pl.
II, Fig. 3), 1 left M 1 (fragment) (RDT- 006).
Locality: Rotbav-Dealul Tiganilor (Bra§OV County);
Age: Middle Pleistocene, end of the Cromerian
stage (first appearance of primitive Arvicola forms).
Diagnosis: a small-sized vole species of Pliomys:
XLM 1 2.28 (N=IO), XLM 3 1.41 (N=8); cheek-teeth
relatively high-crowned. M 1: T6 well developed;
LRA4 shallow with apex not curved forward; LRA5
indistinct or absent; BRA4 slightly indicated or
absent. M3 : T2 reduced; posterior cap (PC) elongated; BRA3 and LRA4 weak or absent; apices of
re-entrant folds rounded or slightly curved forward.
Ditl'erential diagnosis: P. samsoni n.sp. differs
from P. episcopalis in the structure of anterior cap
(AC) (Pl. II, Fig. 4) and in having smaller dimensions statistically significant. A comparison between
P. episcopalis from Chi§C~u (TERZEA, 1989) and
P. samsoni n.sp. from Subpiatr~ Quarry gave the
following values: LM 1 t = 7.444, p < 0.001; LM 1
t = 7.571 , p < 0.001; LM 3 t = 9.344, p < 0.001.
Compared with P. hollitzeri from DeutschAltenburg 4B (XLM 1 2.35) (RABEDER, 1981), P
.wmsoni n.sp. seems to possesses somewhat
smaller cheek-teeth (XLM 1 2.28) with higher
crowns, the mean values of linea sinuosa (HH and
PA indices) lying above the corresponding values
inP. hollitzeri. In addition, P. samsoni n.sp. is distinguished by its M 1 having LRA4 shallower and

almost equilateral; these features (except the welldeveloped T6) suggest a close morphological relation to P. simplicior Kretzoi. P. samsoni n.sp. differs also from P. cf. hollitzeri from Podumci-1,
Croatia (MALEZ & RABEDER, 1984) in having
higher molars: M 1 with the same height (=2.85) in
both species are more evolved in P. samsoni n.sp.,
the dentine tracks being more developed and representing already a part of the tooth pattern (Pl. I, Fig.
2).
P. samsoni n.sp., although having its closest affinities with P. hollitzeri and more advanced P. cf. hollitzeri in particular, appears to possess a combination of derived (molars with higher crowns, stronger
development of T6 in M 1; PC more elongated in
M3 ) and conservative (lingual portion of AC slightly
developed, LRA4 shallow tending to be equilateral
in M 1; PC with very superficial re-entrant folds in
M3 ) features indicating the particular position of this
taxon, here interpreted as an independent species
among the small-sized Pliomys.

DESCRIPTION
M 1 - The communications between the dentine
fields are variable, but never of importance; curving forward of the re-entrant angles at their apices
is present, but not marked; LRA4 is shallow and
almost equilateral, not curved forward; a slight
BRA4 may be present; an incipient LSA5 may also
occur; T6 is well developed (Pl. I, Fig. 1-2; 4; 6);
in one specimen (Pl. I, Fig. 2), T6 is substantially
greater than the immediately posterior enamel triangle (T4). Another specimen, in an advanced
stage of wear, is distinguished by the reduction of
the lingual portion of AC, whereas T6 is well developed (Pl. I, Fig. 6). The enamel is more or less
uniform in younger specimens and thicker on anterior sides of dental prisms in adult ones.
M 1 - specimens from Rotbav-Dealul Tiganilor
(Pl. II, Fig. 1) do not differ in comparison with
similar molars from Subpiatr~.
M 2 - a specimen broken distally has a reduced
confluence between the dentine fields and a differentiated enamel (Pl. II, Fig. 2); the height of anterosinuid measures 2.50; the total height of the
crown about 2.90.
M 1 -although the specimen is young, the confluence betw~n the dentine fields is rather reduced;
T3 has a slight vertical inner furrow which disappears soon with wear; the dentine tracks show a
moderate development (Pl. II, Fig. 3).
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M3 - the molar has a relatively elongated PC with
superficial (Pl. I, Fig. 3; 8) or even absent BRA3
and LRA4 (Pl. I, Fig. 7); the re-entrant folds are
not curved forward in younger specimens (Pl. I,
Fig. 3); curving is slight in moderately worn
specimens (Pl. I, Fig. 8).

a

6

2mm.

DISCUSSION
Both P. samsoni n.sp. and P. hollitzeri are distinguished by their small size; possibly P. samsoni
n.sp. is even smaller. Their M 1 have in common
some features such as T6 well developed, almost
as great as T4 (this morphology is strongly marked
in a specimen from Subpiatra) (Pl. I, Fig. 2); in P.
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Table ,2. ·p,~9my~ ~it .n. ' : ~~~e~attye d~tal Dl.....
Pliomys s?J"f$(mi n. ,$p. J#ens . . . ·~:. '·dentaf;es conip~f
·~-~I,

Measurements
Mt
L
H
Hsl
Hsld
HH index
Mt

, Suljplatr~, . ·. ·
_ (o~,da~~;:,

2.15
3.20
2.70
2.80
3.89

2.45
2.85

-

L
H
Asl
As
Prs
PA index
MJ

-

L
H
As
Prs
Paindex

1.45
3.00
2.05
2.10
2.93

-

,.

;~9tb~v ~~ul'TJ~~~.~~~ 1"'::.·
2.35
2.70

. .

.· sub'~~\(Stt~rltir &VenczeJ ·.U %)
..
n. . ;: ..,·,: ,F'Y:'';'iid.i;.nax
X
2.18-2.46
1.60-3.16
2.25-3.12
3.34-4.26

2.28
2.67
2.86
3.89
1.88

7
7
7

1.75-1.92
2.70-3.07
2.92-3.25
3.98-4.43

-

7

1.30-1.52

-

-

2.50
2.45

1.77
3.30
2.60
2.50
2.45
3.50

samsoni n.sp. BRA4 is shallower and widely open.
On the contrary, P. hollitzeri is characterized by a
more developed BRA4, tending to curve anteriorly
(Pl. II, Fig. 5, type-specimen).
M 3 is distinguished by a conspicuously . reduced
T2; as mentioned above, this feature is accompanied in P. samsoni n.sp. by an elongation of PC, a
character which is also present. although less
marked, in P. cf. hollitzeri from Podurnci-1.
P. samsoni n.sp. might represent a parallel lineage
to that of P. hollitzeri.
Till now, P. samsoni n.sp. is known only from
Transylvania. A mandible with M 1_3 from Bra§OV
identified as P. episcopalis (KORMOS, 1933)
could belong to the same taxon. The evolutionary
stage of associated fauna, including an archaic
member of the genus Arvicola, shows that the new
species can be placed towards the end of the Cromerian (Cr- IV). The time interval corresponding
to the fauna at Bra§OV (named Brassoicum by
HELLER) was considered as equivalent to the Late
Cromerian or to the Brasso (= Bra~ov)-Tarko
phase (HELLER, 1969).
Other Middle Pleistocene localities, such as Mosbach in Germany (HELLER, 1969) and Isemia La

8

7
7
7
11

7
7
7

1.62-2.40
1.50-2.10
2.21-3.17

-

2.86
3.08
4.20
1.40
1.99
1.80
2.71

Pineta in Italy (SALA, 1983), yielded small-sized
representatives of Pliomys associated with primitive Arvicola forms. Although allocated to P. episcopalis, these specimens have, undoubtedly, their
closest affinities with the lineage (or lineages) of
small-sized Pliomys species discussed above.
BIOCHRONOLOGY

P. hollitzeri (type-locality Deutsch-Altenburg 4B)
was found associated, among other chronologie
markers, with various representatives of the genus
Mimomys of which one is possibly a still unnamed
ancestor of M. savini (=intermedius) (CARLS &
RABEDER, 1988). Deutsch-Altenburg 4B is the
type-locality for the Microtus praehintoni Rabeder
Zone which represents the second part of the Betfia
phase of the Biharian (Early Pleistocene) (MALEZ
& RyABEDER, 1984).
P. cf hollitzeri from Podumci- 1 is one of the type
species for the Microtus thenii Malez & Rabeder
Zone belonging to the Montepeglian, the second of
the threefold subdivision of the Biharian. The associated fauna includes Mimomys pusillus and M.
savini (=intermedius) (MALEZ & RABEDER.
1984).

160

P. samsoni n.sp. may be placed in a later time interval coincident with the first appearance of Arvicola and equivalent to the Late Cromerian.
Pliomys sp. from Hundsheim (Austria), possessing
higher dentine tracks (RABEDER, 1981), is very
probably later than P. samsoni n.sp. In the stratigraphic scheme proposed by MALEZ & RABEDER
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Karst And Non-Karst Occurrence~s
Of Natural Mineral Stlll Waters
Adrian IURKIEWICZ1 & Adrian FERU 2

ABSTRACT
Based on the main physico-chemical parameters one perform a comparative analysis of the still natural mineral
waters originating in karst and non-karst areas. To this purpose, there have been chosen three mineral water
sources in Romania, together.with other important sources in Europe, with similar mineral water.
Key words: still natural mineral water, karst and non-karst mineral springs.

Occurrence karstique et non-karstique des eaux minerales naturelles plates

RESUME
· Une analyse comparative des eaux minerales naturelles plates des zones karstiques ou non-karstique.sa ere accomplie sur La base des parametres physiques et chimiques caracteristiques. Trois sources de Rouman{e et quelques autres importantes sources de l'Europe, avec des occurrences ·assez differentes peuvent etre encadrees
dans la meme categorie des eaux minerales naturelles.

r

Mots eMs: eaux minerales naturelles, source minerale karstique ou non-karstique.

1. INTRODUCTION -

•

The last 15 years have witnessed a spectacular
increase of the mass consumption of bottled
water worldwide.

There are three types of bottled waters:
•

natural mineral waters (still or carbonated);

This increase is the result of several causes
such as: '

•

spring waters (still or gas-added);

•

table waters (still or gas-added).

•
•
•
•
1

an increase of the drinking water demand;
the appearance of certain contaminants in
the water of the municipal networks;
the increase ·of the costs required by the
treatment of the water for drinking;
the improvement of the water bottling
technologies;

the enhancement of the standard of living
and of the purchasing power.

Among them, the first place in quality and
value terms is occupied by the natural mineral
waters. On an European scale the exploitation
and marketing of natural mineral waters is
regulated by the 801777 Directive.

S.C. "Prospectiuni" S.A., str. Caransebe~ 1, R-78344, Bucure~ti, Romania.

z Societatea Nationall!. a Apelor Minerale, str. Mendeleev 34-36, Bucure~ti, Romania.
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According to this Directive, "natural mineral

water is considered to be a microbiologically
wholesom water originating in an underground ·w ater table or ·'deposit and •emerging
from a spring tapped at one or more natural
or borehole exits [... ] which is clearly distinguishable from ordinary drinking water by ·its
nature (mineral content, trace elements) and
by its natural state, both characteristics having been preserved intact because of the underground origin has been protected from all
risks of pollution". According to the same Directive, "the chemical content, temperature
and other fundamental characteristics of the
natural mineral waters must remain stable
within the range of natural variation and unchanged under variable flow rate conditions in
particular".
····
Of the overall bottled mineral waters amount,
the European trend is to increase the weight of
the weakly mineralized, still mineral waters.
In countries like Germany and Romania,
where until recently only carbonated mineral
water, medium to highly mineralized used to
be consumed, the weakly mineralized, ·still
mineral waters begin to occupy an increasingly
position in the daily consumption.

Regarding the geological conditions specific to
the Romanian territory, PERU & SIMION
(1994) points towards both a direct and indirect connection between still natural mineral
waters and carbonate rocks, accounting for
their genesis as well as for their occurrence.
On the other hand, a large amount of the mineral waters in Europe originate in non-karst
reservoirs.
Our aim is to perform a comparative analysis
of the still natural mineral waters originating
in karst and non-karst areas. To this purpose,
there have been chosen three mineral water
sources in Romania, that formed the object of
detailed hydrogeological studies and their resources have been assessed and validated. Two
of them originate in karst areas (lzvorul Minunilor-Stana de Vale and Domogled), while
the other one originates in Pannonian detritic
deposits (Rieni). Table 1 indicates (at posi.:
tions 1,2 and 3) the main physico-chemical
parameters of these waters.

A. Jurkiewicz & A. Feru

2. THE MAIN QUALITATIVE
CRITERIA USED FOR THE
CHARACTERISATION OF
NATURAL MINERAL WATERS
The main qualitative criteria for evaluating a
bottled natur~ mineral water, according to the
European and Romanian legislative and scientific regulations (the 801777/EC, SR 445011996,
HGR 1176/96, IMFBRM classifications 1986)
are: the total mineralization, the ionic composition structure and the carbon dioxide content
and origin in the mineral water.
2.1. TOTAL MINERALIZATION

There are several methods of assessing the
total mineralization, such as: TDS, dry residue
at _180°C, total dry soluble extract.
The most frequently used method, specified by
every chemical analysis bulletin of a mineral
water, is the dry residue. By taking into account the dry residue, according to the EC
Directive 801777, mineral natural waters are
separated into:

+ Very low mineral content - dry residue at
180°C below 50 mg/1;

+ Low mineral content (oligomineral) -dry
residue at 180°C ranging between 50-500 mgll;
•

Medium mineral content ·_ dry residue at
J80°C ranging between 500-1500 mg/1; ..,.

+ Rich in mineral salts -

dry residue 'at

180°C above 1500 mg/1.
According to the classification above, the ~n
eral water /zvorul Minunilor derived from · the
Rieni source, as well as the two other investigated sources Domogled and . /zvorul Minunilor- Stana de Vale, are ranged-in the low
mineral content (oligomineral) mineral waters
category.
·
2.2. THE IONIC COMPOSITION
STRUCTURE

In terms of the major ions content of the mineral water, expressed as miliequivalents percentage, the mineral waters are distinguished
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based on one or two anions and one or two
cations having ionic percentages in excess
20% of the miliequivalents content, indicated
in a decreasing order.
All the three considered sources have hidrogencarbonated calcic mineral waters.
2.3. THE C02 CONTENT AND ORIGIN

As a function of the C02 content of the water
sampled in natural state, at the source, the
mineral waters are separated into:

+ carbonated mineral waters (C02 > 250 mg/1);

+ still mineral waters (C02 < 250 mg/1).
According to legal regulations (EC Directive
801777, RS 4450/97) C02 (derived from the
same source or of a different origin) may be
added to a mineral water, or alternatively C02
may be partly or completely extracted during
the bottling process, as a function of the market demand.
As a result, after being bottled the natural mineral water may belong to one of the following
categories:
•

naturally carbonated, natural mineral water;

+ still natural mineral water;
+ (total or partial) degassed natural mineral
water;
+ natural mineral water, fortified with gas
from the spring;
+ carbonated natural mineral water.
All the three considered sources (/zvorul Minunilor, Domogled and Rieni), are, according to
their natural state, at the source, still natural
mineral waters. The source Rieni, the only one
that is currently bottled, is marketed in two
versions:

+ as carbonated natural mineral water (with
C02 added);
+ as still natural mineral water.

A. Jurkiewicz et al.

3. SIMILAR MINERAL WATERS
BOTTLED IN EUROPE
According to the criteria above, there will be
considered for comparison waters similar to
those in Romania, namely natural mineral
waters oligomineral, calcium bicarbonate, still
at the source, with a dry residuum ranging
between 150-300 mg/1 (Table 1).
We mention on the other hand that each mineral water can be considered to be unique in
terms of its physico-chemical composition, as
a consequence of the specific natural conditions that contributed to its genesis.
Table 1 comparatively indicates the physicochemical characteristics and the reservoir
lithology for the three sources in Romania
together with other important sources in
Europe, with similar mineral water.
The mineral water production structure in the
main European countries that are mineral water producers (Italy-the first place in Europe,
Belgium-the second place, France-the
fourth place) indicates a clear preference for
mineral waters of the same type with the discussed Romanian mineral waters, out of which
mineral water at Rieni is bottled under the ''Izvorul Minunilor" trade mark.
Thus over 56% of the Italian waters are oligomineral (DE BERNARDI et al., 1993, BRAZZOROTTO & CORTEMIGLIA, 1987), 49%
are calcium bicarbonate and over 75% are still
or gas added (about 45% still, about 30% gas
added).
In France non carbonated (still) waters detain
about 78% of the market, out of which over
50% are oligomineral, calcium bicarbonate
(EVINA, 1992).

Even in Germany (ARIUS, 1996), a country
that is renown for its deeply rooted tradition in
terms of consumption of carbonated, highly
mineralized mineral water, the last years have
indicated a continuous increase of the oligomineral, weakly carbonated o still waters
Many of the waters in Europe indicated in Table 1 are renown trade marks, that range in the

first places of the mineral water production of
the considered countries.

Karst and non-karst occu"ences of natural mineral still waters

Thus Evian detains the first place in France,
Vera, the third place in Italy, Lanjaron, the
third place in Spain, Highland Spring the first
place in UK, etc (GREEN & GREEN, 1994).
As a conclusion, returning to the purpose of
the present paper, we observe that about 50%
of the sources originate in carbonate deposits
and 50% in non carbonate deposits. It results
that although in Romania the first studies and
resource assessments have considered only
carbonate deposits, conditions at least as fa-
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vorable are displayed by the sources originating in non carbonate deposits, mainly as a result of the transit times.
On the other hand, provided that the carbonate
rock is naturally well protected (geographically isolated recharge area, covering deposits)
and the aquifer has slow dynamics (reduced
fracturing and/or karstification), the sources of
such an origin may comply with the requirements stipulated by the existing standards, in
terms of their use as natural mineral waters.
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Investigations on the covered saline karst in
Slinic-Prahova area [Romania]
loan POVARA, Viorel HOROI,
Constantin MARIN, Tudora NICOLESCU & Mihai BACIU 1

ABSTRACT
The mechanical disequilibria due to the mining works undertaken in Sllinic-Prahova area have determined the
occurrence within the salt massif of a network of fissures that favored surface water infiltrations. The infiltration
paths had a rapid evolution concentrating in well-organized drains the water accumulated within the Badenian
deposits (siltic clays and marls) that cover the salt massif. The detailed morphological analysis of the massif and
the monitoring of the flows, temperatures and chemistry of the infiltrations allowed the establishment of the water sources and the preferential flow directions, offering therefore the necessary elements for reducing the hydrogeologic risk.
Key words: karst processes in salt-rock, underground flow, mining works infiltrations.

Recherches sur le karst en sel de Ia zone de S/anic-Prahova (Roumanie)
RESUME
Les desequilibres mecuniques survenus a la suite des travau.x miniers souterrains executes a Slanic-Prahova. en
vue de ['exploitation ont determine ['apparition dans le massif de sel d'un reseau de fissures favorables au.x infiltrations de surface. Les voies d'ecoulement, une fois formees, ont evolue rapidement, concentrant en drains
bien organises lesfaibles accumulations aquiferes des dep6ts Badeniens (argiles silteuses et mames) recouvrant
le massif de sel. L'analyse detaillee de La morphologie du massif et le monitoring des debits, des temperatures et
du chimisme des infiltrations ont permis de preciser les sources d'alimentation et les directions preferentielles
d'ecoulement, offrant les elements necessaires pour La diminution du risque hydrogeologique.
Mots ctes: processus karstiques en sel, ecoulement souterrain, infiltrations dans les travau.x miniers.

GENERAL DATA
The salt accumulation in the Sllmic salt formation
(98% NaCl), estimated to 11.37x 108 tons, has the
shape of a 500 m thick pillow and extends over a
10 km2 area, at 0-100 m depth (STOICA &
GHERASE, 1981). About 35% of the accumulation is situated above the level of the hydrographic
network, on both sides of Sllmic stream. The industrial exploitation of the salt has started before
1

1688 in natural outcrops and continued by means
of bell shaped mining works, then in trapezoidal
shaped working chambers (55 m height, 35m apertU)'e at the bottom at -293 m maximum depth)
with central pillar, while subsequently to 1970
chambers with square pillars, distributed over 11
levels have been used (DMGANESCU, 1993).
Some of the old bell shaped working chambers
have been flooded after being abandoned, with the
water raising up to the ground surface.

Institutul de Speologie "Emil Racovitli", str. Frumoasli 11, R-78114 Bucure~ti 12, Romania.
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Weak infiltration in the mining works .started to
occur since the beginning of this century, but
subsequently to 1991 the water amount increased
to an alarming level, endangering the safety of the
exploitation works. At ground surface negative
landforms of sinkhole type have occurred, while
the salt cap rock underwent subsidence that affected the buildings in Sllinic town. In order to
reduce the hydrogeological hazard to which the
mining works are exposed and to stop the
progressive deterioration underwent by the
buildings situated above or close to the active-karst
areas, the infiltration supply area as well as the
main flow directions had to be identified, so that a
remedial solution was substantiated.

GENERAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING
AND SPECIFIC FEATURES OF
THE SALT MASSIF
The salt accumulation at Slllnic Prahova is of
Badenian age; the Badenian formations include 4
distinct levels (DRAGANESCU, 1993): the
zeolitiferous tuffs and the bottom Globigerina
marls level, followed by the evaporitic-bitumen
facies, to which the salt massif also belongs,
overlain by the salt breccia, over which the marly
level of the Globigerina shales and Spirialis marls
is deposited.
When considered from a structural-tectonic point
of view, the deposits form a NE-SW striking syncline, with its north-western limb dipping at 30°-:400, while the south-eastern limb is very steep or
vertical. To the west the syncline becomes an
overturned fold, while in its central part it displays
many secondary folds, frequently accompanied by
longitudinal faults. The continuity of the syncline
along its strike is broken by two transverse faults,
with the block in between deeply downthrown.

THE SALT MASSIF
TOPOGRAPHY
The overall geometry of the salt massif was outlined based on information provided by drill holes,
and for a smaller area, on seismic surveys (MANJ
& GEORGESCU, 1990). The contour maps of the
top of the salt prepared by BONCIU (1996) indicate a trough like negative form extending on aNS direction, that the authors interpret as a former,
abandoned course of the Sllmic stream.
By interpreting and processing the data of 425 drill holes, a detailed map of the salt topography was
obtained in the area concerned by the infiltration
phenomena (Fig. 1), as well as a block diagram of
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the salt topography, with the ground surface also
plotted on it (Fig. 2). Both images suggest that the
potential supply sources originate in the left side
bank of Sllinic stream and in its streambed. ·

INVESTIGATION BACKGROUND
Due to its high solubility and plasticity and to its
reduced hardness, salt occupies a distinct place
among the soluble rocks which are liable to engender karst processes and landforms. The average salt
solubility is 350 times larger than that of the limestone, while the ratio between the calcite and halite
saturation indexes, IScalciteiiShalite is 6. As a
result of folding halite is subject to tensions, while
the cracks induced by natural or anthropic causes
are quickly closed. Provided that there are no
mining works to maintain a karst base level inside
the salt massif, the latter cannot be pierced by the
underground flow. Hence dissolution will act only
on the surface of the massif (the salt back), if the
overlying formation has water storage properties
and if a water supply source exists. The salt - cap
rock interface will act as an impervious bed, with
the flow being directed toward depression areas or
toward the outcrops on the hill slope. The underground flow paths will have a very rapid evolution,
but the aggressivity of the solution will rapidly
decrease along the flow direction to eventually
fade out, provided the path is long enough. The
karsto-saline voids on the salt back will induce the
collapse of the overlying formations, and as a result the ground surface will undergo slow or sudden subsidence processes.
The fast evolution of the karsto-saline processes
renders the infiltration counteracting by means of
conventional hydrogeological meth~ds difficult.
The mechanical disequilibria of the salt massif
induced by the mining works carried out inside the
massif favored the occurrence of a flow path directed toward the karst base level situated at -230
m. The new flow direction rapidly evolved by dissolution, acting as a drain for the water accumulations on the salt back.
The attempts of injecting sealing curtains at the
salt-cap rock interface failed to restrict the infiltration, but the sections sealed by this procedure
contributed to concentrate the underground flow
along very fast evolving pathways.
The investigation works addressed three subjects:
the hydrologic regime of the total cumulated infiltration at -230 m, the groundwater saturation degree with respect to halite, and the supply origin of
infiltration and preferred flow directions.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC ISSUES
The salt back deposits consist of a shale layer, then
follow sandy-marly deposits deprived of bedding,
yet displaying a sorting trend (larger components
at the bottom), inside which the permeability coefficients vary over a wide range (0.1-22 m/24 h);
the total thickness ranges from 0 to 60 m. In the
lower part of the valley these Late Badenian formations are overlain by terrace deposits with
coarse gravel at their bottom, covered by sandy
shale. In those deposits on the top of the salt two
sections have been identified (CALANGIU, 1971,
in DRAGANESCU, 1993):

+ an area situated beneath the local erosion level
(the Slruuc stream), with salt saturated water at
the contact level;
+ an area situated above the local erosion level,
with a more intense flow and unsaturated water.
The underground seepage occurs either through the
fracture zones located above the local erosion
level, or through the mining works that cross the
debris/salt contact, on the contact area. The occurrenc'e of concentrated flows (2.5-4 Vs) on the saltdebris interface has been proven by means of tracers over distances of 0.35 km (POVARA et al.,
1982) or inferred from the occurrence of low salinity levels in the anthropo-saline lakes (LASCU
et al., 1984, in DRAGANESCU, 1993).
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The electrometric survey performed over successive traverses south of Unirea mine outlined distinct water flow paths which run along a N-S direction (probably concentrated at conduit levelf·
Within a year time span, several collapse sinkholes, 2-4 m in diameter and of 2.5 m maximum
depth, developed above. The series of measure-·
ments performed successively at certain time intervals have proven the unstable character and the
very fast evolution of those drainage corridors.
The drilling of a dense network of wells (327, out
of which 43 piezometric wells), which surround
the main shaft of Unirea mine, supplemented with
geoelectric, piezometric, thermometric and hydro-

~ GEORGESCU et al., (1996) Deep detail electrometric
measurements in the area of Unirea shaft and of the eastern
slope. (unpublished report).

chemical measurements, filled up the hydrogeologic image of the area, to result in the following conclusions:
1. The water bearing properties of the covering
formations are quite diverse. The permeabil~ties vary over a wide range, being the largest
m the terrace deposits and close to nil in the
detritic-mudstone facies on the salt back.

2. The salt massif can be regarded as an impervious body. Provided that no open cracks exist,
the underground drainage takes place on the
salt/debris interface, or in its close neighborhood, a~ a result of cracks becoming active; the
flow rates along such lineaments can reach 12
lis.
3. The mining works have opened within the
massif body a drainage level located very deep
beneath the local erosion level at the ground

Investigations on the covered saUne karst in Slllnic-Prahova

surface, diirinage level that may collect the
groundwater flow, provided that a network of
cracks occurs, to generate an efficient flow
path between the surface and the latter. Such a
cracks network is currently developing within
· Unirea mine, induced by mechanic disequilibria due to the salt extraction and, most
probably, by some activities at the ground surface.
~ The evolution of the karst-saline processes is
: extremely fast and it is mirrored at the ground
surface by slow suffosion processes and by the
occurrence of sinkhole type landforms.
5. Within some of the old salt mines, which at
· present have become lakes, there have been
identified certain levels of a more fresh water
occurring at depths up to 25-30 m (the limit
down to which divers could reach), supplied
by surface infiltration; they prove that once
established, a karsto-saline drainage can be
sustained.

INFILTRATION IN UNIREA MINE
The flow rates infiltrated in the mining works have
been tapped in a collecting channel provided with a
30° weir box and a limnigraph, at the level of the
deepest excavation (-230 m). Over the time interval March-June 1995, the flow rates displayed a
variation range of 3.35 1/s (between 0.47 and 3.82
1/s). While the water gauging was performed, wells
were drilled for injecting cement, in order to make
the debris/salt interface impervious. The separation
of the two components on the flow rates regime
diagrams indicated the following results:
• the natural variations ranged. between 0.47 and
~.1.5.Vs;
·
• .. .on· the flow rates · diagrams several peaks
induced by the drilling activity have been
recorded, which indicates that karst passages
of high drainage . capability had been
intercepted;
• the additional flow rates originating in the
drilling fluid varied as a function of the depth
·· of the hole and of the position of the well with
respect to the Unirea mine shaft, the hill slope
and the Sll1nic stream. The largest values were
recorded during a 3 hours interval, in a period
3
'deprived of rainfall (42.6 m 3 , of which 28.8 m
were supplied by the well which was drilled at
that moment).
• there has been identified a weak dependence of
the underground seepage on the rainfall, with a
16 days delay, and no correlation with the discharge of Sll1nic stream could be substantiated.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE c(CONCENTRATIONS IN THE·WATER
OF THE PIEZOMETRIC WELLS
One of the investigation assumptions was that different e1 concentrations may delineate areas or
lineaments with different hydrodynamic characteristics. The analysis method has taken into account 'the fact that the analyzed groundwater, that
from a chemical point of view is characteristic to
the aquifers that adjoin the diapiric structures, belongs to the type of multi-component solutions
with a very high concentration. The assessments
performed on samples collected from the piezometric wells grid, in a section of the hole which
corresponds to the debris/salt interface, outlines a
status of undersaturation with respect' to halite at
all the investigated points, being recorded a trend
of water saturation with respect to mineralisation
according to an exponential law.
The obtained chloride concentrations have been
used in preparing a contour map, which suggests
the following (Fig. 3):
•

a general trend of increase of the el- concentration, fro~ · all directions toward the Unirea
shaft;

•

the clustering of the high concentration values
in the salt topography depressions (123.3155.8 gil en or in the plateau areas (122.8161.8 gil en;

•

the steep "slope" of the contours indicates the
large variation of the concentrations over relatively short distances, which would correspond
to a negligible inflow and a slow flow that secures a high dissolution rate, which is opposite
to the small slope areas, that are due to a significant inflow and a fast flow.

•

Unirea shaft occurs between the 80 and 90 gil
el- contours and is surrounded by three areas
of larger concentrations: to the west F6-F8
(>120 gil en, to the north F13-F15 (>140 g/1
en, and to the east F39-F55 (> 139 gil en.
The low concentration areas are located around
the wells F4 (<30 gil en and F14 (<50 gil en.
Under these circumstances, by assuming that
the inflow areas are those with low concentrations and that the flow direction is from a small
concentration toward a larger concentration, it
can be inferred that the main supply area is
situated to the south, while the fastest flow direction is that traced by the wells F53, F47, F8,
F19. The areas around the wells F4 and F14
are inflow areas of only secondary interest.

I. Povara et al.
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FPll, FP13, FP38 and FP55; the minimum
temperature has been recorded in F55 (6.3°C),
while the maximum one in F4 (9.5°C);

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
IN PIEZOMETRIC WELLS
Simultaneously with collecting water samples in the
piezometric wells, temperatures at the salt/debris
interface have been also measured, by means of a
0.01 oc resolution and 0.05°C accuracy thermometer. There have been performed two sets of measurements (October 25, 1996 and November 14,
1996), that have been used to prepare water temperature contour maps. In interpreting the latter it
was assumed that a slow flow provides the necessary time for obtaining an equilibrium between the
water and the rock, while a fast flow, that involves
more important flow rates, will engender visible
alterations with respect to the local background of
the groundwater temperature. The analysis of the
temperature contours in Figure 4 indicates that:
•

the temperature increases toward all directions,
starting from the axis that connects the wells

•

the wells that parallel Slmic stream (FP1-FP9)
display the largest deviation with respect to the
background, induced, most probably, by a
groundwater inflow from the streambed;

•

the thermal maxima in the wells FP3 and FP4
outline a local inflow of constant flow rate and
temperature;

•

along the lineament traced by the wells
FP47-FP18-FP19 occurs the transition from
a steep slopes area, situated to the west, to the
area of reduced slopes, indicative of a thermal
equilibrium, located to the east;

It results that the thermally stable areas, i.e. those
'which are weakly influenced by the external stimuli, occur next to the wells FP13, FP12 P39, and
that the areas undergoing a significant superficial
supply correspond to the Slmic streambed, west
and south of Unirea mine.
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(EXISTING) CIVIL ENGINEERING
WORKS FOR COUNTERACTING
THE INFILTRATION
In order to isolate the main shaft against infiltration
originating on the back of the salt massif, sealing
curtains have been performed, in successive stages,
by injecting cement at the salt/debris contact area.
They have been placed perpendicularly on the
inferred or previously proven supply directions and
in the end have "closed" the shaft on every side.

TRACER EXPERIMENTS
The check of certain results obtained by previously
discussed methods has been made by means of
three tracer experiments. There has been used fluorescein, rhodamine and potassium bicromate, injected in two wells that exhibited permeability
coefficients larger than 2 m/24 h and in a sinkhole
recently formed at the ground surface, south of the
mine shaft (Fig. 5). The tracers arrival has been
monitored in the piezometric wells network, as
well as in the underground, in the mining works.
The tracer experiments have outlined the following:

+ the sealing curtains divert the ground water
flow along them and induce flow rates concentration at their extremities, thus favoring
the process of concentration into well developed drains. In the areas with reduced sealing
effect there occurs also a process of undertraversing by means of conduits excavated in
the salt;

+ along a north-south direction (marked by the
wells FP47-FP18-FP19), the underground
flow has average theoretical velocities of 230
mlh or larger, which can be only a result of the
presence of well developed karst conduits.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Infiltration into Unirea mine does not originate
in a single source. It results from adding various water volumes which flow mainly from the
south, most probably from the Sllmic stream
loop, and in subsidiary from the aquifer that is

I. Povarli et al.

developed on the left side of the valley, and,
most probably, also from the west. The conceptual model concerning the organization of
the drainage toward the shaft is simple: a
north-south directed conduit, marked at the
surface by collapse sinkholes; this conduit also
collects the water diverted toward the southwest by the sealing curtain.
2. The groundwater flow directions are not equal:
the maximum values are recorded along the
conduit, where they reach 238 mlh. Such a
value is characteristic to a free surface flow,
which, under the circumstances of the high salt
solubility induces a fast descending evolution,
having as a result collapse processes at the
ground surface. As a consequence the soil stability is endangered mainly along the direction
the conduit is developed and in its immediate
neighborhood.
3. The sealing curtain has limited efficiency,
being impervious only over certain sections.
By tracing the groundwater flow it resulted
that the curtain is pierced or crossed in some
areas on its east, south and west sides. We believe that such a technical solution provides
only a temporary remedy in the case of a saline
karst.
4. The groundwater flow directions that are not
influenced by the sealing curtain reasonably
correspond with the topography of the salt
back.
5. The assessments performed over water samples collected from the piezometric wells indicate a status of undersaturation with respect to
halite at all sampling sites, the trend of water
saturation with respect to the mineralisation
following and exponential law. This means
that dissolution is active along all the flow directions.
6. The -230 m level of the Unirea mine must be
regarded as the level toward which the
groundwater flow is directed. Since close to
the mining works the massif is subject to active fracturing, there is a permanent hazard that
a network of fissures connecting the salt back
with the underground excavations is intercepted.

Investigations on the covered saline karst in Sllinic-Prahova
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On the significance of dissolved carbonates in
karst processes [Gams• approach]
- a call for research cooperation
Ante SARIN\ Andrej KRANJC2 , Sanja KAPELJ\
Janja KOGOVSEK2 & Renato BULJAN1

INTRODUCTION
The International Geological Cooperation Project
"Karst Processes and the Carbon Cycle" (IGCP
379) was -launched in 1995 by Prof. Dr. Yuan
Daoxian from the Institute of Karst Geology,
Guilin, China, and it will be led by him and last
five years.- The project was internationally introduced at the International Symposium and Field
Seminar on Karst Waters and Environmental Impacts held in Antalya, Turkey in 1995. One of the
authors of this paper offered Croatian cooperation
to the project-leader which D. Yuan immediately
accepted. This cooperation has developed into the
Croato-Slovene part of the research, including
eleven participants from six faculties or institutes,
comprising researchers from the fields of hydrogeology, hydrochemistry, hydrography, structural
geology and surface and geohydrology.
This Croato-Slovene contribution to the IGCP 379
research is based on the idea of the distinguished
Slovene geographer, Prof. Dr: I. Gams, announced
relatively long ago (GAMS, 1963). Gams considered that the intensity or degree of recent karst
processes can be reflected by the amount of dissolved carbonates in karst water flowing through
the mouths of karst rivers. He has devoted 19 publications fully or partially to this problem; the most
interesting papers are referred (GAMS, 1962;
1963;. 1969; 1985). One of the authors of this paper
relatively "early" understood the validity of Gams'
idea and suggested its use by hydrogeologists
1

2

(SARIN, 1984). He several times dealt with this
matter from hydrogeological points of view (SARIN, 1983; 1987; 1988; SARIN et al., .. 1987;
1997). The Slovene authors of this paper •p;utly
touched this matter in a series of physiographic
(KRANJC, 1979; 1982; 1985; 1986; . 1989;
K.RANJC et al., 1992) and hydrogeochemical..papers .(KOGOVSEK, 1983; 1985). A young Croat
coauthor of the paper, KAPELJ, deals largely \\;'ith
this topic in her Ph.D. thesis which is just approaching its completion.
..... 1• •

THE RESEARCH GOALS AND ..
PROBLEMS
The authors and other participating researchers of
this Croato-Slovene contribution, as well as the
IGCP-379 leader himself, D.Yuan, do believe that
the "Garns' approach" can reflect recent karst processes, i.e. recent karstification; especially if a new
parameter ,.--- the dissolved carbonates module,

DCM, i.e. the amount of dissolved carbonates per
year and per square kilometer of the actual drainage area - is taken into consideration.
There are two goals this research. The first one is
' the researchers' intention . to ..<;ollfirm. .the starting
idea that the parameter DCM very probably varies
over time, depending on hydrological .arid, meteorological variations. It relates, first of allj· to the
C02 content in the air and precipitation, b~t the
changes of the amount .and regimen of predpita-
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tion and air temperature also probably have impacts. The time variations considered refer to long
time periods, something like those considered for
assessing mean annual or seasonal values, and they
relate to the same, fixed monitoring site, like one
karst spring or one river gauge station, i.e. a site
preserving the same drainage area. Naturally, the
data should be collected over as many years as
possible and the interpretation of the results will
depend on the number of these observation sites
occurring under different geological and physiographic conditions.
The second goal comprises efforts to understand
the expected DCM variations influenced by
changes in geological and physiographic factors, as
well as by a series of human activities, such as the
use of water, hydraulic constructions, heavy reclamation, mining, other large constructions and the
like. A great number and diversity of the monitoring sites and of the monitoring time length (number of years) will produce better results for this
goal as well.
However, there are a series of big and small problems related to this research. The frrst of them is
the "actual" or true drainage area. The underground
(so-called hydrogeological) catchment area certainly has to be taken into account. But in many
karst areas, particularly in large ones, there are
surface streams that flow into the considered
catchment area from adjacent areas. How to determine how much "foreign" surface water enters,
how much of this "foreign" water penetrates into
the underground and how much of the dissolved
carbonates from that "foreign" water joins the local
groundwater?
Furthermore, will the researchers have enough
reliable data on the amount and regimen of pre-
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cipitation, of C02 content, on air temperature? Will
they be able to understand how much water is infiltrated from precipitation? What about the effects
of large water and other constructions, of agriculture, etc.?
Most of the problems could be solved if a large
number of new, properly studied and selected
monitoring sites with very small catchment areas
were established. But since are no funds for such
work, researchers must use only the already existing data.

THE RESEARCH PROCEDURE
Taking into account the above-mentioned problems, especially the last one-negligible funds, the
researchers have decided to use the available data.
The first step is to study in detail the data and interpretations presented in the numerous papers
prepared by I. Gams. The next step to search all the
published papers and open file reports prepared by
several Slovene researchers. The collection and
selection of relevant data obtained in Croatia will
be done at the same time as the previous work.
There are several fundamental karst books dealing
more or less with this topic and they have to be
studied thoroughly. Let's mention at least some of
them, those written by HERAK & STRINGFIELD
(1972), ZOTL (1974), SARIN (1983), BONACCI
(1987), MAYER (1993), STAMBUK-GIUANOVIC (1994).
Foreign researchers willing to participate in this
work have already been called upon and this paper
also serves the same purpose.
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On the presence of Mimomys intermedius
£Newton, 18811 £Arvicolidae, Rodentia,
Mammalia] in the Tecuri Cave
£Hunedoara County, Romania]
Alexandru PETCULESCU 1
The evolutionary history of Middle Pleistocene
small mammals of Romania is still imperfectly
known, the present information being based on
karst deposits from Bihor County and Central
Dobrogea (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
The cave called 'Pe§tera de la Tecuri" (Tecuri
Cave) (code 2066/15 in GORAN 1982), with a
development of 485 m, is situated at an elevation
of 926m above sea level, in the southeastern extremity of the Sebe§ Mountains, in the hydrographic basin of the Strei River, upstream the
Baru locality. The cave was explored between
1952 and 1962 by a research team of the ''Emil
Racovit~"
Speleological Institute (DUMITRESCU et al., 1967).

The aim of this note is to bring a contribution to
the knowledge of dental morphology of larger
Mimomys and their paleogeographical distribution
in Romania.

Small mammal remains were mentioned without
any reference to their chronology. The list includes, besides Myotis myotis and M. mystacinus
(Chiroptera), Neomys fodiens, Sorex araneus (Insectivora), Glis glis, Apodemus sylvaticus, Arvicola terrestris, Microtus nivalis and M. arvalis
(Rodentia).
We found in the Prof. Margareta DUMITRESCU
collection of small mammals stored in the
Speleological Institute, Bucharest, only one arvicolid molar (M 1) collected in 1954, indicating the
occurrence in the Tecuri Cave of a larger Mimomys form, identified as M. intermedius (Newton,
1881) (= M. savini Hinton, 1910 = M. majori
Hinton, 1910) (for synonyms see also ZAZHIGIN
1980). In the Tecuri Cave the occurrence of M.
intermedius is considered as evidence of a Cromerian (s.l.) deposit somewhere in this cave. It is
worth remembering that the re-entrant angles of
the molar were filled with a red brown matrix.
Further investigations will, ·perhaps, allow the
recognition of such a deposit in the Tecuri Cave.
1

I
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DESCRIPTION
Although the specimen displays juvenile features,
the morphology of synclines at the base of the
crown indicates the beginning of the process of
root formation. A high degree of hypsodonty is
also characteristic of this molar. Anteroextemal
(anterosinus) and second anterointemal (protosinus) dentine tracks are already part of the occlusal pattern; first anterointemal (anterosinulus) dentine track does not yet reach the occlusal surfa~e (terminology
after RABEDER, 1981)

3

(Fig. 2). The enamel band is thicker on the convex
side of dental prisms, a typical structure not only
for the Mimomys forms, but also for the primitive
representatives of the genus Arvicola.
The strong degree of hypsodonty mentioned
above suggests that the larger vole under consideration belongs to an advanced stage of M. intermedius. We used for comparison M 1 from
Stissenbom (Germany) and Cave C 718 at Koneprusy (Czech Republic) figured by FEJFAR
(1969), which appear to possess a similar hypsodonty (Fig. 2.)

On the presence of Mimomys intermedius

Measurements:
occlusal length 2.75; occlusal width 1.55; height
(along the anterior wall of anterior lobe) 5.50;
height of anterosinulus 5.45.

DISTRIBUTION
Till now M. intermedius was recorded from the
following fossil sites containing karst deposits:
Betfia V, Betfia VII - 3 and VII - 4, near Oradea,
Pe§tera Ur§ilor (Bears' Cave) at Chi§cliu (Chi§cliu
- 1 in TERZEA, 1996), Subpiatrli quarry near
Ale§d (HIR & VENCZEL\ 1996), Gura Dobrogei
- 4 rock-shelter (RADULESCU & SAMSON,
1986) and Casian Cave (AADULESCU & SAMSON, 1993) ·(Fig. 1). The specimen from the
Tecuri Cave is the only record of this species in
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central part of Rom~nia. The deposit which
yielded the molar of M. intermedius can be assigned a Late Biharian age -close to the classic
"Late Cromerian" of Stissenborn.
M. intermedius is widely distributed at Cromerian
localities of England and Western Europe. The
species is considered a "marker" of the Late Biharian in Central Europe (FEJFAR & HEINRICH,
1983). In Eastern Europe (and Siberia), M. intermedius is characteristic of Tiraspolian mammalian
faunas and their biostratigraphic equivalents
(MARKOVA, 1990).

The origin of M. intermedius group is still controversial; according to RADULESCU & SAMSON
(1983) a Mimomys coelodus stock gave rise toM.
intermedius.

2

Thanks to Dr. Vlad Codrea ("Babe§-Bolyai" University,
Cluj-Napoca), we had the opportunity to examine some
molars of larger voles from the Subpiatrll Quarry. This material suggests the presence at this fossil site of a primitive
Arvicola (or a transitional Mimomys/Arvicola form) instead
of Mimomys savini.
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IN MEMORIAM
....

-Y,aler TRUFA~

1931-1997

-Anglish! Anglish! Have you razor blades?
For the old shepherd this must have been the second expedition to pop out unexpectedly. The three
men here, wearing town clothes and a rope coil, reminded him somehow of those who many years
before had asked him about caves and had offered in exchange a miraculous razor blade, that had
subsequently served him for a whole one year.
·
·
Those three were looking for caves too, but all they could give him were. some Select cigarettes
from the cardboard box of the older one, that the other two called ''Professor". They didn'tseem to
be anglish either, still bloody lucky they must have been not to get lost~ They didn't probably hit
the hole at Taullui Batan, that was a horrifying one ... He would show them the way, they won't
be anyway able to descend, even the anglish didn't get inside.

•••
When I first put my foot on the ladder I realize that only now starts the really tough. I am not anymore scared, but all my strength seems to have vanished. Professor asks me if I want to be
"hauled" with the belay line. I don't want, I am ashamed of such a prospect. I stop after each bar, I
cry a little, I add a "Damn'it", then I climb another step. Professor encouragingly speaks to me:
-Cry girl, but climb!
-Pull tight, Professor!
-All right, I pull!
-Not now, wait a bit till I rest... Now!
After getting past the sparse rungs ladder, I seem to climb more easily. Professor continuously
speaks to me, although I realize that he is tired and chilled to. His chitchat seems to irritate me,
but little by little I get increasingly confident into my own strength. By the middle of the shaft he
suddenly asks me:
-Do you know who Danielopol was?
I climb two bars one after another and ask:
-Who was he?
The next moment I am telling myself: "See what is on my mind!"
I have arrived at the top of the shaft. Over the last bars I am pulled really tight and the rope strangles me. I unfasten it angrily and I start crying with big teardrops.
-You may cry now, everything is all over.
I slowly strolled to the camp, there I took off my wet clothes and lay into my bag. I fell into an
agitated sleep.
In a few days, the whole episode appeared to me far off and faint. Only one tormenting question
persisted:
- Who might Danielopol have been?
(Horia and Daniela, on behalf of the 1969-1974 novices of the
"Emil Racovita" Caving Club in Bucharest)
Professor above was Valer Trufa§, a native of
Hunedoara land (born in 1931 in the village Bruta).
Karst in that area, in particular within ~ureanu
mountains, has been targeted over the last century
by lots of national caving organizations and foreign expeditions - such as the British ones in
1967-1969. Within that exploration activity of
sometimes profuse logistics, Professor Trufa§ has

built during the '60s his own, low-budget, yet
strikingly original and efficient share.

As a member of the teaching staff of the School of
Geography of the Bucharest University he investigated the caves at Grlidi~tea de Munte (next to the
ancient capital of Dacians, Sarmizegetusa) and those
in Piatra Le§ului (the Ro§ia gorge). The tracer tests he
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performed in 1969 outlined the major karst system
associated to the ~ipot resurgences.
In 1970 he became involved, as a scientific tutor,
in the activities of the recently established "Emil
Racovita" Caving Club in Bucharest. His intuition
and experience as a hydrologist, mountain climber
and caver suggested that elaborate as they had
been, previous expeditions in ~ureanu mountains
still might have missed some major caves, or failed
to thoroughly explore some others: young caving
novices of the club would be adequately guided, to
allow them to prove that his obstinacy had seen
right. As a result emerged the over 7-km long Ponorici-Ciclovina cu Apa cave system map and the
-268 m deep pothole in Dosul liiqorului -that
for a long period would hold the reputation of Romania's sheerest vertical series, as well as many
other cavities of interest: Pe§tera de pe Paraul
Clenjii (-103 m deep), Batan (-84 m deep),
Pe§tera de Ia Malu Ro§U (currently 1 km long),
Pe§tera Sifonului de Ia fiipot (currently 800 m
long) and the beautifully decorated Pe§tera Palariei.
Simultaneously, Professor Trufa~ continued to
investigate, together with his younger assistants,
the intricate hydrological connections of the Ponorici-Ciclovina cu Apa and ~ipot systems. He
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additionally fully supported some . students.' research activities, that by that time, in the'; ea.dy
'70s, pioneered scientific fields in Romania, such
as the chemical behavior of the karst water and the
impact of the caves environment on human physiology. He insisted and made use of all the necessary influence to issue in 1973 the Bulletin of
"Emil Racovita" Caving Club - the first NGO
approach publication in the domain of the karst in
Romania.
The striking thing is that karst was only a secondary, occasional field of interest within the broad
didactic and scientific activity of Professor Trufa~,
which essentially addressed general hydrology,
hydrochemistry, and more recently, environmental
impact. It is hard to conjecture how an apparently
contingent concern, (there aren't probably more
than a dozen karst papers among the over 180
which he published) had such a tremendous impact
over a large group of young people, many of which
subsequently developed scientific careers in the
karst domain. It is an evidence that energy, obstinacy, discipline --one should say the matter-offact approach of Transylvanian tradition- are
altogether, in spite of more sophisticated considerations, the key ingredients of achievement.
Horia MITROFAN

